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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

ATELIER SUR LA SIMULATION PAR ORDINATEUR 
DES CHARACTERISTIQUES DES RESIDUS REACTIFS, 

PARRAINE PAR LE COMITE MEND 

SOMMAIRE EXÉCUTIF 

La société Kilborn Engineering (B.C.) Ltd. (Kilborn) a été engagée par CANMET 

dans le bût d'organiser un atelier concernant la simulation par ordinateur des 

charactéristiques des rejets réactifs. L'atelier s'est tenu à Haliburton en 
Ontario du 23 au 24 mai 1990 sous la direction de monsieur Henry Steger de 

CANMET. 

La participation était très diversifiée. Une liste des participants est ajoutée 

à ce rapport. En plus desdélégués de CANMET, il y avait des participants des 
Etats-Unis, de la Suède et de l'Australie et des représentants de l'industrie, 

des bureaux d'études, des universités et de divers départements gouvernementaux. 

Le programme de l'atelier est ajouté à ce rapport. Les présentations et les 

questions ont porté beaucoup sur un programme de simulation recherché et 

développé sous la-direction de CANMET et capable, entre autre, de calculer la 

production d'acide sulphurique des rejets réactifs. Ce programme, appel6 
Programme d'Evaluation des Résidus Acides Réactifs (PERAR.RMCl), a fait l'objet 

de la première, de la troisième et de la onziéme présentation. Ce programme est 

une adaptation du programme PERAR aux métaux communs. Il n'est pas encore 
disponible au public. 

D'autres présentations onk exposé le point de vue des consultants des bureaux 

d'études, le point de vue de l'industrie et le point de vue du département de 

l'environnement canadien en ce qui concerne l'emploi de modèles. Les dernières 

présentations ont donné les perspectives suédoise, américaine et australienne. 
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De nombreuses discussions ont eu lieu en rapport avec les besoins de programmes 
pour ordinateurs afin de calculer les charactéristiques des rejets réactifs et 
leurs résultats. 

Un compte rendu de chaque exposé et des questions et discussions est ajouté à 

ce rapport. 

2.0 COMMENTAIRES D'OUVERTURE 

Docteur Henry Steger de CANMET en tant que Directeur de de l'atelier, a souhaité 4 
la bienvenue aux participants. 

Monsieur Keith Ferguson, de l'environnement du Canada, a indiqué que l'atelier 
est un pas important vers la préparation d'un modèle capable de simuler le débit 

d'acide des résidus réactifs. La mise au point d'un tel modèle est plus avancée 
que l'on ne pense, particulièrement avec le travail de CANMET effectué sur PERAR 

Il a exprimé l'espoir que les participants seraient constructifs dans leur 
critique du programme PERAR et sans doute discuteront aussi d'autres genres de 

modèles. 

Monsieur Ferguson a indiqué qu'il existe une réticence dans l'industrie contre ' 

l'emploi de modèles pour simuler les résidus réactif mais la présence à cette .: 

session de travail de nombreuses personnes très qualifiées permettrait de 

développer un modèle utile à la fois, à l'industrie et au gouvernement. 

3.0 PRESENTATIONS DIRECTEMENT EN RAPPORT AVEC PERAR 

Le Programme d'Evaluation des Résidus Acides Réactifs adapté aux Résidus de 

Métaux Communs (PERAR.RMCl), est un modéle développé a partir du modele utilisé 

pour les rejets d'uranium (PERAR). Il calcule l'acide généré par l'oxidation 

des minéraux sulfurés et- permet de simuler les concentrations du zinc et du 

cuivre. Messieurs W.J. Snodgrass, K.A. Morin et B.E. Halbert ont parlé dans leur 

exposé de PERAR.RMCl. 
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3.1 Docteur W.J. Snodgrass de Beak Consultants a expliqué qu'un modèle doit : 
être capable de produire des résultats utiles pour prendre des décisions 
concernant les rejets réactifs. Il a donné le contenu conceptuel du modèle 
et a exprimé son opinion en ce qui concerne ses faiblesses, ses limitations 
et ses possibilités futures. 

Docteur Snodgrass a parlé. des essais de validation et de calibrage du 

modèle. 
r 

Il a comparé le modèle à d'autres et a indiqué que PERAR.RMCI adresse 

* beaucoup plus de questions at aussi des questions qui sont plus complexes 
que les autre modèles. Pourtant, PERAR.RMCl est plus compliqué à employer 
et plus difficile à comprendre pour un opérateur nouveau et peu 

expérimenté. 

Une liste de onze (11) questions (problèmes) utilisées pour évaluer le 
débit d'acide et quels modèles peuvent aider à répondre est donnée à la 

page 2.7. RATAP.BMP peut répondre aux questions 1 à 5: 
1. Temps' pour oxyder tout le pyrite 

2. Temps pour la formation d'acide pour l'aire de résidus 
3. Débit d'acide de l'aire des résidus 

4. Débit d'acide et de métaux lourds d'une aire de résidus 

5. Estimation de l'incertitude de l'évacuation de la question 4, ci- 

haut. 

fUTAP.BMP a besoin de renseignements provenant des questions 6, 7 et 8 pour 

son usage: 

6. Balance d'eau 
7. Evacuation d'eau 

8. Epaisseur et humidité du sol de la zone non-saturée. 

D'autres questions peuvent être posées par d'autres codes: 
9. Consolidation (basée sur la géotechnique) 

10. Ordres d'équilibre 

11. Options de contrôle. 
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3.2 

3.3 
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Docteur K.A. Morin de Morwijk Enterprises Ltd. a présenté une critique du 
modèle PERAR.RMCl basée exclusivement sur le rapport principal traitant 
du sujet, d'autres rapports et le modèle n'étant pas disponibles. Il a 
proposé un programme de 5 étapes visant à améliorer le modèle et l'employer 

avec succès. 

Interrompre le développement (subventionné par.le gouvernement) du 

modèle pendant quelques années. 

Livrer le modèle au secteur publique dès que possible, entre autres 

les futurs usagers, afin de déterminer l'acceptabilité et 

l'applicabilité de RATAP. 
Plusieurs années après la présentation de RATAP au public, faire un 
sondage avec les usagers afin de déterminer la meilleure façon 
d'améliorer RATAP pour le rendre plus précis et plus versatile. 

Présentement, décider si des améliorations. subventionnées par le 

gouvernement devraient être entreprises. 

Pendant la période de discussion, une question importante a été posée 
concernant la possibilité d'utiliser le modèle dans son étât actuel. Une . 
discussion a suivit indiquant que le modele ne devrait pas être mis sur 

le marché sans être modifié, tout spécialement à le rendre plus facile à 
utiliser. Il est aussi important de noter que le modèle RATAP.BMTl doit 

être calibré et validé à chaque site. C'est la raison principale pour k 

laquelle le programme n'a pas encore été relâché. Dans les discussions 

qui ont suivi, on a mentionné que la calibration du modèle n'était pas pour 3 

changer les codes; mais en fait, était pour incorporer des renseignements 

spécifiques. 

Monsieur B.E. Halbert de Senes Consultants Ltd. terminait les présentations 

ayant rapport au programme PERAR.RMCl en donnant un aperçu du modéle et 
son calibrage et validation à Waite Alumet au Québec et à Nordic (Elliot 

Lake) et son application à Nordic. & 

Il est à noter que le modèle consiste de cinq modules qui peuvent être 
vérifiés indépendamment. Des simulationsdéterministes ou probabilistiques 

peuvent être effectuées. Une bonne concordance a été obtenue entre les 

résultats simulés et les valeurs réelles obtenues sur le terrain. 



Durant la période de discussion, une question a été posée concernant le 
calibrage du modèle, à savoir s'il a été calibré suffisamment pour que l'on 
puisse employer le modèle avec confiance. Les recommendations du Docteur 
Morin ont été répétées et l'on s'est demandé ce qu'il faudrait faire avec 
PERAR.RMCI et comment procéder. L'opinion générale a été qu'il est 
nécessaire de simplifier PERAR.RMCl pour le rendre plus facile à utiliser 

avant de le distribuer. 

4.0 POINT DE VUE DES INGENIEURS-CONSEILS 

Messieurs K.D. Phinney, A.V. Bell et A.M. Robertson ont parlé dans leur exposé 
de leur expérience avec leurs modèles de simulation. 

4.1 Monsieur K.D. Phinney de Monenco Consultants Ltd a expliqué que Monenco 

agit comme ingénieur-conseil auprès des sociétés minières et que son rôle 
est d'obtenir des permits, de faire des études environnementales, de 

désigner des emplacements de résidus d'usines ou de mines, etc... 

Monsieur Phinney a indiqué que la simulation de rejets réactifs est 

limitée, en ce qui concerne les sites anciens, à l'évaluation de 

l'efficacité de diverses possibilités de réclamation et cela à partir 

d'observations faites sur le terrain. 

En ce qui concerne les sites nouveaux, il est important que les entrées 

et sorties d'eaux soient calculées- de façon précise. Monsieur Phinney a 

donné des exemples de sites situés au Nouveau Brunswick. 

Monsieur Phinney a terminé son exposé avec quelques remarques au sujet de 

PERAR.RMCl. Il est d'opinion qu'il existe des modeles plus simples que 

PERAR.RMCl pour calculer le débit d'acide des sites mais que PERAR.RMCl 

sera utile pour étudier la possibilité de modifier la chimie des sites de 

résidus. 
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4.2 

Durant la période de discussion , une question a été posée concernant les 
méthodes conservatrices employées par Monsieur K.D. Phinney. Les 
engénieurs sont souvent poussés à employer des moyens très conservateurs. 

. . 
Monsieur A.V. Bell de Nolan, Davis & Associates a commencé son exposé en 
indiquant que les modèles devraient être de simples outils conçus de façon 
à donner des réponses à des questions spécifiques. Les modèles ne doivent 

pas être compliqués, mais doivent être faciles à utiliser. PERAR.RMCl 
est un modèle très compliqué qui pourrait former une base pour comprendre 
des situations difficiles. 

Il espérait que sa présentation résulterait en une discussion concernant 
l'emploi éventuel de PERAR.RMCI ou d'autres modèles pour la simulation de 

charactéristiques de tas de résidus de mine et qu'elle donnerait des 
informations pour le calibrage ou le développement de modèles relatifs aux 
tas de résidus acidiques de mine. Les charactéristiques des résidus 
acidiques -de mine diffèrent de plusieurs façons de celles des résidus 

réactifs, bien qu'il qu'il y ait des similarités en ce qui a trait à la 

production d'acide et l'effet que la décharge d'acide et les éléments qui 

ont été lessivés ont sur l'environnement. 

Monsieur Bell a présenté des diapositives sur les tas de résidus de la mine 

de Heath Steele située au Nouveau Brunswick. Le programme expérimental 
consiste de l'évaluation de la performance de couvertures différentes et 

est arrangé en quatre phases. Les deux premières phases, c'est à dire, 

l'identification des tas a soumettre aux essais et l'installation 

d'instruments sont complétées. La troisième phase qui consiste à 

déterminer les charactéristiques des couvertures possibles est en cours 

d'exécution. 

Monsieur Bell est d'opinion qu'il sera très difficile de développer un 

modèle capable de simuler la génération d'acide dans les tas de résidus 

de mine. Un tel modèle est pourtant très important. 

Docteur A.M. Robertson de Steffen Robertson & Kirsten (B.C.) Inc. 

commençait son exposé aves ses commentaires sur le programme PERAR.RMCl. 
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Docteur Robertson a indiqué tout d'abord que PERAR.RMCl devrait être 
distribué et essayé avant que l'on puisse en dire ou le juger d'avantage. 
Le modèle est bien fait en ce qui concerne les réactions, pourtant il ne 
s'occupe pas du mouvement de l'eau. Etant donné que l'on doit donner des 
réponses aujourd'hui il ne faut pas attendre mais le mettre à la 

disposition du public. 

\ La présentation du Docteur Robertson était en rapport avec la simulation 

de la génération d'acide dans les résidus. A l'aide de diapositives, il 
a montré les conditions physiques réelles qui existent dans les sites à 
rejets, à Westmin, à Uravan. De nombreuses fissures et d'autres 
irrégularités laissent entrer l'oxygène et les différences en granulométrie 
de couche à couche occasionnent des variations énormes en teneur d'eau. 
Ainsi un modèle de simulation ne sera valide que s'il tient compte de 

cette complexité du site. 

Docteur Robertson a aussi parlé de ses essais à Faro où une couverture 

spéciale, placée sur un tas de résidus de mine, permet de limiter l'entrée 

d'oxygêne. 

Durant la période de discussion, une question a été posée relative à la 

disponibilité de données qui pourraient être employées par PERAR.RKl. 
Docteur Robertson a indiqué qu'il possède des données et qu'il a déjà 

demandé il y a quelques mois d'avoir accés à PERAR.RMCl. 

I I 

Docteur Robertson a fait des remarques sur l'entreposage dans les dépôts' 
de rebut de roc, l'entreposage des sels acidiques à l'étât sec et à l'étât 

dissout. Les prédictions de l'environnement sous-terrain doivent tenir 

compte de cet entreposage et contrôleront nos mesures correctives. Un 
grand dépôt de rebut de roc a une grande capacité d'entreposage et cela 

peut prendre jusqu'à trois ans avant que quelque chose n'en ressorte. La 

simulation par ordinateur de la production d'acide doit être essayée en 

utilisant des modèles de canal a débit multiple lesquels donneront une 

variation stochastique de la production d'acide. 
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5.0 POINT DE VUE DE L'AGENCE DE RÉG&ATION 

Monsieur K. Ferguson a exposé le point de vue des régulateurs v i 

de modèles de simulation de résidus réactifs. Il a d'abord 

régulateurs sont très sceptiques, ensuite il a fait un résumé 

et des questions qu'ils posent. Il a donné son opinion en ce 

Docteur Robertson a décrit la consommation de chaux à la Mine Doyon. On 
croit que l'augmentation élevée de la consommation de chaux est causée 

par le nettoyage par pression et non par la production. L'entreposage 
d'acide est três important dans un dépôt de rebuts mais pas autant dans 

un site de résidus. La Mine Doyon a donc besoin de savoir ce que la 
consommation d'acide sera en 1991. Nous avons besoin de ces outils de 
prédiction. Ce ne sont pas tous les rebuts qui produisent de l'acide à 

la Mine Doyon, et nos modèles doivent reconnaître ce fait. Les barrages 

de résidus ont des bords, ce qui fait que la géométrie et les propriétés 
des matériaux font que les modèles doivent être divisés en sections. 

s-à-vis l'emploi 

indiqué que les 

de leurs besoins 

qui concerne les 
capacités de PERAR.RMCl de répondre a ces besoins et à ces questions. 

Monsieur Ferguson a montré des diapositives sur les résidus de Westmin et a. 

indiqué que RATAP.BMTl pourrait trouver une application à ce site. 

Yonsieur K. Ferguson a conclus que les régulateurs ont besoin de modèles afin 

de simuler la qualité de l'eau. Il a terminé en exprimant l'opinion que 

l'utilisation de PERAR.RMCl donnerait des données utiles aux régulateurs. I 

3urant.la période de discussion, une question a été posée relative à la 

validation et au calibrage de RATAP.BMTl. 

5.0 POINT DE VUE DE L’INDUSTRIE HINIERE 

docteur E. Yanful a expliqué le point de vue de l'industrie minière relatif à 

l'emploi de modèles de simulation de résidus réactifs. Il a d'abord indiqué 

que les besoins de l'industrie sont semblables aux besoins des régulateurs; de 

plus, le modèle doit être capable de vérifier la validité d'une certaine 

technologie. 
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Les sociétés minières sont confrontées au problème de disposer de leurs résidus 

d'une façon qui est, d'un côté, acceptable du point de vue de l'environnment et 
de l'autre côté, économique. Leur bût principal est de survivre et de faire un 
profit de leurs opérations. 

Docteur Yanful a expliqué que le bût principal du modèle est de simuler la 
génération de l'acide des résidus mais le modèle doit aussi être capable de 
déterminer l'efficacité des mesures de contrôle. 

Docteur Yanful a conclus que les besoins de l'industrie minière en matière de 

simulation sont grands et que le bon modèle doit être employé dans la bonne 
situation. 

Durant la période de discussion, une question a été posée à savoir si l'industrie 
minière considère PERAR.RMCl utile et capable de répondre à ses besoins. Docteur 
Yanful a répondu que PERAR.RMCl'devrait être utilisé parce que le modèle est 

considéré comme très utile. Il est pourtant d'avis que le programme n'a pas 

été validé suffisamment et qu'il faudrait l'essayer d'avantage. 

7.0 PRÉSE~ATIONS DONNA~~T LE PoIw DE VUE DE LA DÉLÉGATION ÉTRANGÈRE. 

Monsieur Bj6rn Sodermark et Mademoiselle Marie Collin de la Suède, Docteur Kirk 

Nordstrom des Etats-Unis et Docteur A.J.M. Ritchie de l'Australie ont présenté 
leurs points de vue respectifs. 

7.1 Monsieur Bj6rn Sodermark de l'Agence Suédoise de Protection de 

l'Environnement a parlé des traveaux commencé en Suède il y a une dizaine 
d'années en matière d'identification et de classification des résidus 

réactifs. 'En ce qui concerne les mesures de suppression, la solution 

recommendée est d'installer une couverture laquelle est durable et demande 

peu d'entretien. 

La prochaine étape consiste à développer un modèle capable de déterminer 

la façon de construire une couverture efficace. Monsieur Sodermark doutait 
qu'il existerait jamais un programme compréhensif capable de simuler la 

production d'acide de résidus réactifs pour tous les systèmes et il pensait 
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7.3 

très qualifiées, tandis que maintenant on se dirige de plus en plus vers 
l'emploi de consultants et ces firmes n'ont souvent pas la compétence. 

Docteur Nordstrom a insisté qu'il faudrait plus de collaboration entre 
les rechercheurs, le gouvernement et l'industrie, et que, d'autre part, 
if faudrait tenir compte plus de la géochimie et employer les modèles 
géochimiques existants. 

Profeseseur Nordstrom a donné un bref aperçu des modèles géochimiques 
employés aux Etats-Unis. Il a parlé de Riverton, au Wyoming, où l'étude 
consistait à comparer les données obtenues au terrain avec les résultats 
de simulation géochimique et hydrologique. Il a expliqué les résultats 
des investigations effectuées à Butte, au Montana et doutait d'une des 
conclusions de l'étude, laquelle semblait indiquer qu'il faudrait quelques 
vingt mille années pour que les contaminants puissent descendre dans les 

eaux sousterraines. 

Il a aussi parlé des travaux effectués a Whitewood Creek au Dakota du Sud 
où le programme MINTEQ a été employé et où les valeurs mesurées ressemblent 

aux valeurs calculées. Docteur Nordstrom a décrit les investigations qui 
sont en cours à Pinal Creek en Arizona où le mouvement d'acide provenant 

d'un ancien réservoir pose un danger pour l'eau potable de la ville de 
Phoenix. 

Docteur A.I.M. Ritchie de l'organisation australienne de sciences et 

technologie nucléaires a commencé sa présentation avec ses conmnentaires 

sur PERAR.RMCl et a exprimé sa conviction que le modèle sera un outil 
important à l'usage des régulateurs et des opérateurs dans leur évaluation 

des différents systèmes de contrôle. Il a ensuite donné, en forme 

chronologique, une description des travaux effectués à Ansto en connection 

avec la production et l'utilisation de modeles. 

Le modèle a progressé d'un simple modèle homogène où l'oxygène est 

transmise par diffusion à travers les pores jusqu'au modèle ajusté où 

l'oxygène est aussi transmise par diffusion dans la zône de réaction. 

Finalement, le modèle a été corrigé en tenant compte du fait que l'oxygène 
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était aussi tansmise par convect ion. Il a ensuite donné quelques résultats 
de l'utilisation du modèle. 

8.0 DISCUSSION FINALE ET RÉCAPITULATION 

Monsieur K. Ferguson a annoncé que le comité MEND a décidé de recommender à 

CANMET que le programme PERAR.RCMl soit distribué. En effet, le consensus des 
personnes faisant partie du groupe de travail était qu'elles veulent utiliser 

le modèle. Le modèle devrait être modifié de façon à le rendre plus accessible 
à l'usager et la documentation devrait également être améliorée. 

Docteur Henry Steger a ajourné l'atelier et a remercié chacun de sa 
participation. Il a remercié Mademoiselle Mary Paddon de Kilborn Engineering 

(B.C.) Ltd. pour son excellent travail d'organisation. 

Finalement monsieur Steger a demandé s'il ne faudrait pas continuer à se 

rencontrer dans le futur à des réunions semblables et a demandé aux participants 
d'y réfléchir. 

****** 
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WORKSHOP ON MODELLING OF REACTIVE TAILINGS 

SPONSORED BY THE MEND PREDICTION COMMITTEE 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Kilborn Engineering (B.C.) Ltd. (Kilborn) was commissioned by CANMET to organite 

a Workshop on the modelling of reactive tailings. The Workshop was held in 
Haliburton, Ontario, May 23 - 24, 1990, under the chairmanship of Dr. Henry 
Steger of CANMET. The Workshop was sponsored by the MEND Prediction Committee. 

The diversified participation consisted of representatives of CANMET, delegates 
from the United States, Sweden and Australia and representatives of the mining 
industry, the consulting community, universities and various government 
departments. The Workshop roster is presented in the Introduction Section of 
the Main Report. 

The presentations aad discussions concentrated on a simulation mode1 studied 

and developed under the direction of' CANMET and capable of calculating the 

generation of sulphuric acid from reactive tailings. The first, third and 
eleventh presentation dealt with this program called Reactive Acid Tailings 

Assessment Program, (RATAP.BMTl). The program is an adaptation of the program 

RATAP to base metal tailings. The mode1 is not yet available to the public. 

Other presentations provided a consulting engineering perspective, the industry 

perspective and the point of view of the regulatory agencies with regard to the 

use of models. Finally, representatives of the United States, Sweden and 

Australia presented their thoughts. Numerous discussions took place related to 

the use of programmed models capable of calculating the characteristics of 

reactive tailings and their impact on the environment. 
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The report includes a summary of each presentation and the associated question 

and answer period. 

2.0 OPENING REHARKS 

As chairman, Dr. Henry Steger of CANMET welcomed everyone to the Workshop. Mr. 

Keith Ferguson of Environment Canada then indicated that the Workshop is an 

important step towards the preparation of a mode1 capable of simulating the 

reactive tailings acid flux. The finalization of such a mode1 is more advanced 
than is generally known, especially with CANMET's work on RATAP. 

He hoped that the participants would be constructive in their critique of RATAP 

as well as discuss other models. He indicated that there is industry resistance 
against the use of models to characterize reactive tailings, but the presence 
at this Workshop of a large number of highly qualified people would contribute 

to the development of a useful mode1 for both industry and government. 

3.0 PRESENTATIONS DIRECTLY INVOLVED WjTH RATAP 
. 

. 
The Reactive Acid Tailings Assessment Program, adapted to base-metal tailings, 
(RATAP.BMTl), is developed from the mode1 used for sulphidic uranium tailings, 

(RATAP). The mode1 calculates the amount of acid caused by oxiditation of the 

sulphide minerais and, in addition, calculates the concentration of zinc and 

copper. In their respective presentations, Messrs. W.J. Snodgrass, K.A. Morin 

and B.E. Halbert dealt with RATAP.BMTl. 

3.1 Dr. W. J. Snodgrass of Beak Consultants explained that a mode1 must be 
capable of producing useful results SO that one cari make decisions with 

respect to‘reactive tailings. He explained the conceptual content of the 

mode1 and provided his opinion on its weaknesses, limitations and future 
possibilities. 
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Dr. W.J. Snodgrass spoke about the validation and calibration of the model. 
He compared RATAP.BMTl to other existing models and, indicated that 
RATAP.BMTl addressed questions more complicated than othermodels. However 
because of its complexity, RATAP.BMTl is more difficult to us 

understand by the new or unexperienced operator. 

A list of eleven questions (problem statements) used for assessi 
drainage and which models cari help answer is given on page 2.7. 

cari address Questions 1 through 5: 

1. Time to oxidize a11 pyrite 

l 2. Time of acid generation for tailings area 

3. Acid flux from a tailings area 

4. Flux of acidity and heavy metals from a tailings 

area 

5. Estimate of uncertainty of flux of above point 4. 

;e and to 

ng acidic 
RATAP.BMP 

RATAP.BMP needs some information from Questions 6, 7 and 8 for its use. 

6. 
7. 

8. 

Water balance 

i 

Groundwater flow 
Thickness and soi1 ma-isture of unsaturated zone. 

Other quest 

9. 

10. 

11. 

ons cari be addressed by other codes: 

Consolidation* (geotechnical based) 
Equilibrium sequences 

Control options. 

, 

3.2 Dr. K.A. Morin of Morwijk Enterprises Ltd. presented a critique of the 

PATAP. 5MTl mode1 based exclusively on the main report because other 

reports and the mode1 were not available. He recommended a five step 
program to improve the model: 

. Halt (government-sponsored) mode1 development for several 

years. 
. Initiate detailed field and laboratory studies for comparison 

with PATAP simulations and for expanding current in-field 
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knowledge of acid drainage from tailings impoundments. 
. Release the mode1 as soon as possible to the public domain, 

that is, to the intended users, to allow an extensive 
determination of RATAP's acceptability and applicability. 

. Several years after release of RATAP, conduct a survey of 
users to determine where MTAP cari best be improved to make 

it more accurate and more widely applicable. 
. At that point in time, determine whether government-sponsored 

improvements should be undertaken. 

During the discussion period, a question related to the possibility of 
using the mode1 in its present form was asked. A discussion followed 
which seemed to indicate that the mode1 should not be released without 

modifications, especially with regard to making it more user-friendly. 

It is also important to note that the mode1 RATAP.EMTl must be calibrated 

and validated for each specific site. This is the main reason why the 
program has not yet been released. It was brought out in subsequent 
discussions that calibration of the mode1 is not a mode1 coding change but 
is, in fact, incorporating site specific data. 

3.3 Mr. B.E. Halbert of Senes Consultants Ltd. ended the presentations devoted 

to the program RATAP.BMTI. He gave an overview of the mode1 content, its 

calibration and validation at Waite Amulet in Quebecand at Nordic (Elliot 

Lake), and its application at Nordic. 

The mode1 consists of five modules which cari be verified independently. 

Oeterministic or probabilistic simulations cari be carried out. A good 

resemblance was achieved between the predicted values and field 

observations. 

During the discussion period, a question was asked related to the 

calibration of the mode1 and if such calibrations had been carried out 

sufficiently to have confidence in the utilization of the mode1 and its 

results. The recommendations sunnnarized by Dr. K.A. Morin were repeated 
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and the question was asked what to do with FUTAP.BMTl and how to proceed? 
Generally, the consensus of opinion was that FUTAP.BMTl .should be made 

more user-friendly. 

4.0 ENGINEERING AND CONSULTING COMPANIES PERSPECTIVE 

In their respective presentations, Messrs. K.D. Phinney, A.V. Bell and A.M. 
Robertson related their experience with the use of simulation models. 

4.1 Mr. K.D. Phinney of Monenco Consultants Ltd. explained that Monenco acts 

as a consulting engineer to various mining companies. Its role is to 
obtain permits, to ( 

disposa1 areas, etc. 

With regard to old s 
mode1 is limited to 

arry out feasibility studies, to design tailings 

tes, Mr. K.D. Phinney indicated that the use of a 
evaluating the efficiency of various reclamation 

possibilities and using field measurements. With regard to new sites, it 
is important that the water balance be carefully calculated. Mr. K.D. 
Phinney gave examples of sites situated in New Brunswick. 

Mr. K.D. Phinney closed.his presentation with his remarks related to 

RATAP.BMTl. It was his opinion that there are simpler models than 

RATAP.BMTl to calculate the acid flux from sites but felt that RATAP.BMTl 

Will be useful to study the possible modification of tailing sites 

chemi stry, 

During the discussion period, a question was asked related to the 

conservative methods used by Mr. K.D. Phinney. Engineers are often forced 

to use very conservative methods. 

4.2 Mr. A.V. Bell from Nolan, Davis & Associates began his presentation by 
indicating'that models should be simple tools designed to give answers to 

specific questions. Models should be user-friendly. RATAP.BMTl is a very 
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4.3 

complicated mode1 that could form the basis for understanding complicated 
situations. 

He hoped that his presentation would promote some discussion on the 

application of RATAP.BMTl or other models to acid waste rock and further 
would provide some input to the modelling community for any requirements 

they might have for the calibration or development of models relative to 

acid waste rock situations. The characteristics of acid waste rock differ 

in many ways from those of reactive tailings, although there are of course 

similarities relative to the acid generation chemistry and the impact that 
acid runoff and leachates have on the environment. 

, 
His slide presentation was in connection with the waste rock piles of 
Heath Steele situated in New Brunswick. The experimental program involves 

evaluation of the performance of different covers and is arranged in four 

phases. The two first phases, the identification of the piles to be used 

for the tests and the installation of monitoring equipment, are completed. 
The third phase is underway and consists of determining the 

characteristics of potential' covers. 

He is of the opinion that it Will be difficult to develop a mode1 capable 
of simulating acid generation in waste rock. Such a mode1 is nevertheless 

very important. 

Dr. A.M. Robertson from Steffen Robertson & Kirsten (B.C.) Inc. started 

his presentation with his comments on RATAP.BMTl. Dr. A.M. Robertson 

indicated that RATAP.BMTl must be released and tested before we cari 

comment further on it. The mode1 addresses the reactions very well, but 

not the flou path. Because we have to give answers today, we must not 

wait and must release RATAP.BMTl. We Will do better with the mode1 than 

without. 

The presentation of Dr. A.M. Robertson dealt with the modelling of acid 

generation in tailings. He showed slides of the physical conditions which 
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exist in tailings sites at Westmin and at Uravan. Numerous cracks and 
other irregularities are responsible for the entry of oxygen and the 
change in size distribution from layer to layer results in randomly 

located perched water tables. A mode1 Will only be valid if it takes 
these complex site conditions into account. 

Dr. A.M. Robertson also reported on his tests at Faro. A spec 
put ont0 a waste p ile limits the entry of oxygen. 

ial caver 

During the discussion period, a question was asked related to the 
availability of data which could be used by RATAP.BMTl. Dr. A.M. 
Robertson indicated that he has some data and that he had asked some 
months ago to have access to ftATAP.BMTl. 

Dr. Robertson reflected on the storage in waste rock dumps, the storage 

of acid salts in the dry state and dissolved state. Predictions in the 
downstream environment must take into account this storage and it Will 

control our remediation measures. A large waste rock dump has a large 
storage capacity and it cari take up to three years before anything cornes 
out of it. Modelling of acid generation must be attempted using multi- 
flow channel models which Will give a stochastic variation of the acid 

generation. 

Dr. Robertson described Mines Doyon's lime consumption. The steep 
increase in lime consumption is believed to be caused by flushing, not by 

generation. Storage of acid is very important in a waste dump, not SO 
.much in a tailings site. SO, Mines Doyon needs to know what the acid 
consumption Will be in 1991, we need these predictive tools. Not a11 
waste is producing acid at Mines Doyon and our models must recognize this. 

Tailings dams have edges, thus the geometry and the materials properties 

dictate that the models be broken up into sections. 
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5.0 REGULATORY AGENCY PERSPECTIVE 

Mr. Keith Ferguson presented the perspective of the regulatory agencies with 

regard to tailings modelling. He first indicated that regulators are very 
sceptical towards models and then made a summary of' their needs and the 

questions they usually ask. He gave his opinion with regard to the capabilities 
of RATAP.BMTl to satisfy the needs and to answer the questions. 

Mr. K. Ferguson showed slides of the tailings at Westmin and indicated that 

RATAP.BMTl could find an application at this site. 

Mr. K. Ferguson concluded that the regulators have a need for the use of models 

to predict water quality and expressed the opinion that the use of RATAP.BMTl 
Will provide useful information to the regulators. 

Dur'ing the discussion period, a question was asked related to the validation and 

calibration of RATAP.BMTl. 

6.0 MINING INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE 

Dr. E. Yanful explained the mining industry perspective with regard to the use 

of models to simulate reactive tailings. First,- he indicated that the needs of 
the mining industry are similar to the needs of the regulators; but in addition, 

the models must be able to verify the validity of a certain technology. 

Mining companies are faced with the problem of disposa1 of their mine wastes 

not only in an ènvironmentally acceptable manner but also in an economical 

manner. The main aim of the companies is to stay in business and to make a 

profit. 

Dr. E. Yanful explained that the principal use of the mode1 is to calculate the 

generation of acid from reactive tailings, but the mode1 must also be capable 
of determining the efficiency of control options. 
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Dr. E. Yanful concluded that the mining industry has many modelling needs and 
that the right mode1 must be used in the right situation. 

During the discussion period, a question was asked as to whether the mining 
industry considers RATAP.BMTl useful and capable to satisfy its needs. Dr. 
Yanful replied that RATAP.BMTl must be used because the mode1 is considered to 

be very useful. However, he was of the opinion that the mode1 has not been 
sufficiently validated and that it must be tested more rigorously. 

7.0 PRESENTATIONS FROH FOREIGN DELEGATES 

Mr. Bjorn Sodermark and MS Marie Collin from Sweden, Dr. Kirk Nordstrom from 
the United States and Dr. A.I.M. Ritchie from Australia described respectively 
their countries perspective. 

7.1 Mr. Bjorn Sodermark of the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 
explained that work started in Sweden ten years ago on the identification 
and classification of reactive tailings deposits. With regard to 

abatement measures, the preferred solution was the installation of a caver 

because this method is long lasting and requires little maintenance. 

The next step involved the development of a mode1 capable of determining 

how to build an efficient caver. He expressed doubts if ever there Will 

be a comprehensive program that cari be fully trusted to calculate the 

final acid flux from reactive tailings for a11 systems and. assumed that I 
it may not be necessary because each problem is site specific. 

Mr. Bj6rn Sodermark then presented the results of a case study in Sweden 

to determine the best caver, both from a technical and economical aspect. 

In Sweden, the government must provide the extra funding for the 

installation of covers for top priority projects. Because of the high 

cost of the abatement measures, Sweden is now acquiring a Netter 

understanding and developing more complete models. 
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7.2 

Thereafter, MS Marie Collin from Kemakta Konsult AB gave a brief summary 
of her work carried out in Sweden with models for the calculation of the 
effectiveness of covers. She explained the content of her mode1 and 
described some examples of calculations carried out with the model. 

During the discussion period, Ms. Marie Collin indicated that it was her 
opinion that the temperature module incorporated in RATAP.BMTl was 
incorrect. Dr. J.M. Scharer replied that the module has since been 
changed completely and takes into account the concerns of MS Collin. 

Dr. Kirk Nordstrom of the U.S. Geological Survey explained that in the 
U.S.A., one is primarily looking at old sites and that it is estimated 
that there are some 55 billion tonnes of reactive tailings, most of them 
from copper and uranium mining. 

1s there an acid problem? and must one act and how? are the questions that 

must have answers. The two remedial measures considered are source 

control and effluent control. 

Dr. Kirk Nordstrom gave a brief summary of the investigations and 

treatments carried out over the last years. He explained that during the 

60's and 70's the work was carried out by federal agencies, research 

institutes and universities who were very qualified. In the 8O's, the 

trend is to engage a consultant and such firms often do not have the 

proper éxpertise. 

Dr. Kirk Nordstrom stressed the need for closer collaboration between 

researchers, government and industry. He would like to see more use made 

or more effective use made of the existing geochemical models, thus taking 
more geochemistry into account. 

Dr. Kirk Nordstrom gave a brief summary of the‘geochemical models used in 

the United States. He explained the studies carried out at Riverton, 
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7.3 

Wyoming where field results were compared to results obtained with 

geochemical and hydrologi cal models. He explained the results of 
investigations carried out at Butte, Montana and expressed his doubts 
about one of the conclusions of the study which seemed to indicate that 
it would take 20,000 years for significant contaminants to move down into 

the groundwater. 

He also touched on the work carried out at Whitewood Creek, South Dakota 

where the mode1 MINTEQ was used and gave a good resemblance to the 
measured values. Dr. Kirk Nordstrom described the investigations being 
undertaken at Pinal Creek, Arizona, where a plume of acid from an old 

storage reservoir poses a threat to the Phoenix aquifer. 

Dr. A.I.M. Ritchie from the Australian Nuclear Science & Technology 
Organization (ANSTO) began his presentation with his comments on 
RATAP.BMTl. He expressed his conviction that the mode1 Will be an 
important tool for regulators and operators to evaluate different control 

options. Then he gave, chronologically, a description of the work carried 
out at ANSTO related to the production and utilization of models. 

The mode1 has progressed from a simple homogeneous model, where the oxygen 
is transmitted by diffusion through the pore spaces, to an adjusted model, 

which takes into account the transmission of oxygen through diffusion into 
the reaction zone. Finally, the mode1 has been corrected taking into 

accounf the fact that the oxygen is also transmitted by convection. He 

then gave some results of the utilization of the model. 

, 
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8.0 FINAL DISCUSSION AND SUMMATION 

Mr. K. Ferguson announced that the MENTI Prediction Committee has decided to 
recommend to CANMET that the program RATAP.BMTl be released for public use. It 
was indeed the consensus of the participants of this Workshop that they want to 

use the model. The mode1 should be modified to make it more user-friendly and 

the documentation should be improved. 

Dr. Henry Steger adjourned the Workshop and expressed his thanks to everybody 

for their participation. He thanked MS Mary Paddon of Kilborn Engineering 

(B.C.) Ltd. for her exce'llent organization of the Workshop. Finally, Dr. Henry 
Steger wondered if one should not continue to meet in the future and asked the 

participants to think about it. 

****+* 
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WORKSHOP ON WODELLING OF REACTIVE TAILINGS 
SPONSORED BY THE MEND PREDICTION COMMITTEE 

INTRODUCTION 

Kilborn Engineering (B.C.) Ltd. was requested by CANMET under the sponsorship 

of the MEND Prediction Committee to organize and report the findings of a 
Workshop on the modelling of reactive tailings. The Workshop was to provide a 
forum encouraging the interchange of ideas and discussion on the modelling of 
reactive tailings. Participants were encouraged to provide: 

th.eir perspective of modelling 
w the differences in conceptual approaches to modelling 
- future‘requirements for component models and linkages thereto _ 

their evaluation of the suitability of the mode1 RATAP.BMT for 
modelling reactive tailings vis-a-vis other available models. 

RATAP.BMT (Reactive Acid Tailings Assessment Program to Base Metal Tailings) is 
a modellihg program developed by CANMET to assess acid flux from base metal 
tailings. Two research reports on the program appear in Appendix D and form the 
basis of the Workshop discussion. 

Members and associates from the MEND Prediction Committee were requested to 

attend along with six sub-consultants chosen through a selection process for 

their experience and capability in modelling. Presentations were solicited from 

the sub-consultants who were primarily researchers and engineering consultants; 

from a Canadian mining industry representative; from a Canadian regulatory agency 

representative; and from the United States, Sweden and Australia delegates. 

This report is the annotated minutes of those presentations, Section B 1 through 
11 and Section C. Following these introductory remarks is the Agenda for the 

MEND Workshop and the names and addresses of the attendees. 

****** 
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. . . 

MODELLINQ OF REACTIVE TAILINGS WORKSHOP 
MAY 23 - 24, 1990 

WIGAMOG INN, HALIBURTON, ONTARIO 
SPONSORED BY THE MEND PREDICTION COMMUTEE 

Tuesdav. Mav 22. 1990 

Al1 day Check - in at your leisure 

18:OO No host bar and dinner. 
checked in. 

Please join us if you have already 

Wednesdav. Mav 23. 1990 

38:00 to 09:OO Breakfast in the Dining Room 

39:OO to 09:15 Welcome - Keith Ferguson 
Introductions 

39:15 to 09:45 First Presentation - W.J. Snodgrass, Beak Consultants 

19:45 to 10:00 Question and Discussion Period 
. 

1o:oo to 10:30 Second Presentation - Monenco, Keith Phinney 

10:30 to 10:45 Question and Discussion Period 

10:45 to ll:oo Coffee Break 

11:OO to 11:30 Third Presentation - Morwijk Enterprises, Kevin Morin 

11:30 to 11:45 Question and Discussion Period 

11:45 to 13:15 

13:15 to 13:45 

13:45 to 14:oo 

14:oo to 14:30 

14:30 to 14:45 

14:45 to 15:oo 

15:oo to 15:30 

15:30 to 15:45 

1 

Lunch 
I 

Fourth Presentation - Nolan, Davis & Associates, Alan Bell 

Question and Discussion Period I 

Fifth Presentation - SRK, Andy Robertson 

Question and Discussion Period 

Coffee Break 

Sixth Presentation - Environment Canada, Keith Ferguson 

Question and Discussion Period 



15:45 to 16:00 Seventh Presentation - Industry Perspective - Ernest Yanful 

16:00 to 16:15 Question and Discussion Period 

16:15 to 17:15 General Discussion and Questions 

18:OO No Host Bar and Dinner 

Thursdav. Mav 24. 1990 

08:OO to 09:OO Breakfast 

09:oo to 09:30 Eight.Presentation - Swedish Perspective, Marie Collin 

09:30 to 09:45 Question and Discussion Period 

09:45 to 10:15 

10:15 to 10:30 

10:30 to 10:45 

10:45 to 11:15 

11:15 to 11:45 

11:45 to 13:15 

13:15 to 13:45 

13:45 to 14:oo 

Ninth Presentation - American Perspective, Kirk Nordstrom 

Question and Discussion Period 

Coffee 

Tenth Presentation - Australian Perspective, Ian Ritchie 

Question and Discussion Period 

Lunch 

Eleventh Presentation - Senes Consultants, Bruce Halbert 

Question and Discussion Period 

14:45 to 15:oo Coffee Break 

15:OO to 17:00 Discuss ion and Surnation 

18:00 No host bar and dinner 

Fridav. Mav 25. 1990 

Please check out by 11 :oo. 

**+*** 
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. . . 

WORKSHOP ON MODELLING OF REACTIVE TAILINGS 

SPONSORED BY THE MEND PREDICTION COMMITTEE 

INTRODUCTION TO THE MINUTES 

Dr. Henry Steger, CANMET, introduced himself to the participants as Chairman of 

the Workshop and passed the meeting to Mr. Keith Ferguson, Environment Canada 

and Chairman of the MEND Prediction Committee. 

Mr. Ferguson in his welcoming address stressed the importance of mathematical 

modelling of reactive tailings and indicated that this programming is further 

advanced than one might realize, especially with the work done by CANMET on 

RATAP. He further indicated that there is resistance in the industry to.tailings 

modelling, but stressed that a lot of good people were participating today and 

that a useful tailings mode1 cari be developed. 

With these comments in mind, the floor was passed to Dr. W.J..Snodgrass of Beak 

Consultants Limited for his comments on modelling in general and RATAP in 

particular. 

****** 
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WORKSHOP ON HODELLING OF’REACTIVE TAILINGS 
i SPONSORED BY THE MEND PREDICTION COMMUTEE 

BEAK CONSULTANTS LIMITEb - DR. W.J. SNODGRASS 

The presentation focussed on the RATAP model, especially its adaptation for 
prediction of acid generation from base metal mine tailings, (RATAP.BMTl). 

Please refer to: 
1. Adaptation of the Reactive Acid Tailings Assessment Program 

(RATAP) to Base Metal Tailings, Main Report, in Appendix Tab 
D. 

2. Hand-out by Dr. W.J. Snodgrass: Concepts used in RATAP.BMT 
computer mode1 found at the end of these minutes. 

In his opening remarks, Dr. W. J. Snodgrass indicated that he was very much 
involved with the development of RATAP and thus well qualified to speak about 

its concepts. He listed the objectives of his presentation: 
1. TO outline some of the concepts.of the mode1 

2. TO present his opinion of the weaknesses, limitations and 
future directions for the model, because understanding.what 

the mode1 does or does not do is the key point for this 
Workshop. 

He summarized his view, and that of his colleagues, of the objectives of 

modelling: 
1. TO provide a useful predictive basis for making decisions 

concerning tailings management alternatives; and/or 

2. TO describe mathematically the most important interactions 

involving chemical interactions and migrating groundwater. _ 

He indicated that the hand-out discusses the mode1 framework and also summarizes 
the seven steps useful in approaching the modelling process. Please refer to 
paragraph 2.1.2, page 2.2 of the hand-out. Dr. Snodgrass stressed that RATAP's 
assumptions (pyrite oxidization, moisture model, etc.) and limitations are 
difficult to define. Some limitations cari be defined by checking the validity 
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of the mode1 and by determining the predictive abilities of the different 

components of the model, example the sub-mode1 for moisture. 

Dr. Snodgrass further classified the environmental models into research.models, 

application models and management models; and listed a few available in the 

literature. Al1 models describe geochemistry, but some do it only from an 

equilibrium point of view. RATAP uses a probabilistic approach. Dr. Snodgrass 

gave examples of programs using probabilistic code (UTAP, etc.). 

Dr. Snodgrass had a few comments on the philosophical approach of mode1 

building, starting simple and increasing its level of complexity, indicating 

that with RATAP the start was made at an intermediate level of complexity. He 

gave an overview of a few of the simple concepts in RATAP. 'RATAP basically is 

orientated towards assessing the source term, ie. tailings. 

Figure 2.1 of the hand-out shows the concept adopted for modelling of tailings, 

consisting of an unsaturated zone and a saturated zone. The various layers of 

the unsaturated zone were described and are determined by field measurements or 

from other knowledge or more complex physical models. 

A discussion (Dr. Ian Ritchie) resulted regarding the field measurements to 

determine the depth of the layers and if RATAP determined any of these 

positions. , 

Dr. J.M. Scharer: Hardpan and the oxidation zone are calculated in RATAP. The 

key question is the depth to the fully water-filled zone. There are 

formulations for estimating the moisture content with depth. One of the 

limitations to RATAP is formulae for predicting soi1 moisture content 

variations. 

Continuing his description with the RATAP concept, Dr. Snodgrass indicated that 

RATAP uses a box mode1 approach on a layer by layer basis, computing the oxygen 

concentration of the air, the chemical concentration of the pore water and the 

variation of the minerais in the different areas. 
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The elements considered include: 

Ca, K, Na, Al, Fe 
- sulphate, hydroxides, silicate, carbonate 

various trace elements such as CU, Zn, As. 

Several validation checks were included with the model: 

solution concentrations vertically 
. 

w calculation of oxygen 

residual concentration of pyrite. 

Several conclusions corne out of RATAP and out of the Australian and American 

literature. One major conclusion is that the oxygen diffusion rate is the 
factor which controls oxidization and thus determines acid flux. 

Dr. Snodgrass listed on page 2.13 of his hand-out a list of processes that 
RATAP.BMP considers: kinetics, oxygen diffusion, shrinkage, etc. and asked the 

question how simple or how complicated a mode1 must be ta successfully answer 
questions? He further compared RATAP.BMP with other acid drainage models, 
(example, Jaynes, Ritchie, etc.) and referred to work by Snodgrass et al. 
regarding the total flux of oxygen with time as a function of the gas diffusion 

coefficient (see Figure 3 of hand-out). 

The work with the models shows tbat there is a marked decrease in acid,flux over 
time. The hand-out lists a comparison of capabilities of the various models 

(Table 2.1). 

Dr. Snodgrass further described five determinants of code selection: 

question(s) you ask (see page 2.7, etc. of hand-out) 

environment of concern (tailings area?, waste rock?, pit?) 

complexity ofthe question (acid flux?, metals?, hardpan formation?, 

temperature?) 
- source factors (tailings area?, waste rock?) 

background of the user (user friendly?, programmer friendly?) 
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RATAP is concerned only with the source term. Other models are needed to 

simulate effects further down the environment. 

A list of eleven questions (problem statements) used for, assessing acidic 

drainage which models cari help answer is given on page 2.7. RATAP.BMP cari 

address Questions 1 through 5: 

1. Time to oxidize a11 pyrite 

2. Time of acid generation for tailings area 

3. Acid flux from a tailings area 

4. Flux of acidity and heavy metals from a tailings area 

5. Estimate of uncertainty of flux of above point 4. 

RATAP.BMP needs some information from Questions 6, 7 and 8 for its use. 

6. Water balance 

7. Groundwater flow 

8. Thickness and soi1 moisture of unsaturated zone. 

Other questions cari be addressed by other codes: 

9. Consolidation (geotechnical based) 

10. Equilibrium sequences 

11. Control options. 

Dr. Snodgrass presented a short extract. of a videotape of acid mine drainage 

with points of view by industry, government and public. 

I 

Comment on vjdeotape 

by Dr. Kirk Nordstrom: The film was done very well but did not address 

the quantitative aspect of the problem and what 

Will be done about it. 
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QUESTION AN0 ANSWER PERIOD: 

Mr. Ferguson: Does RATAP address any control options? 

Dr. Snodgrass/Dr. Scharer: It does not address control options per se but 
these cari be built into RATAP: it is flexible 

enough, and cari be done very easily. The initial 
conditions of the boxes cari be varied at will; 

for example, the effectiveness of CaCO,, the 
effectiveness of a caver, the effectiveness of 
moisture content cari be built in. The soi1 
moisture mode1 is a reasonable model, but it lacks 
the sophistication of some other existing models. 

Mr. Ferguson: A side by side comparison of the effectiveness of 
various control measures should be one of the 

major uses of a model, but 1 heard you saying that 
the model. should be used 'judiciously'. Please 
explain. 

Dr. Nicholson: We looking at a mode1 that is built with certain 
constructs in mind, the control options built in 
cari be looked at. 

Dr. Nordstrom: We need to understand the systems as much as 

possible and then determine what type of control 

might work better. 

Dr. Nicholson . . Agrees, he considers the control options as a 
second stage after investigation of the basic 

processes. 
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Dr. Snodgrass: He reiterated the basic objectives of the mode1 

and indicated that the first main objective is 

understanding the system, what are the most 

important processes? Oxygen diffusion is one of 

them. 

Mr. Ferguson: 
! 

What is it what we want the mode1 to do? We : , 
should ask the question again once we have heard / 
from other speakers. 

****** 
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MODELLING OBJECTIVES .- 

1) TO PROVIDE A USEFU& PREDICTIVE BASIS FOR 
MAKING ,DECISIONS CONCERNING TAILINGS 
MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES; AND/OR 

2) TO DESCRIBE MATHEMATICALLY THE MOST 
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INTERACTIONS AND MIGRATXNG GROUNDWATER 
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Figure 2a. The abundances of solids as a function of the reaction coordi- 
nate oxygen, for the full minera1 assemblage. (symbols: 0 = CaS04.2H,0; 
X = FeOOH(ar); A = -FeS04*7Hz0; * = CaCOas); 0 = Fe& (pyrite); w = 
Al(OH)3 (gibbsite); X = FeCOJ(s).) 
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Figuie 3. Total flux of oxygen with time. 



TABLE 2.1: COMPARISON OF CAPABILITIES OF SEVERAL MODELS 

Jaynes Harrles Nicholson 
Component et al. 81 Rltchle et al., 1986 RATAP 
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2.0 MODELLING OBJECIWES 

The development of a mode1 to answer questions conceming acidic drainage from mine 
tailings is dependent upon the objectives of the investigator. Different questions asked 
about the same tailings system will necessitate the use of different models. The 
background of the professional using the models will also influence the selection of a 
model. 

This section presents a framework for evaluating deterministic quantitative models which 
describe acidic drainage from tailings. These models have the following objectives: 

(1) to provide a useful predictive basis for making decisions concerning tailings 
management alternatives; and/or -- 

(2) to describe mathematically the most important interactions involving chemical 
interactions and migrating groundwater. 

After presentation of the framework, the altemate questions that may be of concem to 
an investigator concerned with acidic drainage are presented. Fmally, the objective and 
problems for which RATAP is appropriate, are critiqued and compared to a few other 
available models which evaluate similar questions. 

2.1 Framework for Evalnating One’s Confidence in Calcuiations Made by a 

Mode1 

2.1.1 Introduction 

A mode1 is an abstraction of reality that describes, in either qualitative or quantitative 
terms, a certain set of the complex interrelationships of the system being studied. A 
quantitative mode1 is described herein as being either empirical or deterministic. An 
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empirical quantitative mode1 involves a statistical relationship between two or more 
variables. A deterministic quantitative mode1 is based upon physio-chemical principles 
such as the law of conservation of mass. 

In any given situation, the costs of management procedures to ameliorate environmental 
impacts cari be determined with relative ease and accuraq. However, the results or 
benefits of such procedures cari onIy be predicted with assurance if quantitative models, 
capable of predicting the response of the taihngs to a given management strategy, are 
available. 

The utility of such models for assessing the effects of tailings management alternatives 
on acidic fluxes is determined by the degree to which the models adequately abstract the 
coupled nature of hydrogeology and chemistry and are readiIy understood and applied 
by a particular use. 

2.1.2 Framework Used In This Study 

A variety of frameworks have been presented in the literature for evaluating the utility 
of a model, its capabilities and limitations. 

Various investigators bave presented their approach to the modelling process (e.g., 
Oriob, 1975). We find it most usefuI to use the folIowing seven steps. 

1. problem definition and objective formulation, 
2. system abstraction and discretization (conceptual model, physical and chemical 

boxes), 
3. mode1 construction, 
4. mathe.matical solution, 
5. mode1 calibration, 
6. mode1 validation, and 
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7. mode1 prediction. * 

A mode1 is constructed to fulfill certain objectives Different objectives necessitate 
different spatial and temporal scales. For example, one’s objective may be to develop 
a mode1 capable of predicting how long into the future, acidic fluxes from a tailings pile 
Will be a problea Alternatively, one’s objectives may be to predict the seasonal change 
in pH in tailings pore water at a specific depth in the taihngs pile. The former objective 
involves a time scale of years to decades while the latter involves a time scale of weeks. 
The spatial scale of the former objective is the thickness of the tailings mass while the 
spatial of the latter objective is 1 m or less. If one is particularly concemed with 
predicting the pH variation at the oxidation front, the spatial scale may be 0.01 to 0.1 
m. 

These examples illustrate particular points about the termiuology: spatial scale, temporal 
scale. These “scales” represent the size of the “time block” or the “distance block” over 
which significant changes occur. They also become the size of the “time block” or of the 
“size block” (spatial scale) which is used for organizing the model. 

System abstraction and discretization is the physical, biological and chemical 
represemation of the tailings deposit.The system boundaries are selected based on field 
data which describe the physicai, biological and chemical characteristics of the system 
and from data which describe the flows of mass or energy into and out of the system 
Selection of the system boundaries is made to be consistent with the mode1 objectives. 
A box (e.g., a layer of the unsaturated zone) is considered as one of a spatially 
distributed set of entities each of which has the capacity to store mass or energy; the 
total number of boxes describes the physical structure of the entire system. A box is 
chosen such that flows of mass or energy occur between interconnected boxes, but such 
that spatial variations of mass or energy within the box are small. Thus, the tailings 
mass is divided into volumes (boxes) which are each sufficiently homogenous such that 
physical, chemical or biological detail necessary for the realization of a model’s objectives 
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is not lost. In the RATAP model, the boxes consist of a number of layers, one lying 
above the other, for example, for 20 layers in the unsaturated zone and 2 layers in the 
saturated zone, the total number of boxes is 22. 

A box is subdivided into compartments, each describing a different biological or chemical 
entity deemed to be important to fnlfill the model’s objective(s). Thus, each 
compartment describes a different form of mass or energy found within a box (e.g., iron 
concentration in the porewater, mass of minerai phases such as goethite, pyrite, air 
temperature, orthophosphate, detrital); compartments within a box describe ail of the 
forms of mass or energy stored within that box Physical, biological and chemical flows 
of mass or energy may occur between interconnected compartments. 

As Okubo (1971) notes, “the box mode1 treats mixing ‘averaged’ over each box and 
attempts to see changes only as between boxes. The mixing processes at the interfaces 
of the boxes are parametrically disguised as exchange - or transfer-rate constants with 
the dimensions of (f’).” Okubo also notes that other investigators have found the well- 
mixed assumption unnecessary for successfui box mode1 application, and have related 
the box transfer-rate coefficients to advective and eddy’ diffusivity processes described in 
1-D and 2-D transport models. 

Construction of a mode1 involves four basic steps: _. 

1. identifying .the physid biological and chemical processes and the corresponding 
laws governing the rates of mass flow between compartments and/or boxes (e.g., 
pyrite oxidation, oxygen diffusion; gypsum precipitation or dissolution); 

2. listing the assumptions made, inciuding simplifications of physical laws; 

3. constructing systems of mathematical equations which describe the behaviour of 
the system. The system of equations is constructed by writing a statement of 
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conservation of momentum, energy or mass for each compartment in each box. 
For example, the rate of change of mass equals the difference between the rate 
of mass input and the rate of mass output; and 

4. evaluating the boundary conditions. 

The mathematical solution involves using an analytical solution or numerical solution for 
the system of equations to obtain the predictions made by the model. If computer 
techniques are used, the mathematical solution also involves code verification. Code 
verifïcation is the process used to show that the mathematical equations have been 
properly coded in the computer language. 

Mode1 calibration consists of selecting a set of coefficient values from field 
measurements and/or literature values such that the mode1 output duplicates a set of in 
situ measurements of some known system. The coefficients are constants describing 
empirical relations where fundamental laws are unavailable. Their uniqueness is partially 
a function of the spatial and temporal structure of the model. Selection of values for . 
coeff%ients for which field measurements have not been made is usually done by varying 
the coefficient values over the range of reported literature values until satisfactory 
agreement is reached between mode1 predictions and environmental observations. 
Coefficient values obtained from field measurements may also be varied if the modeler 
decides that a measurement does not describe conditions throughout a compartment. 
Altematively coefficient values may be determined using an optimization method which 
minimizes the difference between mode1 predictions and observations. 

Mode1 vaiidation consists of using the calibrated mode1 to predict one or more sets of 
system conditions independent of the first set. If the validation is acceptable, then the 
mode1 may be used, with confidence, to make predictions for purposes described in the 
mode1 objectives. If the validation is not acceptable, then the mode1 should not be used 
to make predictions where one requires much confidence inthe predictions. If the 
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validation is not acceptable, it may be necessary to modifv the mode1 with respect to its 
assumptions (step 2 above), or mathematical basis (step 3 above). Mode1 predictions 
may be used with confidence for those objectives for which mode1 is validated. It may 
still be necessary to use the mode1 either for research purposes (to determine the most 
important factors in the model) or for extrapolation purposes. Its use in such an 
application should be made carefuhy, as one’s confidence in the results may be fair to 
poor. 

For mode1 validation, several tests are possible. The first (least severe and insufficient) 
test is to compare the mode1 structure--compartments and intercompartment mass flows- 
-with the real world to determine that functional responses are reasonable and that all 
major factors are included. A second test involves comparing mode1 predictions and . 
environmental observations for one tailings pile for one time period (e.g., for a month 
or year) equal to or longer than the time scale of the model’s objectives. A third (more 
severe) test involves two possibilities: (i) a comparison between mode1 predictions and 
environmental observations for several tailings piles and/or (ii) a comparison between 
mode1 predictions and observations from one tailings system for a time period equal to 
several time scales. A fourth test involves comparison between mode1 predictions and 
observations for several time scales on one tailings system and for one time scale on 
several tailings systems. The standard used to determine the adequacy of agreement 
between mode1 predictions and observations may be either qualitative (e.g., judgment, 
of reasonablenessj or quantitative (eg., use of an appropriate statistics and lack of fit 
test). TO the presenr time, most mode1 validation efforts bave been qualitative. . 

22 Proper Formulation of Problem Statements 

The above description of a framework indicates that the proper formulation of the 
problem statement and the expectations of the user are two key aspects of the analyses 
of acidic drainage. The problem statement may be a “problem definition”, on a 
statement of “modelling objectives”. It must be a clear, concise, articulation of the 
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objectives of the investigator. It should be written in a precise manner, but in sufficient 
demi1 to be unambiguous to the lay reader. 

If the investigator cari oniy describe, in fuzzy terms, his expectations of what he wants 
out of an investigation, this is not sufficient for a problem statement for a modelling 
investigation. These expectations must be defïned more precisely in order that the 
proper mode1 be selected. 

Listed below are a series of problem statements currently in use for assessing acidic 
drainage and a few comments upon modei selection 

. 

1. How much time is required to oxidize a.U pyrite in a tailings area? 

The problem statement would require that the mode1 adequately describe the major 
factor controlling the rate of acid generation. Since several models (see Section 
25) indicate that the acid generation flux over time is mainly controlled by oxygen 
flux into the taihngs, a mode1 which considers a constant pyrite oxidation rate 
coefficient and pore gas diffusion of oxygen may be adequate. 

From knowledge of the acid fhtx over time, the time to consume most of the pyrite 
. cari be calculated. 

2. How long will acid generation be a problem for a failings area? 

This problem statement needs to be further referred before one cari attempt to 
address it. It cari mean any of the foilowing: . 

0 how much time is required to oxidize most of the sulphide mine& in 
the unsaturated zone? (This is simiiar to question 1 above) 
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ii) how much time is required before the acid generation flux decreases by 
one order of magnitude or two orders of magnitude to cause a substantially 
different geochemical regime than at present? 

iii) how much time is required before the acid 5ux reaches a speci5c level 
(e.g., x mol acid/rr?/yr.) which the environment cari accept (This question 
is addressed below under question 3). 

For the second interpretation (ii) given above, the same variables used for question 
1 would be required. 

3. What is the acid 5ux from a tailings area? 

The mode1 objectives would require that it adequately mode1 ail hydrochemical and 
biological variables which control acid formation. 

This would include: o pyrite oxidation kinetics; 
o soil moisture and caver control upon oxygen penetration; 
o water pathways and associated water 5ow rates; 
o quant.@ of acid generated from pyrite oxidation, and its 

subsequent input into aqueous pathways. * 

With these specifications, the acidity ticulations would represent an Upper limit 
because they would not inciude neutralization reactions. Neutralization reactions 
between tailings or soil grains, and acidic pore water reduce the acidity because of 
the effective alkaline buffer generated from the solid phase. 

4. What is the 5w of acidity and toxic heavy metals from a tailings area? 
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This problem statement would require that the mode1 have similar capabilities to 
that described above for question 3 but that the mode1 be able to evaluate solid 
phase dissolution processes in addition. The relevant precipitation-c!issolution 
processes would inciude (i) interactions with limestone added in a caver, in the 
taihngs, or in downstream receiving waters, and (ii) modifications to speciation of 
metals such as aluminum and iron in the pore water as the acidic water percoiates 
through alum.inosilicate and other miner&. 

Modifications to the speciation of iron due to its hydrolyses causes a significant 
change in the acidity of waters formed by pyrite oxidation. These modifications are 
influenced in a significant way, by chemical precipitation processes between minerais 
and pore water and by ion-exchange processes. These pore-water, mine&-phase 
interactions may be controlled by equilibrium proctss.es (e.g., as defined by a 
solubility produ.@ or by kinetic processes (e.g, the minerai may dissolve very slowly 
s not allowing the pore water to attain equilibrium with it). 

5. What is the Uncertainty in Estimates of Fluxes of Acidity and Metals from a Tailings 
Area? 

This problem statement requires that the mode1 bave the ability to calculate 
(predict) the potential range of acidity fluxes emanating from the tailings. The range 
of acidity cari be estimated using one of two approaches. A black box approach 
‘based upon observed data tnay be used. Altematively, modelhng tools cari be used 
to relate the flux estimates to environmental variability, the heteorgeneity of tailings, 
and the uncertainty in values of the models parameter. 

A statistical treatment of observed data provides some estimates of uncertainty but 
it is specific to the observed existing conditions of the tailings site. It does not allow 
any extrapolation to other conditions which may be encountered in the future or at 
other pianned sites. 
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Methods which allow estimates of uncertainty based upon the mode1 itself include 

sensitivity analyses, first order error analyses, adjoint methods, error propogation 
methods, and Monte Carlo simulation. All methods suffer from one or more 

limitations. Sensitivity analyses generally involves evaluating the effects of specific 

mode1 parameters, physical processes or tailings properties. First order error 

analyses and error propogation rnethods require additional mathematical analyses 

for their application and are difficult to apply in a complex, non-linear problem. 

Monte Carlo simulations gives a global overview of uncertainty; it requires additional 

computer coding and hence is an overhead to mode1 simulation. 

6. What is the water balance for a tailings area? 

This problem statement requires that the main hydrological pathways influencing 

water movement through a tailings area be evaluated. 

Two different types of models may be evaluated, dependent upon the pathways of 

concem: a watershed based hydrology mode1 or a groundwater based hydrology 

rnodel. A watershed based hydrology mode1 cari be used to describe the major 

interactions between air and the earth; these include rainfall, runoff, infiltration, 

evaporation, and evapotranspiration. The level of complexity of the watershed 

mode1 cari range from a water budget approach to rainfall-runoff models. The 

rainfall-runoff models rnay only consider rainfall, surface runoff and infiltration and 

not describe groundwater processes; hence, they are oriented mainly towards event 

runoff rnodelling. More cornplex watershed rnodels (e.g., HSPF) may describe 

infiltration, interflow, and deep groundwater movement for calculating the base flow 

in surface streams. 
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A groundwater based mode1 may be used to describe the major hydrological fluxes 
through the ground and tailings system.’ Such models generahy treat air-ground 
processes and groundwater contributions to surface water as a boundary conditioa 

7. What is the magnitude and direction of groundwater Dow through the tailings? 

This question would require use of a l-D, 2-D or 3-D, non-steady-state or steady- 
state, hydrologie groundwater mode1 to estimate flow direction and magnitude. 

8. What is the thickness of the unsaturated zone and its soil moisture profile? 

This questions would require use of a 1-D non steady-state or steady-state 
unsaturated zone model. It may include the hysteric effect of wetting and draining. 

9. How much consolidation Will occur over time? 

This question requires use of a mode1 which describes the effects of tailings solids 
weight upon forcing porewater upward or downward, the vertical permeability of the 
tailings, and the degree of deformation as consolidation occurs. 

10. What equilibrium sequences of minerais occur during the acidifïcation process? 

This question requires use of a reaction pathway code type of model. It provides 
the conceptual basis for predicting what heavy metals might be transported from the 
tailings as acidification occurs. Uncertainties in the calculated equilibrium sequence 
occur due to uncertainties in the basic thermodynamic data used in the calculations. 

The actual sequence of minerals, which are observed in nature, may differ 
significantly from the calculated sequence for two reasons: 
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i) fomation of metastable solid phases, and 
ii) kinetic factors. 

The kinetics of minerai precipitation and dissolution are one major area requiring 
inclusion in reaction path codes to develop truly predictive tools. 

11. What is the effectiveness of control options? 

This question wilI be dependent upon the control option being considered. 

A caver which is composed of depyritized tailings cari be evaluated with a mode1 
similar to that used to answer questions 3 or question 4 above 

A caver which attempts to minimize oxygen penetration could also be described 
with the mode1 used question 3 or question 4. 

Stream neutrahzation of acidic nmoff would require a mode1 which describes 
river/lake water flow, the buffering provided by the neutralizing agent and the 
natural background buffering in the stream before impact of acidic drainage, and the 
acidity of seepage from the tailings area In such streams, the background buffering 
cari generally be described by the bicarbonate system As well, buffering provided 
by such neuuafization agents as lime and limestone cari also be described 
mathematically using the bicarbonate system. Contributions to electroneutrality 
provided by organic acids in streams draining bogs and by aluminum in streams 
draining from igneous bedrock areas, may also be important in certain streams. 

2.3 Modelling Philosophy 

The philosophical approach used by this team of investigators is to star-t simple and to 
increase the complexity of the mode1 as required. 
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2.4 Questions Addressed by RATAP.BMP 

RATAP.BMP was formulated to answer questions 1,2,3,4 and 5 above. 

RATA.P.BMP considers the following processes: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2.5 

sulphide mineral oxidation kinetics as a function of water temperature, oxygen 
concentration, mass of pyrite etc. 
ozygen pore-gas diffusivity and its control upon the oxygen flux into the tailings. 
shrinkage of sulphide mineral grains as they ozidize. 
depth-dependent characteristics. 
temperature variations due to oxidation of phyrrotite, pyrite, chalopyrite, and 
sphaelerite. 
moisture variations with depth in the tmsaturated zone. 
equilibrium and kinetic reactions between pore water and relevant minerals. 
pore water transport of metals including alumimun, iron, calcium, magnesium, 
potassium, silica, copper, zinc, and of anions including arsenic, sulphate, arid 
carbonate. 

Comparison of RATAP.BMP to Other Acidic Drainage Models 

I I 

Othér models in the literature include those of the Rogowski group (e.g., Jaynes, et al., 
1984a, b)) and of the Ritchie group (e.g., Davis and Ritchie, 1986; Davis et al., 1986). 
The questions addressed by RATAP.BTP have been defined and coded independently 
of these other modelling efforts. This has resulted in some similarities and some 

significant differences between the varios modelling efforts. 
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1. Models for Acid Mine Drainage 

Jaynes et al. (1984a, b) evaluated acidity fluxes fkom spoils associated with coal strip 
mines. Pyrite dynamics are based upon the total time required to oxidize ail pyrite 
within a box in the discretized vertical profiles (onedimensional). 

‘The rate of pyrite oxidation is assumed to be controlled by both first-order reaction 
kinetics and the combined diffusion rates of the products and reactams to the reaction 
site within shale blocks. Both oxygen and ferric iron may serve as the oxidant. Ferrk 
iron concentrations are controlled by iron complexation and precipitation reactions that 
are assumed to be rapid and completely reversible. Ferric iron is assumed to be 
produced by both direct chemical oxidation of ferrous iron and oxidation of ferrous iron 
by autotrophic bacteria. Environmental factors which affect the bacterial “activity” are 
oxygen concentration, temperature, and solution pH. Fluctuations in the bacterial 
“activity” caused by changes in their environment are considered to be rapid SO that 
their “activity” is always’ at its maximua Fyrite oxidation and bacterial “activity” are 
linked through their modifkation of a shared environment.’ 

‘Oxygen is the ultimate electron accepter for pyrite oxidation and is considered to be 
supplied to the profile by gaseous diffusion, from the surface first through the large pore 
spaces between the shale blocks then into the bloclcs to reach the reactive pyrite surfaces. 
Diffusion of oxygen in the blocks is implicii in the model. Sources for hydrogen ion 
include pyrite oxidation, iron compiexation and precipitation reactions. Si&s for 
hydrogen ion ix&de ferrous iron oxidation, hydrolysis of the rock mat& and exchange 
reactions. These last tsvo sink reactions are lunped together as one reaction in the 
mode1 and given a pH dependence in the form of a simple empirical reaction. 
Carbonate neutralization reactions are not considered expiicitly at this time. Hydrogen 
ion, ferrous and ferric iron and ferric complexes, sulfate and bisulfate, and solution 
“acidity” are leached from the spill profile by a constant water flux.’ 
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The major differences between the mode1 of Jaynes et ah, (1984) work and 
RATAP.BMT include the following mechanisms considered by EWTAP: 

0 carbonate mineral interactions; 
0 mass balance on the various minerai phases; 
0 explicit inclusion of ail relevant pore water cations and anions and use of the 

\ 
electroneutrahty equation to- calculate pH, rather than use of an empirical 
relationship of Jaynes et al. for calculating pH, and 

0 unceminty analyses. 

Similar to the findings of RATAP, Jaynes et aL (1984) found that: 

0 oxidation of pyrite is primarily controlled by the oxygen diffusion rate of ail 
the factors which could potentially control pyrite oxidation. 

The findings of RATAP, differ from those of Jaynes et al., (1984). The following is 
one example. RATAP calculates that kinetics are an important control upon acidic 
Buxes for an initial period of time before oxygen diffusion control becomes important 
over the long-term. Jaynes et al. results do not indicate that kinetic controls are 
important for any substantial period of time although they assert that autotrophic activity 
cari greatly increase the rate where oxygen is not limiting 

2. Models for Acid Fluxes F . . rom Ta&= 

The work of Ritchie’s group is a landmark in the sulphidic mine waste literature which 
parallels the development of RATAP. 

Their main objective was to calculate the acidic flux from tailings. They used the work 
of Jaynes et al., (1984) as a basis for developing a simplified treatment of the problem. 
They assume that the ‘oxidation rate is limited by the rate that oxygen is supplied to 
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oxidation sites within the particles comprising the wastes. Oxygen supply is assumed to 

be controlled diffusion through the pore space of the wastes followed by diffusion into 
a moving reaction front within the particles. An approximation is made which 
incorporates the effect of reaction of pyrite into the boundary conditions. A further 

approximation involving a pseudo steady-state simplification is made that allows an 
analytical solution to be formulated.’ The results predicted by this analytical solution are 
compared with’the calculations of an earlier simpler mode1 (Harries & Ritchie, 1983). - 

The chemistry of the pore water is ignored. 

In further work, two additional refinements were considered. ‘In the iïrst, the limiting 
approximations were examined by developing a numerical solution to the set of equations 
for oxidation in pyrite mine wastes under natural conditions. The numerical solution. 
allows one to examine oxidation at the moving front within the blocks comprising the 
wastes. Properties predicted by the numerical solution were compared with results 
predicted by an approximate anaiytical solution’ 

In the second refinement, ‘the assumption of just one initial size for pyritic blocks was 
relaxed to take proper account of the range of particle sizes in the wastes. Comparison 
of the simpler mode1 with the more reahstic mode1 (ie., incorporating the sulphide 
mineral psd.) shows that for practical purposes the simpler mode1 is good enough to 
assess the magnitude and longevity of the environmental impact of pollutant generation 
in the wastes. It is, however, essential to include the particle size distribution to obtain 
accurate estimates of the heat source distribution profile and to a lesser extent the 
oxygen concentration prome, two parameters that cari be measured and used to assess 
the applicability of the mode1 to the real field situation.’ 

In an extension of this work (Bennett et al., 1989) the convection and diffusion of oxygen 
into heaps was examined. ‘Both downward oxygen transport through the surface and to 
horizontal movement in through the side were modelled. Measured values of pyrite 
oxidation were used to evaluate kinetics. The results show that for time scales smaller 
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than about two years, diffusion is always an important oxygen supply process. For air 
permeabilities less than about 10” d thermal convection is never a significant air 
transport mechanism at these early times but it is signifkant at permeabilities exceeding 
10” n?. For time scales longer than 2 years after establishing the heap, and at 
permeabilities less than about 10” II?, thermal convection cari become significant 
depending on the magnitude of other parameters such as heap size and pyrite content.’ 

SimiIar to the findings of RATAP, oxygen diffusion is a dominant process controlling 
pyrite oxidation. However, their formalism does not allow one to assess the relative of 
importance of kinetics versus diffusion upon controlling oxygen fluxes into the heap as 
readily as RATAP. 

2.6 Summary of Modeiling Approaches 

An overview of the different components addressed by each of these models is 
summarized in Table 2.1. In general, the models from the ieft column to the right most 
column represent a gradation from simple questions to more complex questions. The 
models which address more complex questions are required to assess the limitations of 
the models asking less complex questions. 

In terms of deciding whether a more complex mode1 is required, the work of Ritchie’s 
group indicates that for some questions, more complicated treatments (e.g., considering 
the psd of sulphide minerai blocks) do not give significantly different answers that 
simpler treatments (e.g., uniform sized pyrite mine&). However, a systematic 
evaluation of all possible simplifications are required before one cari decide that a 
particuiar degree of detail is a required in a modei. 

TO assist the MENDS committee in their evaluation of models, a systematic listing of 
simplifications for RATAP could be made. Then a comparison of RATAP’s calculations 
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with and without these simplifications could be made to determine whether particular 
modificiations/simpli&ations are in order to the modeL 

Using the work of Ritchie’s group and the RATAP.BMP as a base, the following 
summary cari be made. 

The work of Ritchie’s group present an oxygen transport-contrai approach to mode1 
construction and test&. It involves defming the problem, assessing important 

mechanisms, and then making the appropriate modelling assumptions upon which the 
code formalism and mode1 predictions are based. As ever, as more questions are raised 
about the modelling assumptions, more complex models must be formulated to address 
these questions conceming the appropriateness of the original modeL In the case -of the 
more complex questions, Ritchie’s work indicates that the original models were 
essentially “good enough” for the relatively simple questions being asked, but that the 
models required significant modification when the questions being asked, changed. 

In reflection of questions addressed by the RATAP.BMT code, it addresses a larger 
number of questions and questions which are more complex than those addressed either 
by the work of Ritchie’s group or by Jaynes’ work It permits evaluation of the 
limitations of the modelling work of these two respective investigators. RATAP.BMP 
permits evaluation of many additional questions which are beyond the scope of the 
questions evaluated by these investigators. But RATAP.BMP requires a more informed 
user and is harder for a novice user to obtain an understanding of the main processes 
controlling acidification reactions and the resultant transport of metals and anions. 
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This 

model‘ 

presentation dealt with the consulting engineer's perspective on the 

ling of reactive tailings. Please refer to: 
.- Presentation to MEND Workshop (May 23-24, 1990) on the Modelling of 

Reactive Tailings by K.D. Phinney, P.Eng., Monenco Consultants 

-Limited found at the end of these minutes. 

WORKSHOP ON MODELLING OF REACTIVE TAILINGS 

SPONSORED BY THE MEND PREDICTION COMMUTEE 

MONENCO CONSULTANTS LIMITED - MR. K.D. PHINNEY, P.ENG. 

In his opening remarks, Mr. Phinney indicated that they regard the 'problem' as 

fairly simple and that their whole emphasis is orientated towards examining the 

effectiveness of control procedures. Monenco's perspective is from the role of 

consulting engineers to mining companies. Consulting engineers perform the 

following functions: 
- obtaining permits 

environmental assessments 

design of tailings disposa1 areas 
- reclamation of existing sites 

design and/or operation of waste treatment systems 

the close-out of existing sites and 
s hopefully, the successful close-out of new sites. 

He wondered if 

representatives 

we were working in a vacuum and why, more mining companies 

. were not involved? 

Mr. Phinney ind i cated that Monenco is able to mode1 to the extent necessary to 

be satisfied of the direction to take and the rate of success. His remarks 

follow his hand-out well; therefore, the minutes Will be brief and only highlight 

important aspects and useful questions. 
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The presentation consisted of three parts: 
Reactive tailings and the need for acid generation modelling with 
respect to existing and future tailings deposits, 
General comments on RATAP.iMT, 
Discussion of a couple of case studies. 

Reactive tailinqs and the need for acid aeneration modellinq 

With respect to existing tailings deposits, the modelling is limited to the 
evaluation of the expected effectiveness of potential reclamation schemes. 
Direct measurements are possible because the deposit exists. The modelling is 
very easy, and is based simply on limitations due to the rate of transport of 
oxygen across the surface. Advective transport, diffusion and breathing or 
venting is taken into account. 

Dr. Ritchie asked a question regarding the breathing or venting and how this was 
done. 

Mr. Phinney replied that they take into account the weather, the conditions in 
the.area, and make the assumption that the increased pressure increases the level 
of oxygen within the substance that is modelled. Thus, with respect to existing 
tailings sites, measurements are taken of what is occurring and then modelling 
is used to determine what the expected effectiveness of various control methods 
might be. 

Mr. Phinney illustrated this with a case of a former strip mine (waste rock) in 
New Brunswick. Please refer to page 3, Figure 1 and Table 1 of his hand-out. 

Questions resulted regarding the oxygen flux and the oxygen concentration of the 
waste pile (Dr. Ritchie, Dr. Scharer) and a general discussion followed regarding 
'over-engineering' (Dr. Yanful, Dr. Robertson). 

Mr. Phinney replied that the whole site is acid generating and this is based on 
site measurements. The amount of oxygen required is back-calculated. No 
information on the oxygen content of the waste pile is assembled as this is net 
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in the scope of work. The waste rock is very porous and the assumption is made 
that no neutralization by materials takes place inside the pile. The costs are 
based on the worst case acid generation scenario. Mining companles are prepared 
to spend that money if they are confident that the selected option Will be 
successful, they are prepared to spend the right amount of money, not necessary 
the optimum amount. There is no storage in the system, SO it is a stationary 
system. 

, 
A discussion followed between Dr. Robertson and Mr. Phinney regarding Faro, 
which is acid generating but with no current acid flux, and the possible answer 
for long term covers. 

Mr. Phinney continued his presentation with the case of the future sites. Please 
refer to page 3 and 4 of his hand-out. The water balance must be carefully 
modelled, but the need for modelling the acid generation process within reactive 
tailings during the operating phase of the mine is not attempted nor is needed. 
His emphasis with respect to future sites is to ensure that he has a firm handle 
on the water balance and has.looked at the residual total acidity with respect 
to the final reclamation plan. 

An example was presented of the future tailings disposai site of the East West 
Caribou Project in northe,astern New Brunswick. The disposa1 site consists of 
a 100 ha flooded area. Modelling was used to estimate the rate of total acid 
generation with respect to the flooded tailings in order to determine if the 
effects on the receiving side Will be acceptable. 

At present, at the request of the regulatory agencies, tests are being carried 
out with flooded and exposed pilot tailings deposits in order to confirm the 
results of the modelling. 

Comments on RATAP 

Mr. Phinney said that he knew about UTAP, but had not heard about RATAP before 
this meeting. At first he thought that the purpose of the mode1 was to calculate 
total fluxes of acidity and indicated that a simpler mode1 cari be used to achieve 
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this; but indicated, as was brought up today, that it has also other useful 
purposes. From his point of view, he summarized the three useful purposes of 
a model: 

a convenient format to account for a11 the factors which are 
descriptive of the process 
a format which cari be used to fit, measure data, leading to an 
expression which cari then be applied to other similar or new cases 
a method that cari be used to quantitatively predict the behaviour 
of a process using a minimum of field information. 

He was not sure where PATAP fits in, probably with purpose one. It is a very 
impressive compilation of most of the factors which affect acid generation, and 
suggested not to be disappointed if it does not give quantitative answers in ail 
cases. 

He always regarded the process of acid generation within tailings and waste rock 
as simple, but very complex because of the heterogeneity of sites and a myriad 
of environmental‘ factors. He expressed the opinion that it is very difficult 
to develop an a11 inclusive mode1 that Will describe future and even existing 
situations without a lot of field measurements. 

The propagation of error analysis must be done on the RATAP model. He wondered 
if part of it is not done using the probabilistic approach. It would be 

interesting to see what the range of values would be for Figures 3.2 and 4.2 
(previous presentation of Dr. Snodgrass). He wondered what the limits of such 
a mode1 are when one has to estimate, use information from the literature, assume 
SO many of the various parameters that go into the model. What does it mean in 
the end, what do the estimates give us? 

In his concluding remarks, Mr. Phinney indicated that from his point of view, 
such estimates are not essential to the successful management of long term 
reclamation of tailings deposits. However, the RATAP mode1 may have a very 
useful application as a means of investigating the feasibility of modifying the 
chemistry of sites, form in situ seals and study other inhibitors to acid 
generation. 
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QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD: 

Dr. Robertson: 

Mr. Phinney: 

Dr. Robertson: 

Mr. Sodermark: 

Mr. Phinney: 

Dr. Scharer: 

He repeatedthe question already raised duringthe presentation 
with regard to the example of the Faro tailings pond, which 
is strongly acid generating but has no current acid flux due 
to storage and neutralization. Monenco's technique could thus 
not be used to predict long term solutions. 

Monenco's approach would be to assume that the impoundment 
would generate acid 'forever' and would try to determine the 
ultimate capacity of the pond to neutralize the acid. One 
needs to know more about the hydrology and the hydrogeology 
than one needs to know about the chemistry. 

He indicated that the chemistry is important and that we do 
need this type of complex model. 

He commented that he liked the simple practical oxygen flux 
approach, which is exactly like the approach they had in 
Sweden. We must use the knowledge we have today to make 
abatement measures but we have to improve our knowledge a11 I 
the time. We need complex models to try to optimize our 
abatement measures. In the meantime, we have to do a lot of 
'over-engineering', that is the way we have gone in Sweden. 

1 He added that independent of the modelling results you stil 
are responsible for what happens if the results are wrong . 
This does not mean that modelling is not useful, but the 
modelling results alone Will not do it. The sites are SO 
complex and different although the mechanisms are simple. 

The acid flux Will start when the CaCO, is consumed and this 
gives a problem with Monenco's worst case approach. The RATAP 
mode1 gives a realistic scenario, it Will simulate a realistic 
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acid flux. That is where RATAP becomes useful, it Will tel1 
when there is going to be a problem. 

Mr. Phinney: One needs to plan for the future but the controls must be put 
into place today if one expects a problem in the future. 

Or. Nicholson: He clarified that it is not the purpose of the current models 
to indicate to a mining company, with any degree of confidence, 
what their treatment costs Will be in the next 20 years. 
However, the models cari tel1 what the trends in acid flux are 
over time, and this is important. 

Or. Snodgrass: 1s the acid flux at the receiving end or at the water table 
separating the unsaturated zone from the saturated zone or out 
of the tailings ? RATAP Will help answer some of the questions 
in a simple way, why is there no acid flux, rate of acid 
generation potential, influence of neutralizing potential, 

etc. He does not disagree with Mr. Phinney's practical 
approach. 

Mr. Phinney: The acid flux is at the receiving end. RATAP is not complex 
but the tailings dump is complex. 

Mr. Kresta: He indicated that a mode1 is a very important tool to evaluate 
the best approach but one must be certain that one cari make 
claims based on the model. The mining company must have the 
capability of restoring the site to a situation acceptable to 
the population. These conditions are site specific. 

Mr. Barr: The liability varies and is site specific, the long ter-m cost 
should not be carried by the taxpayer. 
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Mr. Bell: Modelling is extremely useful because it Will help us to 

understand the system better. In support of Mr. Phinney's 

conservative approach, he commented that conservatism is 

something that exists and Will probably increase in the future 

because of public participation. A lot of forces push 

engineers towards conservatism. 

****** 



PRESENTATION TO 

MEND WORKSHOP (May 2%24,199O) 

on the 

MODELLING OF REACTIVE TAILINGS 

K.D. Phinney, P.Eng. 
(Monenco Consultants Limited) 

1 .O INTRODUCTION 

We are pleased to provide ouf perspective on the modelling of reactive taiiings. Our 

perspective derives from our raie as consulting engineers involved in the planning of new 
mine developments and the reclamation of existing and abandoned minesites. In this 

regard, we have developed and routinely apply in-house models which enable the 

prediction of acidity. However, within this context, our use of models is limited to 

estimations of acidii as a function of control and reclamation procedures. We have a 

high degree of confidence in these models, due mainly to the fact that our specific needs 
for modelling enable the parameters to be limited to those which cari be accurately 
defined. 

From our perspective, we do not foresee the need to use more generaliied models, such 

as RATAP.BMT for the planning of new mines or the close-eut of existing sites. The 

following sections Will hopefully provide some rationale for this view and possibly help to 

orient the direction of fumer mode1 development efforts. 



B 2.0 REACTIVE TAILINGS AND THE NEED FOR ACID GENERATION MODELLING 

The need for acid generation modelling cari be considered with respect to two situations: 

1. existing tailings deposits, and 

2. future taiiings deposits. 

Existing tailings deposits are those that have resutted from previous or ongoing milling 

operations. Future tailings deposits are those that Will occur as the result of new mines. 

2.1 Existing Tailings Deposits 

Our modelling of existing tailings deposits is limited to the evaluation of the expected 

effectiveness of potential reclamation schemes. The existence of the deposit enables 

direct measurement to determine the status of the deposit with respect to acid generation. 

This information, combined with an evaluation of surface and groundwater hydrology, 

enables a complete description and “interpretatior?’ of the acid generating system. 

Modelling becomes necessary to assess the expected effectiveness of potential 

reclamation schemes. T~US, we routinefy mode1 the effects on acid generation of flooding 

and earthen covers, based on the abilii of these .“covers” to limit the rate of oxygen 

transfer into the tailings. This type of modelling is relativety straightfoward and depends 

prima@ on a careful definition of those factors which Will affect the rate at which oxygen 

cari be transported into the tailings. 

The results of this modelling include a set of “worse-case” acidity fluxes, ranging from 

those for the ekisting deposit to those for various redamation schemes. This information 

cari then be combined with other engineering considerations to determine the expected 

costs and effectiveness of the potential reclamation methods. 
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1 Our us8 of modeiling for existing situations iS possibly b8St illustrated by reclamation 

investigations for a 120 ha former strip mine site in New ‘Brunswick. This site generates 

10-20 t/d of acid (as CaCOJ due to pyrite oxidation and has resulted in water treatment 

operations at a rat8 of 450-300 m3/h on a year-round basis. The system was described 

by the completion of chemical, hydrological and hydrogeological studies. Modelling was 

th8n us8d t0 determine th8 expected 8ff8&8neSS, based on residual acidity flUX8S, Of 

various types of covers (Table 1). 

2.2 Futur8 Tailings Deposits 

In our view, the management of reactive tailings for future mine d8V8lOpmentS Will not 

depend on, nor necessarily be enhanced by, the application of generalized acid 

generation mOd8lS such as PATAP.BMT. We expect that our use of models Will continue 

to emphasize the assessment of effectiveness of redamation schemes and estimations 

of residual acidity for environmental assessment purposes. 

The fact that taiiings from a particular or8 deposit Will be reactive cari readily be 

established from th8 “history” of the area, acid g8n8ratiOn tests on samples of or8 during 

drillings and bulk sampling programs, and from acid generation tests on samples of 

tailings during bench and pilot milling programs. W8 would not replace theS8 direct 

measurements by predictions based soiely on mOd8liing. 

The present and no doubt future reguiatory climat8 dictates, at least in our experience, 

that future tailings sites must be stabiiiied within a short period of time following cessation 

of mining. Hence, predictions of the long-term behaviour of “8xpOS8d’ tailings is of little 

interest to the reguiatory agencies. Th8 behaviour of the site after reclamation is of 

paramount interest. HenC8, our modelling of acid ganeration is directed towards this 

interest. 
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Whereas we carefully mode1 the reclaimed tailings disposa1 site, we do not attempt nor 

need to mode1 the acid generation process within reactive taiiings during the operating 

phase of a mine. Only the water balance must be carefully modelled to ensure 

acceptable management of the taiiings disposal area during the operating phase. Acid 

fluxes for exposed tailings during the operating phase are based on the results of acid 

generation tests. Inaccuracies in the estimate of acid fluxes Will result only in decreases 

or increases in the quantity of neutraliiing agents, which in any case are normally quite 

small compared to overall operational demands for milling and minewater treatment. 

Inaccuracies in the water balance, however, cari have disastrous results due to hydraulic 

limitations in treatment equipment or the tailings disposa1 area itself. 

Our use of models for future tailings disposal sites is illustrated by the East West Caribou 

project in northeastern New Brunswick. This 2500 tpd base metal mine, which started-up 

in 1998, involved the development of an approximately 100 ha disposal area for reactive 

tailings. Modelling was used to support the application to the regulatory agencies for 

allowance of reclamation by complete flooding of the taiiings. At present, “pilot” flooded 

and exposed tailings deposits are being created at the request of the regulatory agencies, 

in essence, to confinn the resufts of our modelling. 

.2.3 RATAP.BMT - Some Comments a 

The RATAP.BMT mode1 as described in the. March 1988 rdport is an. impressive 

compilation of many of th8 factors which influence the acid generation process within 

sulphide tailings. However, the non-homogeneity of tailings and the processes within 

them, and the myriad of micro- and macroenvironmental factors which influence the acid 

generation proc8ss may not favour the development of an ail-inclusive mode1 capable of 

quantitative predictions of acid fluxes and other parameters. An analysis of the 

“propagation of errer” for the mode1 would likely indicate severe limitations for quantitative 

predictions, even for the assumption chat th8 mOd8l aCCUt8iy r8fkCtS th8 me&dSm Of 

acid generation. In any case, from our perspective, such estimates are not essential for 

4 



I 
the successful management and long-term redamation of tailings deposits. The mode1 

! may have more application as a means of predicting or “following” the chemistry of 

existing tailings deposits for which reciamation measures are not planned due to 

economic or technical limitations. 

We believe that less generalized models, developed on the basis of rate limiting factors, 

such as oxygen transport, Will have more accurate application to “real” tailings disposa4 

situations. 

5 



TABLE 1 

Fire Road Site - Effectiveness of Barriers 

Item 

Relative Rate of Acid 

Generation (After Reclamation) 

No reclamation (present situation) 

Water caver (100 cm) 

Porous soil (100 cm) 

1.0 

0.02 

1.0 

0.3 Silt or clay covkr (unsaturated) (100 cm) 

Clay caver (saturated) (100 cm) ‘0.02 



WORKSHOP ON MODELLING OF REACTIVE TAILINGS 
SPONSORED BY THE t4END PREDICTION COMMITTEE 

HORWIJK ENTERPRISES LTD. - DR. KEVIN MORIN 

The presentation dealt with comments on 

tailings assessment program to base meta 

to: 

the adaptation of the reactive acid 

1 tailings, RATAP.BMTl. Please refer 

Comments on: Adaptation of the Reactive Acid Tailings Assessment Program 

(RATAP) to Base Metal Tailings by Kevin A. Morin, (May 27, 1990) foutid at 

the end of these minutës. 

Dr. Morin indicated that his comments are based on the Main Report, Adaptation 

of the Reactive Acid Tailings Assessment Program (RATAP) to Base Metal Tailings. 

He had not received a copy of the mode1 and thus had not been able to test it; 

also he had not received any other reports on RATAP. 

Modelling is part of a strategy for delineating the processes involved in an 

environmental system, and the strategy should include: 

field studies 

laboratory testing 

theoretical applications 

modelling. 

The report does not indicate who is going to be the end user of RATAP, what is 

the intent of the model? It could be used for research investigations, 

consulting assessments, industry monitoring, regulatory inquiries, criminal 

prosecutions. It is necessary to know the end user. He stressed that his 

comments are oriented towards the weaknesses of RATAP.BMTl, not the strong 

points. 
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Dr. Morin indicated that each mode1 is composed of three basic types of rout'ines: 
Type 1: Complex routines basedon established field studies, laboratory 

testwork and/or theory 
Type 2: Complex routines based on arbitrary assumptions derived from 

field studies, laboratory testwork and/or theory 
Type 3: Simplistic routines based on simplifications of field studies, 

laboratory testwork and/or theory. . 

He then compared the modules of RATAP.BMTl with the above classification 
summarizing them as follows: 

Type 1: most of the acid generation modules 
Type 2: tailing caver module: 

From the report, Dr. Morin understood that the tailings caver is either there 
or is not there, and that it cannot be added along the way. This represents a 
weakness of the mode1 since it cannot simulate existing tailings (when there is 
already acid generation) when a caver is added. 

Dr. Ritchie asked for.a response and Dr. Scharer indicated that there is no 
problem because the initial conditions cari be set. . 

Aqueous Speciation Module: s 
ferrous iron sulphate i-s not included 
the sulphate balance might net be accurate. 

Dr. Scharer repl ied that the pH is not very much affscted by this, but that 
ferrous iron sulphate is included in the sulphate balance. 

Trace Metal Module: 
s Copper is not included. 

Dr. Scharer commented that this was corrected in RATAP.BMTQ. Mr. Ha1 bert 

commented that the geochemistry of copper and zinc are some of the areas of 
greatest uncertainty, and a discussion followed with Dr. Scharer related to the 
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concentrations of copper hydroxide and copper carbonate in solution. Dr. 
Snodgrass requested to press on. 

Type 3: Tailings Temperature Module: 
The mode1 does not account for increases along the sides of the tailings areas. 

Water Content Model: 
The basic objective of the mode1 is to predict acid flux, that is acid generation 
and movement of the water. The mode1 assumes a constant water content on a month 
by month basis for 100 years, and.this assumption might make the predictions 
unreliable. 

Dr. Nicholson queried Dr. Morin's understanding of mode1 validity when a simple 
assumption is made in one of its modules. Dr. Morin replied that if 'the water 
movement is complex, then RATAP may not be appropriate; but if the water movement 
is simple, then RATAP cari answer complex questions. 

Solute Transport Module: 
Or. Morin criticized this module. There is very little documentation and no 
complex equations are included as is the case with other modules, only two 
sentences. 

Dr. Snodgrass explained that in the past year.the deveiopers of RATAP have looked 
at the effect of variable flow rates. 

Dr. Ritchie asked Dr. Marin if he believes the water mode1 should be a 30 model. 
Dr. Morin replied that a 20 mode1 would be better rather than a 10 one, not 
necessarily a 30 one, but suggested to use the mode1 first and then make changes 
after a survey is made of what people think. 

Dr. Morin continued by explaining his understanding of the water movement and 
compared this with the Jaynes model. Dr. Nicholson explained that the Jaynes 
mode1 deals with waste rock piles, spoils, and the physical situation dictated 
the concept used. 
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Dr. Morin continued his criticism with other selected issues: 
stochastic probability distributions , it would be better to ha.ve the 
results expressed between confidence levels 
assumptions of homogeneity 

w equation 2.0 which equates the lateral area is not balanced. 

A discussion resulted with regard to the assumptions of homogeneity. Dr. Ritchie 
indicated that the sites are very homogeneous in large blocks. Based on the 
knowledge of the hydrogeology of the site, the tailings cari be split up in 
several blocks and modelled separately. Mr. Halbert said that this approach is 
possible and was carried out at Nordic. 

Dr. Morin continued his review of RATAP.BMTl with the problems related to 
calibration of the mode1 at Waite Amulet: 

the physical system included a perched water table 
poor sulphide data 
pH was poorly predicted. (error up to 1.3 pH units) 

A general discussion resul ted regarding data one cari expect to receive from 
tailing areas. The data was poor and the validation should not be based on such 
a situation: 

- oxygen was predicted to decrease to zero whereas measurements 
indicated that not a11 oxygen#was consumed 

- predicted acid fluxes were hypothetical only and not based on filed 
data. 

A general discussion resulted regarding the error in oxygen measurements. 

Dr. Morin concluded his criticism of NATAP.BMTl by indicating that the basic 
objective of RATAP, which is predicting acid flux, may not be met due to 

limitations such as water movement. He, therefore, proposed the following 

recommendations: 
1. Stop the development of the mode1 for several years 
2. Conduct field work and laboratory studies for comparison to the mode1 
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3. Release the mode1 at the same time to the public in order to 

determine its acceptability and its applicability 

4. After several years, conduct a survey to determine the usefulness 

of the mode1 

5. Then improve on the model. 

QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD: 

Dr. Nicholson 

Mr. Ferguson: 

Dr. Nicholson started the question and discussion period by 

stating that he agrees that it would be nice to see what Dr. 

Morin indicated, but the RATAP mode1 is actually only a 

research model. It is not in the shape nor format that cari 

be used right off the shelf by a consultant or a mine manager. 

In-any case, the mode1 has its limitations and Will only answer 

certain questions. 

1s RATAP.BMT a better tool than the other tools we are using 

and should it be used? 

Dr. Nicholson: Yes, but he stressed that it is not the only tool one should 

be using; the mode1 should not be sent out to an unexpecting 

public. The users must be well aware of the problems and 

limitations and of the assumptions built into the mode1 or 

required as input. The users must be taught how to use the 

model. 

Mr. Davé: Industry Will use the mode1 with unsophisticated operators, 

thus the mode1 must be in a user friendly shape for the average 

engineer. 

Dr. Steger: How closely must we be able to mode1 what we see in the field 

and do we prefer field data over modelling results? 
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Dr. Morin: 

Mr. Davé: 

Dr. Nicholson: 

Mr. Phinney: 

Mr. Halbert 

Dr. Nicholson: 

Dr. Steger: 

Dr. Nicholson: 

m the pH should be between plus or minus .S units 
the acid flux should be within a factor of 2 

w the water quality should be accurate. Dr. Morin 
indicated that he is a hydrogeologist and thus biased 
towards water movement. Emphasize the field site more, 
this is more important than modelling. 

1s the mode1 ready right now? Can it be used? 

The mode1 is not complete. 

Mr. Phinney disagreed and expressed the opinion that the mode1 
is there right now and cari be used and tested. The mode1 
contains many of the factors that affect acid generation and 
certain modules cari be useful for some, other ones for others. 
He thought that it is naive to assume that one cari develop a 
generalized tailings reactivity mode1 that would apply to a11 
tailings situations. 

The mode1 has to be adopted to each specific site and this is 
the main reason why RATAP has not been released. We do not 
want people to say that it does not work. 

He indicated that development Will accelerate if the mode1 is 
released, but research is needed to calibrate and validate the 

model. 

He said that part of the reasons for this meeting is to find 

out if RATAP.BMT is an acceptable model, if the development 
is proceeding'in the right direction and if there is a use 
for it. 

He indicated that one cannot be responsible for what the user 
does with the model. 
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Dr. Yanful: 

MS Erickson: 

Mr. Oavé: 

Dr. Steger: 

Mr. Townsend 

Dr. Yanful contributed by saying that industry depends on 

research and is willing to help in the deveiopment of models 

and to take advantage of tools that are available to improve 

its options. 

She thought that there is not enough information to properly 

validate and evaluate the mode1 and a copy would be required 

for use at some sites. What other calibration exercises have 

been carried out? 

At Waite Amulet, we had only one hole with a complete set of 

data. 

lie indicated that another set of data would be required if 

some money is available. 

Mr. Townsend stated that development depends on research. 

****** 
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-GENERAL COKMENTS 

Modelling cari be viewed as part of an interactive strategy for 
defining an environmental system. 
field studies, 

The strategy should include 

modelling. 
laboratory testwork, adaptation of theory, and 

An enhanced emphasis on' any portion of the aforementioned 
strategy, such as modelling, leads to an imbalance. For example, 
enhanced emphasis on field studies Will provide data which may be 
too complex or extensive for interpretation and simulation. 
Enhanced emphasis on modelling, for. example, maY provide 
simulations which are too complex to be-applied to, or detected, 
in the field. 

, 

In some ways, the RATAP mode1 has suffered from enhanced 
emphasis. The most obvious demonstration of this is the stochastic 
capability of the model. The probability distributions for such 
parameters as porosity and hydraulic conductivity have not been 
defined in most field studies and yet these distributions are, 
critical to accurate stochastic simulations. Even the creators of 
RATAP implicitly recognize this limitation because they do not cal1 
for measurements of distributions in their recommendations for 
further field work in the RATAP.BMTl report. 

In contrast to the enhanced emphasis, BATAP.BMTl suffers from 
some problems that render its simulations simplistic and 
restrictive at best. This cari be seen by viewing any mode1 as 
composed of 3 basic types of routines: 

1. Complex routines based on established field studies, 
laboratory.testwork, and/or theory. 
2. Complex routines based .on. arbitrary assumptions derived 
from field studies, laboratory testwork, and/or theory. 
3. Simplistic routines based on simplifications of field 
studies, laboratory testwork, and/or theory. 

If a mode1 is composed of the‘ first type only, it is 
applicable to relevant field sites and laboratory experiments. 'If 
only the second type of routine is present, accuracy of the model's 
simulations cari be arbitrary. With the third routine, the 
simulations Will be simplistic at best. 

The scenario is more complex whenever two or more types of 
routines appear in a model. As explained in the Specific Comments 
below, RATAP appears to have a11 three basic types of routines, 
which could render the RATAP simulations arbitrary and simplistic 
at best. While there are indeed some modules in RATAP that belong 
to the first, competent category of routines, these best routines 
are not the determining factor in the quality of the simulations. 
The weakest modules determine the highest quality of the 
simulations. 
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; 

Another 
cari be used 
For example, 

problem with RATAP is more general in nature. A mode1 
for a number of purposes by various types of users. 
a mode1 such as RATAP could potentially be used for .* . . research investigations, 

monitoring, 
consulting assessments, 

regulatory inquiries, 
industry self- 

and criminal prosecutions. 
of these purposes has unique requirements. 

Each 
RATAP appears to be 

intended for research investigations based on documentation and 
existing applications to date. However, the Government of Canada 
has likely been contibuting funds to RATAP development in order to 
use the mode1 for regulatory purposes. The appropriate purposes 
and the intended users should be specified. 

RATAP has been under development for several years and the 
modellers have only applied RATAP to a few locations at a few 
tailings areas. This effort is not sufficient to determine the. 
general applicability of the model. Consequently, RATAP should be 
released SO that it cari be used by researchers around the world to 
determine whether it is generally applicable and where it cari be 
best Jmproved. Specific recommendations are: 

0 Halt (government-sponsored) mode1 development for several 
years. 

0 Initiate detailed field and laboratory studies for comparison 
with RATAP simulations and for expanding current in-field 
knowledge of acid drainage from tailings impoundments. 

0 Release the mode1 as .soon as possible to the public. domain,. 
that is, to the intended users, to allow an extensive 
determination of RATAP's acceptability and applicability. 

0 Several years after release of RATAP, conduct a survey of 
users to determine where RATAP cari best be improved to make 
it more accurate and more widely applicable.. 

0 At that point in time, determine whether government-sponsored 
improvements should be undertaken. 

. 
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS 

These comments specifically address the report entitled, 
ltAdaptation of the Reactive Acid Tailings Assessment Program 
(RATAP) to Base Metal Tailings Main Report" (15SQ-2344-7-9208). 
The main body of this report without appendices was provided for 
review by Rilborn Engineering (B.C.) Ltd. as part of this contract. 

p.2-2, bottom: Only 8 iterations are allowed on pH, temperature, 
and oxygen. In the tests, this was found to be sufficient, 
but occasions may arise where more. iterations would be 
necessary. The mode1 should calculate an error factor during 
iterations and, at least, report the error in the output. 

p.2-3 6r 2-4, Section 2.2.1: This is a simplification of carbonate 
behavior in groundwater systems that may incorrectly predict 
pH in the range at which most copper and zinc 'would 
precipitate from solution. Further testing of the 
implications of the simplification are necessary. 

p.2-4: Because initial Ca is calculated from gypsum solubility, 
this indicates that no CaC03 is dissolving at Time 0 and, 
thus, that neutral-pH conditions are assumed at initial times. 
This assumption is not discussed in the report, but is 
important because simulations of existing acidictailings must 
then begin at some time in the past. before net acidity 
developed. 

p.2-6, Water Content". The water content is said to remain "at 
steady state 'Yrom'month to month". In other words, it does 
not change during the lO- to lOO-year simulations. Water 
tables in tailings impoundments are known to fluctuate by up 
to meters seasonally. Consequently, this ‘simplification 
results in significant errors in the calculation of acidic 
fluxes, which is reportedly the primary objective of the 
model. Therefore, one cari conclude that the mode1 has failed 
to meet its primary objective. 

p.2-6 & 2-7, Section 2.2.3: It is not clear if a tailings caver cari 
be placed during a simulation SO that pre-caver conditions cari 
develop before the caver 'appears. If not, the mode1 cannot 
accurately simulate existing sites following caver. If the 
caver cari appear during a simulation, the assumption of 
constant water content (previous comment) is not valid. 

p.2-8, Section 2.3.2: Although research has shown that some acid 
generation occurs at impoundment dams, Equation 2.7 does not 
account for lateral conduction. 
is actually oriented vertically. 

The IIdx" used in the equation 
This implicit treatment of 

a tailings impoundment as homogeneous is incorrect as acid 
generation in some impoundments is known to occur in localized 
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areas, such as at dams where lateral movement is jignificant. 

p.2-9, Equation 2.10: Dimensional analysis of this equation 
incorrectly indicates: 

molSm-z,,i,,'mth-' = mol'm** sut f ide surf ‘mthS’ 

This may have introduced errors of orders of magnitude on the 
biological rate into simulations. 

p.2-10, Equation 2.11: The other stated factors of nitrogen [N] and 
inhibitors [I] are missing from this equation and thus appear 
to be arbitrarily dismissed. 

p.2-19 t 2-20, Section 2.6.2: The factor of p, is introduced 
without explanation. 

Section 2.7: Nearly the entire section is dedicated to geochemical 
reactions which affect non-conservative aqueous species. The 
critical issue of water advection is only described in 2 
sentences on p.2-22. The sentences state that plug flow only 
occurs : vertically in the unsaturated zone and laterally in 
the saturated zone. These assumptions as well as that of 
constantwater contentover decades dramatically highlight the 
restrictive and idealistic treatment of water movement by the 
model. 

In light of the restrictive and idealistic assumptions 
on water movement, the simulations of acidic fluxes by the 
mode1 cari only be considered restrictive and idealistic. 
Consequently, the intense effort placed in the calculation of 
acid generation and metal levels Will be rendered 
inapproprïate in some unknown number of cases 
simplistic.treatment of water movement. 

by the 

d.2023, Equation 2.41: Under the explanation of t1f2,f311, what are 
"2+ and 3+ sericite species"? 

p.2-24, Equations 2.43 and 2.44: These equations are "based on 
laboratory data" of unspecified quality and unreferenced 
environmental conditions. As a result, the validity of the 
iron system and the associated acidity system in the mode1 
rests on this ambiguous "laboratory data". 

p.2-26 & 2-27, Equations 2.48 to 2.51: 
drainage systems, 

In chemically reducing acid- 
a major aqueous complex is FeSO,' because the 

major cations and anions often include ferrous iron and 
sulfate, respectively. Because this complex is not in the 
model, accurate simulations cannot be assured for iron, 
sulfate, and acidity. 

Also, Equation 2.51 5ssumes that a11 SO4 complexes are 
negligible relative to SO, and HSO,-. This 1s incorrect in 
many cases of subsurface acid drainage. 
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Furthermore, manuals for models such as PHREEQE have 
explained that pH cannot be accurately calculated from 
electroneutrality because of round-off errors and because H+ 
cari be derived from the vast "storagett in H,O. There is no 
mention of these problems in the report, leading to a 
conclusion that either the resolutions were overlooked in the 
report or the mode1 may not accurately predict pH (see comment 
for p.3-6). 

P* 2-28, Section 2.9: The first assumption means that CU and Zn 
play no role in the calculatbon of pH (Equation 2.48). As a 
result, concentrations'of CU and Zn must be sianificantlv less 
than 10 mmoles/L and 0.001 mmoles/L (approx. 0.05 mg/L) at pH 
2 and 6, respectively. 

.assumption. 
This is unlikely, invlidating the 

Sections 2.9.1 to 2.9.4: The assumptions of mineralogy in various 
ranges of pH appear to be arbitrary and are not justified in 
the report by any references to field or laboratory data. 
Consequently, the invokation of these assumptions 
introduce signficant errors into simulations. 

may 

p.2-30: Equations 2.54 and 2.56 are not dimensionally balanced. 

p.2-32, Equation 2.64: The factor CUCOP is undefined. 

p.2-34, Equation 2.73: What is the meaning of "BULKD = the dry 
solids be-low solids density of the box"? 

Table 3.4: There is reportedly a perched water table at a depth of 
1.4 m at WA-20. 
the model. 

This invalidates the physical assumptions of 
The fact that the perched water table coincides 

with lower pyrite (Figure 3.2) around a depth of 1.15-1.55 m 
and similarly depressed pyrrhotite may have geochemical 
implications which were ignored in the interpretation. 

Figure 3.2 and 3.3 & p.3-5: 
1 

The matches to the irregular data are 
& good and just reflect the average (unoxidized) value 
placed as input into the model. The slope of the predicted 
lines at the oxidation fronts could be significantly sharper 
or shallower and still be called @Igoodl' relative to the 
Figures, and corresponding "areas under curves18 would also not 
change significantly. Consequently, there has been no true 
calibration performed in this report. 

p.3-6 & Figure 3.4: Because pH is a log scale and a difference of 
1 pH unit cari represent a major difference in water chemistry, 
the match is in fact poor and z19ç "in reasonable agreementl'. 

Figure 3.5: Measured data show that oxygen consumption decreases 
with depth SO that oxygen concentrations become stable. On 
the other hand, the mode1 predicts oxygen consumption 
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continues until a11 oxygen is depleted. This is obviously 
incorrect and overestimates the amount of acid generation in 
the simple one-dimensional system. 

Figures 4.1 and 4.2: These are hypothetical results with no 
measured data on either acidity concetrations or water 
movement for confirmation. Also, there are no other 
predictions provided, such as for copper and sulfate. 

p.5-1: Because the basic objective is to.simulate and predict acid 
flux, accurate simulations are 
generation and water movement. 

required for both acid 
The mode1 fails to consider 

the complexity of water movement SO that the simulations Will 
be idealistic at best, in spite of the intense effort to 
calculate acid generation. 

p.5-2: The predicted data did net provide an acceptable match to 
the field data, as explained above. . . 

p.5-3: 1 agree with the recommendation for further field studies. 
However, a critical capability of the mode1 is its stochastic 
capabilities and yet there are no recommendations from the 
modellers on collecting information on 
distributions. 

probability 
This suggests. that either the probability 

distributions thought to be well defined or the probability 
distributions are not important for simulations. 



WORKSHOP ON MODELLING OF REACTIVE TAILINGS 

SPONSORED BY THE HEND PREDICTION COMMUTEE 

NOLAN, DAVIS & ASSOCIATES - MR. ALAN BELL 

This presentation dealt with waste rock, particularly the Heath Steele waste 
rock belonging to Brunswick Mining & Smelting Corp. in New Brunswick. Notes 
prepared by Mr. Bell are attached at the end of these minutes as is a copy of 
a paper related to the acid waste rock field trials at Heath Steele, New 
Brunswick. Please refer to: 

MEND RATAP.BMT Workshop. Comments/Presentation by Allan V. Bell, 
P.Eng. Nolan, Davis & Associates, Halifax, Nova Scotia,. 
An Update on the Acid Waste Rock Field Trials at Heath Steele, New 
Brunswick. Allan V. Bell, P.Eng., et al. Paper presented to: Acid 
Mine Drainage Conference, GAC-MAC Annual Meeting, Vancouver, B.C., 
May 16-18, 1990. 

Mr. Bell. indicated that modelling means different things to different people. 
Models do not have to be complicated to be useful, but must be user friendly. 
Models are simply tools designed to answer specific questions, but Will probably 
not be useful if they ask more questions than they answer. Complicated models 
like RATAP provide a base to understand very difficult situations. 

Mr. Bell commenced with a slide presentation on Heath Steele. He hoped that 
his presentation would promote some discussions on the application of RATAP.BMT 
or other models to acid waste rock and would provide further input to the 
modelling community on any requirements they might have relative to using the 
Heath Steel Project for the calibration or development of models relative to 
acid waste rock situations. 

Mr. Bell indicated that it is well known how to minimize the generation of acid 
mine drainage, how to control it and how to treat it. What 'is not well 

established is how to prevent it. The Heath Steele site is ideally cited for 

the assessment of acid waste rock. 
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The project was arranged in four phases: 

1. identification of piles to be used for the project 

2. installation of monitoring equipment 

3. determination of characteristics of potential covers 

4. overall objective of installation of covers. 

During Phase 1 four piles were identified. One pile was moved and re-installed 

on.an impermeable liner because the bed rock was porous. During Phase 2, each 

of the four piles was outfitted with six instrument clusters per pile. Each 

cluster consisted of a piezometer surrounded by gas sampling points& Adjacent 

to these, and within one metre, temperature probes were installed in a separate 

hole. Phase 3 is not completed yet. 

With the aid of his slides, Mr. Bell summarized the results obtained with the 

different piles: temperature profiles, oxygen distribution, seasonal variations. 
Since the Phase 3 is delayed, there Will be more time to study the piles and 
gather more information. Only six months of data was collected from one pile 

and this is not sufficient to study the seasonal variations. The results are 
best described in Section 5.0 of the paper referred to at the end of these 
minutes. 

The piles have temperature and oxygen characteristics which are representative 
of wastes undergoing active sulphide oxidization. Generally, the temperature 

gradient with depth is relatively uniform, but the longitudinal profile of oxygen 
levels is less uniform. The pile installed on the impermeable caver enables them 

to measure the water quality. Next year, three of the four piles Will be 

outfitted with a caver. 

Mr. Bell concluded his presentation by connnenttig on the applicability of 
modelling to waste rock. He thought that modelling of waste rock might be easier 

because there is no water table, but the presence of a wide range of variabil ity 

in mineralogy and size distribution would make it more difficult. It is very 

important and considered tq be a high priority to be able to predict acid 

generation. An understanding of the performance of covers is needed. It is 
difficult to develop such a mode1 and it Will take considerable time before such 

a mode1 Will corne into being. 
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QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD: 

Mr. Oavé: The piles are already highly oxidized? Also is there any water 

mounting into the pietometers? Discussions aboutoxygen entry. 

Mr. Bell: The piles were created in the 1950's. The piles, except the 

one pile that was moved, were built on highly fractured bedrock 

and we see no evidence of groundwater mounting within the 

piles. The pile that was moved to a liner enables us to 

collect background water quality data, the acidity is high, 

up to 30,000 mg/l, pH of 2.0. A lot of precipitation is 

required before water cornes out of the pile and it cornes out 

as a slug. 

A discussion resulted regarding oxygen entry into the piles. 

Or. Ritchie: 

Mr. Bell: He indicated that he does not know, but as Dr. Ritchie 

indicated, air could be blown in and SO the gas permeability 

could be'measured. 

Or. Ritchie: He wondered if there is a lower limit of permeability at which 

convection does not occur, and it might be that one could 

design the dumps in such a way to stop the convective process. 

Or. Scharer: 1s there was any evidence of thermal convection since the 

temperature inside the pile was at least 30 degrees higher than 

the ambient temperature? 

Mr. Bell: There is definitely visual evidence. 

Or. Ritchie explained that oxygen entry into piles is primarily 

as a result of diffusion from the surface and convection from 

the edges. He asked the question if it is possible to 

determine the air permeability with the instruments installed 

in the piles. 
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Dr. Ritchie: Dr. Ritchie also commented on Dr. Scharer's question. 1s it 

an importantphenomenon and from an engineering standpointwhat 

cari be done about it? 

l *t*** 

. 
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Halifax, Nova Scotia 

Introduction: 

My role today is to introduce the iseue of acid waste rock into the 
discussion relative to the applicability of RATAP.BMT to the prediction of waste 
rock pile behaviour and impact. 1 propose to do this by preeenting a recently 
prepared paper on the Heath Steele Waete Rock Study which ie appended to these 
notes. The objective of the Heath Steele study is to gather performance data 
for various covere applied to highly acid generating waete rock piles. At this 
time we have completed the second phase of the project in which we have 
inetrumented four piles and characterized background conditions in the piles. 
The methodology used and the resulte to date are presented in the .paper. 

Waste Rock vs. Tailinus 

The characteristfce of acid waste rock differ inmany waye from those 
of reactive tailings, although there are of course similarities relative to the 
acid generation che&.etry and the impact that acid runoff and leachates have on 
the environment. Soam of theee differencee are eusunarized in Table 1. The key 

aspects fromthe standpoint of modelling and predictfon are the eactreme variation 
in mineralogy and phyeical propertiee (particle l ize, void ratio, diffueivity, . 
etc.) that occur in waete dumpe as compared to taflinge , and I'm no+ euggeeting 
that tailings are typically homogeneoue: in fac+, we are now very much aware of 

the variation that occure in many tailinge systeme due to the interdepoeition 
of slimes and sande, changes in mineralogy of the ore etc. However the variation 

in physical characteristice within a typical waete pile CM be even more extreme 

due to factors euch as the following: 

1 



wison of Acid Xine Drainage laotors In Waste Dumps and.Tailings 
Impoundments 

A. ACID GENERATION WASTE DUMPS TAILINGS IMPOUNDMENTS 

il Sulphide source - Variable in - Conditions uniform often 
concentration and with very high sulphide 
location content 

- Conditions may vary 
from sulphide rich to 
basic over short 
distances 

ii) pH variation - Highly variable - Fairly uniform 
conditions over short conditions with a feu 
distances major horizontal sones 

iii) Initiation of - Usually starts - Usually starts after . 
Rapid Oxidation isanediately after tailings placement 

first wastes are cesses 
placed (in "trigger' 
spots 1 

iv) Oxygen Entry 

v) Seepage 

- Enter8 freely along - Restricted by water in 
highly conductive flou the tailings void spaces 
paths at base of dump and the lower 
and large open void conductivity of the 
spaces. 'Chimney and partially saturated void 
'lung' effects. spaces 

- Seepage rapid along - Seepage slow and uniform 
preferentfal flou 
paths 

vi) AMIl Releases - Large infiltration - Large early surface AMD 
resulting in large run-off 
seepage from toe and - Lower infiltration 
and to groundwater - Gradua1 transition in 

- Rapid release seeps from process water 
following generation, to neutraliaed AMD, to 
sometimes wfth both AXD. 
neutralited and acid 
AXD seeps. 

Sourcej Robertson, 1988 



material dumped is often not from a single source throughout the life 
of the dump. 

the method of dump construction greatly influences its physical 
properties, for example end dumping results in the larger rock pieces 
being segregated at the bottom of the pile thus creating a highly 
permeable zone for air convection into the pile. 

depending on the weathering characteristics of the rock and the 

degree of traffic onthe surface of the dump, relatively high degrees 
of compaction cari occur, again greatly influencing the diffusion 
characteristics of the pile. 

Acid generation in waste piles is influenced significantly by dump 
geometry and climatic conditions. 

Results of the Heath Steele project to date show that the air 

transport mechanisms into the four dumpe being monitored are 
apparently guite different, seeming to favour diffusion from the 
susface in one case, to predominately convection a.nd weather related 
advection proceseee in othere. 

Obviously it Will be extremely difficult to develop and verify a single generic 
mode1 to describe and. predict the behaviour of such systema. 

Modellinu Priorities for Waete Roc& 

The RATAPmodelcurrently appearr to be primarily a reeearch oriented 
tool rather than a system wited to general application for predictive purpoees 
by induetry and regulators. Thir in no way distracte front its value to gaining 

collective knowledge and underatanding of acid generation and transport 
mechaniems within reactive tailings aysteme. It would however appeat that its 

development and validation to the point where it is a mer friendly tool for _' 
general distribution and application Cr+i11 requiree time and resoutces. 

2 



I The mode1 should be released for general application by the induetry with a view 

to encouraging comments and suggestions for improvement. TO .continue the 

development of RATAP to the point where it is generally applicable to acid waste 

rock Will obviously reguire a significant effort and expenditure. While there 

is littie doubt that such an approach would catalze an increase in our 

understanding of the geochemistry and physical transport mechanisms occurring 

in waste dumps, one must question whether the application of FU4TAP is the most 

cost effective means of achieving this objective. 

Given a limited availability of funding, the short and intermediate term needs 

for acid waste to work reaearch would appear, from the practioners viewpoint, 

ta be as follows: 

1. Improve our collective underetanding of gas transfer mechanisms 

within waste rock piles through instrumentation of piles in mariner 

similar to that described for Heath Steele. The information base 

that Will result from this case Will no+ only improve our basic 

understanding but cari also lead to the developnent of guidelines 

relative to preferred construction practices for future piles. 

2. Develop further understanding and deeign criteria for covers and 

seals for waste rock piles. This should be based on monitoring the 

performance of covers relative to temperature, gas and 

'characteristics in the pile, and on the -developnant and practical 

application of diffusion mode16 for caver alternatives such as the 

work described by Marie Collin. 

3. Continuation of the develo-nt and application of standard sampling 

and acid generation prediction methodologiem for waste rock 

partfcularitywith respecttothemineplanning/predevelopntphase. 



4. Monitoring of acid waste rock dump impacts including leachate plume 

dispersion to aid in the understanding of such impacts and to allow 

the calibtation/validation of available ground and 'surface water 

contaminant transport models. 

4 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper describes an experimental program to evaluate the 
performance of alternate covers for existing acid waste rock piles 
currently in progress at Heath Steele Mines in New Brunswick, 

installation of . including the selection of experimental piles, 
instrumentation, definition of background conditions, and design of 
covers to be installed and monitorad as the final phase. 

1.0 INTRODUCTIGN 

The Heath Steele Mine site provides a unique opportunity to evaluate 
management techniques for acid waste rock under practical field 
conditions. The mine is located approximately SO km northwest of 
Newcastle, New Brunswick, and about 60 km aouthwest of Bathurst, 
within the drainage basin of the Northwest Mirimachi River (see Figure 
1). 

The Heath Steele ptoperty was developed in the late 1950s before the 
implications of acid drainage were fully appreciated. Highly pyritic 
vaste rock was therefore used in the construction of haul roads and 
other Fnf raatructure, and the site contains in excess of 20 acid- 
generating waste rock piles which pose a challenge to currently 
available reclamation technology. 

A recent study on acid waste rock managwnt at Canadian base-metal 
mines (Nolan, Davis, 1987 and Bell, 1988) fdentffied the need for 
field performance data on waste rock pile covers and other managwnt 
systems. The Heath Steele waste rock study is designed to address 
this need, as well as to aid in the development of practical 
reclamation measures for mine sites in Northeastern New Brunswick 



, where the combination of massive sulphide ore bodies and the 
sensitivity of local salmon tesources to acid and mata1 toxicity pose 
an especially difficult challenge to mine reclamation. 

2.0 PROJBCT DESIGN 

During the fa11 of 1986, a proposa1 was submitted to various federal 
and provincial agencies to use several of the waste rock piles at the 
Heath Steele mine site to develop and test strategies for the long- * 
term management of acid genetating waste rock. 'A four phase program 
was developed, and on December 16, 1988, an agreement to fund the 
initial three phases was signed by the New Brunswick Department of 
Natural Resources and Energy, the New Brunswick Department of Commerce 
and Technology, and Brunswick Mining and Smelting Corporation. 

The four phases of the overall project are as followsr 

Phase 1 Selection of four piles to be used for specific field 
trials. 

Phase II Installation of monitoring equipment to define the 
characteristics and background data for the four piles 
identified in Phase 1. 

Phase III Column tests to evaluatethe performance characteristics 
of potential covers. 

Phase IV Application of covers and perforinance monitoring under 
field conditions. 

Phase 1 was completed in the summer of 1988. Phase II was essentially 
completed in the spring of 1990 and it is the results of this phase 
that are described in this paper. Phase III io still ongoing with - 
consideration being given to homogeneous soi1 covers, (zoned soi1 
covers and soil/membrane composite system8. It is hoped that the 
selected covers Will be applied as a function of Phase IV in 1991 with 
performance monitoring continuing for sevetal years thereafter. 
Total funding for the first three phases is $312,000. 

The initial eelection of the four piles to be monitored in Phase II 
and potentially covered in Phase IV was made by ranking the many piles 
at the site according to the following selaction criteria: 

Sfze and shape 
Abflity to segregate from other wastes or interferences 
Type and gradation of material 
Ease of monitoring 
Avaflabilfty of background data 



Prior to committing to the expense of inatalling monitoring eguipnent, 
the candidate piles were subjected to a field characterization to 
determine the following: 

Vertical profile through centre of each pile into bedrock 
CompoeFtion/mineralogy of material 
Acid producing/consuming ratio 
Geophysical charactetistica 
TopowaPhY 

Following'this investigation, four piles, identified as 18A, 188, 17 
and'7/12 were confirmed as being suitable for inetrumentation. ,Their 
characteristica are described in Table 1. They a11 consiet of 
pyritic, acid-generating material and range in eize from 3,000 tonnes , 
to 236,000 tonnes. 

It wa8 decided that the waste rock pile8 should be monitored over a 
period of at least one year to adeguately characterize the background 
conditions, and thereby enable the performance of the cover8 to be 
fully evaluated relative to seasonal variations. The parameters that 
best reflect the dynamics of waste rock acid generation were 
considered to be pore gaa oxygen level8, the temperature profile 
within the pile, and the CharaCteristiC8 of any pore water and/or - 
leachate associated withthe pile. The inatrumentation and monitoring 
of the etudy pile8 were therefore designed to a88e88 these 
characteristics. 

3.0 SITE PRBPABATIOlS 

Site preparation conaisted of re-contouring each of the waste rock 
pile8 to maximum eide clopes of approximately 3:l (H:V). Each pile 
was also iaolated fromthe influence of any neighbouring topographical 
or other local featurea. The objective was to provide side slopes 
that could easily accommodate equipment required for placement of the 
covers in Phase IV of the 8tudy. The more uniform chape reaulting 1 
from te-contourfng of the wa8te rock pile8 would also reduce any 
shape-induced effects on the monitoring reSult8. 

Inve8tigatione in Pha8e 1 indicated that the bedrock near the surface 
is highly fractured and therefore of relatively high permeability. 
Mounding of pore water within the pilee i8, therefore, highly 
unlikely. Conaeguently, monitorfng of pore water guality and 
detennination of a water balance for the existing piles was 
impractical. Dftchem were con8tructed around the pile8 to minimize 
the inflow of murface water and to colle& any surface runoff once the 
piles have been covered in Phase IV. 

After te-contourfng the pile8, the inatallatfoa of ia8trumentatioa in 
Pile8 18A, 18B and 17. wa8 coamencad .u8ing an air track pkrcuseion 
machine to drill 150 mm hole8. There war some concern that the gae 
balance in the pile8 might be modified by this proceaa. However , it 



was felt that eguilibrium conditions would be rapidly te-established 
due to the high poroaity and permeability of the piles. A total of 
six instrumentation stations were Fnstalhtd on each pile. 

Waste rock Pile 7/12 was to be moved as part of an ongoing reclamation 
program at Heath Steele Xines. This provided a unique opportunity to 
place the pile on an impermeable linet and thereby provide for the 
coSlection of leachate before and after placement of the caver in 
Phase IV. Construction of the new base with an impermeable Fabrene 
membrane, relocation of the pile , and installation of instrumentation 
was completed in June 1989. 

I 4.0 INSTRDMBNTATION 

The typical instrumentation cluster assembled at- each sampling 
location consists of a piezometer installed to bedrock or about 5 
metres depth, constructed of 38 mm diameter PVC tubing. A serieo of 
pore gas monitoring tubes were installed on the pietometer, and an' 
adjacent series of temperature probes installed in a separate hole 
within one metre of the piezometer. Due to space limitationa on Pile - 
7112, both pore gas and temperature probes are mounted on the 
piezometer. A typical sampling station is shown in Figure 2. The 
specific details of the oxygen and temperature installations are as . 
follows: 

Pore Cas Instrumentation 

The general instrument configuration for sampling pore gases is 
presented in Figure 3. Sampling ports were established at depths of 
apptoximately 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 metres by taping non- 
collapoing tubes of norprenë rubber, a flexible, acid resistant 
material, to the PVC pierometer tube prier to installation in the 
drilled holes. Once in the hole, a layer of sand/gravel was placed 
around each sample point andthe Upper ends +unped at a11 times other 
than during rampling. The syirtem was designed to use a low-volume 
portable oxygen analyzer (Teledyne 320A). Uhen the instruamnt is 
connected and the tube clamp is released, the instrument drawe air 
through the tubing to the sensors located within the analyzer. 
Because of the minimum volume of air extracted from the area around 
the sampling point, neighbouring gas sampling tubes were considered 
to be unaffected by this procedure. 

Temwrature neasuremeng 

In order to amnitor temperature prof iles within l ach of the pile8, 
type A thennocouples were installed at depths of approximately 0.3, 
1 .S and 4.6 metrea in a reparate 150 aun hole which was backf illed 
with granular material to prevent "chimney" affects. 



The thermocouples were fabricated bythe manufacturerto meet specific 
requirements for acfd reeietance and are apecffied as long-lasting for 
burial in contact with water. The IC thermocouple is well-euited to 
operate within the temperature conditions expected at the site. 
Readings were made by attaching a hand-held thermocouple thermometer 
(Digi Sense Mode1 BA 8528-40) to the surface, using colour-coded 
thennocouple plugs. 

Other Xnstrumentation 

On Pile 7112, both seepage and surface runoff cari be independently 
monitored for f low and guality. Automated water samplers (ISCO Mode1 
2900 with water level sampler activator Mode1 1640) and automated 
water level recorders (Richards type) were installed at the outlei 
weirs. Collected water samples have been analyted for the following 
parameters: PR* acidity, iron, copper , zinc and sulphate. 
Supplementary analyses for lead and total solide have been conducted. 
Also on Pile 17, the existence of a collection ditch at the downstream 
toe provides the means to monitor the guality of combined runoff and 
seepage, although the ditch also acts as a collecter for otber local 
drainage. 

A weather station was installed at the site in the spring of 1989 to 
provide precipitation, temperature and evaporation data. 

. 

5.0 RBSDLTS MD DISCDSSIONS 

Thirteen data sets have been collected for Piles 18A, 188 and 17. The 
data for these piles covers a full range- of seasons but does not 
provide for an evaluation of water or contaminant balances due to the 
probleras associated with the location of the piles on fractured 
bedrock. For Pile 7/12, it will be possible to determine contaminant 
loadings, but to date only rix months of data have been collected. 
This is insuf f icient to fully asses's seasonable~ variations. 
Monitoring Will be continued on a monthly basis in 1990 to remedy 
this short-coming. 

The full set of data for each pile has been presented in the Phase II 
draft report issued in April 1990 (NOlan, Davio, 1990). It is too 
voluminour to includo here but a typical data set for Pile 18A, the 
smallest pile, is presented as an example. The r&w data for 
temperature and oxygen concentraiion are shown in Tables 2 and 3. 

The longitudinal plot of temperature data for December (Figure 4) 
clearly indicate8 a relatively uniformtemperature gradientwith depth 
throughout the pile, with bottom temperatures of approximately 12OC 
compared to surface tasperaturem of -14OC. Similar gradients were 
observed in the pile during the other wintmr months. 



The seasonal variation in temperature within the pile (Figure 5) shows 
the temperature at the bottom of the pile warming in response to 
increased Sumer surface temperatures to the point where the gradient 
is reversed from Maythrough October. During the Auguat 1989 sampling 
period, the bottom of the pile was recorded as having a temperature 
of 17.3'C compared to a surface temperature of 32’c. 

The longitudinal profile of oxygen levels for November 1989 (Figure 
6) indicates a fat less uniform distribution than for the temperature 
data, but in general, oxygen levels are depleted towards the bottom 
of the pile. It is not clear.whether,the low values shown at Station 
2 teflect a local low due to a zone of low permeability or a local 
region of particularly active pyrite oxidation. Similar 
irregularities have been observed at the Rum Jungle and Mou& 
Washington sites as described in Section 6. 

Seasonal variations in oxygen levels (Figure 7) show that the 
depletion of oxygen at depth is observed year-round, although 
concentrations are considerably higher in late-winter and spring than 
during the fall. At Station 3, the variation of 3.7 m depth (i.e. the 
bottom of the pile) is from 13 percent in Hay to a low of 0.5 percent 
in October. The change in oxygen concentration at depth appears to - 
follow a reasonably regular cycle evident in Figure 7. There would 
appear to be a correlation between the temperature and oxygen levela 
with the lowest oxygen levels associated with the highest 
temperatures. 

Corresponding depth profiles for temperature and oxygen at Station 3 ' 
are shown in Figure 8 and confirm the general depletion of oxygen with 
depth, as well as the stabilizing effect of depth on temperature. 

The fact that there is a temperature diffe;ence.of 25’C between the 
surface and bottom of the pile over a depth of only 3.4 m, despite its 
obviously high porosity, would appear to provide strong evidence of 
the ongoing exothermic oxidation process within the pile. The 
temperature within the pile is still very much'influenced by ambient 
air temperatures, and if appears from the pore gaa data that the 
oxidation reaction Fs moderated as the pile tèaqerature drape on a 
seasonal basis to a low in April. At this time, pore gas oxygen 
concentrations are at their highest. 

Similar data sets were obtained for Piles 18E and 17. Pile 7/12 has 
been monitored for only six sampling periods todate. The oxygen data 
collected for Pile 17 show fat less variation than for the other piles 
described and in many instances greater oxygen concentrations were 
found a+ depth than at the surface. An explanation for this 
phenomenon could be the fact that,the surface of this pile consista 
of hard packed fine material and the primary route for the ingress 
of air to the interior of the pile may be from the sidea. This 
condition may be the result of end dumping on the slope and the 
combination of weathering and compaction on the surface. 



The oxyqen profiles for Pile 7/12 also reflected a different pattern. 
Levels were initially very low at the bottom of the centre sampling 
station for the July and August sampling times but then increased 
rapidly to much hfgher values (14 to 17.6 percent) durinq the fall. 
A possible explanation might be that very hiqh levels of oxidation 
existed immediately after moving the pile and were quickly consumed 
due to the availability of fresh reaction sites. As temperatures in 
the pile increased, thermal convection of air into the pile increased 
oxyqen levels with time. A longer period of eamplinq is, therefore, 
required to determine stabilised temperature and pore gas data. 

An assessment of the water quality data collected to date at Pile 7/12 
indicates the following: 

l - New precipitation is initially adsorbed and therefore does no< 
necessarily result in water leaving the waste rock pile. 

0 Concentrations of contaminants cari be very hîgh in both the 
surface drainage and underdrain. Acidity concentrations of 
over 30,000 mg/1 are characteristic of the collected water. 

0 Concentrations of contsminants in the waters leaving the pile 
often increase with time following the precipitation event. - 

0 Surface runoff front the pile may be as -high as 30 percent 
during a storm event. 

0 Surface water is as contaminated as the underdtain flows. 

6.0 aH4PARATIVEREVIEW 

The objective of this phase of the project is to definethe backqround 
conditions in each of the four test piles SO as to provide a basis for 
evaluating the performance of the covers to be installed in Phase IV. 
ft is useful, however, to briefly review the findings to date and ta 
compare the baseline conditions with those in other waste rock caver 
trials, such as those at Rum Jungle in Northern Australia and the 
Mount Washington Site in Brftfsh Columbia. 

The temperature characteristfcs of the four piles are generally 
similar in that each pile displays relatively uniform temperature 
gradients from the surface ta the bottom of the pile, with the daeper 
piles generally showing higher temperatures l t depth. Teunpsratures 
in Pile 7/12 are warmer for a given depth than the other three piles, 
but it has no+ yet been determined whether this is due to trsnsient 
conditions of increased oxidation rates potentially associated with 
moving the pile. ft is important that the data base be auqmented to 
clarify this aspect. 



The oxidation of pyrite to sulphutic acid and ferrous sulphate is 
exothermic and releasea 1440 W per mol FeS2 (Eennett et al., 1988). 
This release of heat reeultr in elevated temperatures in pyritic waste 
rock dumps and explains the high temperatures measured in each.of the 
waste piles. Similar results were obtained at Rum Jungle, but at 
Mount Washington temperatures were found to be relatively constant 
throughout the dump profile (Golder, 1989). In order to fully 
evaluate the effectiveness of the caver, it Will be necessary to 
calculate the distribution of heat production in the piles using a 
heat transfer mode1 similar to that applied at Rum Jungle, where thie 
detennination provided a very definitive demonstration of the 
effectiveness of the caver in curtailing oxidation in the pile as 
shown in Figure 9. 

At the Heath Steele site, the temperature monitoring shows that thé 
effect of seasonal temperature changes influences the temperatures at 
depth within the dumps, and it Will be important to ensure that this 
effect is taken into account when making compatisons between pre- and 
post-caver conditions. At Rum Jungle, the ambient temperature was 
of influence only to about 6 m depth. At Mount Washington, pre-caver 
conditions were not monitored for a seasonal cycle, and this ha8 
caused problems in the early interpretation of the effectiveness of 
the caver. 

The profiles of oxygen concentrations determined to date at the Heath 
Steele site are 8.omewhat erratic. This may be due to local variations 
in the dump permeability, local differences in mineralogy, or a 
combination of the two. Similar irregularities were observed at Rum 
Jungle prior to placement of the caver as shown in Figure 10. 

Significant seasonal variations in oxygen concentrations have been 
measured in the piles at the Heath Steele site. The lack of seasonal 
data at Mount Washington does no+ permit comparison with that project. 
At Rum Jungle, there do not appear to be such marked seasonal changes 
but the effect of diurnal atmospheric pressure changes on oxygen 
concentrations in the dump during the Australian wet season was guite 
marked and was well documented in that project (NTDME, 1986). 

Harries and Ritchie, 1985, report that there are three mechanisms by 
which oxygen CM be transportad to reaction sites within a waste dump: 
diffusion, thermal convection, and advection driven by atmospheric 
pressure variations. Thermal convection causes the oxygen 
concentration to be higher at the base of the dump due to the effect 
of drawing in air through high porosity layers caused by segregation 
during dumping. Diffusion causes the oxygen concentration to decrease 
monotonically with depth, while advectfon CM cause more uniform 
changes in concentration throughout the dump. Evidence of these three 
oxygen transfer mechanisms CM ba drawn frgm the data collected at 
Heath Steele, The instrumentation of oxygen levels within tho four 
piles appears to..be working well and , together with temperature data, 
will provide an effective means of monitoring the performance of the 
covers to be placed in Phase IV. 



7.0 CMCLUSIOHS MD BATICWS 

The following conclusions and recofmnendations were made as a .result 
of the Phase II work: 

l The project ha8 achieved the objective of defining pre-covet 
background conditions in Piles lSA, 188 and 17. Furt her 
monitoring is required on Pile 7112 to achieve a full seasonal 
cycle and to allow any short-term effects of moving the pile 
to be delineated. 

0 Since it is now expected that placement of the co;ers Will not 
occur prior to the 1991 construction season, it is recommended 
that monthly monitoring of a11 piles should be continued 
through June 1991. 

l Al1 instrumentation is functioning according to expectations 
and is thought to reflect the conditions in each pile with 
reasonable acntracy. The existing instrumentation should 
continue to serve the needs of the project if properly 
maintained and protected during the placement of the covers. 

0 Al1 four piles appear to have temperature, oxygen and, in the 
case of Piles 17 and 7/12, water guality characteristics 

. repreaentative of wastes undergoing active sulphide oxidation 
teactions and are, therefore, suitable candidates for the 
placement and evaluation of covers. 

l It is recommended that caver placement on Pile 7/12 be given 
priority for Phase IV due to the eability to determine 
contaminant loadings for that pile. 
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FIGURE 1 

WASTE ROCK DISPOSAL SITES LOCATION MAP 
HEATH STEELE MINES 
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FIGURE 2 

PHOTOGRAPH OF TYPICAL SAMPLING STATION 
HEATH STEELE MINES 
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WORKSHOP ON HODELLING OF REACTIVE TAILINGS 
SPONSORED BY THE MEND PREDICTION COMMITTEE 

STEFFEN ROBERTSON & KIRSTEN (B.C.) INC. - DR. A.M. ROBERTSON 

Dr. Robertson's presentation dealt with the modelling of acid generation in 
tailings. Please refer to the following d.ocuments found after these minutes: 

Modelling of Acid Generation in Tailings, Contribution to Workshop 
on Modelling of Reactive Tailings by Dr. A. M. Robertson, P.Eng. 
US Bureau of Mines Report: In Situ Testing for Geohydrological 
Investigations oflailings Dams by Dirk van Zyl, A. Ma& Robertson, 
Steven E. Follin and George L. Chedsey. 

At the start of his presentation, Or. Robertson made some comments on RATAP.BMT 
and on what he had heard earlier today. He made an analogy with a Ferrari, it 
looks great; however it is locked. Unless RATAP is released and tested we Will 
not be able to comment further on it. RATAP is a tool that addresses the 
reactions very well; but it does not address the flow path. We must encourage 
CANMET to continue its development and improvement. RATAP must be released and 
tested by industry, we have to have answers now and we Will be able to do better 
with RATAP than without it. 

He made a comparison between the mode1 structure of RATAP.BMT used for modelling 
tailings (Page 2, section 2.0 and Figure 1 of his Contribution) and the real 
tail 
high 
The 
This 
prov i 

ngs world. He showed'slides 8f tailing.sites: Westmin, Notway site and 
ighted the cracks and the fact that oxygen is breathing through the cracks. 

'emediation must also be modelled and it consists of a nine layer system. 
is a lot of modelling. Synthetic layers play an important role because they 
de an immediate short term solution. 

Dr. Robertson showed a slide of Mines Doyon's lime consumption. The steep 

increase in lime consumption is believed to be caused by flushing, not by 
generation. Storage of acid is very important in a waste dump, not SO much in 
a tailings site. SO, Mines Doyon needs to know what the acid consumption Will 

Page 5 - I 



be in 1991, we need these predictive tools. Not a11 waste is producing acid at 

Mines Doyon and our models must recognize this. Tailings dams have edges, thus 
the geometry and the materials properties dictate that the models be broken up 
into sections. 

Dr. Robertson continued with the information he obtained at Uravan situated close 
to Grand Junction, Colorado. He did the study for the US Bureau of Mines in 1985. 
He described the area, the sections, and the 'faney' equipment he used, example: 
piezocones, 'Delft' continuous samplers. As indicated, the report is presented 
in this section. Drying and cracking occurred due to changing conditions of the 

saturated state. The layering was intense due to the spigotted tailings system. 
The presence of slime pancakes leads to huge differences in moisture retention 
and creates complicated regimes. Up to five water tables have been identified 

with the piezocone. 

Dr. Ritchie asked if the water infiltration was right through and the answer 
was 'yes'. 

Dr. Robertson referred to the oxidization of bulbs of sand as could be seen in 
South Johannesburg when a freeway and interchange system was tut through the 
dry tailings piles. It is very important that the modelling exercise take this 
cracking and layering into account. The acid generation Will be very different 

from the various areas. 

Dr. Robertson continued with the example of the test facility at faro, in the 
Yukon Territory, which is basically the installation of a composite caver (waste 
rock, till, slimes) intended to allow water to pass through, to create a 
permafrost condition and to prevent oxygen to enter. He described the testwork 
which has been going on for 2 1/2 years. No sampling has been carried out yet. 
He gave some results of temperature measurements. 
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The temperature is maximum 16'C at the surface, but under the caver the maximum 

temperature is S'C at the top of the tailings and the permafrost is down 2 to 

2 1/2 metre. The temperature at the top of the caver is 8'C. This cooling down 

has very significant implications on the rate of acid generation. The acid 

generation Will be limrited to 2 1/2 months a year. 

The oxygen profiles were determined in winter only. The value obtained of 19.6% 

to 21.0% would seem to indicate that the instruments were not working. 

A discussion resulted (Dr. Nicholson/Dr. Scharer) related to the ratio of 

diffusion to oxygen uptake which would determine the oxygen values. 

Dr. Robertson concluded his presentation by reflecting on the storage in waste 

rock dumps, the storage of acid salts in the dry state and in the dissolved 

state. Predictions in the downstream environment must take into account this 

storage as it Will control our remediation measures. A large waste rock dump 

has a large storage capacity and it 

cornes out of it. Modelling of acid 

'flow channel models which Will g 

generation. 

QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD: 

:an take up to three years before anything 

generation must be attempted using multi- 

ve a stochastic variation of the acid 

Mr. Davé: 1s there any compaction during the continuous sampling 
using the 'Delft' sampler? 

l l 

igned to Dr. Robertson: He explained that the ‘De 
eliminate this problem. 

lft' sampler is des 

Dr. Nicholson: What is the effectiveness of any control measures with 
regard to the composite caver consisting of nine layers? 
1s it a brute force approach? 
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Dr. Robertson: 

Mr. Ferguson: 

Dr. Robertson: 

MS Erickson: 

Dr. Robertson: 

Mr. Ferguson: 

Dr. Robertson: 

A question was 
pit? 

He replied that the tailings are acid generating, the 
caver was put up five years ago. The operation seems 
to be successful; there are no signs of acid generation. 

What are Dr. Robertson's thoughts on monitoring the 
effectiveness of any control technologies? 

Dr. Robertson replied with an example and a discussion 
resulted on bonding. The costs at 3% rate of return are 
22% of today by putting on a caver today and delaying 
treatment cost for 200 years. 

Are the different layers of the different covers 
installed monitored, example, measurement of the 
permeability, to compare the projected permeabilitywith 
the actual figure? 

Yes, pietometers are installed, the permeability is not 
monitored, samples were taken and tested. They Will go 
back and take some more samples. 

Mr. Ferguson asked a philosophical question related to 
input data for RATAP.BMT and if Dr. Robertson has such 
input data or cari get such data? 

He replied that there is some new and old tailings data 
and indicated that he has asked for four to five months 

now to have access to RATAP butwithout success. He felt 
that is Will be necessary to talk to the developers of 
RATAP but until then he cannot answer the question. 

asked if any modelling techniques were used for the Gray Eagle 
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Dr. Robertson: Yes, but it was related to cyanide. The mode1 is a 

solids transport model, the solution being squeezed out 

at the bottom. The estimate was to stop the treatment 

plant after 25 to 30 years, but they stopped it after 

2 1/2 years. This should give you any confidence(!) in 

modelling, we were out by one order of magnitude. 

A question was asked related to the natural vegetation on the covers in the next 

five years? 

Dr. Robertson: He replied that there 

maintenance. 

is no walk away solution, only low 

****** 
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MODELLING OF ACID GENERATION IN TAILINGS 

1.0 INTRODUC’I’ION 

This report is submitted in support of the verbal presentation to be made by Dr. A. ‘MacG. 
Robertson at the Workshop on Modelling of Reactive TaiIings, organized by Kilbom 

i 
En-@neering 

on behaif of the MEND Prediction Committee, held at the Wigamog Inn on the 23rd and 24th 
May, 1990. 

This report follows on a review of the report prepared by SENES Consultants Limited and BEAK 
Consultants Limited entitled ‘Adaption of the Reactive Acid Tailings Assessment Program 
(RATAP) to Base Metal Tai@s - Main Report’ dated March, 1988. This report provides an 
overview of the adapted RATAP mode1 (RATAP.BMT) and the results of a calibration using data 
from the Waite Amuiet taihngs site. 

The overview describes the equations and algorithms that are used in the program and the program 
structure. The program and program details and soiution processes are not provided. It is 
therefore not possible to review or evaluate the program as a whole. The program has not been 
available to test in any mannei and the reviewer is therefore able to evaluate oniy the equations 
presented and the structure as briefly descriid. 

The calibration/test on Waite Amulet tailings does not indicate clearIy how caliiration values were 
selected and evaiuated and fieid data often varies wideiy (eg permeability values vaty through three 
orders of magnitude). It is therefore not possible to determine if the mode1 provides representative 
resuits because modeliing processes are correct and accurate or whether the latitude in ‘caliiration’ 
values are SO gkat that a ‘fit’ cari be obtained regardless of the deficiencies of the modeL 

The above criticism does not refkt on the model, but on the materiai avaiiabie for this review. 
The mode1 is ckarly an excellent and vaiuable deveîopment and a credit to those responsible for 
its creation. Continued development and evolution of the mode1 represents an essential and hugely 
beneficial activity. The objective of this workshop is commendable in that it brings together a 
‘thinktank’ of speciahsts to provide ideas and recommendations to for the development of the 
model Such model deveiopment is an evohttionary process and substantial contributions cari corne 
from a wide variev of sources. Unfortunateiy the restricted access to the modei, its application and 
test@, bas iimited its deveiopment to date, as it limits the value of the review of those attending 
the workshop. 

The author is not as competent to comment on the chemical aspects of the modei as many of the 
other delegates to the workshop and this review therefore concentrates on the physical aspects of 
the model 

Steffen Robemon and Kirsten 
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2.0 MODEL STRUCTURE 

The concept adopted for modelling tailings is illustrated in Figure 1. Note that a fairly iarge 
number of horizontal layers are provided for above the water table but only a small number below 
the water table. The mode1 doesnot provide for lateral variation. 

The conceptual flow diagram for the mode1 is illustrated in Figure 2. Each module performs its 
functions separately after importing values from other module results. A fixed number of iterations 
are used to converge on a solution. How these modules are applied to the various layers defiied 
in Figure 1 is described in general terms in the overview. Based on this general description it is 
difficult to evaluate how the interaction benveen layers are handled within and between 
layers and modules. 

A good description is provided of the equations and algorithms used in the various modules. 

Table 1 shows the geochemkal results used in performing the caliiration assessments with Waite 
Amulet tailings. It is noted that at 1.4 m depth there is a perched water table. 

: 

3.0 CHEMICAL SIMULATIONS 

The vaiidity of the chemical simulations is left to the better understanding of other delegates to the 
workshop. 

It is noted that for tailings, in contrast to waste rock, the fine particle size and milling process 
results in a much more homogenous mix with acid generating and acid consuming particles in close 
proximity. nie pore water connecting these particks may have a chemical composition which is 
similar on a scale of a few centimeters and varies slowly with depth. 

The mode1 does akow of the multipkity of layers, with mering acid generating characteristics that 
may exist as a result of tailings layering above the water table. It does net provide for many layers, 
and their varying attenuation capacities below the water table. 

4.0 PHYSICAL SIMUUTIONS 

The validity of the mode1 depends in part on its ability to mode1 the physicaI conditions in the 
tailings itnpoundment. The current mode1 considers only a single vertical column. CIearly this 
vertical diffen across the tailings impoundment as iilustrated in Figure 3. There is also lateral 
variation due to the sequence, pattem and nature of tailings discharge. This variation is not 
addressed in the modeL TO demonstrate the variation of tailings conditions a copy of a study and 
report by a SRK subsidiary Geothechnical Engineering and Mining Services (GEMS) for US 

StefTen Robertson and Kirsteti 
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Bureau of Mines is appended. Data is extracted from this report to illustrate physical conditions 
in a tailings impoundment. 

The tailings dam investigated was the Uravan tailings impoundment in Colorado. The section 
investigated is shown in Figure 4 and the investigation procedure described in the attached report. 
The location and spacing of the probeholes and piezometer installations are indicated in Figure 5. 

4.1 GRAINSIZE DISTRIBUTION IN A TAILINGS IMPOUNDMENT 

Grain&e -distributions through a tailings impoundment are of critical importance in that it 
determines many of the primary physical parameters controiling the rate of oxidation such as 
permeability, moisture content, oxygen entty and chemical composition. The range of grain size 
associated with various layers in the Uravan impoundment is illustrated in Figure 6. This ranges 
from ahnost pure sand to clayey silts. 

4.2 GROUNDWATER TABLE AkD MOISTURE CONTENTS 

The permeabilities associated with these various layers are tabled in Figure 7, indicating a range 
of at least 4 orders of magnitude. The site is underdrained by the layer of natural alluvium. 
Numerous perched water tables were measured in the impoundment as illustrated in Figure 8. 
Downward slow conditions were very complex with pressure distributions which did not follow 
hydrostatic distributions as ilhstrated in Figure 9. The Dynamic Cone point resistance plot on this 
Figure also serves to illustrate the sand and slime layering at the location of this probe. A summaty 
of the depths to the top of the uppermost water table at each probe location is tabled on Figure 
10. This indicates that there are substantid depths on continuous partial saturation above the 
uppermost water table. 

Based on the probe data a mode1 for the physical distribution of sand and slime zones in the 
tailings impoundment, and the asscciated hydroiogical modei was developed as illustrated in Figures 
11 and 12. The presenc-e of ‘pancakes’ of she in the sand layers and ‘flashes’ of sand into the 
slimè zones considerabiy complioates the hydrologie regime in the tailings impoundment. 

TO provide a txtter appreciation of the tailings layering and variabili~ expanded probe legs for 
three probe locations are included as Figure 13. 

4.3 VARIATIONS IN TAILINGS REACTMTY 

The reactiviv of tailings bas been shown to vary as the total tailings properties change and also with 
grain size for any specifïc taihgs stream. The distriiution of the reaotivity benveen the outer sand 
zones and flashes are expected to be vety diffetent from the inner slime zones and pancakes. 

Ssefh Robertson and Kimen 
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t 4.4 VARIATIONS IN OXYGEN AVAILABILITY 

The oxygen entry into the tailings impoundment is determined partly by diffusion, partly by 
convection as a result of atmospheric pressure changes. 

Diffusion is substanriaily controlled by moisture content and is therefore as complicated as the 
hydrological regime (with its seasonai variations as determined by precipitation and infiltration 
foIlowed by downward percolation). 

Convection entry or ‘breathinc of the dump is determined by the air filled void ratio, total depth 
to the water table the most air permeable routes. The moist siime pancakes act as barriers if they 
are continuous. Experience has shown that they are seldom continuous. B-use of their low initial 
density and high day content they crack as the moisture content in them is reduced. The cracks 
form permeable air passages for preferentiai air flow. This resuhs in deep penetration of air into 
the tailings impoundment and complex oxidation conditions. The current mode1 does not inciude 
for this type of oxygen entry. 

4.5 VARTATIONS IN SOLUTE TRANSPORT 2 

The discussion of the hydrologie regime (section 4.2) and Figure 3 illustrate the need to include for 
considerably more compiex conditions in modelling before it Will be possbie to predict AMD ftom 
a taiiings impoundment. 

. 

5.0 LINKED MODEL TO AUOW FOR VARIATIONS IF? TAILJINGS IMPOUNDMENTS 

TO allow for a more complex modelling system it is suggested that an approach such as that 
proposed for waste rock modelling be integrated with the RATAP.BW model This concept is 
iliustrated in Figure 14 and descrii in Appendix A. 

Steffen Robertson and Kirsten 
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Acid Generator Reactor Oxidation of sulphide mine& is initiated in local sulphide reactor zones 
throu-&out the wasre rock dump producing acidity, sulphate and dissolved metais. These processes 
are reasonably Weil understood within tailings with relatively uniform sulphide/alkalinity 
distribution, however appear to be much more compiex within the more variable waste rock dump. 
The larger particie size of wasre rock cari result in separation of the acid generating and acid 
consuming minerais that wouid not be predicted using standard laboratory acid generation potential 
testing (i.e typical humidity cell test). 

TO develop a mathematical mode1 for the rate of acid generation, the effects of the each of 
following must be determined for the scale of the waste r&k dump: 

. type of reactive sulphide mine& 

. distribution and exposure of suiphide mine& 

. type, distribution and exposure of base minerals 

. chemical and 6iological oxidation characteristics 

. effecrs of temperature 

. oxygen and water controis and flux 

. chemical concentrations controis 

In the absence of a mathematical model a laboratory simulation of this reactor may be developed 
using a modified hurnidity cell containing ‘large’ rock waste with a’grading which dupiicates that in 
the dump. 

Flow Path Reactor Solution flowing through the dump transports the oxidation products from the 
acid generation site into the underlying waste rock. Drainage flow paths will be controiled by the 
physi&l configuiation of the waste rock dump. ‘The migration of contaminant &onts through the 
waste rock coiumn is controlled bath by the physical nature of the Bow system and the chemicd 
reactions along this slow path. 

Acidic solution flowing through zones of net acid consumption will be neutralized until the base 
material within the zone is depleted. Acidic solution flowing through a marginally acid producing 
area rapidly consumes the available base and accelerates the onset of acid generation. The rate 
of acid consumption and depletion cari only be predicted by kinetic tes@ static tests indicate total 
quantities of acid producing and consuming materi 

The migration of contaminant fronts is controlled largely by the geochemical nature of the waste 
rock surfaces along the flow path; as the available neutralization potential is consumed the fronts 
migrate along the solution flow path. The effects of diffusion and dispersion in the lateral spreading 
of acidity and low pH zones within the waste rock cohamn are not well detied. Some of the factors 

!3tefkn Robemon and Kksten 
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which must be considered in determining the conditions within the flow path reactors and the 
resultant drainage solution chemistry include: 

. neutraiixation potentiai availabie to surface flows 

. diffusion or exchange of acid/base with interior of rock particles 

. flow paths over particks 
l effects of diffusion and dispersion on the lateral spreading of acidity and 

contaminants 
. hydrogeologicai regime of the dump and solution flow path 
. factors controlling acid generation as in the acid generation reactor 

Again once these reiationships are developed it shouid be possible to develop a mathematical mode1 
of the progression of the acid fronts aiong the solution flow path and predict the solution chemisq 
of the drainage emanating from the flow path reactor. 

Ln the absence of a mathematical mode1 a laboratory simulation cari be developed using large scale 
columns (such as the 22 ft columns at B.C. Research) with partially saturated controlled flow path 
establishment and monitor& 

Surface Mhing and Flow Reactor At the base of the dump, a mixed stream will form combining 
drainage from reactors throughout the waste dump. These seeps will have different solution 
chemisrry depending on various stages of deveiopment of the oxidation and drainage processes. 
The water quaiity of this mixed stream will depend on solution chemistry and soiubiliv controis. 
Because of the mass flux of surface water flow the effects of solid surfaces along the flow charme1 
is quickly consumed and solution chemistry is primarily dependant on the chemistry of the 
component streams. Prediction of the resuhing solution chemistry cari be done by both 
mathematical simulation and laboratoty mixing. 

Subsxuface Contaminant M@&on Reactor Subsurface fiow and contaminant migration is also 
controlled by a number of physical tid chemical parameters which determine drainage quality over 
time. The potentiai buffering capacity of sofids in the seepage path of the groundwater flow system 
is much greater than in the surface slow reacton and must be detexmined. The rate of acidity and 
contaminant plume migration, and changes in solution chemistry are dependent on the rate and 
volume of groundwater flux, the neutralising and btiering capacity of the soil, and the contaminant 
load of the seepagc. 

Models have been developed for more general contaminant migration studies to predict subsurface 
chemistry and soil/water interactions and these should be suitable for Ah4D migration in subsoils. 
Available groundwater contaminant migration programs wiil be reviewed to determine models most 
suitable for modelling the subsurface fiow reactor. 

Biological or Environmental Reactor Several of the factors determining seepage chemistty in the 
surface flow reactors are also operative in the bioiogical reactor. The emphasis in this reactor 

Skffen Robemon and Kirsten 
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: development is the role of wetlands in mitigating acidic drainage. There is considerable interest 
and research into the treatment of contaminated drainage with enhanced bioiogical environments, 
primarily wetlands. Studies are currentiy in progress (Noranda Bell Mine) to evaluate the efficacy 
of sûch proces& and the resultant drainage quality. Results of these studies would be used to 
deveiop the environmental reactor mode1 linked to the overall dump model. 

Global Mode1 The ultimate impact on the receiving environment of drainage from waste rock 
dumps containing reactive sulphide minerals will be determined by the interaction of the preceding 
processes, and the dilution and solution chemistry of the reoeiving environment. The mode1 to 
predict this impact will be developed by linking aIl the component reactor modela in a global mode1 
representative of each dump. Individual “string” models representing each slow path may start with 
a simulation as shown in Figure 2. Many “strings” may be needed to simulate the entire dump as 
represented in Figure 1. 

. . 
The nature of each “swing” of reactors cari be estabiished as follows: 

9 The surface mixing slow reactor, subsurface contaminant reactor and environmental reactors 
cari be def!ned by deterministic means from a knowledge of the surface and subsurface flow 
paths and the slow path in the environment. ie. it is possible to go out and determine what 
the conditions along these portions of the slow paths wili be. 

ii) The acid generator reactor (AGR) and slow path reactor (FPR) in the dump material will 
vary in nature depending on the variability of the waste rock source; the mi&ng and 
dumping procedures; and the surface conditions on the waste dump surface (hence the 
concentrations of infiltration). .These conditions cari be simulated by stochastic or 
probabiIistic and geostatisticai modehing of the waste material variations in the waste dump. 

Stcffcn Robemon and Kimen 
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FIGURE 7 - Summary of hydraulic conductivity values based on 
laboratory data 
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FIGURE 10. - Estimation of top ftee surface 
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'IN SITU TESTING FOR GEOHYDROLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF TAILINGS DAMS 

By Dfrk van Zyl! A. MacG. Robertson,* Steven E. F01lin,~ 
and George L. Chedsey4 

ABSTRACT 

This report presents the results of a Bureau of Mines project to 
detennine the usefulness and cost effectfveness of unconventional, in 
situ, geotechnical testing techniques for the geohydrological 
characterization of taitings fmpoundments. The effectiveness of 
vacuum assisted horizontal drainage was evaluated as part of the 

'study. . 

The in situ techniques investjgated involved the use of: 

0 Jones pierocone probe 
0 Delft continuaus sampler 
0 Cambridge drive-in piezometers 
0 GEMS tailfngs drill 

The studies were performed on uranium taflings impoundments 
bel onging ta-Union Carbide Corporation. fhefr locations were Uravan, 
Colorado and Gas Hills, Wyoming. 

This research indicates that the in situ methods tested offer 
considerable advantages over conventfonal techniques for 
geohydrological investigations. Tire in situ methods provided more 
accurate and complete information about the impoundment (liravan) 
investfgated. As a result, the geohydrologic characterization 
obtained was substantialty different from previous ones based on 
conventional methods. Vacuum-assisted drainage, tested at the Gas 
Hills si te, was able to fncrease drainage rates by a factor of about 2 
over the short tenn. Long tenn effects were not fnvestigated. 

1 Assoclate Consultant, Steffen Robertson & Kfrsten, Denver 
CO rado. 

t 
resfdent, Steffen Robertson & Kirsten, Denver, Colorado 
athematician, Twin Cfties Research Center, Bureau of Mines, 

Mi neapolis, Mfnn. 
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INTRODUCTION 

< 

This report describes the geohydrological characterization of a 
uranium tailings impoundment using in situ and laboratory testing 
techniques. Portions of this work were performed by Geotechnical 
Engineering and Mining Services (USA), Inc. (GEMS) for the United 
States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines under Contract No. 
SO221076. 

The geohydrological characteristics of a tailings impoundment are a 
major factor detennining the seepage that occurs from that impoundment 
as well as its stabil ity. An accurate knowledge of impoundment 
geohydrology is therefore important in the design, construction and 
reclamation of a tailings imooundment. As the deposits of tailings in 
the USA accumulate it is becoming increasingly important ta develop 

. cost-effective methods of impoundment construction, rehabilitation, 
reclamation and pollution control. The geohydrology of a tailings 
impoundment is often complex and difficult to determine using 
conventional drilling, sampling and in situ testing techniques. This 
study was undertaken by the Bureau to assess the usefulness and cost- 
effectiveness of techniques not conventionally used fdr tailings 
investigation. 

The results of this project may be used to assess the appl icabil ity 
of these methods at other taitings sites. It provides a detailed 
description of the equipment and methods used, evaluates the results 
obtained and provide estimates of the costs associated with the 
techniques. 

Horizontal drains have been installed into the embankment areas of 
tailings dams in order to improve drainage,. lower the pore pressures 
and improve embankment stability. Recently, a patented system of 
horizontal drains which includes the appt ication of vacum suction has 
been developed and applied to mine dewatering problems. The system 
cari, potentially, increase the drainage rates and, therefore, enhance 
drainage ability. A test of the horizontal vacuum system was included 
in thfs study with the intent of obtaining both an eval uation of the 
effectiveness of the system and also to provide a change in 
geohydrological candi tiens at the test site where the alternative 
geohydrologi cal investigation techniques were evaluated. 

Testing of the geohydrological investigation techniques was 
undertaken at the No. 3 tailings.impoundment of Union Car-bide 
Corporation, M&als Division's Uravan Mill in Uravan, Colorado. This 
site did not prove to be suitable for the installation of the vacuum 
drainage. A separate horizontal vacuum drainage test was undertaken 
at the'tailings impoundment at Union Carbide's Gas Hills Mill in 
Wyoming. Because of the different locations, the two studies were 
essential ly separate studies and are described separately in this 
docunent. 
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Part 1 describes the testing and evaluation of the alternative 
geohydrological investigation techniques used to determine the 
geohydtology of the Uravan site. 

Part II describes the testing and resul ts of the horizontal vacuum 
drainage testing at the Gas Hills site. 
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PART 1 - GEOHYDROLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF URAVAN TAILINGS 
IMPOUNDMENT NO. 3 

INTROOUCTION 

General 

Tailings imuoundments constructed by uostream methods using spigoted 
techniques rely on the drainage of the outer walls for stability. 
Usually, spigoting techniques and impoundrnent management methods are 
used that- result in the more free drafning sands being deposited near 
the walls while the slimes are concentrated in the pool area remote 
from the wall s. In a properly constructed impoundment, the elevation 
of the phreatic surface is hfghest in the low penneabflity 'slimes' 
zone under the pool area and drops in the more sandy, pemeable zones 
under the wall. If the foundation materfal is rel atively impermeable 
and if no under-drai nage is provided, then the phreatic surface 
intersects the face of the impoundment wall. Skepage then emerges 
from the lower portion of the walls. Variations occur in the 
placement conditions resulting in horizontal layers of Sand, silts and 
silty clays. The permeability of these layers may vary by as much as 
four to five orders of magnitude. Their location, geohydrological 
properties and variation must be known before any meaningful 
determi nation of impoundment geohydtological conditions cari be done. 

The use of conventional methods of site investigation in the 
geohydrological investigation of tailings impoundments is often more 
difficult and less effective because of the following conditions: 

0) Access on the beach, pool area and wall slope is restricted 
by poor access and steep slopes. 

(ii) Conventional sampling of the tailfngs, using thin wall 
shel by or pi ston samplers, is often dffficult to achfeve without 
considerable sample loss or disturbance. 

(iii) The act of drilling punctures holes through layers of 
different penneability and pressure head. Retraction of drflt casing, 
following placement of pierometers, may leave a vertical path of 
greater hydraulic conductivity leading down ta the piezometer. Thus 
the piertnneter may measure heads that are not representatfve of the 
layer in which ft is installed. 

(iv) Dril ling and casing retraction causes a relatively large 
zone of disturbance around the borehole. This disturbance is 
particularly extensive in very soft zones, where material movement 
toward.or away from the advancing drill may occur during drilling. 
Subsequent sampling and testing done in such disturbed zones yields 
results which are not representative of the undisturbed tailfngs. 

(VI Conventional sampl fng and testing yields estimates of the 
geohydrological- properties only at di sCrete points where a sample is 
taken for testing purposes. A continuous measurement of propertfes 
along any lfne is not practical to obtain. 
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Puruose and Scope of study ---ne, 

The purpose of the study was to use an electtic cane picrometet 
syStem and conventional geotechnical methods to obtain the hydrologie 
data necessary ta detennine the flow pattern at a selected site. 1n 
addition, other tools and techniques.not amrmonly used in the Unfted 
States for the geohydrologic investigation of tailings impoundments 
were used in this‘study. These included: 

i: 
the Delft continuous sampler, Y 
Cambridge drive-in nietometers, and 

C. the GEM$ tailings drill. 

The work was performed at Union Carbide Corporation's Uravan uranium 
tailings impoundment no. 3 in Uravan, Colorado. 

1 Summary of Work 

A combination of field and laboratory geotechnical testing was 
performed in order to define the geohydrologfcal characteristics of a 
uranium tailings impoundment. The ffeld work involved piezocone 
testi ng, sampl e collection (usfng the Delft continuous sampler) and 
the installation of drive-in standpipe pierometers. Mater levels were 
measured in the standpipe piezometers. Falling head tests were made 
in the pietometers to estimate in situ hydrauljc conductivity. 
Piezocone data were used to define the position and characteristics of 
layers in the impoundment and to obtain fnfonnation on the 
distribution of pore pressure in the tailings. Piezocone dissipation 
tests were used to estimate the in sltu hydraulic conductivity.' 

Samples from the contfnuous sampler were opened, profiled, and 
photographed. Five materfal types, ranging from medium sand tq,clayey 
silts were identffied in the samples. Laboratory testing (grain sire 
analyses, dry densfty, fallfng head penneabilfty, flow pump 
permeabilfty and consolidation tests) was perfonned on a11 these 
material types. The laboratory test results were compared to the 
results obtained from i'n situ testing. ' 

Sumnary of Results 

Sumary 

The pfezocone test resultt (cane resistance, sleeve resistance, and 
dynamfc pore pressure) provide a graphie record of the nature and 
variabfllty of the materfal .encountered. From the pietocone results, 
sampling and test locations for other methods may be selected. 

Samples from the continuous sampter were of exceptfonal qua1 fty; but 
the sangler could be pushed to great depths only fn the softer, 
saturated zones of the impountint. 
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The two most important geohydrological parameters measured in this 

study were the pierometric pressure and the hydraulic conductivity of 
the taflfngs materi al. Each is described briefly below. . 

Pietometric Pressure 

The results from the drive-in piezometers show.that non-rero water 
(pore) pressures exist even at the relatively high elevations where 
the piezometers were installed in the tailings impoundment. Assuming 
that the pore pressure changes hydrostatically below these would lead 
to the conclusion that high pore pressures exist in the impoundment. 
The piezocone results indicate that such a simple pressure 
distribution- -- a single phreatic surface with hydrostatic pressure . 
beneath it -- is incorrect. A series of perched water tables and 
downward flow is indicated by the pierocone data. This pressure 
distribution results from the highly stratified nature of the 
impoundment. The pïetocone probing provides a clearer definition of 
the piezometric pressure in the impoundment than would normally be 
obtai ned using conventiona drillfng and a limited number of 
pierometers. 

. T 

Hydraulic Conductivity 

The hydraulic conductivities obtained from laboratory testing (for 
the five material types) provide a basis for comparison with the 
values obtained frrnn falling head tests using the drive-in pferometers 
and from dissipation tests using the pietocone. The latter values are 
obtained from semi-empirical interpretations. Estimates of 
peneabil i ty obtai ned from the dissipation tests were general ly two 
orders of magnitude lower than those 'obtained by the other methods. 
This d!fference is attrfbuted to partial saturation of bath the 
piezocone filter tip and the materials befng penetrated. Air bubbles 
in the tailings result in a *soft system' that reduces the rate of 
pore pressure dissipation and causes the penneability of the tailings 
to be underestimated. This limits the use of this method of 
permeabflity measurement to situations where the taflings are 
saturated and cane fflter tip'saturqtron cari be maintained. 

The hydraulic conductivities estimated fran the fallïng head tests 
in the drive-in piezometers wefe reasonable, average values when 
compared wf th the laboratory data. 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

Location 

i‘ 
i 

The si te studied was Tailings Impoundment Number 3 at Union 
Carbide's Uravan Mill in Uravan, Colorado (see figure 1). fhe town of 
Uravan is approximately 80 km (SO miles) south of Grand Junction, 
Colorado on the San Miguel River and at an elevation of approximately 
1,525 m (5,000 ft) above sea level. The tailings ponds are on a rock 
terrace above and adjacent ta the town of Uravan and the San Miguel 
River. The crest elevation of Tailings Impoundment Number 3 was, at 
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the time of the investigation, approximately 1,688 m (5,536 ft). Thè 
depth of the tailings at the test site was about 30 m (100 ft). 

FIGURE 1. - Vicinity map. 

History of Smpoundment 

The uranium/vanadium mil1 at Uravan has operated since 1915. In the 
early years of milling, tailings were deposited in three large pits 
beneath the area of the present Impoundment Number 3. Figure 2 shows 
tire contours of the area of Impduntint Number 3 prier ta tailinqs 
deposi tfon in the present impoundment. The date of this map is 
unknown. The surface which underlies the selected test section was 
largely undisturbed at that time. 
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FIGURE 2. - Contours prior to tailings impoundment construction. 

fhe present taflings fmpoundment was constructed by upstream 
methqds. It was started in the early 1960s. It fs understood from 
Union Carbide that there fs no underdrainage system and there was no 
foundatfon preparation other than the excavation and clearing that had 
been done to construct the slfmes pi ts. The fine portion of the 
taflfngs were deposited in the slimes Dits, whfle the coarser portions 
(sands) were used ta bufld an initial embankment. Berms for 
consecutfve lffts were constructed wfth taflfngs frun the beach. 
Approximately 3 m (10 ft) lffts were used and the soigoting was done 
adjacent to the berm. There were spigot point discharges at various 
locations along the berm. Generally, coarse taflings were deposfted 
near the benns and the finer tailings were deposited near the pool. 
Differences in elevatfon of the beach resulted in variable deposits or 
layers of coarser and finer tailings. 

TWO previous geotechnfcal evaluatfons of tailings fmPoundment No. 3, 
done for Union Carbide, used traditional geotechnfcal drillfng and 
sampl f ng methods, and the resul ts may be compared wi th those obtaf ned 
in this study. A geotechnfcal investigation was perfonned in 1978 by 
Dames and Moore'as a part of the mine's licensfng requfrements [l]. 
Union Carbfde retafned Acres American Incorporated in 1980 to perfon!? 
an extensive geotechnical investigation to determine the drainage 
conditions and stabflfty of the taflfngs fmpoundments [2]. The second 
study included drfllfng 65 geotechnfcal boreholes and placing 30 
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i .  

pietometers. An extensive system of horizontal drainage pipes were 
installed, and a filter layer and rock stabilitation berm were 
installed upon completion of the second study. 

Over the 1 ast several years, the mil1 has operated intermittently. 
The mil1 had been shut down from January 1982 until the time the field 
work for this study was perfonad fn October 1982. 

Test Sections 

Because of economic constraints, only one cross section through the 
embankment of Impoundment Number 3 was selected for detafled, 
eval uation. The location of this section is shown in figure 3.and the 
section on figure 4. This impoundment and section were chosen for the 
following reasons (see overleaf): 

KEY 
Piezomettr location 

P Pierocone Denetrometer hole 
CS Cantinuous somple hote Iocotion 

P-27 I rEdqe of shrry 

- Ad-,- ernoenkm~nr / / / / / 

- PZ-G',+ 

/Access rood 

FIGURE 3. - Location of test holes and piezometers. 
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seeoage at the toe of the embankment fndicated a telatively 
high phreatic surface; 

the geometry and construction history of the impoundment at 
this section are simple; 

information from previous investigations at the section is 
available; and 

seepage and stability control measures had been implemented 
previously at the section. 

. 
KEY 

PZ-0 
P-1 
pt- 

4 =-Y - 

FIGURE 4. - Location and depth of test holes and pietometers on section AA, 
Figure 3. 

The locations of the pierometer cane holes, contfnuous samoler 
positions and piezaneter installations, shown in figures 3 and 4, were 
selected after considering the avafl able.data, site conditions and the 
capabil ity of the equfpment. The piezaneter cane holes and contfnuous 
sampler locations are relativety ClOSely spaced to facflitate data 
correlation. The dépths for installation of the fflter elements of 
the drive-in piezometets wete chosen after consfdering the pferometer 
cane results. 

DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT AN0 FIELD TESTING 

Equipnent Selection 

The hydraul ic placement of tailings at Uravan produced variable 
layers of sands, silts and silty clays. The locatfon and thfckness of 
these layers, their geohydrologic properties and variation must be 
determined in order to obtain meanfngful analyses and designs. 
Accurate definition of the complex layering by means of conventional 
methods of site investigation fs extremely difficult because: 
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0 Access on the beach, pool area and embankment,slope is 
difficult due to poor trafficability or steep slopes. The 
cost of providfng access for conventional drilling equipment 
fs large. 

0 Very soft of very loose saturated tailings are difficult to 
sample or test in an undi sturbed candi tion. Drilling often 
disturbs the tailings orior to samoling or in si tu testing. 
Wet, laOSe and soft samples are difficult to retain in the 
sampl er. Loose samples are almost invariably disturbed 
during samolfng. Laboratory tests on the disturbed samples 
yie!d erroneous estimates of field conditions. 

0 Drilling makes holes through 1 ayers of different 
permeability and cari disturb perched water conditions. 
Retraction of the drill casing often leaves vertical 
connections between layers of varying piezometric head and _ 
permeability. Measurements of pressure heads orrin situ 
permeabil ity may then yiel d erroneous resul ts. 

The main objectfyes of thi s project were to evaluate the usefulness 
of new equipment and techniques to obtain geotechnical and 
geohydrological information about tailings fmpoundments. 

The piezocone (or piezometer cane) was selected because of its 
abilfty to measure material propertfes in sftu, particularly the 
layered nature of the materials, and its ability to measure the 
ambient pore pressure at numerous places in a vertical profile. 

The Delft continuous sampler was selected because of its ability to 
recover Conti nuous undisturbed samples in very soft, loose and wet 
deposi ts. 

The Cambridge drive-in pfezometers were selected because of the low 
di sturbance that cari be achieved during installation; this makes them 
more effective.for in- sttu permeabflity testing. 

The GEMS.tailfngs drfll was selected because it fs portable and cari 
be used to assist in the installation of the Cambridge drive-in 
piezometers. 

Piezocone System Equitnnent 

Components * 

The piezocone system consists of efght parts (sec figure 5): 

0’ Jones Pfezocone 
0 Goudsche Pushfng Unit 
0 Depth Encoder 
0 Control Box and A.C. Generator 
0 TOA Strfp Chart Recorder 
0 Sharp Microcomputer 
0 Sharp Floppy Disc Drive 
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0 Watanabe X-Y Plotter. 

c 

~OZOCW Cool0 

FIGURE 5. - Schematic of components of pietocone system. 

The detail s of each of these eight components are desctibed in 
Appendix A. A schematic cross section of the piezocone is shown in 
figure 6(a). 

Signal conditioner 

ro pressure tronsducrr 

FIGURE 6(a). - Schematic of piezocone. 
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Field Testing Procedures 

Seven pferocone soundings (206 meters of sounding) were performed 
during this investigation. The piezocone sounding depths varied from 
23 to 32 m (71 to 98 ft). Soundings were stopped when hard materi a1 
was encountered. The hard material is presuned to be the dense 
colluvial gravels overlying bedrock. 

The general procedute for performing pietocone soundings is 
descri bed in Appendix A. 

The following parameters are measured directly with the 
pi ezocone: 

0 tip resjstance, qc 
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0 tip resistance plus sleeve friction, qc + f, (this allows 
the calculation of sleeve friction) 

0 pore pressure (measured directly behind the conical tip), 

ue 

Dissipation tests are performed at selected depths. Penetration is 
stopped and the pore water pressure allowed to return to the ambient 
pressure. These dissipation tests are used to evaluate the 
coefficient of consolidation and the hydraulic conductivity of the 
tailings. During the dissipation tests, the strip chart recorder 
remains on and is set to operate at a chart paper speed of 5 mm/s 
rather than being controlled by the depth encoder. The trace of pore 
pressure, ue, on the strip chart records the dissipation of pore water 
pressure. 

The time taken to change rods cari be used for abbreviated 
dissipation tests. The 45 seconds needed to add a rod fs sufficient, 
in sands, for the excess pressures generated durfng probing to 
di ssipate. In more si1 ty, fine-grained material, complete dissipation 
does not occur in such a short time. Trends in dissipation behavior, 
however, are an indication of material type, penneability and ambient 
pore pressure. Where comptete pore pressure dissipation i s required 
the period allowed for dissipation is appropriately fncreased. 

Delft 66 mn Continuaus Sampler --s 

Sampl es were taken at four locations with the Delft 66 mn continuous 
sampler (sec figures 3 and 4). Two samples were taken on the beach 
near the pond, one on the berm road and one just below the berm on the 
beach. A total of 46 m (152 ft) of sample were taken. 

The basic attributes of the contfnuous sampler are: 

0 The sampler cari be adapted for use with the 20 ton Goudsche 
pushing unit. 

l 
0 One long contfnuous sample is taken 'rather than several 

shorter sampl es. 

0 There is practically no friction between the sampl e and the 
downward-moving sampling tube surrounding it. 

0 The sample, after entering the device, is provided with a 
horizontal supporting pressure which duplicates, as closely 
as possible, the original in sftu stress. The sample does 
not undergo appreciable deformation. 

The mechanics and operating principles and 
in Appendix A.. A schematic cross section of 
sampler is shown in figure 6(b). 
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GEMS Tailings Drill 

The GEMS Tail ings Drill was used to obtain distutbed tailings 
sampl es durfng the initial investigation and to pre-drill holes for 
the installation of the Cambridge Drive-in piezometers. The Tailfngs 
Drill provfdes a relatively inexpensive way to gather samples and was 
used in this investigation to obtain initial information on the 
layering and variation of tailings. 

The Tailings Drill was originally developed for minera1 exploration 
of deep beach sand deposits in Australia. The main advantage of the 
Tailings Drill is fts portability. It cari be carried by two men and 
used on tailfngs beaches and embankments. 

The Tailings Will was used to dri 11 approximatel y thirty meters 
(100 ft) of sample and starter holes in the beach, berm road and 
embankment . 1 ts configuration and operating method is described in 
Appendix A. 

Cambridge Drive-in Piezometers 

Cambridge drive-in piezometers were used: 

/ 0 to monitor the water level (phreatic surface) in the 
! tailings, and 

0 for falling head permeability tests. 

They were selected because traditfonal methods of drilling and 
installing sealed standpipe pierometers cause extreme disturbance of 
the tailings during the retraction of the drill casing. This leaves a 
preferential vertical seepage path through layers wi th dfffering 
permeabilities and pore pressure heads. Consequently, erroneous 
values of pore pressure head may be measured at the pierometers. In 
addition, drillfng distutbs material adjacent to the pi ezometric tip 
and affects the value of permeabflity measured by falling head tests 
using the pfezometers. The Cambridge drive-in piezometers are driven 
to the selected depths from either the surface or from access 
(starter) holes. By drfvfng the piezometer, tfght contact !s obtained 
between the pierometer pipe and the tailfngs. In addition, less 
disturbance fs introduced in the materials adjacent to the piezaneter 
tip. Once the tip has been driven to fts installation depth a mandrel 
SS used to advance the tip caver 100 mn, exposfng the'filter stone. 

. 
Eight Cambridge drive-fn pietometers were installed as shown on 

figures 3 and 4. Installation depths ranged from 5 m to 11 m (15 to 
35 ft). 

A schematic of a section through a Cambridge drive-in piezometer is 
shown in figure 6(c) and fts nature and method of installation is 
described in Appendfx A. 



FIEL0 TEST RESULTS 

Pieto probe test results for the seven test locations are included 
in Aopendix 8. The odd numbered figures presents cane resistance (qc 
in MPa) and pore pressure (ue fn kPa) versus depth for the test, while 
the even numbered figures presents cane resistance (qc in MPa) and 
friction ratio (Rf as percent) versus depth for the test. Friction 
ratio is defined as the ratio of sleeve friction to cane resistance 
(R f=fs/qc). 

A total of 14 dynamic pore pressure dissipation tests were 
performed; results are lfsted in Table 1. Two typical examples of 
pore pressure dissipation versus time are given in figures 7 and 8. 
The time for a particular percentage dissipation cari be obtained from 
such dissipation curves. t50 is the time taken for 50% of the dynamic 
pore pressure to di ssipate. 
7 and 8. 

The definition of %O is shown in figures 
The values estimated for t40, $0 and QO and qc for the 

various tests are listed in Table 1. 

TABLE 1. - Summary of pietocone dynamic pore pressure 
dissipation test results 

Test location 

3 . . . . . . . ...*. 

1 ............ 

5 ............ 

5 ............ 

7 . . . . . . . . . . . .  

ZWith respect 

;;y’” 
-G-- 
1:*: 
20:7 
31.75 
19.7 
29.6 
27.7 
31.6 
16.7 
23.2 
15.7 
23.7 
30.2 

mzTlT 
'Normalited excess pore pressure values taken at time t, in 

t60+ 
2.6 

2E 
13:2 

26:: 

::;1 

E 
18:O 
0.5 
2.4 
1.4 

q,(MPal 

.52 

::: 

8-i 
6:2 

1z 
11:1 

2: 

:*i 
3:4 
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FiGURE 7. - Pore pressure dissipation curve for hole 4 at 29.6 m. 
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FIUJRE t3. - Pore pressure dissipation curve for hole 5 at 31.6 m. 

Observed Pierometric Levels z Drive-in Piezometers 

Pietometric levels were measured when the piezometers were installed 
and at five times thereafter. The water level elevations measured in 
these are presented in Table 2. 

The pfezometer readings stabflfzed during the monftoring period. 
The readings taken on December 22, 1982 and thereafter, represent 
equilibrium. The pond level did not change significantly during thls 
period. 

Two piezometers (P217 and PlOl) had been installed prevfously in the 
same area, as shown in figure 16. The elevations measured on February 
25, 1983 were: 

P217 5,484 feet 
PlOl 5,467 feet 

falling Head In Situ Permeabilfty Test Results --- 

In situ fallfng head penneabfl fty tests were petformed one to two 
days after installing the drive-ln pierometers. This test involved 
adding a quantity of water to the standpipe and recording the change 
in water level as a function of time. 

The hydraulic conductivity is calculated usfng the method proposed 
by Hv.orslev (9). The change of (H-h)/(H-Ho) with time 1s plotted on 
semi-log graph paper. (H SS the initial head, h the obsewed head, 
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and Ho is the head at ta, the time at the start of the fa11 ing head 
test.) Figure 9 illustrates the geometry and analysis for this test. 
The coefficient of pemeability is calculated from the following 
relationship: 

k = 0.508 r In (L/R) WS (11 
Ul 

where L = length of piezometer tip (ft) 

r = radius of piezometer tip 1 ft) 

R = radius of borehole (ft) 

and tl) = time at which (H-h)/H-Ho) = 0.37 

A summary of the coefficCents of uermeability obtaf'ned frorn the 
falling head tests are presented in Table 3. 

TIME. min 

!*etum 
(a) (b) . . 

FIGURE 9. - Hvorslev piezometer tests. (a) Geometry; 
(b) Method of analysis (9). 
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TABLE 2. - Piezometric levels measured in Cambridge drive-in piezometers W P 
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TABLE 3. - Coefficients of permeability 
calculated from falling head tests 

Piezometer 

A . . . . . . . . . 

B . . . . . . . . . 

C . . . . . . . . . 

D . . . . . . . . . 

E .  .  .  .  l .  .  .  .  

F . *  .  .  .  .  l .  .  

c;......... 

H . . . . . . . . . 

k(cm/sl 

2.7 x 10S5 

4.6 x 10'5 
(average-gf 
5.6 x 10 
8.7 x 10'? 

2.6 x 10'5 

1.7 x 10-6 

3.6 x 10-5 

2.2 x 10-5 

1.9 x 10-4 

2.3 x 10-4 

LABORATORY TEST RESULTS 

Sample Handling, Profilfng and Specimen Sel ectf on 

The 1 m long tubes contafnfng mater-fa1 retrieved by the Delft 
continuous sampler were transported and stored uprfght. Tubes were 
opened January 3-5, 1983. Each P.V.C. tube was tut along its length 
wi th a cfrcular saw. The bl ade of the.saw was set SO -that the cutting 
did nat damage the samples. The Upper ha1 f of the nylon stockfng was 
removed after compl etfng the cuts. 

The samples were proffled and photographed. Profflfng consisted'of 
assigni ng a nlrmerfcal val ue based on a vfsual description of the soi1 . 
The coarsest materfal was desfgnated No. 1, whil e the finest materfal 
was desf gnated No. 5. Table 4 presents the descriptions for the 
different materfals fran the laboratory testfng resul ts. The 
numerfcal values assfgned were fndfcated on strfp charts that were 
pl aced alongsfde the sampl es and fncluded in the photographs. 
Photographs of a typical set-up fs shoun in figure 10; Appendix C 
contains a canplete set of photographs. Layers were more easily 
fdentfffed when the tore was tut in half lengthwfse. Samples for 
grain sire analyses were obtafned by removfng the top half of the 
cote. The undfsturbed samples for penneabflfty testfng were removed 
prfor to spl fttfng the tore. Penneabllfty test samples were wrapped 
in plastic foi1 and waxed wfth parafffn to retafn moisture. 
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TABLE 4. - Soi1 descriptions used in profiling 

. 

i .’ 

i. _ 

!  

I  

loi 1 type no. 
1 

: 

4 

5 

Description based on laboratory test results 
Medlum to coarse Sand (SSA Sand, 15% ItJ 
Silty fine sand (65-80X Sand, ZO-35% ::lt) 
Silty fine sand to sandy silt (SO-SO% Sand, 
15-452 silt, 5% clay) 

Clayey silt (8-40% Sand, 40-62% silt, 
20-308 cl ay) 

Clayey silt to silty clay (5-158 Sand, 
60-70% silt, 25% clay) 

Most of the samples examined dfd not fil1 the complete length of 
samplfng tubes. Thfs indfcated that some densfty fncrease occurted 
durfng transport and storage of the sampies. The photographs in 
Appendfx C indicate-that the volume decrease was typfcally 3 percent 
but was as high as 5 percent. Free water was present at the top of a 
number of samplfng tubes; thfs was due to consolidation and water 
movement from the samples. Despfte the very careful handlfng of the 
samples, ft fs possible that lfmfted tiquefaction or vibratory 
mobflf ty of the materfal, durfng transport, caused thfs. Thfs 
illustrates the dffffculty o.f obtainfng and testing representatfve 
sampl es of low density taflfngs. The only way ta overcome this 
probl em i s to reduce handl f ng and transport and to open the sampl es on 
site. 

Laboratory Testfng 

Table 5 presents a summary of the specfmens selected for laboratory 
testfng as well as the tests perfonned and the results for each. The 
complete results are gfven in Appendfx D. Al1 the laboratory tests 
except the flow pump permeabflfty ones, were uerfonned in the 
laboratory of Steffen Robertson and Kfrsten (Colorado) fncorporated. 
The flow pump tests were perfonaed by the Unfversfty of Colorado, 
Boulder. 

Grain Sfze Analysfs -- 

Grain sires were measured with both sfeve and hydrometer analyses, 
in accordance wfth ASTM 0422. Sïeve analyses was performed-on the 
coarser materfa (soft types 1 to 3); sfeve and hydraneter analyses 
were performed on soi1 types 4 and 5. The results are presented in 
figures 11 to 15. 

The'iaboratory results confins the vfsuat inspection CTaSSfffCatfOn; 
the percentage of fines fncreases froc 1 to 5. On average, the 
percentages passfng the No. 200 sfeve for the materf als are (sec 
overl caf) : 
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ole 
0. 

S-l 

s-2 

s-3 

Depth (m) 

3.1-3.5 
4!225-4.305 
5.24-5.33 
0.77-0.845 
8.2-8.3 
11.135-11.220 

11.29-11.325 
11.39-11.425 
11.715-11.745 

11.745-11.9 
1.64-1.71 
2.39-2.57 
2.4-2.5 

3.13-3.18 
5.73-5.83 
8.33-8.43 

9.03-9.23 
13.095-13.160 

2.34-2.365 
3.82-3.885 

ricates hydraui 

1 
3 

14 
45 

: conducti\ 
*Fine layer selected for sieve analysis 
**Net reliable test, thin layer of fine material detected after completion of test 
+From visual classification 

-____ 
:. 

. . 
‘-. 

._. 

TABLE.5. - Specimens selectcd for laboratory testing and summary of results 

Soi1 type 
No. 

4 
4 

2 

3" 
3 

E 
2 

l. 

1- 
-  .  -FM--  

Grain slze 
Sieve 
%-fi200 

21 
14 
26 

9: 
87 

58 
NA 
92 

16 

40" 
39 

E 
36 

93 

llydrometer 
46 0.002 

NA 
NA 
NA 

25 
22 

NA 
NA 
17 

NA 

23 
3 

NA 

NA 

NA 
24 

NA 
NA 

Y 
IOUS methodj 

1 mm 
Content 

% - 

---Dl--- 
Dengity 

kg/m (pcf) -- 

15.4 1443190.2) 
45 1112(69.5) 

17.7 
21.5 

-- 

1445(90.3) 
1477l92.3) 

-- 

--- 

Falling head 
k (~III/~) --- 

6.0 x 10-4 
2.5 x lO+ 

2.4 x 10-7 
5.6 x 10-3** 5 = 2.73 

---Fl,W------ 
Puap k 
( CIIl/ s ) 

2.5 x 10-7 
to 

1.6 x 10-7 

1.5 x lD+ 
to 

1.1 x lo-7 

1.0 x lo-7 
to 

6.7 x 10-8 

-- 

Remarks : 

% 
= 3.09 

G, = 2.90 
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Matetial Percent 

: ki 
3 36 
4 76 
5 90 

Moisture Content 

The moi sture content is the ratio of the mass of water to the mass 
of solids. unly a feu values of in situ moisture content were 
detenni ned. The time lag between sampling and laboratory testing, as 
welt as the sample disturbance descri bed in the section on Laboratory 
Test Results, influenced these results. The values listed in Table 5 
are therefore not necessarily representative of in situ moisture 
contents. 

Dry Density 

The dry densities of a feu samples were determined. The concetns 
expressed about moisture content are also applicable to density 
measurement. Densities listed in Table 5 may be higher than those of 
the in situ material. 

u.S. STANDARD SIEVE SIZES. in HYOROMETER ANALYSIS 
3 1.5 3/a Ve 4 10 20 40 

‘CO?:. 
60 100 200 

“, ’ i 1”““ 1’““’ * ’ 
< 

10 - CS-319.0-9.2 ml 
CS-I (4.2-4.3 ml 

1 

60 ; I 
1 

CS-4(2.3-2.4m) 

70 i 

FIGURE 11. - Grain size distribution. Soi1 type 1. 
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r 
HYORC.METES ANALYSIS 

30 - CS-3m3-3.4 ml 1 

FIGURE 12. - Grain site distribution. Soi1 type 2. 

I! 

j 

‘J. 5. STANOARO ‘J. s. STANOARO SIEvE sizfs, in nrOROh4EÏER ANALYSIS LYSIS 
3 3 1.5 1.5 314 318 318 4 4 10 10 20 20 46 40 M) 60 166 IOC 200 208 

I 
CS-l (5.2-13 ml 
CS-4 (3.8-3.9 m3 

CS-3 (2.4’2.5 ml 

GRAIN SItE. mm 

FIGURE 13. - Grain size distribution. Soi1 type 3. 
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FIGURE 14. - Grain size distribution. Soi1 type 4. 
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FIGURE 15. - Grain size distribution. Soi1 type 5. 
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Specific Gravity 
I 

The values listed in Table 5 vary significantly (2.73 to.3.09). 
Thi s variation was due to changes in the mineralogy of the ores from 
which the tailings were derived. A complete investigation of this was 
beyond the scope of thfs study. 

Constant Head Permeability 

Constant head permeability tests, using a Marriott bottle apparatus 
(lO), was used for permeability testing of material types 3 and 4. 
The constant head permeability tests were run over periods exceeding 
one week. It cari be assumed that complete or nearly complete 
saturation was obtained in a11 samples. 

Estimates of hydraulic conductivity were made for the coarse 
tailings (material 1, and 2) by using-Hazen's formula. It has been 
shown that thfs approach cari be used for tailfngs (22). 

k= 100 D2,0 (2) 

where Dl0 is that particle dfameter which 10% of the partfcles (by 
weight) in the sample are less than. If Dl0 is measured in cm then k 
is the hydraulic conductivity in cm/s. 

Grain size analyses were performed on a11 the permeabil ity test 
samples. . 

* 
Fl ou Pump Penneabil i ty -- 

The hydraulic conductivity of material 5 is too low ta use the 
constant head technique with any degree of confidence (111, SO flou 
pump testing was selected. The falling head and constant head. 
permeability tests both involve passfng water through a sample under a 
known gradfent and measurfng the flou rate. In the flou pump 
permeability test, water 4s passed through a sample at a known flou 
rate and the gradient across the sample is measured. The advantages 
of this method include (12): 

0 It is casier to measure pressures than flou rates and the 
results are therefore more reliable. 

0 The system is completely closed, no air-water or water-oil 
interfaces are present to cause evaporation losses or other 
effects. 

0 Testing cari be performed much faster than.constant or 
falling head tests. 

The flou pump penneability tests were performed in the laboratories 
of the Unlversity of Colorado, Boulder. The test apparatus pennits 
measurement of permeabil ity and defonnation at varjous confining 
stresses SO that a relationship between penneability and stress, and 
permeability and void-ratio cari be obtained. 
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Specimens of materials 4 and 5 were selected for flou punp 
oeneabf lity testing. The camp1 ete test resul ts are given in Appendix 

swrmary is fncl uded in Table 5. 0 while a 

Discussion of Laboratory Resul ts 

Hydraulic Conductivity and Consolidation Characteristics 

Table 6 
types, as 
permeabi 1 
values. 

summarizes the hydraulic conductivity for the five material 
determfned fran Hazen's formula and the laboratory 

i ty testing; there SS reasonabl e correspondence between the 

TABLE 6. - Summary of hydraulic conductivity values based on 
1 aboratory data 

Material type 
iiydraulic conducttvity estimate 

Hazen's formula(cm/s) 1 Laoorotorytesttng(cm/s 1 
1 4 x 10-3 
2 1 x lo-3 to 2 x 1oœ4 
3 2 x 10-4 to 1 x 10-4 
4 5 x 10-7 
5 5x10-7’ . 

4. *Thfs very low value may have been caus 
saturated sample _.. 

NA 
NA 

6.8 x 10-4 to 2.4 x 10 -7 

1.5 x 10+ to 1.1 x 10-7 
1 x 10-7 to 6.8 x 10-8 
by a test on a partial ly 

The.flou pump penneabflity tests were conducted over the stress 
range that currently exists in the tailings impoundment. fhe 
reduction in hydraulic conductivity that occurs with increased 
overburden pressures, cari be estimated Prom figures Dl and 02 
(Appendix 0). The reductlon in hydraulic conductivity, with 
decreasfng void ratio, (refer figure 02) is higher for material type 5 
than for material type 4.. Thi s result i s expected. It cari further be 
assuned that the rate of decrease will be progressively less for 
material types 3, 2, and 1. 

The density and in situ stress conditions of a layered tailings 
deposit depend on the previous stress history. This in tum depends 
on the depth of caver and also the induced effective stresses caused 
by high negative pore pressures, which occur during evaporation and 
dessication of the tailings on the beach of the impoundrnent. Induced 
negative stresses may be very high for material types 4 and 5, higher 
than subsequent impoundment loading. 

The estimates of the reduction in hydraulic conductivity based on 
figures 01 and 02 are, therefore, Only an indication of trend, and in 
situ field conditions cannot be predicted in absolute terms. 
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i.. 

The compressibilitfes of material types 4 and 5 are shown in figure 
Dl (Aopendix D). The results indicate that the compressibilf ty of 
materfal type 4 fs higher than that of material type 5. The 
compression indices for these materials are as follows: 

Material Type Compression Index, c 

4 0.39 
5 0.19 

It would be eXDeCted that material type 5 would have a higher 
compressibil ity than material 4. The laboratory results show the 
opposite. This discrepancy may be due to sample disturbance or to 
overconsolfdatfon of the sample of type 5 material by dessication. As 
the primary interest is the hydraulic conductivity of the tail ings, no 
further testing was done to investigate the compressibility of the 
tailings. 

Definition of - Tailings Layering from Continuous Samoles 

The photographs of the samples in Appendix C show layering of th$ 
taflings. Figure 10 is an enlargement of one of the photographs. 
These samples were taken from Hole G-2 which fs located closest to 
the pool (see figure 3). 

The samples show very little disturbance. Sample disturbance would 
be indicated by layers which are bent at the interface with the 
sampler. Some bending cari be seen at 10.5 m + 0.55 mi This may be 
due ta two factors which have nothing to do wi th the samplf ng 
technique: defonnation during transport of the sample and smear 
during cuttfng of the sample prior to photographing. The influence of 
the latter has been obsewed when, instead of cuttfng the sample in 
half, only a thin layer is removed. From these obsewations, it cari 
be concluded that sample dfsturbance fs .fnsignfficant when the Delft 
66 mm continuous sampler fs used. 

The test holé (CS-2) where these samples were obtained is about 61 m 
(200 ft) frun the edge of the embankment. It was expected that a 
considerable percentage of ffnes would have been deposited in thfs 
area. An inspection of the profiles shows that the material was 
predomi nantly types 2 and 3, with some layers of material type 5 (sec 
Table 4 for matetial description), fhese layers were about 10 cm (4 
inches) thick. There was even a Rhin 1 ayer of material type 1 in the 
9.5 to 10.5 m section (at 10.1 ml. Thicker layers of material type 1 
were present between 14.5 and 15.5 m (sec Appendix C). This result 
indicates that that tailings material near the pool was net uniformly 
finer. Signi ficant layering existed even at this distance from the 
discharge point. 

This conclusion cannot be extended to a11 tallings impoundrnents as 
the distrfbutfon of materials depends on the discharge method used, 
the slurry density, the specific gravity of solids, the spacing of the 
spigots, the discharge rate and the length of beach between the 
spigots and the pool . 
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Impoundment layerfng fs not al ways horizontal. For exampte, figure 
10 shows inclined layers at depths 10.5 + 0.5 m and 10.5 +,0.75 m. 
Inctfnatfon of the rayering (cross beddfng) cari be due to a number of 
factors. These inctude: bufld UP of fans having sloping faces 
causing subsequent layers to be f ncl ined, partial fafl ure or sl umpi ng 
of the beach materfat after deposition (note that for CS-2 at depth 
13.5 + 0.9 m a definite slip plane or "fault" cari be obsewed) and 
steepening of the beach at the edge of a large pool (the beach slope 
increases signiffcantly at the edge of the pool ). The samptes 
retrfeved were not oriented and i t is not possible to detennine the 
true direction of dip of the sloping layers. 

Very thin layers of different colored materfals were evident in some 
of the samples examined. Such changes in color are not always 
associated with changes in materfat type, and may be due to changes in 
Ote. 

Abrupt changes in material types cari be observed throughout samples 
from hote B-2. There 1s no specf fit pattern to these changes; 
materfat type 2 may be followed by a layer of materfat type 3, 4,'or 
5. This obsewatfon fs very important when intetpreting the Overalt 
hydraulic conductivity. 

GEOHYDROLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION BASED ON FIELD INFORMATION 

1 ntroduction 

The purpose of this section fs ta descrfbe the geohydrologfcat 
characteri stics of the Uravan tailings fapoundment based only on the 
ffeld testfng information. The ffeld information fncludes pierocone 
data and water levels in drfue-jn piezometers. 

Pfetometric levets were obtafned using the drivkfn pietometers and 
the ambient pore pressure as measured by the pietocbne. Only one 
watei. level cari be obtafned frun each drive-in pfezaneter. The 
pfezocone gfves a contfnuous record of dynamic pore pressure and 
measures the ambient pore pressure at locations where the dynamfc pore 
pressure fs alloued to dissipate. 

Materfal type and the stratification of materfals are fnterpreted 
empfrically from the pietocone ti p resistance and dynamfc pore 
pressure measurements. The coefficients of consolidation and 
hydraulic conductivfty for the tafllngs are estimated from the pore 
pressure df ssfpati on measured during dissipation tests. 

Inteipretatfons in thfs section are based largely on the strip chart 
recordings. Detafled digital data could have been used (as fs shown 
below) for a more detailed fnterpretation. However, ft was conctuded 
that the present state of empfricfsm in the fnterpretatfon of 
pferocone testfng in tailfngs did not warrant such a detafled 
analysis. 
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Interpretation of Piezometric Pressure 
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Water level s measured in the standpipe piezometers are sumnari ted in 
Table 2. The water level in the pool on the impoundment did not 
change significantly during the period of observation. It cari, 
therefore, be assumed that the last pierometer readings represent 
stable conditions. These readings were plotted as 'A' on the cross- 
section in figure 16. The water levels in the previously installed 
piezometers are plotted as 'E'. 

FIGURE 16. - Cross-section through impoundment showing pietometer level 
interpretations. 

The pore pressurk measured during cane penetration (u ) con'sist of 
two components: the static (ambient) pore pressure and the dynamic 
pore pressure generated by penetration. The Upper part of each 
piezocone hole is usually dry and pore pressure readings are, 
therefore, close to zero or negative. Once a zone of higher moisture 
content is penetrated, dynamlc pressures are registered. Below the 
phreatic surface both static and dynamic canponents are measured. 
Oynamic pore pressure dissipates during the addition of rod 
extensions. fhe static (ambient) pore pressure is measured once the 
dynamic pore pressure has dissipated completely. In the partially 
saturated zone above the phreatic surface, the ambient pore pressure 
is negative or about zero. The levels where the first few positive 
ambient pore pressures are obsewed, cari be used to estimate the 
position of perched water tabjes. This 1s done by drawing a best 
average line through the points-of ambient pressure. This procedure 
is demonstrated in figure 17 where the hfghest perched water surface 
is estimated for hole No. P-4. It cari be obsewed that the slope of 
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the ambient pore water pressure is less than hydrostatic. This 
indicates a downward flow component. Thus, thi s perched water table 
i s not perched on a si ngle very low pemeabil i ty layer but represents 
a zone where downward flow is retarded by a series of lower 
permeability lenses. fhis same procedure was used to estimate the 
position of the hfghest ‘perchedu water surfaces for the ather 
piezocone 1 ocations. The results: are stnnnarized in Table 7. 
values are pl otted in figure 16 and are fdentified as "8". 

These 

PIE20 PROBE PENETRATION TEST 
CLIENI: IuREAu Of MINES MOLE NO. 0 

SrrE ul?AVAN DATE 10 a2 102 

STATIC PoaL PRESSURE GRAOENT 
OETERMINED fROM POINTS I ?O S 

PRESSURE MEASuRm OuRING 

-R#E MESSURE IkCo) 

I 

FIGURE 17. - Location of phrë&c stirfke for hole P-4 
from piezo probe results. 
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TABLE 7. - Estimation of top free surface 
location from piezo probe test results 

p:: 

P-4 

~ 

p':; 
P-7 

rom ai ings W-race 

The dynamic pore pressure dissipation during rod additions, as show 
in figure 17, may not have been complete, SO some of the perched watet 
table surface locations could be questionable. 

Free water was present f.n some of the continuous samoling tubes when 
they were opened. On the basis of where water was obsewed, water 
levels fdentffied as "C" were plotted on figure 16. 

A review of figure 16 shows little consistency in the top free water 
surface. 

The direction of seepage cari be determined from the pore pressure 
distribution. A hydrostatic pore pressure distribution fmplies 
horizontal fJow of ground water above a low penneability stratum. A 
pore pressure distributjon at a gradient whfch is higher than 
hydrostatic is the result of upward flow conditions or under 
consolidated materials (13). Gradïents less than hydrostatic are the 
result of downward flowing water. 

Shown in figure 18 is a plot of a11 the pore water pressure 
measurements made at the location of hole P-3. The distribution of 
ambient pressure with depth is less than hydrostatic. This is due to 
downward flow of water through the tailings profile. The ambient pore. 
pressure increases and degreases frregularly with depth in a11 the 
holes. In some instances the pore pressure becomes negative; for 
example, P-l at 24 m to 26 m (sec figure 8.1.(b) in Appendfx B). This 
fndicates alternating zones of retarded and free vertical slow. 

Some of the increases in water pressure approximate a hydrostatic 
pressure distribution. The levels where such hydrostatic (or almost 
hydrostatfc) pressure dfstributfons were obsewed are shown fn figure 
16. These levels are designated "0" and they a11 occur toward the 
base of the impoundment. In three of the holes (P-4, P-5, and P-6) 
two such levets were identified. Between these ?MO levels the pore 
pressure returns almost to zero (P-4 at 23 m, figure B.l.(b)). These 
pressure drops are associated wfth changes fran low penneability 
layers (soft or low cane tip resfstances) to higher permeabili ty 
layers (sands with higher cane tip resistances). 
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FIGURE 18 - Plot of a11 pore water pressure measurements 
at the location of hole P-3. 

From inspection of adjacent exposures it is assuned that the 
foundation of the taitings impoundment consists of bedrock ovetlain by 
a sandy grave1 soit. Thc soi1 caver represents a layer of high e 
permeability over the bedrock. A high penneability preferential 
seepage layer or drain is, therefore, present under the tailings 
impountient. Flou into this drain is probably being restricted by the 
low penneability slimes zones that occur toward the base of the 
impoundment. 

Figure 16 and the piezocone results, therefore, indicate that a 
combinatfon of nearly hydrostatic pressure conditions and louer than 
hydrosiatic conditions exist in tire Uravan taïlings impoundment. lhe 
pietometric pressure conditions cari be interpreted as a series of 
perched water tables on "leaky" lower permeability layers with almost 
vertical downward flou between them. The low pore pressures and slow 
dissipation rates measured as well as the method and history of 
impoundment construction suggest that most of the tailings are 
partially saturated. 
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! fhe following mode1 of flou in the fmpoundment is proposed (refer to 
figure 19): Water enters the impoundment from the pool. Since the 
tailinqs material has a low permeabilfty in this area, consideiable 
horizontal flou is caused by the layering. As a result, water seeps 
vertically and horizontally away from the pool area. 

FIGURE 19. - Section through impoundment illustrating discontinuous layeting. 

The finer "slimes" layets are not continuous horizontal ly, SO 
"cascades" develop when the seepage reaches the end of a finer layer. 
This process resul ts fn a serfes of perched water tables on leaky 
louer permeability layers wfth almost vertical flou in the more 
peneable i ntermedfate layers. The general slope of the 1 ayering is 
para1 le1 to the original beaches and is opposite to that of the 
phreatic surfaces. Recharge in the beach during rainfall and 
deposition also influences the presence of perched watër tables. The 
tailfngs in the beach zone were dessicated following placement and it 
is unlikely that any of the layers in this zone would have becane re- 
saturated. Because of the low pore water pressures (sometimes 
negative), ft is probable that the layers of coarser, more penneable 
materials under the pond are also partially saturated. 

The mode1 described cari be used to explain the flou regfme over the 
whole section. Pietometers may register water levels but this does 
not mean that hydrostatic pore pressures exist below these levels. 

The combination of piezocone and drive-in pfezometer data made it 
possible to derive the flou mode1 for the Uravan tailings impoundment. 
Such a mode1 could not be derived from only a few standpipe 
pfezometers. 
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Stratification of Tail ings Matecial 

The highly stratified nature of the tailings material at Utavan cm 
be observed from the pietocone tesul ts, Appendix 8, and the ptofi 1 es 
of the continuous sampl es, Appendix C. In order to investigate the 
general trends in stratification, the cane results were a11 put on a 
cross-section of the impoundment as shown on figure 20. 

The following general observations cari be made: 

(i) The material is in general weaker toward the pool (compare P-2 
and P-3 to P-4) . 

(ii) It is not possible to dfstinguish layers with large strength 
variations in the Upper 10 m of P-2 and P-3, white such layers are 
present in a1 1 the other piezocone holes. 

(iii)The stratification in the beach zone cari be interpreted to be 
continuous, as shown by the dashed lines. 

(iv) Layering is observed,for the full depth of the beach zone. 

(v) Layers with consistently low cane resistance, indicating soft 
fine slimes layers, occur near the base of the impoundment in a11 
holes. Penetration through these soft layers fs often accompanied by 
a Sharp reduction in pore water pressures. 

These results are the consequences of the deposition history on the 
Uravan impoundment. Deposition took place through a few open point 
discharges located around the perimeter of the impoundment. The pool 
was large and has varied in size. Consequently, only a short beach 
existed along which segregation could occur. The coarse material was 
deposited on the beach while the fines settled in the pool area. Sane 
segregation did occur along the beach close to the spigots, resulting 
in layers of coarser Sand. However, much of the tailfngs reached the 
pool without significant segregation where it was deposited fairly 
uniformly. Thfs expl ains the more uniform cane resistance obtaf ned in 
the pool zone. Mass discharge from wfdely spaced spigots and the 
varyi ng pool size resul ted in bac& flashes of slimes onto the beach, 
leading to the highly stratified deposit observed in the beach zone. 
Dessication of the beach deposfts also resulted in an increased 
densitv of the beach materials. Thus, variations in the dessication 
hi sto6 of the various layers also affect the cane 

Materfal Identification 

An important reason for carrying out penetration 
identify materials. 1 n this study, bath pierocone 
recovered by the continuous sampler were available _ . ..m. , . 

testing fs to 
results and samples 
for material 

identiffcation. The material types laentlttea ustng the pietocone 
results cari be compared to the matetial types obsewed in the samples. 
One major limitation in applying thi s approach 1s the discontinuous 
stratification observed at Uravan. fhe pierocone and continuous 

point resistance. 
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FIGURE 20. - Layering indicated by piezocone results. 
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sampler holes were net located directly next to each other 50 some 
discrepancies cari be expected. 

Thère are three methods that cari be used for material 
identification: 

(i) Relative strength as observed from cane resfstance; 

(ii) Cane resistance and dynamic pore pressure; and 

(iii)Cone resistance and friction ratio. 

The last two methods are based on empirically compiled charts and 
have been well-documented (3, 4, 5, 6, 14, 15). The charts have been 
compiled from testing in saturated soils. The application of a11 
these methods to this prOject is doubtful because of the partly 
saturated nature of the tailings. Also, dessicatfon induces stress 
effects and consolidation that is not accounted for in the published 
charts. These effects influence the cane resistance, dynamfc pore 
pressure and the friction values measured. These values woul d 
probably be affected less in the probe hales underlying the pool than 
under the beach. 

The exact nature of the material type and layering fs not critfcal 
to the geohydrologfc mode1 for the impoundment, but, it does serve to 
devel op a better understanding of the impoundment. The following 

. 

evaluations were undertaken to determine if meaningful descriptions of 
the materfal types could be developed from the probe results, despite 
the conditions of partial saturation and previous dessication. 

Material Identification Based on Cane Resistance --- 

This approach fs subjective because the relative cane resistance is 
used as a basi s for the fnterpretation. An example of this 
interpretation for P-4 is given in figure 21. The consistency is 
expressed by nmerical ranking fraa 1 to 5; 1 represents the strongest 
material (e.g. a dessicated dense Sand) and 5 represents the weakest 
material (e.g. a wet silty or clayey layer). Also shown on figure 21 
are the classifications based on laboratory testing and visual 
description of the undfsturbed sample CS-3, located about 4 m from P- 
4. The classifications based on the friction ratio is also shown. 

When the classifications determined from cane resi stance are 
compared to the classification observed in the continuous sample, the 
following observations cari be made: 

(i) It appears that the fnterpretation based on cane resistance 
results are not sufficiently sensitive to material variations to 
record the intense variations observed in G-3, e.g. at 2-3 m and 6-7 
m. This is inévitable as generalizations were made in the 
interpretation. 

(ii) Good correlation is obsewed at a few elevations, e.g. at.2 m and 
4-4.3 m. 
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FIGURE 21. - Correlation of pietocone data with matetial classification 
by different methods. 

(iii)A weaker material is interpreted than is observed at some 
elevations, e.g. 6.5-7.2 m. 

(iv) At some locations material type 2 wfth thin layers of material 
type 3 was present in the continuous samples, while material types 4-5 
were fnterpreted from cane resistance results. It cari be concluded 
that the cane '-feels' the weaker material when such intense layering 
occurs. 

During pierocone uenetration about 200 data points are'recorded per 
meter on floppy disks. In preparing a plot, such as figure 21, only a 
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small number of these data points are used -- usually about 20 per 
meter. Figure 22 is a plot of a11 the data points recorded betneen 4 
m and 5 m in hole P-4. This cari be used to get more detailed insight 
into small variations of material characterstics. Compari son of this 
plot with figure 21 shows that the general trend in the data is nicely 
reflectep in figure 21. The small, Sharp deviations along the line 
are due to the limiting accuracy of the digitized data. Data were 
recorded as whol e numbers SO i t i s possible for small deviations in 
resistance to dfffer by a a full digit when recorded. A smoothing of 
the curves is therefore possible. 
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FIGURE 22. - Detailed compatison of piezocone results and soi1 
classification from continuous sample. 
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Figure 22 does not significantly change the interpretation of 
layering as presented in figure 21. One exception is that a separate 
layer cari be identified from 4.6 to 4.68 m, as material type 4. This 
is in good agreement with the continuous sample results at about this 
depth. 

This analysis and previous interpretation experience indicates that 
cane resistance cari be used for approximate material and layering 
identification, and is useful for preliminary analysis. It is 
subjective, however, and should not be used for detailed 
interpretations. 

Material Identification Based on Cone Resistance and Dynamic Pore 
Pressure 

--- 

Jones and Rust (6) proposed a material identification procedure 
which considers dynamic pore pressures, cane resistance, and 
overburden pressure. Figure 23 SS their material identification 
chart. The chart shows empirical ly defined boundaties between 
different material types in tenns of soi1 type (si1 t or Sand) and 
consistency (soft, loose or dense). In general, positive dynamic pore 
pressure tue) SS found in soils which contract during shearing (that 
i s, loose sand and soft clay) and negative values of ue are obtained 
in dilatant soils (that is, dense sands and stiff clays). 

FIGURE 23. - Tailings based on cane resistance and 
dynamic pore pressure (Jones and Rust, 1982). 
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This interpretation includes overburden pressure and assumes that 
the material is fully saturated. It is difficult to derive a 
theoretical explanatfon for obtafning a negatfve pore pressure when 
penetrating a soft clay, but such data have been observed by Jones and 
Rust (6). 

Although the descriptions on figure 23 are in terms of soi1 type and 
consistency, the overriding factor is the pore pressure behavior 
during shearing by the penetrometer. The pore pressure during shear 
is control led by material permeabilfty. Therefore, tafl fngs 
classified as a given materfal (such as loose Sand) exhibit similar 
coefficients of hydraulic conductivity whether ue is positive or 
negative. 

Applying the identification chart in figure 23 to pierocone results 
for hole p-4, for 4.0 to 11.0 m, gives the results in Table 8. Al1 
material classifies as a loose sand to very loose silty Sand. 

The material types obtained on the basis of the pietocone resul.ts 
and those observed in the samples from the nearby continuous sampler 
hole (CS-3 1 cari be compared. Table 8 also presents the material type 
from CS-3. 

There are substantial discrepancfes between the material types 
identified on the basi s of pfetocone results and those obsewed in the 
continuaus samples. Layets are interpreted from the pierkone data as 
being cobrser and more free draining than they actually are. This is 
consistent wi th the previous conclusions: in partially saturated 
tail ings the dynamic pore pressure devel oped during penetration would . 
be considerably less than for saturated taflings. This underestimate 
of the saturated dynamic pore pressure results in the material befng 
identified as a coarser than it actually is when using figure 23. 

The above discussion indicates that soi1 identification based on the 
cane resistances and dynamfc pore pressures obtained at Uravan was 
unsatisfactory. fhe poor correlation is attributed to the parti ally 
satured nature of the tailings and ft is noted that reliable results l 
havé been obtained in saturated tailfngs deposits at other sites. 

Material Identification Based on Cone Resistance and Friction Ratio -vm 

Material identification based on cane resistance and friction ratio 
was first prooosed by Begemann (14). Since then a number of other 
studies have been published where this procedute has been used and 
refined. Douglas and Olsen (1981) (34) discuss this approach in sane 
detail and figure 24 (obtained frac Earth fechnology Corporation) fs 
one such empirical char-t. 
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FIGURE 24. - Material identification-based on cane 
resistance and friction ratio (Earth Technology Corporation). 

Intetptetations based on this chart are also shonn on Table 8. fhe 
materfal types detennined frun friction ratio compare reasonably well 
with. the contfnuous sample results in the holes away from the pool. 
The Upper 9 m of holes P-2 and P-3 are interpreted as clayey materials 
due to the high friction ratios (see figures 8.3 and B.S in Appendix 
Bl. This does not correspond well with the results from CS-2, 
although some thin fine layers are prW?!nt. 

There are several considerations that should be noted about the use 
of friction ratio to fnterpret materlal types in taillngs. The 
friction sleeve 1s located behind the tip SO there is a considerable 
offset in the observations. The friction sleeve has a Tength of 14 
cm, (approximately 6 friches) this fs longer than most of the layer 
thicknesses in the highly stratified tailings. The friction sleeve 
therefore 'feels' more than one layer at a time. 

Material identification on the basfs of pletocone results is.still 
in the development stage, especially for highly stratified deposits. 
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The procedures used here have been reasonably successful in 
identi fying significant 1 ayers (at least 10 cm thf ck) . The. procedures 
were not reliable when the tailings were hfghly stratified. 

The results of this project suggest that for partially saturated and 
previously dessicated tailfngs, classification systems based on the 
friction ratio are more reliable than those based on the dynamic pore 
pressure. Moreover, these methods give only a very approximate 
indication of material type. 

Estimation of Hydraulic Conductivity from Dissipation Tests 

Estimates were made of the hydraulic conductivity for various layers 
of tailings based on the results of the dissipation tests. The 
methods used are described in Appendix E. The values obtained were 
one to two orders of magnitude louer than those obtained by laboratory 
testfng. This difference is attrfbuted to the effect of air bubbles 
in the partially saturated taflings. These air bubbles change volume 
when the tai.lings are stressed by the advancing cane. The volume. 
change associated with these air bubbl es during subsequent dissipation 
tests decreasks the rate of pore pressure equflibration and this 
results in a reduced estimate of the hydraulic conductfvfty. 

Of ssf patf on tests are not a rel fable measure of hydraul fc 
conductivity in partially saturated tailings. 

SELECTION OF PARAMETERS FOR THE GEOHYDROLOGICAL MODELLING OF THE 
IMPOUNDMENT 

Introduction 

This section discusses the pierometric pressure conditions and the 
hydraulfc conductivitics to be used for mathematical and numerical 
modelli ng the geohydrological conditions in the impoundment. 

Hydraulic Conductfvi ty 

The hydraulfc conductfvities from the falling head tests in the 
piezometers (Table 3) are a measure of the average penneabflity of the 
material around the piezometer tip. fhis 'average' permeability is 
usually assraned to be the horizontal permeability. They fa11 wi thin 
the range of values obtained from the laboratory tests (Table 6). 
These In situ tests may have been perfomd over more than one 
material type, due to the highly stratified nature of the tailings. 
The hydraulic conductivity values glven in Table 2 are considered 
relfable average values for use as lnput parameters to orizontal flou 
for geohydrological analyses. They range from 2 x 10’ 6h cm/s to 2 x 10 -4 
cm/s. 

The equfvalent vertical and horizontal hydraulic conductivitles of a 
layered system cari be calculated if the permeability of the layers is 
avaflable. In general, the equivalent vertical hydraulic conductivfty 
of a horizontally layered system is close to the louer value, while 
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the equivalent vertical hydraulfc conductivity is close to the higher 
value. The 1 ayered system cari, therefore, be replaced by an 
equivalent anfsotropic medium. For such an equivalent ani sotropic 
system at Uravan: 

k 
hor 

= 1 x 10'4 cm/s 

kver = 1 x 10’6 cm/s 

For an equivalent anisotropfc medium, the average hydraulic 
conductivity is given approximately by: 

kavg = khor= kver t 1 X 10 
-5 cm/sc 

Pferometric Heads 

The seepage pattern in the Uravan taf 1 ings impoundment df ffers 
substantially from the ClaSSfC seepage pattern through a water 
retai ni ng embankment. ?t is controlled by recharge at the pond, 
intermfttant recharge fnto the beach, and by drainage from the base of 
the impoundment into a natural base drain formed by the permeable 
subsqils overlyfng bedrock. The low penneability of the taflfngs 
underlyfng the pond limfts seepage from the pond. Recharge through 
the beach has been considerabty less in recent years as a result of 
reduced mfllfng operatfons as well as the practice of lfmitfng the 
amount of the water stored on thfs impoundment. With this reduced 
recharge the natural underdrain has been able to drain the tailfngs 
fmpoundment to the extent that a substantial water pressure mound no 
longer exists in the zone that was fnvestigated. 

Seepage occurs in the form of vertical flow, often in partly 
saturated conditions, in the more permeable coarser layers of 
tailings. When such seepage encounters a layer of lower permeabflity 
(slimes layer) ft mounds and flows horftontally. Since these layers 
are inclined toward the interior of the -fmpoundment there will be a 
slightly greater inward gradient locally. The slfmes layers are not 
continuous and water reachfng the end of a layer again moves 
vertically. These slimes layers have some penneability SO some 
vertical flow does occur through them. 

The extent to which the pore water mounds on these slimes layers or 
zones depends on thc rate of seepage, relative penneability of the 
layers (slimes and sands) involved, and the lateral extent and 
thfckness of the slirnes layers. The flow paths which develop are 
complex and may fnclude both saturated and partially saturated zones. 
A complex pressure head dl stribution resul ts. Thf s pressure head 
variation cari be defined at each probe hole position, as for exemple 
in figure 18. 

Conclusions Regarding Suitability for Modelling 

One of the objectives of this study was to obtain the basic 
geohydrol ogical data to enable the geohydrology of the impoundment to 
be modelled. The abject of this modelling was to develop a tool for 
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the design of horizontal drains in tailfngs impoundments. It was 
intended that horizontal drains would be installed to draw down the 
phreatic surface in the tailings impoundment and that this .in turn 
would be mode11 ed. 

The difference in understandfng of the geohydrology obtained as a 
result of this investigation graphfcally demonstrates the 
effectiveness of the specialfred in situ testing techniques. It 
became apparent during this pmjeCt that a phreatic surface, in the 
conventional sense, did not exist in the Uravan tail ings impoundment 
at a location suitable for the testing of a horizontal drainage 
system. This conclusion could not have been reached based on ptevious 
geohydrological investigations or the existing piezometers. The 
previous investigations, based on the results obtained from 
conventfonal investigation methods, concluded that a high. ohreatic 
surface exi sted wfth hydrostatic pressure conditions below thfs. 

This occurred because the existfng pietometers, installed at a 
relatfvely high level in the embankment, indicated a fairly high 
phreatfc surface. 

The results of thfs investigation show that the section tested at 
the Uravan No. 3 taflings impoundment is not a suftable location for 
the horizontal drainage test. Moreover, the geohydrological 
conditions which exist at the Uravan No. 3 impoundment are not typical. 
of the conditions under which horf tontal drains are effective. 1t is 
therefore not a suitable site to use for the development of a design 
tool for hori rontal drains. 

Data from this investigation, such as the hydraulic conductivi 
and impoundment geometry, could be used to develop a hypothetica 
model, in which a saturated region and typical phreatic surface 
assumed. 

ties 
1 
iS 

ASSESSMENT OF THE USE OF SPECIALIZED INVESTIGATION EQUIPMENT IN 
l CHARJjCTERIZATION OF TAILINGS IMPOUNDMENTS 

Introduction 

THE 

The objective of this research was to evaluate the geohydrol ogical 
characteristfcs of a tailfngs impoundment using specialited 
geotechnical equipment, that is not normally used in the United States 
for impoundment investigations. Listed below are the advantages and 
disadvantages of the equipment as identified by this research. This 
equipment is compared with traditional geotechnical equipment and 
investigation techniques (truck-munted drill rig, Shelby tube 
samplfng, and drilling and installing piezometers). 
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Advantages . 

Jones Piezocone 

The cane pushing unit fs trail er-mounted and easily transported on 
tailings beaches and embankments. In areas where access preparatian 
is required, tess PreParation i s required for the pushing unit than 
for standard truck mounted drill rigs. The pietocone obtained 
continuous data on strength (tip and friction resistance) and pore 
water pressures (pore pressure readings). 

In tailings, the continuous readout is especially important because 
the piezocone is the mst cost-effective and easiest way to measure a 
pore pressure profile in a highly layered, partially saturated, 
complex flow profile. In addition, these two parameters, through 
accepted correlations, provide information abôut consolidation and 
penneability, material type, and, if needed, shear strength and 
relative density. Continuous readout and data capture make the cane 
information ideal for the definition of layers and zones of similar - 
characteristics. 

. 

Piezocone testing is fast and cost-effective. More sampling (meters 
of material tested) cari be done and more information cari be obtained 
per day and per dollar than tradi tional drilling. 

Delft Continuous Sampler . 

The Delft continuous sampler recovers continuaus samptes to depths 
of 20 m (66 ft). Continuous samples are very important in evaluating 
tailings characteristics because 'of the layering and variability in 
materi a1 type. 

The Delft continuous sampler provides the least disturbed sample of 
any sampler in soft, very sloppy, saturated materials. The authors 
have found no other equipment or methods that cari sample these kinds 
of materials as well as the Delft contlnuous sampler. 

In the appropriateimuterial s; and for sufficiently large sampling 
volumes, is more efficient and cost-effective than traditional 
drilling and sampling equipment. 

GEMS Tailings Orill 

The GEMS taflings drill cari be hand carried and operated fn areas' 
not accessible ta comentional drilling equipment. It provides 
dl sturbed samples in dry to partially saturated tailings. It is a 
cost-effective way of drilling and samplfng in tailings. 

Cambridge Drive-in Piezometers 

The Cambridge drive-in piezometer cari be installed without the use 
of a drilling rig. Installation does not disrupt the hydraulic 
characteristfcs of surrounding material as much as traditional 
drilling and piezœneter installatfon. 
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Disadvantages 

Jones Piezocone 

The Jones piezocone cari only be used for soft to medium hard 
materfals. Soils with grave1 s or cobbles are not sui table for 
piezocone probing. In partially saturated, previously dessicated . 
material s, the dynamic pore pressure measurements have little meani ng. 
They cannot be used reliably for the quantitative estimation of 
pemeabi 1 i ty , consolidation characteristfcs or for the identification 
of material types. 

Delft Continuous Samoler 

The Delft continuous sampler is suftable for soft, saturated 
materials. Dry to medium to coarse sands, such as those encountered 
in CS-1 and U-4, are not suitable for the sampler. Initial 
preparation of the sampling equfpment is fairly time-consumfng. 1 ts 
use would be fairly expensfve if only one or two hales were to be 
probed. 

GEMS Tailings Drill 

The GEM$ tailings drfll works best in loose dry tailinqs. The drill 
witl penetrate only one to two meters below the water table before the 
ho1 e caves. It recovers only disturbed samples. 

Cambridge Drive-In Piezieters 

There fs a limit ta the depth the pfezometers cari be driven, 
depending on the consistency of the tailings. Greater depths cari be 
reached only with the aid of a tailings drfll or other drflling 
device. The sire of the filter element is fairly srnall, limitfng the 
zone being tested. 

Costs and Comparf sons -- 

The following fs an estimate of typical costs lnvolved in the use of 
the specfalired equipment and sane comparisons. The costs are based 
on the actual costs incurred for this project and on rates charged for 
conventional equipment on other types of geotechnical projects. The 
field drilling and testfng performed for this investigation was done 
during a 6-day field proqram by a crew of 3. This consisted of: 

7 pf ero probe ho1 es - 206 meters 

4 Delft continuous sampler holes - 46 m of sample 

8 Cambridge drive-in pierometer installations 

10 taflfngs drill starter holes plus 30 m of tailings drfll 
sampli ng . 
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Jones Piezocone 

The Jones pfetocone equipment consists of a three-man crew (engineer 
and two technfcians), a 20.ton Goudsche pushi ng unit pulled by a four- 
wheel drive truck and the piezocone with electronic equipment. fhe 
daily cost for these personnel and equipment is $1,350.00, excluding 
pet diein, travel time and mobflfzation. Production rates for this 
project averaged 60 meters per day. It should be noted that several 
dissipation tests were made during each probe sounding, and because 
this was a research project with the same crew performing other field 
testing, production rate was not at its maximum. 

Piezocone - Cost per meter S1,350/60 m = $22.50/meter. 

In comparison, the cost for drilling and continuous samplfng using a 
truck mounted drilling rig (Mobile 41 or CME 55) with a two-man crew 
is approximately Sl,OOO/day without crew travel time, per diem or 
mobilftatfon. It has been our experience that an experienced crew 

Will be able to drill and sample 15 meters (45 ft) per day of tailings 
wi th 60-75 percent sample recovery. 

Drilling and contfnuous sample cost per meter - $1,200/15 m = $80/m. 

Del ft Conti nuous Sampl er 

Delft continuous sampl fng was performed using the same pushing unit 
and crew as the pierocone. Equipment mental rates are about $500 per 
day and expendable supplies cost about $10 pet meter. 

Compared to the cost of drillfng and continuaus sam~lfng (estimated 
at $80/m above), the Delft continuous sampler is $g/meter ($1.67/foot) 
cheaper. 
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PART II - A TEST OF HORIZONTAL VACUUM DRAINAGE 

INTRODUCTION 

The horizontal vacuum drainage tests were conducted on the northeast 
corner of the No. 3 addition to the tailings impoundment at Union 
Carbide's Gas Hflls mil1 in Natrona county, Wyoming. The 
geohydrological characteristics of the site had been investigated and 
described in a study by Water, Waste and Land Inc. (29). 

The purpose of this investigation was twofold: 

0 to determine the effectiveness of gravi ty horizontal drains 
for draining saturated uranium tailings, and 

.O to eval uate the benefit of vacuum-augmentation relative to 
gravity drains 

Two 91 m (300 ft) long horizontal drains were drilled with an 
(upward) inclfnatfon of 2 degrees at the col1 ars. The horizontal 
drains were allowed to slow under gravi ty for a tuo week perfod after 
which a vacuum was applied to the system for three and four day test 
peri ods. The drawdown was measured by a nest of nfne pierometers 
installed from the top of the impoundment. 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

The principal objective of the tests was ta determine the influence 
that horizontal drains have on pore pressures and the location of the 
phreatic surface. 

These results, pl US the site characteriration information are to be 
employed by the Bureau to develop a Computer mode1 that Will simulate 
the effect of horizontal drains in a tailings environment. Specffic 
objectives of the pr%jeCt were: 

0 TO confins that a reduction in the piezometric head could be 
achieved in stratffied tailings. 

0 TO detennine the effectiveness and areal influence of horizontal 
drains. 

0 TO detennfne if pore pressure dissipatfon and areal influence cari 
be enhanced by means of vacuum-augmented drains. 

0 TO determine whether a satisfactory vacuum cari be maintained in a 
tailings enviromnt. 

0 TO ascertain what advantages vacuum-assisted drains have over 
gravity drains. 
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HORIZONTAL DRAINS AN0 THEIR APPLICATIONS 

Appl fcatfons of Horizontal Drains 

Horizontal drains were ffrst used in about 1939 by the California 
Division of Hfghways to stabflfte hfghway slopes. Most of the early 
horizontal drains were fnstalled wfth perforated or slotted iron pipe. 
Because of its advantages in cost, corrosion, sediment transport and 
plugging, slotted PVC pipe has been preferred in recent years. 

SOIL TYPE CLAYS SILTS 

PARTICLE S ftE Il . o& mm 

UNAIDED 
DRAINAGE 

HORIZONTAL 
DRAINS 

VACUUM 
DRAINAC E 

WELLPOINTING 

WELLS 

DRAI NAC E 
AD ITS 

UN LOADING 

DEPRE SSURIZATION 
POSSIBLE 

FIGURE 25. - Recomended depressurization techniques for various mass 
permeabilities After Brown (32) and Glossop and Skempton (31) 
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Horizontal drains cari effectively lower the pfetornetrfc head in 
sofls that have an effective grain site (D10) that is greatet than 
0.05 mm (30). The capfllary attraction in finer grained sofls fnhibfts 
the release of water under gravfty drainage. Glossop and Skempton 
(31) suggest that a total si1 t and clay content of about 60% i s the 
Upper timit for gravfty drainage ta be effective. Figure 25 
illustrates the range of effectfveness of some alternative drainage 
measures. 

Experience with vertical dewaterfng Wells has shown that the 
application of a vacuum has frequently improved the drainage in soils 
too fine-grained to be dewatered by gravity drainage. Vacuum well- 
point systems have been used for many years to remove water from 
excavations and slopes (32). The horizontal vacuum system tested was 
developed by C.O. Brawner and R. Pakalnis. The patent number is 
430549 (U.S./CAN.) and fs retafned by C.D. Brawner, R. Pakalnis and G. 
Sweeney of Soit Samplfng Sewfces, Inc. 

Theory of Horizontal Vacuum Drains 

The theory of horizontal vacuum drains is documented in a paper by 
Brawner and Pakalnfs (33). The followfng fs a brfef description. 

An enclosed column of water open to a vacuum (0 at m pressure) Will 
ri se ta 10.3 meters (at mean sea level ) due to the atmospherfc 
pressure that acts on the water surface outside of the column (Figure ' 
26). When a vacuum i s appl fed to a horizontal drain, the drop in 
pressure in the drain fncreases the hydraulfc gradfent between the 
drain and the phreatic surface. The fncreased hydraulfc gradient 
(Figure 27) Will theoretfcally fncrease drainage rates and effectfvely 
drain lower penneabflity materfafs. In addition, drainage from below 
the drain level is possible due lx the vacuum principles demonstrated 
in Figure 26. I 

vacuum (0. mm.1 

T 
H 

1 

atmosphcric prcssWe 
(10330 kg/m2) 

WHEREEY: 

H =htight of water column 

H s annorphefic prejsure (103x) kq/m2) 
densify of watef (IOOO kg/m2 ) 

f 10.3 m (ot mean rea Icvcl) 

_ 
FIGURE 26. - Vacuum principle 
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’ PIMEATIC UIRCACE 

GRAVITY DRAIN 

VACUUM ASSIST ORAIN 

IFP, * 0 atm. 

TwEw AI$ * PI - pr l Pr - 0 atm. 

Pr - 0 afm >Pi - I afm 

FIGURE 27. - Effect of vacuum drainage on hydraulic gradient 

INSTALLATIOH 

Test Site -- 

A description of the ofte and its geohydrology Is given in reference 
29. 

The test si.te is shown in Figures 28 and 29. In August 1983, nine 
piezometers had been installed at the locations shown. The 
pfezometers were located SO as to: 

0 detennlne the phreatiC surface profile parallel (Section A- 
A') and perpendicular (Section B-B') to the drain 
installation; and 

0 detennine the areal influence of the horizontal drains. 
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FIGURE 28. - Horizontal drains and collection system 

.  - -  T. -  

FIGURE 29. - Pierometer layout on impoundment 
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The depths of the pietometers are given in Table 9. 

TABLE 9. - Pietometer depths 

Pietometer number 

Q-1 (pneumatic) 
HD-2a (pneumaticj 
HD-2b (pneumatic) 
HO-3 (pneumatic). 
HO-4 (pneumatic). 
HO-5 (pneumatic). 
HO-6 (pneumatic). 
OW-4 (stand p-ipe) 
PZ-5 (stand pipe) 
-round e I evatl on 69m 

-yTzJFq 
;:g y$$ . . . . . ut :gi igll .,....I . . . . . . 

A typicat sofl profile in the tailings is shown in Figure 30 which 
also illustrates the installation of one of the standpipe piezometers. 
A 30 (100 ft) thick embankment of mine waste had been constructed to 
contain the spigoted taflfngs. This embankment was composed of a 
compacted coarse sandy silt containfng cobble s+ze material. 
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FIGURE 30. - Typical profile in Gas Hills tailings impoundment and 
schematic tif standpipe pierometer installation 
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Drain Installation 

The horizontal drains were installed in Hay 1984. Each drain had a 
length of 91 III (300 ft) and was inclined at 2 degrees (ugward) at the 
collar, with an atimuth of 250 degrees and spaced 15 m (50 ft) apart. 
The procedure for installation is summarited in Figure 31, 

1 1 
l4or1ml101 II010 1. orIll ay convomlœoI rotory momod. 

1 1 
cmnpnmo dwln 1nsfoIfafl0r. Scroorr d fin0 dof sis0 Powm cl000q W 
fornunaw4 mining. Co(lactœ tins Or0 inuolhd. 

_..- _.- _-. 

FIGURE 31. - Drain installation 

fhe first 15 m (50 ft) and 12.2 m (40 ft) for the north and south 
drains, respectively, weve cased by tri-coning a 149 mn (5 7/8 inch) 
diameter hole and insertfng a 140 ren (5 1/2 inch) O.D. pipe as shown 

. in Figure 32. The caslng was subsequently grouted with an expanding 
grout and alloued to set for 12 heurs. The grout mixture used was as 
follows: 

0 1 pfnt aluminm (Paint grade) 
0' 90 lb of Portland ment 
0 60 gallons water 
0 1 pint calcium chlotide 
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FIGURE 32. - Driving 5 1/2" O.D. casing into previously tri-coned 
5 7/3" hole 

This grout was required to seal the anulus between the casing and 
the surrounding soil, thereby maximiting the vacuum that cari be 
developed. Figure 33 shows the packer placed at the end of the cased 
hole. 1 t is subsequently inflated thereby allowing pressure grouting 
around the casing. fhe .packer 'was deflated and removed after the 
grout had set. Drilling of the remainder of the drain hole then 
proceeded. 

_*-3P- 7 

FIGURE 33. - Grouting - placement of packer 
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Figure 34 is a cross-sectfon depicting the intended drain 
installation. The first 30.5 m (100 feet) of drain pipe was blank 
since this was the estimated thickenss (length) of the embahkment 
material. The 
a brief log of 

remaining 61 m (200 ft) were slotted. The following is 
the dritling procedure and results: 

Oratn nole Oh m. Ois., Cama Srotion 35, m. Dia 

atank Pie* 1)~ I” l 10) ‘Scnadulr 80 WC Pio. 
LOinI 001 

Casrd kc?ton sr, in. ta1 P,pe 

FIGURE 34. - Drain hole specifications 

South Drain -- 

0 l'ungsten fïnger bit amployed to drill beyond the cased 
section. 

0 O-46 m (O-150 ft) waste embankment material-sandy silt 
containfng cobbles 

46-52 m (BO-170 ft) waste embankment and tailfngs 
52-72 in (170-235 ft) taflings 
72.72;6 m (235-237 ft) cobbles 
72.6-91 m (237-300 ft) tailings 

0 No leakage occurted around the outside of the casings 

0 Average advance rate was 3 m (10 ft) per minute. 

Notth Drain -- 

0 O-30 m (O-100 ft) waste embankment 
30-43 m (100-140 ftl tailtngs 
43-46 m (MO-150 ft) cobbles 
46-91 III (150-300 ft) taitings 
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0 Average advance rate was 3 m (10 ft) per minute. 

0 No leakage around anul us of casing 

After installation the drain pipes were surveyd to precisely define 
their location. The survey was undertaken by NL Sperry-Sun Inc. using 
a Sperry-Sun borehole camera. fhis survey indicated little deviation 
of the drains in the horizontal plane with installed orientations of 
255 degrees and 257 degrees for the north and south drains 
respectively. There was significant deviation of the drains in the 
vertical plane as fndicated by the measured profiles shown on Figure 
35. Blockage of the drain holes at 33.2 m (109 ft) and 34.1 m (112 
ft) in drain holes north and south (respectively) prevented the 
surveys penetrating to the full depth of the drains. 

% 
j 1 

0 16 32 *a 64 60 % II2 
OISTANCE MET) 

FIGURE 35(a). - Vertical profile of drainhole north 

f EURE 35(b). - Vertical profile of drainhole south 

Installation Vacuum 

A mode1 220 SF vacum pump aanufactured by Moretrench America, 
capable of exhausting 1.4 III /min (SO C~%I) of air at 1 atm (29.99 
inches of ntercury) was connected to the drains. The system is shown 
In Figure 36. The amount of vacuum achieved was indicated by a gauge 
mounted on the pump. The number of drains one pmp may service is a 
function of the amount of vacuum that cari be mafntained in a systm. 
Nonnally, about six drains cari be connected to one pump in a 
horizontal vacuum augmented drainage systm. 
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RESULTS OF DRAINAGE TESTS 

Schedule Testfnq 

The fOllOwfng SmIIarfZes the monitorfng and testing schedule: 

Feb. 14/84 - May 3/84 - 
May l-2/84 - 

Piezometer readings recorded weekly. 
Drain casings fnstalled and grouted. 

May 3/84 (9:30 a.m. - 2:OO p.m.) - Drains drilled and 
installed. 
May 3/84 (2:OO p.m. ) - May 15 (12:45 p.m.1 - Drains allowed 
to flow under gravity; pietometers and flows moni tored 

daily. 
May 15 (12:45 p.m.1 - May 18 (2:30 p.m.1 - Vacuum test 1 - 
monitorfng of vacuum pressure pfetometers and flows twice 
a day. 
May 18 (2:30 p.m.1 - May 21 (8:30 a.m.1 - Gravity drainage, 

no monftoring. 
May 21 (8:30 a.m.1 - May 25 (2:30 p.m.1 - Vacuum test 2 - 

monitoring of vacuum pressures, pferaneters and flows 
daily. 

May 25 (2:30 p.m.1 - (pump removed)- gravi ty drainage, 
moni torfng of flows and pietometers weekly. 

. Vacuum Pressures 

The test site is located at 2100 m (6900 ft) above sea level for 
which a maximum vacuum of 584 11111 (23 inches) of mercury 1s attainable 
(1 ATM = 584 mn. at 2100 m A.S.L.). 

Table 10 summarizes the vacuum pressures attained during the study. 

TABLE 10. - Vacuum measurements 

Mercury Mercury Mercury 
Suction head Sucti on head Suction head 

Périod 0 north D north D north 
mn (inches) mn (inches) nus (inches) 

R . 15 (12 45 
Mi; 18 (2:30 p$ 

1 - 50B 38 
(20? (1.5) 

4b/ 29 
08.:) (0.8) 

May 15 (12:45 pm) - 457 (10) 
May 16 (2:30 pm) 

May 21 (8:30 am) - 254 (10) 559 + 25 432 + 36 
May 25 (2:30 pm) (22Y (1) (17)- (1.4) 

These tests show that ft is possfble to maintain a satlsfactory 
vacuum for horizontal drains In taflings. 
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Flou Rates -- 

The flous measured during gravity and vacuum testing are shown on 
Figure 37 and summarized in Table 11. Maximum vacuum flous are 
approximately double those of gravity drainage. The north drain uas 
dry under gravity ftow. 
flowed continuously. 

The south drain, located 15 m (50 ft) away, 

L zo- 
0 
d a- IL 

la- 

a- 

I I 
OA------J 1 

FIGURE 37. - Drainage flou rates 

TABLE 11. - Flou measurements 

Period 

Fl J (5 1 - 
Mi; 15 (lK45 pm) 

May 15 (12:45 pm) - 
May 18 (2:30 pmf 

May 18 (2:30 pm) - 
May 21 (8 am) 

May 21 (8:30 am) - 
May 24 (2:30 pm) 

May 24 (2:30 pm) - 
May 25 (2:30 pm) 

3Ystm 

Gravtty Y.1 (2.I) 2 1.4 10.4) 

Vacuum 21.2 (5.9) 2 8.6 (2.4) 

Gravity 9.4 (2.6) 

Vacuum 17.3 (4.8) 2 2.9 (0.8) 

Vacuum 0 
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Figure 38 shows the results of a brief test conducted on May 4 when 
vacuum was applied and then removed from each of the drains. fhe 
resutting gravi ty flOW was greater after the appt iCatfOn of vacuum. 
fhis suggests that the vacuum created new flou channets to the drain 
and conseguently a greater penneability. The flous were of short 
duratf on. However, the tests were repeated and similar results 
obtafned. 

The pH of the water varied from 4.0 to 5.0. 
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FIGURE 38. - Short term effect of vacuum drainage 
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Piezcnneter Monitoring 

Figures 39(a) and 39(b) indicate the drawdown of the individual 
pietometers as a function of time. Figure 39(a) contains the 
pierometers located along Section A-A', whereas Figure 39(b) contafns 
pieozometers along Section B-8' of Figure 28. 

. 

FIGURE 39(a). - Drawdown vs. time 
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“0.4 

*o 21 

“0-t‘ 

FIGURE 39(b). - Drawdown vs. time 

Table 12 srmmarftes the water levels measured. 

Figures 4O( a) and (b) are profiles showing the phreatic surface 
relative to the drain elevation drawn along Section A-A' in figure 28 
whereas Figures 41(a) and (b) are a proffle drawn along Section 8-B'. 

The fol lowing obsewatf ons apply: 

0 Mater table was generally 4-5 m above the drain caver. 

0 Drawdown under gravi ty draf nage was approxfmately 0.3 .m (1 
ft) or an 8% drawdoun-fn the Üater 
drain level. 

0 Drawdown under vacuum drainage was 
ft) or a 16% drawdown in the water 
drain level. 

table relative to the 

auproximately 0.6 m (2 
table relative to the 

0 The oneumatfc pfezometers have an fnherent accuracy of 
+ 0.3 psf or 0.2 m (.7 ft) which fs relatfvely large 
consfdering the water pressures ranged frun 0.05 psf 
(0.03 m or 0.1 ft) to 4.5 psf (3 m or 10.4 ft). thfs may 
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explain the erratic behaviot of the pneumatic pietometers 
in certain instances. 

0 Drawdown with vacuum drainage was approximately double that 
attained through gravity drainage. This result has also 
been found in previous research conducted on a laboratory 
size soi1 slope (33). 

TMLE 12. - Drawdown measurements (based on extrapolated lows figure 39) 

~iezsnéter" 
I 
1 ! 
1 

I uw-J 

HO-6 

HO-2a 
I 

/ HO-2b 

/ HO-5 

1 
HO-4 

I 
HO-3 

Oepth to 
Drain 

m (ft) 
II r IP 

Ï-3801 1 

-11.4 OS 
(-37.4) 

-11.2 OS 
(-36.8) 

-11.2 OS 
(-36.8) 

-12.6 Ci\***.-7.4 : 

Sase RDG 

m (ft) 
'-0.8 

(-22.6) 

-7.4 
(-24.2) 

-7.6 
(-25.0) 

-8.1 
(-26.5) 

Gravity 
Drainage 

m (ft) 
w 

(23.9) 

-7.8 
(-25.6) 

~8.0 
(-26.2) 

-8.5 
t-28.0) 

-7.5 
(-24.7) 

-7.7 
(-25.2) 

-7.9 
(-25.8) 

*Values measured relative to surface. 

-EEüiiïi 

m (ft) 
/ 6 

Ï-i51 

-8.1 
(-26.5) 

-8.1 
(-26.6) 

-8.7 
(-28.5) 

-7.7 
(-25.2) 

-7.8 
(-25.5) 

-8.4 
(-27.7) 

;o increase 
Vacuum over 

Gravi ty** 

+& ‘ i0 

+64X 

+33% 

+33% 

+lOO% 

+43% 

+238% 

** 
Z= (/Vacuum/ - /Base/) - (/Gravity/ - Base/) 

(/Gravity/ - /Base/) 

***OS or ON refers to drain in vicinity. 
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FIGURE 40(a). - Phreatic surface section A-A' 

. 
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FIGURE 40(b). - Drawdown vs. time - section A-A' (exaggerated scale) 
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FIGURE 41(a). - Phreatic surface - profile 6-B' 

I 
-23+-70 

VACUUY ASSIS? htW24I.. 

_---- 

. 

FIGURE 41(b). - Phreatic surf ace - profile B-B' (exaggerated scale) 

COSTS 

Typical cost for a large scale horizontal drilling program carried 
out in similar environment to Gas Hills nould be as follows: 

0 $6.Wft (U.S.J of horizontal drain installed. This 5s an 
a11 inclusive Cos& i.e., materials plus manpower. 

0 .Cost of mobiliration/demobilization of drill rig and 
personnel ta and froc the site. 

0 sl5oo/mO. (U.S.1 for rental of vacuum pump, plus diesel fuel 
($30/day) and maintenance. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions apply to the horizontal vacuum drainage 
system installed at Gas Hills: 

0 Horizontal drains effectfvely dewatered and depressurized 
the tailings. 
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0 High vacuums wete achieved. 

0 Vacuum augmented drains increased the effectiveness of the 
dewateting system: 

- flow rates doubled 
- increased drawdown (doubled) 

0 The U-15 m (40-50 ft) seals were adequate 

0 Silting of the drains, due to applicatjon of the vacuum, did 
not occur and the drains were functional after the vacuum 
was removed. 

0 Vacuum assisted drainage i nduced flow in drains that 
exhibited no flow under gravity conditions. * 

0 The system functioned well in an acidic environment, pH‘= 4. 
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APPENDIX A - DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EGUIPMENT AND TESTING EQUIPMENT 
AND TEST PROCEDURES 

Piezocone System 

Jones Piezocone 

The dutch cane penetrometer was developed in the 1930s. 1% history 
and that of the electric piezometer probe version are well documented 
(3, 4, 5). The cane was originally developed for in situ testing in 
the soft and loose sands and clays that underlie much of tbe 
Netherl ands. It has since been used in similar soft soils elsewhere. 
fhe piezocone used for this project was developed by Messrs. Eben Rust 
and Gary Jones of Steffen Robertson and Kirsten (Pretorta) South 
Africa (6) where it has been extensively used to,investigate tailings 
deposfts. 

The Jones piezocone complies wfth recommendatfons of the European 
Subcomi ttee (7 1. The 60 degree cane has a diameter of 37.7 mm; a 
friction sleeve with an area of 150 cm fs located imnediately behind 
the cane (sec Figure 6). Between the cane and tbe frfction sleeve is 
a 5 mn thick, porous, plastic filter disc which transmits pore 
pressure from the surrounding soi1 to the chamber which contains the 
pore pressure transducer. In the cane are voltage regulators, signal 
conditfoners, and amplifiers for the tip and sleeve load cells, and 
pore water pressure transducers. 

Goudsche Pushing Unit 

The Goudsche pushing unit was supplied by SRK-DELFT Geotechnics 
(Canada) Inc. The unit was used to advance both the pferocone and the 
Delft contfnuous sampter. 

The development of the Goudsche pushing unit paralleled the 
developnent of tk Dutch cane. The unit used (sec Photo A-l) is 
trailer mounted; has a maximum pushing force of 20 tons provided by 
hydraulfc rams whfch, in tum, are drfven by a diesel engfne powered 
hydraulfc pump. The hydraulfcs are desfgned to provide a constant 
pushing head speed of 2 cm/s through varyfng densfties of soil. 

Reaction to the pushing force fs provfded by anchorfng the unit with 
four soi1 augers; one at each of the corners. A hydraulic "scanner', 
powered by the pushfng unft's hydraulfc pump, is used to fnstall the 
anchors. Because the unit fs anchored, the mass of the pushfng unit 
is low, 1300 kg (2860 lbs), but still provfdes a 20 ton reactfon 
force. The low mass makes ft possible to move the unit on fafrly soft 
tailfngs -- a sfgniffcant advantage over more conventional equipment. 



PHOTO A-l. - Goudsche pushing unit 
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Depth Encoder 

The depth encoder was designed and built by Steffen Robertson and 
Kirsten. It monitors the depth of the pietocone and supplies the 
information to the control box which. routes the information to the 
strip chart recorder and Sharp Microcomputer. The deptk encoder 
consfsts of an optical 'linear encoder connected to the pushfng head 
via a system of tord and pulleys. The encoder rotates at a speed 
proportional to the rate of downward movement of the cane rods and 
produces an electrical signal compatible with the electronic strfp 
chart recorder and microcomputer. 

Control Box and A.C. Generator -sw 

The contra1 box provides el ectronic connection and condltlonfng for 
electroni c data capture. Data from the pletocone tip and sleeve load 
cells, as well as pore pressure transducer, are fed to the control 
box. Callbration sensitivitles for the data cari be set on the control 
box. The data are relayed to the microcanputer for processing, 
di splay and dfsc storage. Electronfc signais from the depth encoder 
are also fed lnto the control box. fhis signal 1s spl it and routed to 
thé strip chart recorder and Sharp Microcomputer. The control box 
contains power convertors and voltage regulators for the piezocone. 
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i The A.C. Powet supolied is CDnVevted to D.C. and regulated for the 
load cells and pressure transducer located in the piezocone. 

fhe power requirements for the whole system are supp7 ied by a 
1 ightweight, portable, gasol ine driven, A.C. generator. 

TOA Strip Chart Recordet --- 

The strip chart recorder uSed is a two pen mode1 manufactured by TCA 
Instruments, Jman. It fs powered by a 120volt D.C. source and is 
used to di spl ay, in real time analog, data from the tip load ce11 and 
the pore water pressure transducer. The rate of advance of the strip 
chart i s control led and f s proportJona1 to the rate of penetration of 
the cane measured by the depth encoder. 

Sharp Microcomputer 

The Sharp Mode1 MZ808 Microcomputer is the central processi ng unit 
for the Jones pferocone system. The Sharp Microcomputer is an 8 byte, 
interactive systm with built-in cassette mass storage and full screen 
monitor, and fs programned in BASIC. It was modffied-to accept five 
analog signais and to convert these to digital signals. 

The data storage and data handlfng rates of the Sharp were expanded 
wfth the addition of a dual floppy disc drive unit whfch reads 
programs on one disc and stores data on the other. The floppy disc 
storage uses six-inch diameter single density discs, with an access 
time of 126 bytes/sec. The floppy df SC unit is controlled by the 
Sharp Microcomputer. 

Fiel d Testi ng Procedures 

Pushing Unit Set-up -- 

The pushing unit is pulled to sites behfnd a four-wheel drive pick- 
UP. Once in position, the pushi ng unit is leveled and anchors are 

I f nstal led at each corner by Go men usingl the hydtaul ic "spanner" (sec 
Photo A-2). The pushfng unft's hydraulic pump powers the hydraulic 
motor on the "spanner". After set-up, the hydraulic head is checked 
to make sure it fs adjusted to the 2 cm/s downwatd speed. Set-up of 
the pushing unit and fnstallation of the anchors takes approximately 
45 minutes per probe site. 

Electronfc System Set-W 

Hile the pushfng unft'is being anchored, a technicfan hooks up the 
electronics. The depth encoder is connected to the tam on the pushing 
unit by a system of cotd and pulleys. lhe depth encoder is bolted to 
a surveying tripod and set off to the side of the pushing unit. 
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PHOTO A-2. - Hydyaulic spanner being used for anchor installation 

The end of the e?ectric .cab?e from the pierocone is connected to the 
control box whfch holds the connections for the power lfne from the 
generator and the hookup from the depth encoder and Sharp 
Microcomputer. Al1 electmnic systems are kept in the back of the 
support vehicle. Once the electmnics are connected, the recording 
technician verifies that the cane is(worklng, !nitfa?ftes the floppy 
disc with the pertinent data (data, pmject name and nimber, probe 
numbet) and takes initial readings. 

Sounding Pmcedure 

Once the equfpnent is set up, pmbing begins. The steps involved 
are: 

0 The probe fs attached to a cane connection md. The md fs 
0.75 n long SO that when the probe is added, the total 
length is 1 m. In addition, the connecting md has a 5 I?I?I 
wide by 5 11111 thick ring welded above the pfezocone portion. 
This ring causes an enlargement of the probe hole above the 
pierocone, thereby reducing the friction of the soi? on the 
rods. 
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i 
0 The porous plastic filter ring is satutated by boiling for 

10 minutes and stored in de-aired water. It fs installed on 
the probe by unscrewing the conical tf p and pl aci ng the 
filter behind the tip. TO prevent air entrapment in the 
probe the probe is placed in a bucket of de-aired water and 
a syrfnge SS used to force de-aired water into the cavi ty 
and passages. The filter ring is posi tioned and the conical 
ti p screwed into posi tf on. New fil ter rings are used for 
each probing. 

0 The lead section of rod fs then placed under the head of the 
pushing unit. The pushing unit, operated by a two man crew, 
pushes the lead section at the specffied rate of 2 cm/s. 

0 Rods are added by screwing the bottom of the Upper 
the top of the lower rod. It takes 50 seconds to 
rod one meter and approxfmately 30-45 seconds to a 
next rod. The electric table is threaded through 
(sec Photo A-31, which are placed on a rack ready 
as the test progresses. 

' rod fnto 
push the 
Idd the 
the rods 
for adding 

'PH0 TO 
-. - 

A-3. - P?ezometer extension tods with threaded cab le 
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! 
0 Duri ng probi ng, the recording technician monitors the 

electtonic signais. The computer software is des.igned to 
interact with the operator and after each meter of 
penetration, the microcomputer prompts the operator about 
probing information. The technician monitors the real time 
displ ay Of data on the microcomputer monitor and sttip chart 
in order to develop an understanding of the material type 
and COnSiStenCy of the materials being probed. Depths at 
which dissipation tests are conducted are selected after 
examination of these data, 

0 Once the gravels of the foundation soifs are encountered, 
the probing is terminated and the rods retracted one by one 
with the aid of a "pulling dog" attached to the hydraulic 
head. The ‘pu1 ling dog" ST ips over the rods without 
interfering with the electric table. 

0 The electronic recording devices are left on during the 
removal of the rods SO that a final set of readings cari be 
taken once the probe is back on the surface. This final set 
of readings are compared with the initial set to check for 
electronic drift in the load cells and transducer. 
Corrections for drift are made when necessary. 

0 Once the probe is back on the surface and final readings 
have been taken, the equipment is moved to the next 
location. The tfme requi red to set up the equipment, probe 
30 m (without dissipation tests), remove rods, and get ready 
to move is approximately 2.5 hours. 

Delft 66 mn Continuous Sampler --- 

The Delft continuous sampler was suppl ied by the Delft Soi1 
Mechanics Laboratory, Delft, Netherlands, through SM-DELFT 
Geotechnics of Calgary, Alberta. The equipment was operated by a 
senior field technician from Delft'Laboratories. 

The sampler (sec Figure 6b) w& develoued because of the 
difficulties Delft Laboratories had with traditional samplers 
(Osterberg, Swedish Foil, Shelby tube, etc.) (81. The soils of the 
Netherlands are recent geologic deposits of sands and silts with the 
water table at, or just below, the ground surface in most of western 
Netherlands. Traditional geotechnical dtilling and samoling 
introduced excessive sampl e-disturbance and poor recovery. 

These difficulties in sampling wet, loose, recent sedimentary softs 
is very similar to the problems encountered when drilling and sampling 
in tailings.' 

The mechanics and operating principles and procedures of the Delft 
66 mn Continuous Sampler is next described. 
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0 

0 

0 

The samoler fs advanced by pushing wf th the Goudsche pushing 
unit. fhe sample enters the cuttfng shoe on the.bottom of 
the samplet. 

Once the sample has entered the sampler, it is encased in a 
pre-coated nylon stockfng. The stocking is designed to 
expand dfametrfcally but not along its length. The stocking 
is also impermeable to prevent the flow of moisture in or 
oot of the sample. 

The soi1 encased in the stocking is surrounded by a 
lubricatfng fluid. Thi s fluid has two purposes: to 
lubricate the movement of the stocking against the P.V.C. 
liner and to provide a restraining horizontal pressure on 
the soit. The lubricating fluid is a mixture of water, 
bentonite, barfte, and lime, with a unit weight that matches 
that of the tail ings (approxfmately 16. kN/m31. The 
lubricating flufd is introduced at the surface fnto the 
annulus between the steel outer casing and the P.V.C. liner. 
The fluid flows out through a number of holes at the base of 
the tube and enters the narrow gap between the nylon 
stocking and the P.V.C. liner. The width of the gap fs SO 
small that it cornes within the tolerance of 0.5 to 1 percent 
of the sample radius reconmtended internatfonally for taking 
undfsturbed samples. 

The top of the nylon stocki ng is~connected by a thfn wire 
table through the tenter of the tubes, to a spring measuring 
scale which connects to the frame of the pushfng unit. The 
wire and icale monitor the tension in the nylon stocking. 
Readfngs on the scale of over 25 kg indicate excessive 
friction between the nylon stocking and P.V.C. liner and 
sampling is then stopped. This prevents damage to the nylon 
stocking and also induced stresses and deformation of the 
sample. 

The pushing unit drives the sampler into the soi1 by pushi ng 
down on the outet steel .casing which is extendable by one 
meter lengths. fnside the steel casing is the P.V.C. llner 
insert which also extends in 1 RI lengths. 

Inf tial rutraction of the sampl er causes "cam-like fingers' 
to automatically plnch the P.V.C. lfner just above the 
sampler head and prevents loss of the oample. The "fingers" 
are approximately 50 an frac the bottm of the sampler. 

Extraction of the samples is achieved by lifting the casi ng 
in one-meter increments and unscrewing and mnoving the 
outer steel casing to expose the inner P.V.C. liner. The 
P.V.C. liners are unscrewed, the stocking and soi1 tut at 
the joint, and protecttve end caps sctewed on. 

0 The tubes are stored and transported in the vertical 
posi tfon. 



GEM$ Tailfngs Will 

The Taflfngs Drill is a portable, hydraulically drfven specialty 
drill rfg. It is divfded into three portable parts (sec Photo A-4). 
These are: 

0 Gas engine and hydraulic motor; 
0 Drillfng head; and 
0 Lifting mechanism. 

PHOTO A-4. - GEMS tafling drill 

A 10 H.P. gasolfne engfne grovfdes the energy for the hydraulfc 
Puw. Thfs unit has handles at both ends for carrying. 

The hydraulfc pump drives the hydtaulfc motor on the hand-held 
drilling head. The drillfng head rotates the auger. The auger 
consists of two parts, an inner auget that draws materfals up into the 
1.5 fnch dfameter casfng and the casfng whfch pmtects the sampled 
materf a1 . Unfque aspects of the system are that the fnner auger and 
the outer casfng rotate fn opposite dfrectfons SO that there is Tfttle 
torque on the hand-held drflling head. Rotation of the casing also 
reduces friction on the casing, facflftatfng penetratfon. 
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Dtfllfng and samplfng are done in one meter fnctements. The auger 
is withdtawn fran the hole after each one meter advance and the 
tailings are extruded, logged and samples taken and labelled. Lifting 
and lowering of the light weight aluminum rods is achieved with a set 
of six-inch diameter hydraulically driven hard rubber wheels through 
which the rods are inserted. Wfth this mechanism it is possible to 
pull up to ninety feet of rods in less than three minutes. 

Cambrfdge Drive-in Pietometers 

The fnstallation process of the Cambridge drive-in piezometers (see 
ffgure 6c and photo A-5) fnvolved the followfng StepS: 

PHOTO A-5. - Cambridge drive-in pietometer 

0 The strata fnto which the piezometer is to be installed, and 
consequently the 'tip" depth, are detennined ftom the 
pfezocone 109s. These legs served both to identify the 
strata in which signfficant pore pressures exist and the 
nature of the materfals in the various strata. 
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0 If necessary, a hole is pre-drilled using a tailings dtill 
to a depth of 3 m (10 ft) above the proposed “tip” depth. 

0 The Cambridge drive-in piezometer with 19 mn (3/4 in) 
diameter galvanited pipe additions is driven to the desired 
depth with a fente post driver. 

0 After installation, the pietometer tube is filled with water 
and an inner mandrel rod 12 mm (1/2 in) diameter rod in 1.5 
or 3 m (5 or 10 ft) sections is inserted. The mandrel rod 
is gently driven exactly 150 mm; this pushes the piezometer 
ti p shield down to expose the 150 mn long by 18 RIIEZ diameter 
porous plastic fil ter. The mandrel rods are remoued an6 
pietometers left to stabilize. 
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APPENOIX 8 

COMPLETE PIEZOCONE TEST RESULTS 



t PIEZO PROBE PENETRATION TEST 
PROJECT: BUREAU OF MIN= HOLE No. 1 
SITE URAVAN DATE lO/lS/82 

0 CONE RLS 
0 

mRclhrtwao Wd 

81(a). - Detail of first 15 m of piezoprobe test P-l 
showing cane point resistaxe.,and pore pressure : 

. 
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PIE20 PROBE PENETRATION TEST 
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PIEZO PROBE PENETRATION TEST 1 
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81 (b). - Piezoprobe test P-l showing cane resistance and pore pressure 

: 
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, :: 
. ?  3% 



PIEZO PROBE PENETRATION TEST71 1C 

PROJECT: BUREAU OF MINES 
SITE U RAVAN 

HOLE No. Y 
DATE 1a/19/a7 

I 1 
I I I I 

3 I I 
I l I 

4 

6 

s 

E 
7 

H 
8 

19 

11 

12 

13 

14 
I I -7 1 I I 

rs I 
0 15: 

nrnroH RaTIl ut) 

62(a). - Detail of first 15 m of piezoprobe test P-l 
showing cane point resistance and friction ratio 
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PIEZO PROBE PENETRATION TEST 
“ma?. MYI w r4 =aI I. 1 
YrI uery 0.m ::ll,,rt 

PIEZO PROBE PENETRATION TEST 

- .  CII-11 ”  

Ï  

,: / i 
1 

I I I . I 

BZ(b). - Piezoprobe test P-l showing cane resistance and friction ratio 



PIEZO PROBE PENETRATION TEST 
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PIEZO PROBE PENETRATION TEST ’ 104 
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83. - Piezoprobe test P-2 showi-ng cane resistance and pore pressure 

PIEZO PROBE PENETRATION TEST 
l me. wcw <I m-0 BlacDa 7. 
YIE “.IY 0.w. :ormq 

)‘ -. --rH-l- . ” . 
17 I I 

PEZO PROBE PENETRATION TEST 

64. - Piezoprobe test P-2 showing cane resistance and friction ratio 



PIE20 PROBE PENETRATION TEST 1 
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I 

~1~20 PROBE PENETRATION TEST I In: 

L 

05. - Pietoprobe test P-3 showing cane resistance and pore pressure 
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PIEZO PfiOEE PENETRATION TEST 
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PIEZO PROBE PENETRATION TEST 
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86. - Pietoprobe test P-3 showing cane resistance and friction ratio 



PiEZO ‘PROBE PENETRATION TEST 
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07. - Piezoprobe test P-4 showing conE 

PIEZO.PROBE PENETRATION TEST 
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PIEZO PROBE PENETRATION TEST 
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resistance and pore pressure 

PIEZO PROBE PENETRATION TEST __ 
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88. - Piezoprobe test P-4 showing cane resistance and friction ratio 
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B9. - Piezoprobe test P-5 showing cane resistance and pore pressure 
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PIE20 PROBE PENETRATION TEST 
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BlO. - Pietoprobe test P-5 showing cane resistance and friction ratio 



110 PIE20 PROBE PENETRATION TEST PIEZO PROBE PENETRATION TEST 

I I I Y I I 1 

Bll. - Pietoprobe test P-6 showing cane resistance and pore pressure 

PIE20 &OSE PENETRATION TEST PIEZO PROBE PENETRATION TI3-T 
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812. - Piezoprobe test P-6 showing cane resistance and friction ratio 
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813. - Pietoprobe test P-7 showing cane resistance and pore pressure 

PIE20 PROBE PENETRATION TE!ST . 

814. - Pietoprobe test P-7 showing conc resistance and friction ratio 



PHOTOGRAPHS OF CONTINUOUS SAMPLER CORf 

Photo C-l Continuous sample B-1 from 0 to 4.7 m. 
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Photo C-2 Continuous sample CS-2.from 0 to 5.5 m. 
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Photo C-3 Continuous sample E-2 from 5.5 to 11.5 m. 
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Photo C-4 Continuous sample S-2 from 11.5 ta 16.8 m. 
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Photo C-5 Continuous sample U-3 from 0 to 5.73 m. 
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Photo C-6 Continuous sample B-3 from 5.73 to 11.73 m. 

4 
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Photo C-7 Continuous sample CS-3 from 11.73 to 15.93 m. 
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Photo C-8 Continuous sample E-4 from 0 to 4.98 m. 
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APPENDIX D 

COMPLETE LABORATORY TEST RESULTS 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

Tests & University of Colorado 

Table 0.1 Water Contents and In Situ Effective Stress 
Table 0.2 Consolidation and Permeability Results 
Figure 0.1 Variation of Void Ratio with Consolidation Stress 
Figure 0.2 Variation of Hydraulic Conductivity with Void Ratio 

Tests By SRK-Denver -- 

Table 0.3 Pemeability, Natural Moi sture Content and Density 
Results 

Table 0.4 Speciffc Gravity 
Figures Grain Si ze Analyses 
0.3 thru 0.19 

TABLE Dl. - Water contents and in situ effective stress 

Sample 

Test No. 1 
Material Tipe 4, 
cs-2, 
11.715-11.745 m 

- Test No. 2, 
Material Type 5, 
cs-2, 
11.135-11.220 m 

Test No. 3, 
Material Type 5, 
cs-3, 
13.095-13.160 m 

w. (%’ . 

50.7 

29.0 

Wf (%) 1 U' (kN/mL) 
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1.8 

1.2 

1.0 

KEY 
0 Test No. I 
a Test No.2 
A Test No. 3 

EFFECTlVE STRESS. o’(hN/m2k 

FIGURE Dl. - Variation of void ratio with consolidation stress 

2.0 I I III r 

I .a 
KEY 

0 Tart No, I 
a lest No. 2 

1.2 

1.0 
lo-” 10” IO-’ 10-7 

ntDRAUt.IC CONOUCTlVIfY a X fm/sl 

FIGURE 02. - Variation of hydraulic conductivity with void ratio 
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, 
TABLE DZ. - Consolidation ani permeability test results 

Sample 

T tN 1 
Med:eriai Tipe 4, 
B-2, 
11.715-11.745 m 

Void Ratio (e) 
1 64 
1:55 
1.44 
1.34 

tttective 
Stress U' (kN/m2) 

49 10 
110:50 
192.25 
335.40 

Test No. 2, 1.64 47.13 
Material Type 5, 1.59 86.80 
cs-2, 1.55 128.93 
11.135-11.220 m 1.51 190.28 

Test No. 3, 1.48 75.84 
Material Type 5, 1.42 157.64 
G-3, 1.38 218.99 
13.095-13.160 m 1.36 280.34 

Coefricient or 
Permeability k_(m/s) 

4:52 I 46 : 0 10" lu 

1.57 x lo-g 
1.12 x 1o-g 

2.45 x lO-' 
2.11 x lo-g 
1.93 x lo-g 
1.57 x lo-g 

TABLE 03. - Permeability, natural moisture content and density results 

/Sample 1 "ZZ" 
Permeability Densjty % Moisture Content 

(cm/sec) kg/m3 (pcf) ' Initial Final 

cs-2 0.77-0.845 6.8 x 10-4 

cs-3 2.39-2.57 5.6 x 10-3 

1443 (9Oi2) 15.4 30.5 

cs-2 8.2-8.3 2.5 x lO+ 1479 (92.3) 21.5 1112 (69.5) 45.0 7tA0 
G-3 1.64-1.71 2.4 x 10-7 1445 (90.3) 17.7 2817 

- . 

TABLE 04. - Specific gravity 

Ratemal I I Uepth 1 bpecittc 1 
Type 

2 
4 
4 

Sample 
Lb-3 
a-2 
cs-2 

(il) Gravity 
3 13 - 3 18 
8:2-8.1 

2 13 
3:09 

11.39-11.425 2.90 
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GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS 

FIGURE D3. - Grain sire analyses; material types 1 and 4 

GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS I 

us. STANOUIO SEVE SUES moAoHETER ANALYSIS < 

Go 

FIGURE D4. - Grain site analyses; material types 2 and 5 
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GRAIN SlZE ANALYSIS 

omo SINE slzEs HYOROuETER ANALYSIS 

100 

ioo 10 ID 0.1 001 0.001 
GRAIN SIZE IN Y1UIMETCRS 

ERAVEL 

I- 1 

I SAN0 
CINE b,GSEl YMUY 1 tlNL 

SKI OR CLAT 
1 

-.. - 

FIGURE 05. - Grain size analyses; material type 3 
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APPENDIX E 

ESTIMATING THE HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY FROM PIEZOPROBE PORE PRESSURE 
DISSIPATION CURVES 

The pore pressure dissipation curves (e.g. figure 8) obtained from 
pierocone testing are similar to the defomation-tfme curves obtained 
from the standard 1 aboratory consolidation test. The latter curves 
are used to calculate the coefficient of consolidation, c*. The 
coefficient of consolidation and the hydraulic conductivity are 
related, based on the Terraghi consolidation theory (11, 20, 301, as 
follows: 

k = mvywc = a"YWC 
+. 

where: 

k - hydraulfc conductivi ty (LT-11 

C - coefficient of consolidation (L2TW1) 

mv - coefficient of volume change (M"LT2) 

av - coefficient of compressibility (M'TLT2) 

yw 
- unit weight of water (ML'*T'*) 

ea - initial void ratio 

Various empfrical procedures have been proposed for the calculation 
of the coefficient of consolidation from the piezoprobe pore pressure 
dfssi pati on results. Based on the results from laboratory 
consolidation tests, Jones and van Zyl (25) proposed the followfng 
relationship: 

where: 

c fs in m*/yr 

and t5* . is in minutes. 

*the symbol c is used here instead of cv SO as not to confuse the 
horizontal and vertical componentof coefficient of cosoidation,ch and 

Cv- 
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Substituting equation 2 into equation 1: 

k = 3.11 x 10" cm/sec 

9, %O 

where YW = g'.8I kN/m3 c in m'/yr and qc in MPa (see Table E.l for 
details on SeleCtiOn if mv.) 

A substantial number of other correlations have been proposed based 
on cavity expansion theories. Sumnaries of some of these solutions 
are presented by Gillespie and Campanella (21) and Battaghlio, et a1 
(19). The investigation by Gillespie and Campanella concluded that 
the approaches proposed by Baligh and Levadoux (18) and the spherical 
and cylindrical cavity expansion apptoaches of Torstensson (241, give 
the most reasonable results. For the latter it is necessary to 
compute the stiffness ratio for the soil. Stiffness ratio is defined 
as the ratio of the shear modulus to the undrained shear strength. 
The following calculation shows that for tailings, this ratio is 
between 21.5 and 100. , 

E 
= D(l + r~)(l - 2~) = 3.7 qc when w = 0.3 (sec Table E.l) 

(1 - PI 

From Figures 81-64 in Appendix 8, on the average qc .= 3 to 7 MPa, SO 
G= 4.3 to 10 MPa. NO~, Tu (undrained shear strength) = 100 ta 200 
kPa (gold tailings (16). Thus, 21.5 < G/Tu < 100. 

It was further suggested by Gillespie and Campanella (21) that the 
validity of the solution method should be checked by ctnnparing the 
predicted coefficient of consolidation at different levels of 
dissipation. For this purpose it is useful to compare the various 
solutions on the basis of a plot of time factor, T, versus degree of 
consolidation u. 

where: 

t = time (T) 

r = length of drainage path, taken as radius of cane (Ll 

u = 'i 
au 

(SI 

AU = total dissipation 

Uj’ specific value of dissipation 
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I 

Note that taking the length of the drainage path to be the radius of 
the cane is obviously a simplified assumption as the true drainage 
path length is not known. However, data presented by Roy, et a1 (23) 
tend to confins the reasonableness of this simplification. 

Battaglio, et a1 (19) present time factor curves based on the 
stiffness ratio and the Skempton pore pressure parameters at failure. 
They also discuss the oversimplifications involved in using this 
approach for the calculation of the coefficient of consolidation. It 
is pointed out.that for cylindrical cavity expansion c = ch, the 
horizontal component of coefficient of consolidation, and for 
spherical cavlty expansion c = ch, the average coefficient of 
consolidation expansion, where cv < cav C ch. 

Figure El presents a plot of time factor versus degree of 
consolidation for the solutions above as weil as a few others. A 
summary of the time factor values for u = 60, 50 and 40 percent is 
given in Table El. 

The procedure for calculating the hydraulic conductivity from the 
coefficient of consolidation is described in Table E2. 

0 

. 4 
0 
0 

0 
0 

KEY 
Bottapli 81 01 1l9BI)-smhrricol(l9~ \\’ \\ \ 
Bottoqlio et OI 11981)- cylindricol (191 
Torstrnrson (1977l- rpheriml f24l 

torsrrnsron (1977)-cylindricol (241 
Acor et 01 (19621 (17) 
Boligh ond Levadoua 119801 (191 

FIGURE El. - Time factor versus degree of consolidation for various 
theoretical sol utions 
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TABLE El. - Time factor values for various theoretical sol utions 

Nonnalited excess pressure 
Solution 60 Pet (t60) 50 PCt (t,,) 40 PCt (t,,) 

Baligh and Levadoux (18) 2.8 5.4 9.5 

Acar, et a1 (17) 10.0 20.0 40.0 

Battaglio, et al* (19) 
spherical 0.52 0.88 
cylindrical 2.0 3.6 ::: 

Torstensson** (24) 
spherical 0.37 0.6 0.98 
cylindrfcla cavity 1.4 3.0 5.2 

*G/S u = 100, Af = 0.33 

*%/s u = 100 

TABLE E2. - Procedure for calculating hydraulic conductivity from 
coefficient of consolidation. . 

. 

1. Calculate coefficient of consolidation from: 

T = % by using r = 1.784 cm 
r 

2. The constrafned modulus D is deffned as: . 

Correlations have been made between constrafned modulus and cane 
resistance. A smnary of these was pub14 shed by Lunne and Kleven 
(26 1. It was found that D = aqc (0% 3-11 for nonnally consolidated 
sand and a= 5-30 for overconsolidated sands. Due to dessication, 
tailings are usually slightly overconsolidated SO that it will be 
assmed that D = 5qc for tailings. This value fs close to that 
obtaf ned by Baldi, et a1 (27 1 for normal ly and overconsolidated medi um 
dense to dense Sand. Thus, 
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3. From equation (El): 

k = mvyw c 

( yw 
= 9.81 kN/m3) 

9.81 c 
=v 

= 1.96 c 

9, 

Note that with r in cm, t in min, yw in kN/m3, qcin MPa, 
I 

k= 1.96 T r 

tq, (6 x 106) 
cm/sec 

= 1.0397 x lO-(j T cm/sec 

t qc 



WORKSHOP ON MODELLING OF REACTIVE TAILINGS 
SPONSORED BY THE MEND PREDICTION COMMITTEE 

ENVIRONMENT CANADA - MR. KEITH FERGUSON 

Mr. Ferguson presented the perspective of the regulatory agency with regard to 

tailings models. Please refer ta hand out: 
- Regulatory Agency Needs For Tailing Models, by K. Ferguson, presented 

at the end of these minutes. 

Mr. Ferguson indicated at the start of his presentation that regulators may not 
be interested in the details of the calculations and may not be knowledgeable 
about acid mine drainage modelling. Regulators may only be interested in the 
results of abatement technologies, not how they work. Regulators are sceptical 
about models and Will believe the modelling results if the results indicate that 
the envisaged technology Will not work, but will not believe the mode1 if it 
indicates that the technology Will work. 

. 

Mr. Ferguson continued by summariting the needs of the regulator. The mode1 must 
be accurate, but may be not as accurate as Dr. Morin indicated because it depends 
on the concentration. Sometimes accuracy is not important; however, the accuracy 
of the mode1 must be given one way or the other. The mode1 must be flexible and 
this is key as it must be applicable to as many sites as possible. The program 
must be capable of running on a PC 286; the input must be minimum and user 
friendly, the output must be produced in a fast way and must be easy to 
interpret, and include graphies or transfer capabilities to a graphies package. 

The mode1 must be easy to calibrate for individual sites. The output must 
include information on a11 the key parameters, and must give the concentrations 
and loadings at the end of the pipe. 
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Regulators are interested in the long term projections. They like to connect 
the mode1 ta down stream migration models. Some regulators are interested in 
the metal species, others are more interested in the total concentration. 
Regulators require clear documentation including key references and assumptions. 

The mode1 must be applicable to both actual and future tailings impoundments. 
Mr. Ferguson commented that this is key and that RATAP.BMT may not be as well 
suited to those two cases. In British Columbia, he looks at a lot of new cases 
and needs a mode1 that is able to help him. 

Mr. Ferguson further indicated the questions that regulatory agencies like to 
ask and get answers to and added his understanding of RATAP's capabilities to 
address each of the questions: 

- Will the actual or planned tailings impoundment generate acid mine 
drainage? Mr. Ferguson was of the opinion that RATAP cari answer this 
question. 

s In the positive case, how long Will it take before the supernatant 
or seepage becomes contaminated? Mr. Ferguson seemed to understand 
that RATAP cari answer this question. 

s What parameters are likely to be of environmental concern? Mr. 
Ferguson indicated that RATAP seems to be able to answer most of the 
questions. 

Dr. Nicholson clarified that RATAP Will not give any answers as far as the down 
stream environment is concerned . Other models are needed for this. Dr. Ritchie 

added that RATAP is a source term model, the mode1 will not tel1 how long it Will 
take for contamination to reach the receiving environment. 

- Where should we monitor to detect early signs of acid generation or 
stream contamination? Mr. Ferguson expressed his opinion that RATAP 
cari help answer this question but that there might be simpler ways 
to answer this question. 

w What parameters would be best to test and when and how frequently 
do we need to monitor? Mr. Ferguson indicated that it is difficult 
for a mode1 like RATAP to answer this question. 
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- When is it too late to implement reclamation? 
w Will the proposed abatement plan protect the downstream environment? 

How much confidence cari we place in the results? 

Mr. Ferguson indicated that it appears that RATAP cari address the last questions. 
Mr. Ferguson asked his other regulatory friends if he missed anything. Mr. J. 
Barr indicated that a mode1 Will give one answer to many concerns. 

Mr. Ferguson continued his presentation with some technical considerations 
related to the case of Westmin's tailings which could be a case for the 
application of FUTAP. Some characteristics of this tailings pond might be 
different from other tailings ponds and the data involved sophisticated and not 
SO sophisticated techniques. There were some useful relationships and it gives 

some idea of a technical application of RATAP. He showed slides, indicating the 
lack of uniformity of pH due to the heterogeneity and crack formation. The silt 
layer stops the oxygen from getting underneath; except when there are cracks, 
the oxidization is extensive. (pH 2.2 versus 5.8). 

. 

He showed a slide indicating the relationship between pH and the diffusion 
coefficient; as the diffusion coefficient increased, the pH decreased. The mode1 
he used seemed to fit reasonably well. A question resulted (Dr. Ritchie) with 

respect to the method used to determine the diffusion coefficient. The answer 
given was that measurements were done of the porosity and the water content and 
the coefficient was calculated the same way as with RATAP. 

Mr. Ferguson indicated that with this type of work there are two major concerns' 
for the use of RATAP.BMT: 

lack of homogeneity 
w cracking. 

A question resulted (Dr. Ritchie) with regard to the thickness of the surface 
where the measurements were.taken place. The answer was 10 to 20 cm, which is 

very shallow. 
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Mr. Ferguson indicated that is was difficult to measure the unsaturated flow and 
he needs better ways to measure how fast water Will flow in such a situation. 
He further indicated that the mode1 is not working very well with diffusion 
coefficients at high moisture contents. 

Dr. Nicholson indicated that this has been a problem with other models. The 
RATAP.BMT module for oxygen concentration at high moisture levels near saturation 
is now being revised. 

Mr. Ferguson concluded by saying that the regulatory agencies have a range of 
-,S.CS for acid mine drainage modelling. RATAP.BMT seeins to fulfil some of those 
n2eds if it is used 'very very carefully and with knowledge'. The main problem 
appears to be for new mining operations because the input information is lacking 
and guessing is necessary. He estimated that because of the significant input 
data requirements, MTAP Will require a significant amount of effort to be run. 
It might be that we Will have to be satisfied with a simpler approach, especially 
for the new mining operations. He concluded further by expressing the opinion 
that 'the bottom line is that RATAP is useful, that it Will be usèd, and that 
it Will provide some valuable data for the regulatory agencies'. 

QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD: 

Dr. Ritchie: This is a philosophical question, what do you in fact 
mean by calibrating ? It is worth while discussing? 

tir. Ferguson: When 1 think about calibration, 1 think about changing 
or adjusting the input data that might be used for one 

site and adapting it to another site, like changing the 
sulphur content, moisture content, the layering and then 
to run some simple tests to see if the mode1 is running 
properly for that site. In the case of RATAP, one could 
calibrate the oxygen profiles and then validate RATAP 

against the measurement of acid flux. 
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Dr. Scharer: He liked the idea of calibrating using oxygen profiles 
because it is easy to measure and lots of data is 
available. 

Dr. Snodgrass: He explained that there is more than one site and testing 
needs to be done. 

Dr. Ritchie: He suggested that the oxygen diffusion coefficient could 
be estimated or measured directly and then be eliminated 
as a parameter. 

Dr. Nicholson: This Will help tut down the degrees of freedom. He 
added that originally RATAP was not calibrated, grain 
site estimates were used and this produced a diffusion 
coefficient. The oxygen profiles came out very well that 
way. 

A discussion resulted related to the sulphur content and the depth of reaction 
and its dependency on concentration. The oxygen profile is dependent on the 

reaction rate. 

Mr. Davé . . How many holes one must drill to obtain confidence in 
the results? A discussion resulted. 

Mr. Garisto: He made an analogy with'radon coming up in cracks on the 
' thick clay beds of Winnipeg and the'oxygen seeping down 

in cracks at the tailings dam. 

Mr. St. Arnaud: Hou were the cracks produced at Westmin? . . 

Mr. Ferguson: Mr. Ferguson explained that this was due to drying. Once 
the cracks are made, they do not reseal with time due 
to flooding or moisture. 

****a* 



REGULATORP AGENcy NEEDS FOR TAILINGS HODELS 

Assumptions 
- regularors may not be interested in the details of the source 

zalculations 
- may not be that knowledgeable about AHD or modelling 
- may not be interested in hov abatement technologies vork, but, only in 

the results 
- are skeptical about the accuracy of models 
- Will believe a mode1 if it says a technology vil1 not vork 

\reeds 
- accurate 
- flexible 
- limi‘ted easily obtainable input requirements 
- easily run on PC (286) 
- simple to interpret output 
- user friendly input 
- output for a11 key parameters (metals - Al, CU, Zn, Pb, Cd, As, Ni and 

?II, acidity, SO4) 
- easy to calibrate and verify 
- fast 
- calculates concentration and loadings on source wide basis 
- provides for long term projections 
- includes or connects to dovnstream migration models 
- provides the metal species 
- gives some assersment of accuracy (error bars) 
- has clear documentation including list of key assumptions and 

ref erences 
- applicable to both actual and proposed tailings impoundments 
- graphies output or transfer to graphies package 

legulatory questions to be asked 
- Vil1 this actual or planned tailings impoundment generate acid mine 

Irainage? 
- If it Will generate AHD, hov long before the supernatant or seepage 

>ecomes contaminated? Fronts l stablished? Reclamation needed? 
- Vhat parameters are.likely to be of environmental concern? 
- Vhere should ve monitor to detect early signs of acid generation or 

;tream c,ontamination? Vhat parameters vould be the best to test? Vhen and hov 
frequently do ve need to monitor? 

- Vhen is it too late to implement reclamation (ie. when is the 
Juild-up of salts too great? 

- Vil1 the proposed abatement plan protect dovnstream vater values? 
- Hov much confidence CM ve place in the resuits? 

Technical considerations 
. - heterogeneity of deposit (horitontally and vertically) 

- cracking 
- unsaturated flov 
- diffusion coeficients at high moisture contents 



WORKSHOP ON MODELLING OF REACTIVE TAILINGS 
SPONSORED BY THE MEND PREDICTION COMMUTEE 

INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE BY DR. ERNEST YANFUL 
NORANDA TECHNOLOGY CENTRE 

The mining industry Will be asking the same questions of a mode1 as the 
regulatory agencies. Additionly, the mode1 Will be required to verify that a 
particular reclamation effort or technology Will work. In this, industry Will 
differ from the regulatory body. Dr. Yanful prefaced his remarks with the 
qualifier that his remarks may not be acceptable to a11 mining firms; however, 
he does offer a perspective on modelling generally. A copy of his text slides 
appears at the end of this summary. 

The mining industry is faced with two differing requirements: 
e stringent regulations for environmental compliance 

disposa1 of mine wastes in an environmentally acceptable manner. 

Disposa1 during operations and at the end of mine life must be acceptable to both 
the regulatory agencies and society. .Mining firms are confronted with the 
problem of mine waste disposal.that is environmentally acceptable, yet at the 
same time, is affordable. Firms must be able to stay in business.- This has 
led industry to ask the question: "What are we doing right now? Do we know how 
to do it ver) well; if not, what cari we take advantage of in order to improve 
what we are doing right nowi" Then industry must agree on a treatment method: 
effluent treatment, revegetation, flooding, or engineered covers. 

Industry fuels that an Acid Mine Drainage mode1 should be focussed on end user 
needs. The end user Will dictate if a very sophisticated or simple tool' is 
required. The degree of sophistication Will determine the amount of user effort 
and is dependent on the type of industry user, i.e. mil1 superintendent, 
environmental coordinator or research scientist. Should RATAP be developed any 
further as it presently is a very sophisticated model? 
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In the ideal case, the end user won't matter. Industry feels that it is more 
important to have a mode1 where: 

1. the data collection process is presented in a simple manner 
2. data input process is simple and interactive with on screen messages 

3. prompting messages are easily understandable 
4. numerical input should be readily understandable 
5. dataset must be available for 1 arge data input. 

Education Will be required prior to any mode1 release SO that misuse ending in 
inappropriate answers cari be avoided. Education must emphasize that: 

1. models Will not relieve us of the burden of difficult decisions. 
One cari not stop thinking. 

2. models must be thought of as providing additional information to 
consider. 

3. the mode1 cari not substitute for understanding the system and 
processes involved. 

End users must understand how the mode1 works in order to make decisions on which 
mode1 Will be appropriate for their needs. Understanding the mode1 Will provide 
meaning to the numbers generated by the model. 

The end user must ask himself several practical questions on what needs to be 
modelled,,why a mode1 is needed and how is.the modelling going to be done. How 
the .modelling Will be done Will determine the 'type of mode1 to be used. 

Industry's main objective with modelling is to prbperly manage the acid mine 

drainage (AMD). This requires prediction of the total amount of acid water to 
be produced from whatever source and the prediction ofwater quality. Prediction 
is a very complex problem that must firstly assess the oxidation rate and hence 
the amount of acid generation. 

The quality of mine drainage has serious implications on operations water 
management. Can it be reused as makeup water in the process; cari it be 
discharged, does it require treatment? Its source is seepage and run-off from 
mining faces, waste rock, and tailings. 
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Dr. Yanful then reviewed the areas where industry required models: open-pits, 

waste rock dumps and tailings. Open-pit problems associated with flooding and 

acid generation from surface exposure require predictive models. The mining 

industry favours open-pit disposa1 of mine wastes as AMD is relatively low due 

to smaller exposed surface. Pits cari also be effectively flooded to prevent the 

generation of acid. The model‘ must predict the rate/amount/quality of acid 

generation and the monitoring scheme required. 

Waste rock is a complex problem with the differing minerals oxidizing at 

different rates. The mode1 must predict the reaction rates and rates of flushing 

of oxidation production. Industry’s strategy is to control/reduce the amount 
of oxidation which then reduces the amount and length of AMD treatment and the 
costs involved. 

Industry requires a mode1 to determine the effectiveness of control measures. 
Dr. Yanful posed the question: "Do we have one mode1 right now that cari do this 
or do we require more models?" The question is made more complex because of the 

heterogeneity of the subject to be modelled. A tailings mode1 requires answers 
to the same questions as waste rock and mine drainage adding in the buffering 
factor present in tails. 

Work done at Waite Amulet suggests that a combined mode1 that predicts flou and 
containment transport is required. The mode1 must evaluate the effect of 

reclamation measures: flooding incorporating hydraulics and the role of hardpan; 

type of covers; and the.processes occurring in wetlands. I 

Once a mode1 is developed that answers these questions, Dr. Yanful suggests that 
the following documentation should be provided with the model: 

1. a description of the underlying problem being solved 
2: clear identification of site specific data to be collected for use 

in the application of the mode1 
3. a list of assumptions used in the mode1 with their rationale SO the 

user cari understand what he is doing 
4. Validation given where the mode1 was applied to problems of known 

solutions 
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5. a description of the acceptable level of precision, accuracy, and 
uncertainty 

6. results of quality assurance. 

In conclusion, industry needs are many, requiring prediction and measurement of 
parameters. Education of the end user is required for the use of the right mode1 
in the correct application. This Will require determination of who is the end 
user, how simple is' the model, and what is the total cost of the mode1 in 
relation to the reclamation costs. 

QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD: 

Mr. Davé: Does industry sec RATAP as suitable for its needs? 1s 
there any deficiencies requiring changes? 

Dr. Yanful: RATAP is seen as a very useful model. It should be used. 
However, RATAP has not been sufficiently validated. 
Someone needs to be charged with the responsibility to 
see that it is rigorously tested and adjusted. 

Dr. Ritchie: You have stated that the disposa1 of waste rock in open- 
pits is acceptable. The cost of this you are prepared 
to bear? 

Dr. Yanful: For our property in New Brunswick, we are considering 
moving the waste rock back into the pit or covering it 
with soil. We are faced with the question of do we have 
enough soi1 materials in the area to design an effective 
caver? The cost of this is compared with the cost of 

waste rock haulage back to the pit and flooding it. 
Flooding the pit poses questions like what are the 
fluctuations in the water level going to be. It sounds 
attractive because acid generation under water is very 
low. It is not done on a routine basis. We need more 

studies and a mode1 to help us with the predictions. 
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What is the scaie of the costs? 

Most likely $1.00 a ton per mile. 

****++ 

. 



COMPUTER HODELS FOR PREDICTING AND HANAGING ACID MINE DRAINAGE: 

THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE MINING INDUSTRY 

as presented by Ernest Yanful 

MINING INDUSTRY IS CONFRONTED WITH: 
. stringent regulations for environmental compliance 
. disposa1 of mine wastes in environmentally acceptable manner 
. staying in business 

PRIMARY FOCUS OF MODELLING.- THE END-USER 
l sophisticated requiring intensive user effort 
. reduced to simple tool requiring little user effort 

KEY QUESTION (INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE): WHO IS GOING TO USE IT? 
. mil1 superintendent 
. environmental coordinator 
. engineer/research scientist 
Answer to above question determines level of sophistication 

. 

IDEAL CASE 
l data collection should be simple 
. input data must be entered interactively. User responding to questions 

printed on screen (PC) 
. prompting messages should ‘be self-explanatory 
l meaning of input variables should be clear 
. if input data are large, use a dataset 

EDUCATION 
l models Will not relieve us of the burden of making difficult decisions 
l models simply provide additional information to consider 
l not pick up a program, push some buttons and obtain solution to problem 
. need to understand the system and the processes occurring 
l decide which mode1 is appropriate 
. understand the meanings of numbers generated by mode1 

INITIAL PRACTICAL QUESTIONS: 
l what is it we wish to model? 
l why do we wish to model? 
l how do we model? 

MANAGEMENT OF AMD MEANS MAKING DECISIONS AS TO: 
. total quantity of acid water generated from pits, dumps and tailings 

impoundments 
. quality of mine drainage 



AN ASPECT OF AMD MANAGEMENT: 
l time required for development of acid conditions cari vary from 1 day to more 

than 50 years 
0 for example: 

- ore with more than 40% S, no AMD in 10 to 20 years 
however, ore with less than 3% S, AMD formed immediately producing 
large fluxes of acid 

l hence assessment of rate of oxidation and hence acid generation important 

QUALITY OF MINE DRAINAGE 
. has major impact on water management systems at operation 
l determines whether or not water cari be used as make-up water in process 
l determines whether water cari be discharged without treatment 

l determines the type of treatment required 

IN ACTUAL FACT, THE QUANTITY AND QUALITY PROBLEMS CANNOT BE SEPARATED, 

MAJOR SOURCES OF AMD: 
. drainage from exposed mining faces (underground operations and open pits) 
. run-off and seepage from waste rock dumps 
. seepage from tailings 

EXAMPLES OF MODELLING NEEDS PERTINENT TO: 
. . open pit 
. waste rock piles/dumps 
l tailings impoundments 

OPEN PIiS: 
l stabilïty of 
. flooding 

l acid generat 

walls (geotechnical eng 

ion from surfaces due to 

MINE WASTE DISP OSAL IN PITS ATTRACTIVE 
l AMD production is relatively low due 

neering adequate) 

exposure 

ECAUSE: 
to smaller exposed surface 

l pits generally fil1 with water after production, hence only small portion of 
wall surface exposed to air for most of time. 
in the long ter-m. 

Only exposed rim generate aCid 

. acid generation under water is low 

OPEN PITS PREDICTIONS INCLUDE: 
. rate of acid generation from pit walls = 

exposed rock) 
f (mineralogy and morphology of 

_ l monitoring scheme for decommissioning depends on rate of outflow of pit water 
as well as. its quality 

l loading - f (balance of inflows and outflows) 



WASTE ROCK PILES: a 
. oxidation and AMD generation complex 
. strategy is to control oxidited leaching to reduce reaction rates and minimize 

removal of oxidited products 
. ability to predict reaction rates and rates of flushing of oxidation 

production 

WASTE ROCK PILES: EFFECT OF RECLAMATION MEASURES: 
. How do we assess effectiveness 

- test plots in field trials? 
- one or several models? 

Very difficult because of heterogeneity 

TAILINGS IMPOUNDMENT: 
l need to predict: 

- rate of oxidation 
s acid fluxes and rate of production 
- rate of movement.of oxidation front 
s rate of oxidation after buffering is exhausted 
- water quality in seepage ditches to make decisions or treatment 
- long term pore water evolution 

. combined flow and containment transport 
. assessment of effect of reclamation measures 

- raise water table (hydraulic properties, rote of hardpan) 
- engineered covers (single and multiple layers)? 
- wetlands? 

DOCUMENTATION SHOULD INCLUDE: 
l a description of the underlying problem being solved 
l clear identification of site specific data to be used in the application of 

model(s) 
. list of assumptions used in the mode1 - should also provide rationale for 

their use 
. calibrations - applications of the models to problemslof known solutions 
l a description of the acceptable level of precision; accuracy, and uncertainty 
l results of quality assurance 

CONCLUSIONS: 
needs of industry are many, no easy answers 
need to predict but also to observe 
understand the meaning of models 
learning the modelling process 
who should be modelling 
how often 
how simple should the mode1 be 
what is the cost of modelling compared to total cost of operating or 
reclamation? 



to measure the oxidation of the sait. We haven't done this 
yet to verify that it Will work. 

*+**** 
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WORKSHOP ON MOOELLIN6 OF REACTIVE TAILINGS 
SPONSORED BY THE NEND PREDICTION COMMUTEE 

SWEDISH PERSPECTIVE BY NR. BJORN SODERMARK AND MS MARIE COLLIN 

Presentations were made by both Mr. Bjorn Sodermark and MS Marie Collin on the 
Swedish Perspective. 

Bjorn Sodermark Presentation: 

Mr. Sodermark viewed his remarks as an introduction to the work being carried 
out by MS Collin. - 

Swedish work in the area of acid mine drainage began 10 years ago with a simple 
survey of base metal mines in Sweden. Samples were taken from 15 tailings sites 

by drilling or digging down to a few centimetres below the water table. Analysis 
of the extracted samples found that most of the tailings, with few exceptions, 
had a very low pH in the Upper half metre (of the drill sample). Most samples 
were taken from abandoned sites,'only four sites were in operation. 

These results caused alarm within Swedish circles and instigated an investigation 
into what could be done to prevent further acid generation and what would happen 
if nothing was done With the tailings. 

TO determine a solution, the Swedish first decided to classify each tailings site 
according to a priority level for treatment. Those sites with a sulphur to 

calcite ratio greater than 1 were assigned top priority or "high ambition" while 

those sites with a sulphur to calcite ratio less than .l received very low 
priority status. Some sites were in between the two. 

Secondly, the Swedish looked at possible abatementmeasures applying the criteria 
that the solution must stand for the long ter-m and must require no supervision 
and maintenance with the exception that periodic checks would be made on the 
tailings to verify that the abatement measures were working. The long term is 
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1,000 years. Collection and treatment was ruled out because it was not feasible 
over the long ter-m. Flooding was ruled out because of weather and the 
instability of dams in the long term without maintenance. 

Swedish researchers determined that somehow they had to caver the tailings to 
restrict the flow of oxygen and minimize the water flow reaching the tailings 
as their work had determined that the major factor in acid generation was the 
amount of oxygen reaching the tails. It is a philosophy of controlled dispersion 
they are using. Covers fulfilled their criteria of no supervision and 
maintenance and long term viability. 

The next step involved determination of how they were to construct the caver. 
The amount of acid flux received into downstream waterbodies could not be the 
primary indicator on how to build a caver; one had to go closer to thé source. 
Hence the request to Marie Collin and Anders Rasmusson to develop a caver mode1 
that would determine how to build an efficient caver. The determining factor 
for caver efficiency would be the level of oxidation in the Upper tailings level. 

Sodermark feels that there Will never be a comprehensive mode1 that cari be fully 
trusted to calculate the final acid flux for a11 systems operating within acid 
generating tailings. Also, it is not necessary as each problem is site specific 
with a million different causal factors; however, there are not that many 
abatement measures from which to Select. 

Sodermark then showed how they used the mode1 in a case 
tailings site in Sweden: Emphasis was placed on the 
especially the sealing layer, to determine what the techni 
caver would be. They looked at: 

study done at Saxberry 
types of till covers, 
cally best and cheapest 

cefil which is coal fly ash mixed with cernent 
- till mixed with bentonite 
- till - compacted fibre from pulp and paper mills 
m till - compacted peat 

The caver mode1 calculated the reduction of sulphur oxidation and water 
percolation through the caver. They made rough estimations of the associated 
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costs and long term stability for each solution. In high priority cases, they 
required a 97 - 99% reduction in sulphur oxidation to be successful. Costs are 
high for top priority solutions although the case study had relatively low 
associated costs. 

Sodermark noted that the Swedish Environmental Protection Act requires a balance 
between what is technically feasible, the need environmentally for corrective 
measures, the risks ofnegative ecological effects, and the costs to corne up with 

a reasonable protective measure. Sweden faces a major problem with the high 
costs of mitigating existing tailings problems, especially if they have been 
assigned a top priority or "high ambition". Even if they cari find the 
responsible company, the costs are too high to require that company to fix the 
problem with high ambition covers. The government must provide the extra funding 
for these top priority costly actions to provide the best-solution. This is a 
costly policy SO Sweden is now developing better knowledge, better modelling, 
better modelling calculations, and putting more chemistry in the mode1 to 
hopefully reduce costs. It Will be a couple of years before they get a better 
model; but in the meantime, they' Will continue to fund what they think is the 
best solution. 

QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD: 

Dr. Robertson: You say your objective is to design for a 1,000 years. What 
work was done on the acid attack, on the sulphate attack on 
the cefil to establish its resistance.over a 1,000 years? 

Sodermark: 

Dr. Robertson 

A lot of work has been done on similar mixtures, but not cefil. 
Should be asking Vanloongen. Cefil is extremely resistant to 
sulphate and acid. 

. . Does it have something special other than portland cement and 
fly ash, that changes its characteristics from normal cernent? 
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Sodermark: It has a very high hunkland???? content. In many cases in 
Sweden, we use cefil instead of concrete because it is more 
resistant to a11 types of water with high salt content. 

Marie Collin Presentation: 

MS Collin provided a short summary of her work with caver models. The 
presentation was divided into two parts: . 

a description.of her model, and 
- a description of the calculations made. 

Copies of the overheads used by MS Collin appear in this section following the 
meeting notes. 

A. Mode1 

(Exhibit 1) In principal, the mode1 consists of three different parts: water 
transport calculation, diffusivity calculation, and oxygen transport reaction 
model. 

Water Transport Mode1 

The water transport mode1 is the usual one for acid drainage in porous media, 
see Exhibit 2. The input data used geometry which is how the soi1 caver is 
configured. Exhibit 3 is the most ambitious configuration they have developed 
to date with sealing, protection, vegetation layer on top, precipitation and 
evapotranspiration. 

The climate data uses simplified Swedish climate data.. See Exhibit 4. Sweden 
has snow melt in March, drying in summer and autumn rains. Hydraulic data was 
unavailable at the Workshop. 

Output of the water transport mode1 are calculations of the percolation through 
the caver and water content profiles especially how these profiles vary in time 
during the year. The water content profiles are then entered into' the 
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diffusivity calculation. Diffusivity in a11 parts of the caver is calcu lated 
with the results used as input for the oxygen transport and reaction mode 1. 

Diffusivity 

See Exhibit 5 which uses a log scale. Diffusivity is highly dependent on water 
content especially at high water content levels. Involved is experimental data 
from Dr. Yohanns Fluhler in Zurich of two different materials: the small.circles 
are loamy sand material, pluses are loam. Very distinct differences between the 
two sets of data are evident. 

See Exhibit 6. MS Collin has determined that the best way to predict gas. 
diffusivity at high moisture contents is the estimation method developed by 
Millington and Shearer. They have one method for non-aggregated media which fits' 
quite well to the loamy sand data from Fluhler; and a method for estimating thé 
structure of soils. The squares in Exhibit 6 represent the loam data from 
Exhibit 5. Solid lines are the calculated diffusivities for aggregated media. 
Two extremes are evident dependent upon where water is put within the system. 

Oxygen Transport Reaction Mode1 

The oxygen transport reaction mode1 involves two calculations: coupled diffusion 
and reaction as well as the reaction rate constant. These are provided in 
Exhibit 7. 

. 

Transport Equation: accumulation is in soi1 and air with oxygen through to the 

water coupled with the diffusion term reaction. MS Collin modelled the oxygen 
consumption rate constant as constant first order reaction giving full effect 
to available pyrite surface and al-so first order- with respect to oxygen 
concentration. 

Exhibit 8 A, 8, C. MS Collin then demonstrated some calculated results on water 
permeability. First was depth of root penetration which affects the moisture 
content profiles in the caver greatly. It is critical to understand how far the 

roots penetrate in your caver. Example A is a simple calculation of a 
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homogeneous moraine with no doubt about the water. Consumption of water occurs 
just at the top of the moraine layer. At the top, moisture content is quite low; 
at the bottom it is quite high. 

Example B is an example of a moraine caver with grass roots going down some 
thirty centimetres. Example C is an example of a moraine caver with small trees 
and bushes roots going down to one metre. Vastly different moisture content 
prof i 1 es are predicted. 

Please see Exhibit 3 and 9. Exhibit 3 demonstrates the best caver they Cou\d 
corne up with. It issan expensive one. They have tried to take away the coarse 
layers and have left the moraine layer and fine-grained layer. Exhibit 9 
reflects the caver principle they have adopted: sealing layer, moraine 
protective layer and a layer in which to encourage vegetation. This simple caver 
is almost as effective as the more complex caver in Exhibit 3 when a low 
permeability material is chosen as the sealing layer. The low permeability 
material Will maintain a high moisture content although there Will be some 
transport of water upwards and dotiwards. 

Exhibit 10 is an example of.how the moisture content profil.es vary during the 
year when you have a sealing layer of silt with a hydraulic conductivity of ten 
to the minus 8. In. the autumn there is an increase in the moisture content of 
the moraine layer. During the summer, there is evapotranspiration with roots 
consuming the water. In the silt layer, there is a small water transport 
upwards; however, the moisture content-is still high in the silt layer at the 
end of the summer. 

Exhibit 11 is an example of a sealing layer with less permeability. Only the 
top part of the clay area is affected by upward water transport. 

Exhibit 12 shows the calculations done for the Bersbo tailings site by a 
colleague of Ms Collin. The exhibit simulates the second year. Slope of the 

caver is one to five. The site is now covered and MS Collin is measuring ground 
water levels above the low permeability sealing layer. Saturated conditions are 
expected above the sealing layer because of its low permeability. The caver is 

-. 
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a till layer above 'a clay layer. The moisture content has continued to 
increase every year from a low level starting point with saturation of the'tlll 
layer at the bottom at year three. This has led to concerns about erosion in 
the till layer. If the entire till layer is saturated, surface runoff may cause 
erosion problems. 

See Exhibit 13. In a caver using a similar sealing technique, there is a large 
variation in moisture content. In some cases there may be almost total 
saturation in part of the year. 

MS Collin then went on to show some results of oxygen transport and reaction 
calculations. Exhibit 14 with a no flow boundary condition shows diffusion into 
an uncovered homogenous tailings and ceaction for different sets of diffusion 
coefficients and reaction rate constants. For reaction rate divided by 
diffusion, the maximum to be obtained, one gets a very steep oxygen profile. 
The solid curve is the more likely type of curve to be obtained. With a very 
low reaction rate constant and high diffusion coefficient, one obtains the dotted 
1 ine curve. These oxygen profiles are bent the other way from the oxygen profile 
curves obtained by the RATAP model. 

Exhibit 15 A and 8 demonstrate the possibility of using steady state approxima- 
tion for oxygen concentration profiles. Exhibit 15A is for a very poor caver, 

a sandy moraine, with a reading taken in mid sunnner when it is almost dried up. 
The calculation starts at a high oxygen concentration level but very quickly 
goes down to the steady state. 

Dr. Nicholson made a comment about the far right curve of this graph. This is 
the situation that the RATAP mode1 is experiencing where the pyrite has been 
depleted and it makes its own caver. One has-the oxygen profile through the 

caver where there is no pyrite, givïng a series of linear gradients and then 
consumption occurs down below. 

Dr. Scharer: icient changes Some of the pyritewas alsowhere diffusion coeff 
were made. 
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Dr. Nicholson: Yes, it isn't homogenous in terms of the diffusion coefficient. 

MS Collin: This exhibit is just to demonstrate that this is a fairly quick 

process and that the steady state approximation may be used 

for this type of calculation. 

Dr. Nicholson: Except when? 1 always make the assumption that steady state 

for diffusion cari be used except when it gets to be saturated. 

The next Exhibit 15B shows the same calculations made for a very efficient caver. 

It starts with a very high oxygen concentration and makes steady state withio 

six months. However, the transport rate of oxygen from the sealing layer to the 

tailip:s has reached 1.5 times the steady state value in two weeks. 

MS Collin went on to discuss the key question of the long term stability of the 

caver. See Exhibit 16 where Kemakta Konsult has identified four mechanisms 

which may destroy the caver: 

erosion 
- freeze/thaw 
- fractures 
- root penetration. 

Freete/thaw every year may give an aggregation structure to the sealing layer 
which leads to high permeability and higher diffusion coefficients. 

See Exhibit 17 A and B. Many fractures through the sealing layer may be a 

serious problem. Seventeen B demonstrates calculations of the oxidation rate 

down in the tail9ngs depending on the width of the fracture and the properties 

of the tailings. After awhile the pyrite around the fracture Will be oxidited 

and the rate Will slow down. General consensus of the audience was that the 

curves were very similar but not parallel: MS Collin has done no checking on 
this. 

Dr. Scharer: How did you calculate these curves? 
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MS Collin: She solved itwith a very simplified model, complete typed soi1 
caver, no diffusion through it but radial. 1 assumed that 

would have the ------??? concentration down at the bottom of 
the fracture and then it is just diffusion and reaction. 
Variable used is the fracture width and the oxidation rate is 
per metre of fracture width. 

Completing the discussion on mechanisms destroying caver is root penetration. 
Holes are created by the roots going down and eventually dying within the sealing 
layer. The roots also consume water which causes a dramatic rise in the 
diffusion coefficients. How roots grow in a salt caver is an important question 
that needs an answer. 

MS Collin asked a few questions about the RATAP mode1 particularly page 27 and 
28, the temperature module. 1s this a misprint or how did you get this; do you 
use this in your model? 

Dr. Scharer: No. The temperature mode1 has been changed completely. This 
was our first attempt at it. The problem we 'had was in 
determining the temperature of the oxidation. We were looking 
at the global thermal properties, which you can't do.. NO~, 
we were looking at temperature in two cases. We have a 

baseline temperature mode1 to calculate the change in 
temperature due to oxidative processes. 

Dr. Nicholson: It should be noted that the' original RATAP mode1 was made for 
a low sulphide tailings where there was no temperature 
variations except ambient seasonal temperature fluctuations. 
When it got to including the high sulphide content, we have 
seen from the work of Ian Ritchie that there is an energy 
production and it was thought that the process occurring in 

the waste rock piles should be included in RATAP. However, 
1 haven't seen any definite data on Canadian tailings, not 

waste rock, that shows the temperature kicks in fairly moist 
tailings and I’m are not quite sure why this is. 1 think it 
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has to do with the large heat capacities involved and the ! 
moisture balance. SO it seems that the .heat balance, . 

temperature, is much more important in waste rock than in 

saturated tailings. 

At this point, Dr. Steger interrupted the discussion on the RATAP mode1 to 

suggest that it be carried on after the presentation by Mr. Bruce Halbert of 
Beak Consultants Ltd. 

Mr. St. Arnaud: The mode1 for the fracture, was it a two dimensional mode1 of 
oxygen diffusion into the tailings? 

MS Collin: It is a one dimensional cylindrical model. 

Dr. Snodgrass: What data did you use for setting for rate of oxidation? the 
K? 

Collin/Sodermark:' Literature study gave a few reaction rate constants which were 

fol lowed up by a lot of laboratory investigations of a11 the 
tailings in Sweden. It seems that the reaction rate constant 
was much lower in the tailings than was found in the 
literature. Measurements of tailings into water gave better 
chan???? higher than the column experiments. 

Dr. Scharer: My comment is about the assumption of first order reactions 
with respect to oxidation concentration. My review‘ of the 

literature indicates some evidence for first order in terms 
of normal oxygen processes, but it certainly isn't first order 
for oxygen biological processes. 

Mr. Sodermark: No, we checked that and if you have a caver on then its 
diffusion controlled and the rate doesn't matter as much. MS 
Collin has a mode1 with a rero order reaction as well. 
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Dr. Scharer: The good news is that it doesn't make much difference. The 
RATAP mode1 uses the next order. 

Dr. Ritchie: In a good news/bad news scenario, there is worst news. 
Bacteria tends to have a different rate constant which if you 
are going to put that in, you must determine what the microbial 

ecology is. It really is a waste of time. 

Dr. Snodgrass: Every organism has it own saturation point but it ends up 
averaging out in the wash. 

Mr. Sodermark then made a few comments on the results ,of the work done at the 
Bersbo tailings, a full scale caver project with clay at one deposit and cefil 
at the other with two meters of glacial till above that. After one year we have 
in a11 our pipes less than .2 percent oxygen. It is probably much lower than 
that as this is the lower limit of the measuring instrument. 

Dr. Nicholson: . A point to be brought up here is measuring oxygen is one thing; 
but measuring the oxygen concentration doesn't give an 
indication of the oxygen rate. SO are you collecting seepage 
data or in situ data in any profile to monitor the effective- 
ness of this decrease in oxidation? How are you collecting 
this data? 

Mr. Sodermark: We have a controlled monitoring program of the streams from 
the deposits. Nothing inside. We have pierometers measuring 
the water going through. Water going through the sealing 
layers, the clay layer is one millimetre a year, through the 
cefil is nothing. 

Some boxes are directly under the sealing layer where we cari 
flush with nitrogen and.then measure the oxygen content to 

calculate the diffusivity. This gives a field diffusivity. 
Other boxes have a sodium salt which we cari crack at some time 
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WORKSUOP ON MOOELLIN6 OF REACTIVE TAILINGS 
SPONSORED BY THE NEND PREDICTION COMMITTEE 

PERSPECTIVE IN THE UNITED STATES 
PRESENTATION BY DR. KIRK NORDSTROW OF THE US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Dr. Nordstrom attributes the differences in his perspective to two things; 

1. Present conditions in the United States differ from those in Canada 
2. He is a research scientist interested in understanding the complex 

and interesting processes that produce acid mine drainage (AMD) and 
what happens to that AMD when it enters the environment. 

l 

His personnel philosophical approach views nature as a laboratory where accurate 
field measurements determine the processes operating i.e. what processes are 
coming to equilibrium, what processes are rate controlled and what are the rates? 

As he is involved inthe use of several geochemical models, his presentatioh 
Will provide an overview of some of investigations done in the United States 
where geochemical models were used to interpret the processes involved. A couple 
of examples Will show where flow has been combined with geochemical models to 
look at the dynamics of a moving acid plume. 

American Situation 

It is estimated that there is 55 billion tonnes of mining waste, eighty-five 
percent of which is from copper, iron, uranium and phosphate mining. Copper and 
uranium together are the largest component. In some contrast to Canada, the 

U.S. is primarily looking at old, rather new sites. 

Exhibit 1 prompted the questions brought up by Keith Ferguson and others in the 
Workshop--H.ow much generation? how fast? and cari it be predicted? These apply 
primarily to new sites. In the United States, they are almost always dealing 

with old sites, inactive or abandoned, where the acid is moving. The United 

States Geological Survey (USGS) wants to know how will the acid be dispersed, 
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polluted, neutral ized to any extent where is it not a problem and is some action 

required? Many investigations, most Superfund investigations under the.Cercla 
Act, have been undertaken to determine the extent of the problem. The two 

remedial measures considered are source control or effluent control. 

Investiaations and Treatment Overview in the United States 

In the 60's and 7O's, considerable money was spent by the EPA on experimental 
sites and experimental laboratory efforts to determine alternate clean-up 
measures. Many wild and fantastic things which seemed quite viable were 

i 
considered; things like reverse osmosis, chemical treatment; the sawdust pile 
treatment where the sawdust actyd as a reducing agent to reduce AM0 in streams 
by instigating reducing conditions and precipitating sulphides. In the end, most 
were not cost effective. 

There were several experimental plots set up with covers and revegetation 
efforts. Dr. Nordstrom was involved with one in Virginia that wasn't too 
successful. In this case, three sulphide tailings piles from copper/tinc mines 
were contributing AMD to an adjacent stream. Treatment consisting of applying 
lime limestone as a neutralizing agent after grading. On top of that was sewage 
sludge with a top coat of soil. Al1 was revegetated. Within a short period of 
time, AMD was still produced that would corne to the surface and kil1 the 
vegetation. Bald spots would appear with the pile going back to its original 
state. They failed because there was a large lateral flow of oxygen and water 
sntering the tailings maintaining the AM0 process. If there hpd been some sort 
of barrier to that flow, the experiment might have been more successful. 

Mine sealing was also tried as a treatment method for AMD. 

Over the years, there has been a shift in emphasis of funding after a11 these 
treatments were tried. For example, it has been determined that lime limestone 
is the most cost effective in the short term; but as we know, it is not in the 

long term, SO the United States is still facing some of the same problems. In 
a few cases, mine sealing has been quite successful in the short ter-m; however 
there is no long term data to verify its effectiveness over the long ter-m. There 
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is some data available for some coal mine treatment sites and those seem to be 
not as successful as the United States would like to think they are. Some 
weren't successful at a11 because it wasn't possible to flood the mine to the 

point where oxygen was tut off from the system. 

001~ in the last ten years has serious consideration been given ix precious 

metals mines mostly hard rock in the Western United States. Previously, most 

emphasis was placed on coal ,mine sites. It was thought that these sites would 
not pose any AMD problems because of the lack of water. This is true for some 

areas, but not for ail. Precious metal/hard rock mining in the Western United 
States is the area of Dr. Nordstrom's experience. 

Work in the United States has emphasired the development of hydrogeological 
models to look at mine sites with minimal emphasis on the geochemistry and little 
effort on investigating the wastes and the heterogeneity of those wastes. 

In comparing the work done in the 60's and 70's with that in the 80's and gO's, 
there has been a major shift in sourcing. In the 6O's, AMD work was carried out 

by universities, research institutes and federal agencies where considerable 
training and expertise exists. In the 80's the trend has been to fund 
consultants to investigate AMD sites. This is successful when the consultant 
has considerable training; but many times the expertise does not exist. Dr. 
Nordstrom wished to stress that -there must be closer cooperation between 
researchers and government/industry who are dealing with this probl.em. Secondly, 
more use must be made of geochemistry to benefit the industry and the taxpayer. 
Geochemistry has many deterministic tools that are currently not being used or 
being used ineffectively by people who do not have a proper understanding of 
them. Geochemistry cari illustrate processes, rates of processes that are 
retarding the movement of contaminants in the environment. 

Geochemical Rodels Used for AM0 Reactionf 

Dr. Nordstrom provided an overview of geochem 
States, at which sites and the sources of 
Exhibit 2. 

ical models in use with in the United 

literature for each. Please see 
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PHREEQE: 
The PHREEQE program was developed by the U.S. Geological Service and is a 
thermodynamic mass transfer program somewhat similar to MINEQL and MENTEQ. It 
does not include transport; but has been combined with a flow mode1 as in the 
Riverton, Wyoming site. 

MINTEQ is a program that cornes out of the Ridicule/Minicule series that was 
combined with the database from the Watec program. It has been applied to the 
Anaconda site and the Canon City site. 

The MINEQL program has been used at Whitewood Creek, an active gold mining site. 

WATEQ4F/BALANCE/PHREEQE is a strategic combination of programs by the U.S. 
Geological Service to evaluate geochemical processes in groundwater systems 
generally. The Iron Mountain Project is the first use of this program with a 
mine waste site. Charlie Albers and Dr. Nordstrom presented a paper on their 
Iron Mountain Project work at the GAC-MAC Conference in Vancouver, May, 1990. 

Riverton. Wvominq 

Two pieces of literature on this site exists. Art White, a geochemist, 
emphasites the chemical modelling while Narasimhan, the ground water modeller, 

looks at flow modelling. 

Please see Exhibit 3A through 3F. The study compared field measurements with 
both chemical and flow modelling results. 

Exhibit 3A is a general site map locating Wells, the pierometer sites, elevation 
of the groundwater, and the area of the uranium mil1 tailings. Area water flow 
is going down to the Little Wind River. 

Please see Exhibit 38. Full chemical analysis was done on the samples collected. 
Chemical analysis provided data on the major constituents and trace elements 

required for the chemical modelling. Exhibit 38 are the plots produced by the 
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chemical modelling for distribution of sulphate, uranium, molybdenum and pH. 
The plots show the distribution in the shallow groundwater aquifer around the 
mil1 tailings. 

Sulphate Plot: 

The plot represents isosulphate concentrations. Hot spot of over 3000 at lower 
end of plume near Little Wind River. 

Uranium Plot: 
A similar picture is provided for the uranium. Very high concentration of 2 - 
3 mg/litre are found at the lower end of the plume. 

Molybdenum Plot: 
Molybdenum behaves differently than the uranium which could be expected 
considering the geochemical properties. The highest concentration up to almost 
1 mg/1 are directly under the mil1 tailings. The molybdenum is getting hung up 
in comparison to the uranium and sulphate. 

Question: What is the major factor affecting the molybdenum and uranium? 

Dr. Nordstrom: This is an oxidiring environment SO the uranium is going to 
mobilize at a very high source from here. The moly should do 
the same thing; however, the report is not clear on what is 
happening with the moly as it has not been studied that much. 
One would expect that the more alkaline the water, the more 
mobile the moly would be. One would expect in the studied 
environment that it wouldn't be that much different from the 
sulphate and uranium. Al1 that cari be suggested is that there 
is some type of strange absorption happening. Precipitation 
is possible if there is enough iron around which could be 
absorbing the moly or trying to make ferromolybdenite. 

A comment was made by Mr. St. Arnaud on waste rock leaching sites in uranium 
deposits. Molybdenum has been observed to be much more mobile than the uranium. 
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Dr. Nordstrom: It is known from observance that moly Will be absorbed because 
it is an oxi-ion. In oxidizing environments it should absorb 

as the pH decreases until extremely low pH's are reached. It 
should be more mobile in alkaline environments. This holds 
true for arsenic and selenium. 

pH Plot: 
pH distribution shows there is some change from the normal background of 7.5 to 
8. Eventhough there is considerable sulphate being produced, the small variante 
in pH suggests that there is considerable neutralizati'on occurring. 

Dr. Steger: Hou are the sulphate and uranium results explained? 
Dr. Nordstrom: Please refer to Exhibit 3C, the depth profiles of pore water 

in the tailings, to shed some light on that question. The. 
water table is at 6.6 m. 

pH Profile: 
pH are running between 1 and 3 until a big increase in pH occurs at the 3 m 
depth. The groundwater which is neutralized and fluctuating moves upward during 
certain periods in the year to neutralize the portion below the 3 m mark. This 
is further illustrated when you look at the CU, Se, Zn Profile, where these 
elements are more concentrated in the Upper 3 m and decreasing drastically in 

the mixing zone. 

Uranium Profile: 
The same thing is occurring with the uranium profile. Molybdenum is totally 
different. 

Na, Ca, 
1t coul 
of the 
level. 

Mg Profile: 
d be interpreted that a lot of Ca and Na have already been leached out 
system to normal background concentrations in the groundwater at,the 6.6 

There is sti.11 Mg around being leached out moving back to groundwater 

concentrations at the groundwater level. 
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l 
, Mn, Al, Fe Profile: 

The same thing is occurring with these elements except during mixing there is 
some precipitation occurring at the 3.0 m level. 

HCO,, SO,,Cl Profile: 
This profile reflects the same processes as the Mn, Al, Fe profile. 

The emphasis on White's paper was to put together a mixing mode1 that could 
explain this groundwater mixing combined with a geochemical mode1 looking at the 
precipitation of the solution in the mixing. The PHREEQE program was built to 
look at mixing of two different kinds of waters and to illustrate what kinds of 
minera1 solubility reactions take placé under those conditions. 

Mr. Davé: What are the values in the saturated zones? Are they the same as 
-L the lower end of the profile or the high peaks? 

Dr. Nordstrom: 

Dr. Steger: 

Dr. Nordstrom 

Dr. Scharer: 

Dr. Nordstrom: 

There are low values at the water table level illustrated. 
The farther down one goes in the saturated zone, the more the 
values move to the background concentrations normally found. 
The peaks are an -anomalies. 

Why would you get the concentration of the uranium and sulphate 
away from the source of the plume? 

There was residual sulphate in the tailings used in the 
refining of the uranium which was dumped with the uranium in 
the tailings for a certain period. Now that has moved down. 
We have an estimate of the travel time as we know when it was 
stopped. 

Was there gypsum in the tailings? 

Yes, gypsum is normally found there and shows up very nicely 

in the calculatj-ons. Referring back to Exhibit 38, the shaded 
area&in the sulphate.diagram is the water supersaturated with 
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gwum. Since the sulphate came from the combination of 
initial sulphuric acid and pyrite oxidation, it is keeping the 
Ca concentrations lowerthan expected because ofthe saturation 
of gypsum. 

The researchers of this site took an average pore water concentration of elements 
from the tailings data and a background groundwater chemistry composition mixing 
them in the portions using sulphate as a conservative mixing parameter to 
determine what happen with the precipitation of the solution.. Their results in 
the mixing zone 'showed that, on the average, 1.7% of the tailings water would 
mix with the groundwater and also that calcite and gypsum saturations would be 
reached. With those constraints, they calculated what the results of pH would 
be. Calculated resul ts were compared with actual field measurements. This 
simple mode1 was quite successful. The pH range is very close to 6.5 in the 
mixing zone which they could achieve with the constraints mentioned. 

Chemical modelling on uranium distribution was also done with some estimates of 
species produced and solubility controls by White. 

See Exhibit 30. Narasimhan's paper looks at the flow modelling and how it was 
combined with the geochemical model. The problem was looked at like any other 
flow model. Three stages were used. The infiltration problem looked at the 

. amount of infiltration doing a water balance flow through the unsaturated zone 
to the water table. The second stage was the interaction of the aquifer with 

the,tailings in the mixing zone. The third stage was the plume migration moving 

away from the tailings site. The DYNAMIX program used for this modelling was 
a combination of the earlier programs called Trust and Trump. They carried 

through the flow modelling to a stage where they had the initial constituents 
concentrations whereby they introduced the geochemical mode1 to look at the mass 
transfer of the Constituent$ and the interpretation of different solution 

processes. They continued to the next stage of flow modelling and again looked 
at the geochemical distribution of species, carrying that a11 the way through. 

Please see Exhibit 3E for some of the results of their modelling which 
demonstrates in a time series the manner of the sulphate plume moving out at.2, 
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4, 5 and 20 years after the active period of dumping. Twenty years was the 

approximate time to which they were doing the study. At five years, one cari fee 

the plume moving out and the concentrations of sulphate increasing from the 

sulphate moving from the tailings to the shallow groundwater system. 

Exhibit 3F compares the modelled plume with field measurements of the plume. 

For this complex problem, the calculations were somewhat approximate. Dashed 

line.is the field data. The mode1 gives the right general features and fairly 

reasonable estimates of the flow characteristics and travel time. If this was 

done on a conservative basis without the inclusion of gypsum saturation, the 

results would look remarkably different. 1 would like to have seen the 

difference done for the paper. 

It is standard procedure to measure the isotopes of water in hydrogeochemistry, 

the 0 18 deuterium and tritium, to obtain a better idea if evaporation is a major 

process. At the Riverton Site, it was shown that it was and that it concentrated 

the sulphuric acid to enrich the water than otherwise would be. An 

isoevaporation line was shown for this data, Exhibit 3G. Tritium would give some 
resident times for barelium??? water. 

Anaconda Smelter Site 

Investigations were done by Tetratec under contract to Anaconda Minerals. It 
is in an RIFS. The Anaconda Smelter Site is near Butte; Montana and is an area 
of historically large copper reserves. There are three possibly four Superfund 
sites a11 in some sort of disarray. 

Historically at the Berkley Pit, the company pumping water from the abandoned 

copper pit ceased operations in light of possible EPA action. The pit is slowly 
filling up with a considerable amoun't of acid water at 3/3.5. This acid water 
is now reaching the aquifer for the town of Butte and getting into the mine 
workings under the town of Butte. It could be a major disaster. SO much has 

been produced, that one wonders even if it were treated if it would make any 
difference. The ministry hasn't been doing anything to correct the problem. 
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Please see Exhibit 4A. Down gradient from the pit is Silver Bow Creek, a 
tributary of the Clark Fork River at some 200 kilometres long. The Superfund 
site which is the worst site is known as the Anaconda Smelter Site and contains 
tailings piles, waste piles and settling lagoons. The largest tailings piles 
and ponds are known as the Opportunity Ponds. These have been divided up into 
different domains, samples have been taken and Wells introduced. The groundwater 
movement of the contaminants has been going roughly north towards the top right 
corner. The questions were how fast were the contaminants moving- do we need 
to worry about it and what should be done? 

Exhibit 48 shows a schematic cross section of the Opportunity Ponds. The 

tailings sit on an alluvial aquifer. The groundwater table goes into the 
tailings a little bit coming down to the surface at the lower end of the cross 
section. This is a complex area with numerous changes in the distribution of 
grain sites and types of material that were installed. Good records were not 
kept by the operating company. The area is difficult to sample. 

Exhibit 4C shows the results from the water sampling, the well locàtions, and 

the concentrations of sulphate in mg/l. The sampling shows certain hot spots 

and the suggestion that a plume is moving. Two hot spots are shown; one near 
the arbiter plant and one just past the lower edge of the Opportunity Ponds. 
Sulphate more or less moves with the groundwater flow; SO these measurements 

indicate that there is a plume moving out. Sulphat'es in this environment are 

fairly conservative in that they may be reacting and the measurements are a small 
port ion ofiwhat is actually there. 

Most everything else has not moved with the sulphate. There are zinc and arsenic 
anomalies in the data which would suggest that these elements are moving out as 
well. , 

A problem with the site is that oxygen profiles were not measured which you would 
like to see. There was a program to calculate the oxygen in the tailings as an 

stimating step for the production of acid water and molybdenum contaminants. 
txhibit 4D is one example of these calculations looking at the movement of oxygen 
in different time periods. This work was part of an overall mode1 done by Steve 
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Greedy. Mr. Greedy built the ILWAS model, a watershed type model. They applied 
it when looking at the Contaminant$ in the tailings pile. It is a fairly good 
approach; but its weakness is that there wasn't sufficient site-data to really 
confirm how things were moving and how they were being attenuated. 

Please see Exhibi t 4E. From the geochemistry of the solids at the site, they 
found some reduced layers, some very dark carboneous material. A conceptual 
picture was put together of the processes occurring from reduced layers and the 
site data. There is a 6-9 foot oxidized zone with the lowest pH's and oxygen 
profiles. Contaminants are moving down into the lower 10-70 zone of the 
tailings. A lot of the metals are coming out here because of the reduction 
occurring. There is no oxygen‘ with a pH of 6.0 - 6.5. Not many of the 
contaminants are moving into the groundwater layer because of this barrier. 
Elements that are not affected by this reducing environment, Ca, SO,, are moving 
into the groundwater and are evident in the plume moving out. One of the 
problems with this is that there is only one good cross section of this reduced 
zone in the tailings. There is no understanding of how extensive it is or where 
it is. Most likely it is fairly erratic and scarce. This leads to some doubt . 
as to how effective this mode1 theory really is. 

One conclusion of the study was that it would take in the order of 20,000 years 
for significant contaminants to move down into the groundwater. Dr. Nordstrom 
feels that this is a dangerous conclusion. Al1 that would be needed would be 
a few leaks in the right places to skew the conclusion. 

Whitewood Creek. South Dakota 

This is a Colorado School of Mines publication by Dr. Cherry, More1 and others. 
It looks at the source of the arsenic and selenium bleeding into the creek and 
what happens to it. The site was a combined study by consultants and the 

Geological Survey. Please see Exhibit SA. The area has historical and current 

mining operations and is subject to flash floods with rapid movement of sediment 
down through the system. Whitewood Creek goes into the extensive Belle Fourche 

River System. One problem is that the sulphide tailings are deposited in the 
slow moving sections of the river. They start oxidizing as the water goes down. 
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Exhibit SB shows a typical cross section of Whitewood Creek with .shale 
underlining ail, an alluvial aquifer, tailings on that, some slime material and 
yet more tailings. The problem when they looked at the solid phases and the 
water chemistry of the tailings material was that they found arsenic and selenium 
were bleeding out. They found that the mobile arsenic had already been oxidized 
from .arsenopyrite and other arsenic-bearing sulphides and that it was in an 

exchange site. It was undergoing mobilization through desorption. 

The selenium was not found in source material or exchanged source material but 
was bleeding from the shale. It is common in the Western United States to find 
selenium in sh!ale which is a-considerable water quality problem. Thus, there 
are two different sources in this study: one relating to mining and one not. 
This is often not obvious to investigators working on a site. 

Exhibit SC shows some profiles from the Martin Site. The interesting thing is 
that there are two monitoring locations at the one site. The oxygen profiles 
vary from concave to convex. 

The modelling done at this site used MINTEQ. Exhibit SD shows examples of their. 
modelling results with input concentrations of Mg, Ca, SO,, AsO,. Their 
calculations closely resembled actual measured concentrations. Mg is doing 
nothing, the Ca is involved with gypsum saturation to give changes. These values 
are minus the log of the molar concentrations SO the higher the number the lower 

the actual concentration. Arsenic using the adsorption mode1 of MINTEQ got very 

good agreement between predicted and actual. This is one of few cases where it 
has been successful. . 

Pinal Creek 

Please see Exhibit 6A. Pinal Creek is a copper mine near Guelph, Arizona. A 

reservoir of acid water in the lake is seeping under the tailings into the local 
alluvial aquifer. This plume of acid is slowing heading down gradient to the 

reservoir of the City of Phoenix. Considerable investigation is currently 
underway on the site by both mining industry and the Survey. 
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It was felt that Webster Lake was the recharge source for the acid plume that 
is now in the alluvial aquifer. Al1 the leach liquors with pH of 2.5 to 3.0 were 
dumped here. There is a nose cane of acid water moving down the rather narrow 
valley. The nose cane has varying pH from 2.5 to 3.0 in the central area as the 

worst case up to background levels elsewhere. Under study is the rate of 
movement and the rate of attenuation. The Lake has since been drained to 
eliminate the recharge source. The mining company has put three Wells in the 
tenter of the acid plume and are pumping the contaminated water out to the top 
of the tailings piles. The tailings stretches over a one mile area and are about 
two hundred feet high. Being an arid climate, the pumped solution dries out and 
sits on the top of the piles except for the question of air pollution. The area 
is subject to high winds with the dried solution blowing around. Nordstrom finds 
it hard to believe that there are not some contaminants being blown around. This 
factor has not been investigated. It is hoped by pumping the central tore, the 
worst stuff, that the remainder Will be dispersed and Will not pose a threat to 
the Phoenix aquifer. 

It has been an example of the mining industry and the EPA working closely and 
well together. One reason for this has been attributed to the fact that this 

is not a Superfund site. The EPA simply came up with the Clean Water Act and 

asked what could be worked out with the problem. The mining industry complied. 

QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD: 

Dr. Nicholson . . 

Dr. Nordstrom: 

The issue was brought up yesterday that it would be very 
relevant in the modelling of tailings to get down to less than 
one ppm concentration coming out of the end of the pipe through 
geologic material into the receiving environment. With our 
present tool box of geochemical modelling, how effective would 
that tool box be in getting us those predictions with any 
precision for metals? 

It Will depend on partly how well we know the hydrogeology. 
With surface or groundwater systems, tire larger uncertainties 
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Dr. Nicholson: That field data link does not exist yet. 

Dr. Nordstrom: 1 cannot emphasize enough that there is not enough good field 
site data- There is a lot of water quality and minera1 data, 
but often it wasn't collected with those objectives in mind 
and has many.incomplete parts. 

Dr. Scharer: 

Dr. Nordstrom: 

are with the hydraulic properties. We cari measure things and 
do geochemical calculations for some things that have.a much 
lower uncertainty than a discharge measurement or a hydraulic 
properties of a tailings pile or a groundwater aquifer. The 
kind of models we use are deterministic and do not need 
calibration. The only problems involving uncertainties are 
involved with two major sources: thermodynamic data and 1 cari 
give good information on things we do and do not know, things 
like gypsum, calcite, fluorite. A lot of these common minerais 
turn out very good data; maybe better than we realire for 
modelling purposes. Iri terms of cadmium, copper, zinc it is 
more difficult. 

1 would like to see a convergence of good field data with 
application ta chemical models extracting rate data, rates of 
attenuation. Thereforewe don'thaveto understandthe process 
in effect entirely, but we do know the rate which would be 
quite good for modelling the overall picture. 

There are two problems here. One is lack of field data and the 
other is marrying the rate modelling with equilibrium 
modelling. It is not always easy. 

The way 1 see this is we task nature to see what is in 
equilibrium. This becomes a reference point and from there, 
we see what things are clearly not in equilibrium and what are 
the rates of those? 

. 
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Dr. Snodgrass: 

Dr. Nordstrom: 

Dr. Snodgrass: 

Dr. Nordstrom: 

Dr. Snodgrass: 
I 

Dr. Nordstrom: 

This relates to geochemical modelling. In your view for trace 
substances not dominated by the sulphites, is it mineralogical 
pure phase minerals or is it coprecipitation in'solution a more 
probable area of uncertainty in chemical modelling? 

Yes. There are some things that precipitate as if not pure, 
near pure minerals. We are getting a better idea of what other 
phases there are. Others are clearly sait-substitution 
minerais or minerals that have high concentrations of trace 
elements. There are other minerais which we don't have any 
data on to provide comment. 

Can you provide such an example of minerais? 

A lot is known about calcite including on Salt-substitution 
solubilities and what trace elements are going to change that. 
Gypsum tends to be fairly pure for modelling. An example of 
a Salt-substitution minera1 is jaercite. Although jaercite 
cari be treated with a stoichiometary saturation approach SO 
that the composition of the thing in low temperature 
environments that we are looking at doesn't change that much. 
What variations that occur are within the errors that occur 
elsewhere. 

What happens in aluminium hydroxide regimes? 

1 think aluminium is in good shape. The problem is the rate 

of transformation between metastable phase like base a 1 umni 

that we know precipitates readily and what happens during the / 

transformation of that to aluminite which is real 1 y the'most ! 

stable phase. This is where we need better field data. 
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GEOCHEMICAL MODELS USED FOR AMD REACTION 
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WORKSHOP ON RODELLIN6 OF REACTIVE TAILINGS 
SPONSORED BY THE REND PREDICTION COMNITTEE 

THE AUSTRALIAN PERSPECTIVE BY DR. IAN RITCHIE, ANSTO 

Dr. Ritchie's presentation has been divided into two specific areas: 

1. Comments on RATAP 
2. A chronological history of the modelling work at the Austra 

Nuclear Science & Technology Organization (ANSTO). 
lian 

As his comments follow very closely his written presentation done after the MEND 
Workshop, the notations here Will be necessarily brief to avoid repetition and 
Will only presentmaterial and questions not included in the written presentation 
found after these minutes. , 

Comments on RATAP 

In summary, Dr. Ritchie believes that RATAP is a good modelling tool which 
appears to encompass most important physical and chemical phenomena used to 
estimate pollutant transport from tailings. Comparison wi th Waite Amulet data. 
suggests that the mode1 is predicting in the right bal1 Park; however, he was 
surprised that comparison with other tailings data was not made. He recommended 
that. well thought out laboratory experiments may provide the data required to 
validate the mode1 especially in light of the uncertainty expressed in comparing 
the original field data, particularly the original pyriteconcentrations, and 
present measurements. 

He also suggested that sensitivity studies would be beneficial in determining 
how critical temperature affects and reaction rates are in the model. This is 
in light of comments made earlier in the Workshop that the temperature mode1 
had been included but had not been evaluated properly as to its importance in 
raw modelling. Temperature is extremely complicated and if it isn't important 

in the modelling, it should be removed. In light of the RATAP objective to 

estimate the time to oxidite a11 the pyrite and to detail how long acid 
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generation Will be a problem, temperature and oxidation rates play a significant 
role and should be included. 

The present report on RATAP was difficult to read. Clarification is required 
on the formalism, the assumptions made and the solution technique prior to public 
issuance. 

Dr. Ritchie believes that RATAP Will be a useful tool for regulators and 
operators in evaluating differing strategies in limiting acid mine drainage 
(AMD). It shouldn't be a requisite of themodel to predict water quality, which 
is very difficult to do. It should look at generic problems. 

Work in Australia 

Primarily two organizations are active in modelling in Australia: ANSTO and 
Stuart Millar's group. ANSTO is looking at physical processes whfle Stuart 
Millar is looking at the chemistry; however, both are concentrating on waste rock 

rather than tailings. 

ANSTO philosophy differs from RATAP in that a mode1 generates the kind of field 

data.required. The field data is collected to verify the moc:l assumptions and 
if.the data does not, then the mode1 is changed for the cycle to begin again. 

, 
Simple Homoqenous Mode1 

Please see Table 1. The first mode1 produced by ANSTO was the simple homogenous 
mode1 based on the specific question: Can diffusion through the pore space for 

oxidation at the rate which we got from field measurements be predicted? The 
answer is yes. One thing the mode1 predicted was high temperatures in the waste 
rock dumps (400 m across, 20 m high) being modelled, based on the oxidation rates 
present. Temperatures were in the 60 OC range. This led to discussions with 
their microbiology associates on the types of bacteria operating in these 
temperatures. lt was first argued that the bacteria were t4 oxidans that died 
out at 45OC. In the interim, large numbers of high temperature bacteria have 
been identified. It appears that there is a whole microbial ecology going from 
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lo”c up to 100 Oc. The fact that one has high temperatures working in the waste 
rock system does not matter. 

Please see Figure 1A for-the temperature, oxidation, oxygen concentration 
predictions of the simple model. The temperature distributions in the field did 
not match the predicted. This lead ANSTO to believe that their approach was to 
simple. They believed that the reaction process was quite fast, the rate was 

limited by the diffusion through the pore space. ANSI0 had considered the dump 
to be a homogenous fine grain material SO they had got the predicted reaction 
front running as it did. 

Dr. Ritchie then gave a short discussion of the time mathematical mode1 used in 
tha simple mode1 and as presented in Figure 1A. ANSTO has found this equation 
to be very helpful in determining how long it Will take to oxidize the material. 

The Two Comoonent Diffusion Mode1 

ANSTO was unhappy with the simple homogenous mode1 as it didn't seem to take any 
account how the particle was reacting. Their next model, then, would look at 
diffusion through the pore space and diffusion into the particle. Please see 

Figure 
partic 
model, 
partic 

2 for their vision of the moving reaction rate within the spherical 
e which was incorporated into the two component diffusion model. In this 
they were asking "What is the impact of including oxidation at the 

e level?" 

The result was modified oxygen and temperature distributions. Surprisingly the 
total predicted SO, production was the same in both models. Dr. Ritchie then 
reviewed the mode1 predictions of oxygen, oxidation and temperature as found in 
Figure 1B. The mathematical formula underneath was used to predict the time to 
completely oxidizeJhe waste dump material. T, corresponds to the time taken for 
a particle immersed in air to oxidite. 

Figure 3 shows the disappointing results of using the two component diffusion 
model. In fact the simple mode1 predicts just as effectively. Meanwhile, Figure 
4 shows the field measurements taken on waste rock dumps at Rum Jungle. These 
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';gures demonsirated ihat rii?rs ~2s definitely over parts of the dump diffusion 

:zning in fron the Stit!;Z<: *:?5'iar in ;irts, there were concentrations of 
::>g2nated air 2nd hszt ;s-;-::':-. $JijTs <-* ,bncluded thai this was most likely 
1 :::n*d2ctjye y~)c-jj! ;!:5:. :'-. ::;3=tjy- I-:m wind blowing on the sides. This 

-2; --a to the :Ni~d ixx~l .Y" :" I:-:‘??s bc:? :iiffusion and convection processes. 

The question here is how significant is convection? The answer is that 

convection certainly occurs in waste dumps, Its significance depends very much 
, ‘:ne geome-:-v/ z;,; -. - ,-: ,~ * 3 show: ,, = ;hysical transport 
;-chanjsms which ;houij 22 :: -- in 2 :z~:u.~' - Y- Ï of this kind. One needs oxygen 
Lransport, diffusion, advxz.;ï? :*dnsport mechanisms, Advection is going to be 

zajisted by temperature i,~.:,;:+: isnsity changes. 

::a an aside, Dr, Ritchie :::.cz :5 iarry Cathles' convection mode1 produced in 
cïe late 70's. His work 12:: ::- -fusion out uhich wasn't appropriate as the only 
b~ay these systemo kick of'? :s 2rorn diffusion. It is unknown how he got his 

;;I:tem started; however, Y:? ,;: Y' 'mited i; bis computing power. Handling the 

fifiusivity and convectiv- ttri is very difficult without sufficient computing 

s swer . 

A:so needed in the mode: is :.:5 .:;y-;zn usac;.~ by the pyritic materi al. ANSTO used 

:ne same kind of mode! dz :.: :.:i fuo composent mode1 with its shrinking tore. 

XSTO was convinced they h36 s.1 ixlude water transport because it Will measure 

the material porosity. T'ne ci ?f:;ion coefficient depends critically on porosity; 
t-2 âir CUÏy2z: mOr2 5.3, ->‘,: : ':^j3Qr‘t '.a :Reir mode1 uses both diffusion and 
::';xt,ion s;f;:3s. 

‘c, Ritchie thon review?? 2 s;,T-!;~s of .i r.harts demonstrating both field and 
--?djcted r?sul.ts, iâf2 y:;-, ,:?i+ + they wora looking a t small gold dump leaches 
:rying to esti;nate how Cj_j: :"3:3 systtms would go* Please see Figure 5 with 
2 permeability of 1O"O, y'- 2 -y :-': '<!y came to the conclusion that they required 
raasonably high permeabilif;/ ?SI~S.. Aftv two years the convection is just 
;zginning to take off; 5,:;i;3- ::~:entratjzn is decreas'ng from the surface as 
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a result of diffusion. By year four convection has really pushed air into the 

system. In doing SO, it has produced some corresponding hot spots reasonably 

far into the dump as time progresses. Their mode1 also contains a tut-off for 

the reaction process at 100 OC. At this stage the water has boiled off and the 

bacteria have nothing to live in. 

See Figure 6 of the same size dump with an increase in permeability by an order 

of magnitude. This has had a profound effect on the convection process which 

is firmly established by year one, the oxygen profile has moved half way through 

the dump, and a high temperature concentration covers an extensive area. In this 

instance, ANSTO was interested in optimizing the leach system. Figure 7 shows 

varying irrigation rates. By slowing irrigation by a factor of 10, they were 

able to get the leaching system working faster. This affect was attributed to 

a lessened cooling effect, greater air permeability, and a maximimired diffusion 

coefficient. 

In an experiment on the same leach dump where they reduced the particle site from . 

5mm to 2mm,. they increased the oxidation rate of the partic.le by a factor of 10. 
Does it have an effect on the whole dump? Th'e answer was not much. It 

emphasized that these systems are limited by macroscopic processes rather.than 
microscopic ones. 

, " . 

Figure 10 shows some field data of various bore holes into the dump. The data 
shows high permeability at the surface and at the bottom. Figure 11 shows the 
data for individual holes. This data shows.that a reasonable permeability for 
a waste rock dump is lO"*, a low permeability is 10'". Dr. Ritchie requested 

similar information on other dumps from the participants to eventually establish 
typical numbers for these type of systems. 

Please see Figure 8 for recent work at ANSTO with larger dumps (400 m diameter 
and 15 m high). They posed several questions: 

Does convection occur? Yes and it gives rise to hot spots. 
What happens when you put a caver on the dump, a11 over, on the top, 
on the sides. The results were quite surprising. See Table 3 and 
Figure 9. Putting material on the sides gains very little in 
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decreasing reaction rates. Putting material on the top and not on 
the sides gains you as much as putting material a11 over. This tells 
us that although convection occurs and creates some spectacular 
effects, it is really diffusion through the large top surface that 
is the predominant process. 'Hence, if you are looking to limit 
oxidation rate in these systems, one must limit diffusion through 
the top surface. This reinforces the Swedish strategy of some sort 
of layered systemto ensure the lowest possible diffusion coefficient 
as possible. 

ANSTO's next step is to go back to the simple diffusion mode1 and put in a 
layered caver factor. It cornes back to the most appropriate tool thought. Dr. 
Ritchie recommends using the simplest tool that is effective for the purpose. 

Another factor to consider in the diffusion convection mode1 is how significant 
is wind driven convection. Evidence from Bersbo and the Heath Steele shows that 

it is a factor. ANSTO's next exercise is to check this out. Dr. Ritchie 
suspects that there Will be.some limit due to the air permeability. They have 
found with convection and permeabilities of less than 10'" that convection never 
takes off. Something similar may be happening with wind driven convection. 

QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD: 

Mr. Bell: 

Dr. Ritchie: 

How were air permeabilities measured in Figure lO? 
l l 

When we put in our standard stringer, we put two thin 
bore tubes down side by side instead of just one. We 
blew air down one and measured the pressure in the other. 
Mathematical computationswouldgivetheairpermeability 
from the retrieved measurements. We employed 20 

transport ports to do the air transport for us to make 
sure that what we were measuring was indeed sensitive. 
We felt that this was quite important to ensure that the 
results could be interpreted. Distance betweentube ends 
was two centimetres. 
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The following discussion centered around the concern that this method could only 

be used in dumps with finer material than 2 cm since in many Canadian dumps the 

voids could be larger than two centimetres. Voids may occur and one would be 

unluckily to have a sampling point in a void; although they are relatively small 

in relation to the whole dump. Dr. Ritchie wished to emphasize that ANSTO 

measurements indicate that the dumps are remarkably homogeneous. Although it 

is a heterogeneous system with many processes happening on a macroscopic level, 
the system behaves in an homogeneous manner. 

Further discussion occurred on various measurement procedures and their validity. 

Dr. Ritchie emphasized that one must be sure that what you desire to measure cari 

indeed be measured and the results cari be interpreted. 

Mr. St. Arnaud: What produces the variations in permeability within the Wtiites 
Dump? 

i Dr. Ritchie: It was the way the dump was constructed, it was an end 

dump. 

Dr. Robertson: In a discussion on hydraulic permeability, Dr. Robertson 
discussed their work at Island Copper dump which has 

overburden and various rock types. Permeabilities had 
at least five orders of magnitude differences in 

hydraulic permeability depending on rock type and 
l I 

location in dump. In further-work in British Columbia, 

they are passing streams through waste rock dumps. 
Natural segregation causes the larger boulders to go to 
the bottom. Here the voids are much larger. When 

looking at ANSTO modelling with its uniformity, 
everything is happening onthe sides; the results suggest 
that the chimney effect is where you connect this high 
permeability air s.pace zone at the bottom with some sort 
of high permeability zone in the middle of the dump. 
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Dr. Ritchie: 

Mr. Bell: 

Dr. Ritchie 

Dr. Robertson: 

Dr. Ritchie responded that ANSTO was just looking at the 
effects of the covers and determining if convection 
occurs. If the chimney effect is present within the 
system, a heterogeneity factor would have to be added 
to the model. He emphasized that ANSTO's philosophy is 
to get an idea of what sorts of processes are important 
rather than what is exactly happening. I I . 

Your conclusion that convection is a side effect, an edge , 

effect and placing a caver on the side is a limited I 

effect, whereas placing a caver on thetop maximizes your 
benefit; is it not very dependent on the geometry and 
the construction of the dump by end dumping? End dumping 
causes a high permeability layer at the bottom and thus 
does not confine convection to the sides onlyi This 
bottom layer pulls air right into the middle of the dump. 
Heath Steele data supports this. 

Dr. Ritchie put a scale on tris edge effect of 70 meters 
which is larger than the dumps.being studied at Heath 
Steele. Geometry plays a major factor. 

Dr. Robertson requested one last question on diffusivity 
in relation to his experience with Equity Silver's dump 

, where it is warm a1 1 over with a very- permeable base. 
There is veniing happening a11 over; however, this has 
not been measured only observed. If you had a source 

of cold air at.the bottom of the dump and you have these 
high temperatures, there must be a tremendous thermal 
effect going up through the dump. Isn't this going to 
effect the modelling of the top diffusivity down if you 
have air moving upwards ? ANSTO is working on the edge 
effect, perhaps that is more uniform through the dump? 
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-c I:. ,-...s: 1: -..-. Sometime: . ‘fusion 2:: convection will have opposing 

effects rl'~*-' lng back to Figure 5 and depending on the 

geometry Cc3.‘< wipe oui diffusion in some places. 
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THE AUSTRALIAN PERSPECTIVE 

by Dr. A.I.R. Ritchie 

Australian Nuclear Science & Technology Organization 

This presentation Will be in two parts. 

n Some brief remarks on RATAP; 
. A description of the modelling work done at Ansto. 

a BRIEF COMMENTS ON RATAP 

1. RATAP appears to include the important processes which govern acid and 
pollutant generation in pyritic tails. 1 shall corne back in a moment 
to the reason why 1 use the expression "appears." 

2. On the basis of comparison with experimental data from Waite Amulet 
results predicted by RATAP are generally satisfactory. 

3. Because of uncertainties in field data, particularly the initial 
conditions of the tails, well thought out laboratory experiments may 
provide better data for validating the model. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

As Keith Phinney pointed out yesterday, the mode1 contains a wealth of 
information on rates and their dependence on a variety of parameters. 
Of interest would be how important this detail is to answer: 
(a) time to oxidize a11 the pyrite; 
W how long Will acid generation; be a problem. 

1 used the phrase "appears to be" because 1 found the Write-up very.hard 
going. Before the mode1 is released to users, 1 would expect a clearer 
exposition of: 
. the formalism; l . the assumptions; 
l the solution technique. 

Finally, 1 believe the mode1 Will be a very useful tool to allow 
regulators and operators to assess the relative merits of waste 
management options. -1 doubt if it Will accurately predict the water 
quality at a particular seepage point in a tailings system; nor do 1 
expect such a mode1 to provide such detailed information. 



m MODELLING AT ANSTO 

Introduction 

The description of modelling work at Ansto Will in essence be a chronology of 
modelling work there. The philosophy has been one of producing models to answer 
questions, where the questions have frequently arisen from the results of field 
experiments. 

.questions which 
Table 1 summarizes the main steps in mode1 progression, the 

have been asked and some of the answers which have been given. 

The Simule Homoaeneous Mode1 

This mode1 assumes that the waste is homogeneous and that there is no need to 
mode1 oxidation of the individual particles making up the waste. Further, it 
assumes that the oxidation rate is controlled by the rate of supply .of oxygen 
to the oxidation sites and that the supply mechanism is diffused through the pore 
spaces of the waste. These assumptions mean that oxidation occurs at a front 
which moves through the waste. 
shown in Figure 1. 

The main features predicted by the mode1 are 
The important result was that such a mode1 predicts SO, 

production rates which were consistent with those measured in the field. 

The mode1 also predicted that at those SO, production rates we should expect to 
see temperatures of about 6O'C in the waste. Such temperatures were incompatible 
with oxidation bythiobacillus ferrooxidans but further field measurements showed 
that temperatures of this order occurred in the dumps and that thermophilic 
pyrite oxidizing microorganisms were also to be found in the dumps. 

The Two Comoonent Diffusion Mode1 

We felt that the simple mode1 did not take adequate account of the oxidation 
process in the particles comprising the waste and could therefore underestimate 
the time to oxidize a11 the pyritic material and overestimate the SO, production 
rate. The moving front concept wqs therefore transferred to the particles and 
the mode1 assumed diffusion through the pore space followed by diffusion into 
a reaction front in the particles comprising the dump (see Figure 2). 

Figure 18 shows the main features predicted by this model. In essence it spread 
out the region where pyrite was being oxidized and as a result led to oxygen 
concentration and the temperature distributions slightly different from the 
simple model. The magnitude of the differences depended on the particle site 
distribution, the differences being small for small particles. The important 
result was that the total SO, production rate (pollution production rate) and the 
lifetime of oxidation predicted by this mode1 was little different from that 
predicted by the simple model. This is shown in Figure 3. 

Diffusion and Convection Mode1 

Meanwhile, field measurements had produced results of the type shown in Figure 
4. These indicate that convection as well as diffusion were transporting oxygen 
into the waste .dumps. It therefore became apparent that if we were to predict 



oxygen and 
had to inc 

temperature distributions 
lude convective transport 

consistent with those met in the field we 
in our modelling. 

A diffusion/convection mode1 must include the transport processes described in 
Table 2. It is essential to include water transport for two reasons. Firstly, 
water transfers heat as it moves through the waste. Secondly, the irrigation 
rate determines the moisture contentwhich changes both the diffusion coefficient 
and the air permeability, particularly the latter. It is interesting to note 
that the mode1 produced by Cathles in the late 70's and early 80's to describe 
bio-leaching in dumps of copper ore did not include diffusional transport of 
oxygen . 

As in Cathles' model, we included a tut-off for bacterial oxidation as the 
temperature increased. In our mode1 this tut-off is'1OO'C on the basis that 
water boils at this temperature and that bacteria require a water film in which 
to operate. 

We have applied the diffusion/convection mode1 to two rather different systems. 
Firstly, we have applied it to leach dumps where the objective is to oxidite the 
pyrite as rapidly as possible. Secondly, we have applied it to mine waste where 
the objective is quite the opposite. 

Figure 5 shows gas trajectories, oxygen concentrations and temperature 
distributions to be expected in a dump with radius 20 metres and a heig,ht ?f 20 
metres in the first four years of operation. 
the particle site 5 mm. 

The permeability is 10’ ' m and 
The results show that convection has become established 

by the first year and that it is an important transport process by the fourth 
year. figure 6 shows that as the air permeability is increased to 10a9 mz the 
convection is well-established by the-first year. Figure 7 shows that in such 
a dump the irrigation rate has a profound effect and that increasing the 
oxidation rate by about a factor of 10 at the particle level (by decreasing the 
particle size) has only a small .effect on the overall performance. These results 
show the importance of dump size, dump gas permeability and the irrigation rate. 

For larger systems; particularly mine waste dumps, the questions are: 
l Does convection occur to.a significant extent? 
. How long does it take for convective transport to become established? 
. What is the relative importance of diffusion and convection in the overall 

oxidation rate of pyrite in the dump? 

Figure 8 shows the results of applying the diffusion convection mode1 to dumps 
50 metres high and 400 metres wide. It is assumed for convenience that the 
particles are a11 of the same size, and are spherical with a radius of 5 rmn. 
The air permeability is taken to be 10 -'* II? which is a reasonable value based 
on field measurements (see below). 
after the creation of the dump. 

The results correspond to a time 30 years 
It is clear that convection is occurring and 

is creating a hot spot about 30 metres in from the side of the dump. 

TO examine the relative importance of diffusion and convection we considered 
cases where 10 metres of material is placed on the sides or on the top of the 
dump. The material has the same physical properties as the material in the dump 
but is not reactive. In practice, a caver layer would be much thinner and would 
be tailored to have properties to reduce diffusive and/or convective air 
transport. Figure 9 shows a comparison of the four cases. It is apparent that 



:he caver on the sides does not have a great effect and it follows that for these 
iarge dumps diffusive transport of air through the very large top surface 
dominates the pyrite oxidation rate within the dumps. 

Figures 10 and Il show some measurements of air permeability in a waste rock 
dump. It is apparent that the air permeability varies both laterally and 
sdertically; but as cari be seen from Figure 11, does not vary by more than two 
orders of magnitude. It is clearly of interest to see what effects ion 
cermeability paths have on air convection. It Will also be of considerable 
interest to get results from other waste dumps to obtain a clearer picture of 
she variability of air permeability from system to system. This is particularly 
jo of the Heath Steele Lumps, where oxygen concentration measurements indicate 
rhat convective or advective transport may be important. 



TABLE 1 

Mode1 Ouestion 

Simple Homogeneous 
Mode1 

Can diffusion through pore 
space support oxidation at 
a rate comparable with 
experiment? -, 

2 Component 
Diffusion Mode1 

What is the impact of 
including oxidation at the 
particle level? 

Diffusion/Convection How significant is ' 
Mode1 convection? 

;;zLpsion/Convection How significant is wind 
driven advection? 

Answers 

Yes 
Expect high temp 

Modified 0, distribution 
Modified temperature 

distribution 
Total SO, essentially 

unchanged 

Convection occurs c 
Significance depends on 

geometry 
/air permeability 

? 



TABLE 2 

PHYSICAL TRANSPORT MECHANISMS 

WHICH NEE0 TO BE DESCRIBED 

1. Oxygen transport into the heap by 

. diffusion as oxygen is consumed 

. advection due to air pressure gradients and temperature induced 
density changes 

2. Oxygen usage by the pyritic material 

3. Transport of water through the heap 

4. Transport of heat generated by the oxidation of pyrite by 

. diffusion 

. advection 

The description must incllude both the spatial and temporal variations in the 
above processes. 



Figure la - Simple Homogeneous Mode1 

Figure lb - Component Diffusion Mode1 
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TABLE 3 - Description of Case Studies 

, 

Case Layer Thickness on Top (m) Layer Thickness on Side (.m) 

a 0 0 

b 10 10 

C 2 2 

d 10 0 

e 0 10 

Permeability of dump material 
Diffusion coefficient 
Dump height 
Dump length 
Pyrite content 

= lO"O m* 
= 6 72 x 10e6 m* m*' 
= 15 m (without layer)‘ 
= 400 m (without layer) 
* 1% 



A question resulted why there is a step change in the pH predicted results. 
This is dominated by calcite, the site has been inactive for over 30 years. 

The probabilistic runs give an idea of the standard deviation. 

The ferrous iron concentration versus depth is a very similar plot. It is not 
to bad a run; the predicted results fa11 on a smooth curve whilst the field data 

bounce around, except for depths of more than three metres. 

For the WA17 site, the pH. lepth relationship produced a good agreement between" 
the predicted and measured values. The predicted values are lower, which would 
indicate that more buffering capacity was available than was assumed. 

The predicted ferrous iron concentrations versus depth were lower than the 
measured values, but generally a good fit was achieved. 

A question resulted if the ferrous iron values were dictated by the oxidation 
rate and a discussion resulted. Dr. Scharer explained' that total iron is 

dictated by the oxidation rate but the ferrous iron concentration is partitioned 
in the oxidation zone. 

In the case of WA22, the oxygen concentration versus depth shows a good fit. 

The oxygen is depleted at depth's over 1 metre. 

Mr. /-ialbert continued his presentation with some examples where the mode1 is 

used to predict'acid flux from a tailings area. At Nordic, the predicted graph 

shows a steady increase to 6,500 t/y of acid expressed as CaCq, and then falls 

off to a low level after 70 years. For comparison, a plot was made of the acid 

neutralized at the lime water treatment plant at the Nordic mine site. There 

is a steady rise since the treatment started. Calculations indicated that 45% 

of the acid 5s stored in the tailings site, only 25% 5s treated. The rest is 

neutralized by the addition of calcite. The expectation is that the amount of 

acid received at the treatment plant Will start dropping off. 
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explained that any change in temperature with depth is masked by the 
fluctuations of temperature at the surface. 

Mr. Halbert continued his presentationwith some comparisons of mode1 predictions 
to measurements in the field, i.e. the case of the Nordic tailings area in Elliot 

Lake. Slides were shown of the tailings areas. Mr. Halbert explained that the 

tailings are sulphidic uranium tailings. No buffering minerals are present due , 
the sulphuric acid leach in the mill, but the tailings were neutralized in part 

with calcite. He showed the two test sites T3 and T5. Tî is a predominant 
slimes area, pyrite content 5%, whilst T5 is a sand area, pyrite content lO- 
11% A fairly good fit is obtained for the percent pyrite remaining versus time 
for T3, but the fit is not SO good for T5. The tailing at T5 have a deeper water 
table. 

A discussion resulted and Dr. Nicholson explained that the mode1 is 'rough', 
grain size is used to calculate the moisture and this may result in the bad fit. 
He explained that one could override this and input moisture if this is 

available. 

The pH fit (pH versus depth) is not as good, the pH is overestimated by the mode1 

in comparison to the field' results. A discussion resulted. Dr. Nicholson 

indicated that when the sample is taken in the unsaturated zone below the oxygen 
level, the iron oxidizes in the sample and this results in a pH drop. Mr. Davé 

estimated that this is the case with a11 samples. 
I ' 

Mr. Halbert: The iron fit in mg/1 versus depth is a good fit. 

Case of the Waite Amulet sulnhide base metal tailinas area 

This is a 40 ha area which was extensively sampled in recent times. The results 

of samples of two sites, WA17 81 WA22 were compared with deterministic and 

probabilistic simulations. For the WA22 site, the pH-depth relationship produced 

a good fit. See Figures 3 & 4 of first referenced document. 
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QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD: 

Dr. Yanful: 

Mr. Halbert: 

Dr. Nicholson: 

Dr. Yanful: 

Mr. 'Halbert: 

Dr. Scharer: 

Dr. Nordstrom: 

Dr. Snodgrass: 

Are YOU very satisfied with the calibration and validation work 
that you have done SO far? 

He replied that this is really a comparison of field data with 
mode1 results. There are many factors and each module needs 
to be calibrated and verified. 

Perhaps we should. have a simpler mode1 to look at the 
effectiveness of covers. With regard to Dr. Yanful's question, 
there is room for improvement, especially the trace metals. 

Are you confident that the empirical formulae and the factors‘ 
used are correct or do they have to be adapted if no fit is 
obtained and have you done that sufficiently SO that the mode1 
is ready to go? 

Each mode1 cari continuously be corrected. Most of the 

questions will arise with some of the speciation work, 

conversion of the iron component. 

Dr. Scharer added that any mode1 has this 'hocus pocus' because 
you have to do something when no data is available, as an 

example the conversion of cerisite to.aluminite is purely 

kinetic'in the model. 
l 

He indicated that he cari get very good results with respect 

to pH, i.e. to within .5 units, using real data, including a11 
minera1 reactions. The input is different, he uses the water 

chemistry. 

He commented that if the mass balances are known, then the pH 

cari be calculated very well. He indicated that RATAP 

calcul ates the mass balances and calculates the pH. Various 
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Next, Mr. Halbert showed a slide indicating the simulated effect of different 
covers on the acid generation rate as a function of the depth of the unsaturated 
zone. The caver material had ïdentical properties as the underlying tailings. 
For one metre caver the acid generation rate is down by.about 50%. Mr. Davé 
indicated that for a two metre caver the acid generation rate is still about 30% 
of the non-caver situation. Mr. Halbert confirmed that the process is slowed 
down, but not stopped. 

Mr. Halbert ended his presentation by explaining the analysis carried out for 
five close-out options and the acid prediction with time.: 

Option 1: original water level is left at 4.5 m below the surface 
Option 2: the water level is raised by 1.5 metre 
Option 3: the water level is raised by 3 metre to 1.5 metre below the 

surface 
Option 4: the water level is left at the original level but a 3 metre 

de-pyritized tailings cap is applied 
Option 5: as option 4, but the water level is raised by 4.5 metre 

The prediction results show that over a 75 year period the tata! acidity 
increases steadily for each option, except for option 3, where the total acidity 

reaches a maximum and then drops off. There is no difference in acidity between 
option 1 and option 2, but the acidity is greatly reduced between options 2 and 

3, and also between options 3 and 4. Option 5 produced virtually no acid. 

A question resulted why for option 3 the curve showed a maximum,--however this 

was not answered. I i 

Dr. Steger added a comment related to the sometimes questionable accuracy of the 

field measurements. 

Mr. Davé indicated that the initial layer is less certain due to addition of lime 

and the revegetation. 
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Dr. Nicholson: 

Dr. Yanful: 

Dr. Steger: 

Mr. Ferguson: 

Mr. Phinney: 

He repeated that the purpose of the Workshop is to determine 
what we are going to do about our modelling needs. The first 
thing to do is to take stock of the models we have here and 
get the understanding what to do with them. 

Dr. Yanful replied that he understands this, but 70 to 80% of 
the time was spent on RATAP and if ideally the objective was 
to look at various models, practically we only looked at RATAP. 

He said that we have to be made aware of what we want and what 
we cari afford. We must have a11 our objectives and resources 
in place. 

Mr. Ferguson added that it is true that some of the other 
models were not discussed in as much detail as RATAP. He does 
not feel that RATAP had more time than it deserved because it 
was one of the focuses of this meeting. He felt that Dr. 
Nicholson's question, what are the tools, how are they useful, 
is a very important question.- He was of the opinion that the 
question would be better addressed to the MEND Prediction 
Committee. 

Mr. Phinney requested to make a comment with respect to RATAP 

and its usefulness. He was of the opinion that RATAP Will be 

very useful to predict what is going to happen to an existing 
site based on some measurements at the existing site to 

establish some reference points, and this was well 

demonstrated. He felt, however, that the same results could 
be obtained in a much simpler fashion. As far as new sites 

are concerned, there are easier ways and he did not see RATAP 

being useful. 

Dr. Ritchie asked what models? and a discussion resulted between Mr. Phinney 

and Mr. Halbert regarding simpler models which cari predict conditions for flooded 

tailings and the capabilities of RATAP for future sites. 
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Dr. Nicholson: 

Dr. Scharer: 

Dr. Nordstrom: 

Dr. Nicholson: 

Dr. Yanful: 

packages were used to verify the code. He explained that RATAP 
tries to follow a mode1 based measuring program. Everything 
is put into the mode1 and then real data is used ta calibrate 
the model. 

Dne starts to see what the really important parameters are and 
one cari then take the complications out of the model, simplify 

it. Example, if the temperature module is uncertain and not 
important it might be better to take it out. 

He added that the results of the mode1 Will be better if the 
input is more site specific. The more parameters we have 
measured in the field, the better our modelling results Will 
be, example we cari vary the initial concentration of pyrite 
layer per layer. 

The more parameters are measured in the field, the more unique 

the solution is to the processes that are happening. A mode1 

is no longer required if you have them a11 because you know 
.what is going to happen. 

He stated that he wants to get away from RATAP for a moment 

and said that there 1s a good appreciation of other models and 
approaches that are undertaken and asked what arethe mode11 ing 

needs and where are we 'going in the future? Which models 

should we use, a universal one or one which is specific for 

each purpose? 

Dr. Yanful indicated that it is not possible to get one tool 

that will do everything, but he wondered, as indicated earlier 

by Dr. Morin, what to do with RATAP. He summarised Dr. Morin's 

proposed recommendations (see third presentation: Dr. Morin, 

Morwijk Enterprises Ltd,) and asked what the approach Will be. 
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Mr. Halbert explained why RATAP was developed in a probabilistic framework. 
The UTAP framework was used, but apart from that, each mode1 has a certain built 
in incompleteness and imperfection which produces uncertainties in the output 
results. Also the input variables are uncertain, but bounds cari be determined 
with confidence from consultation with researchers and practitioners of the 
different areas of specialization. Lastly, there is uncertainty about the 
future. 

Mr. Halbert explained the concept of a probabilistic analysis. It consists of 
identifying probability distributions for each input variable to the mode1 and 
inputting these distributions into the code. The program then selects at random 
a variable for each input parameter from its respective probability distribption 
and creates one output result. This procedure is repeated randomly as many times 
as necessary in order to create an output distribution of the results. The 
results are then analyred in order to establish various measures of the 
distribution: minimum, maximum, arithmetic and geometric mean and standard 

deviation, measures of skewness and kurtosis. As a rule, the code is only run 

probabilistic at the end to do the final analysis. 

Mr. Halbert showed a slide indicating the concept adopted for modelling a 
tailings area and indicated that up to 20 layers-are included in the unsaturated 

zone and 2 layers in the saturated zone. Specific values for each layer cari be 

inputted for a number of parameters, including porosity, water content, minera1 

content, as well as concentration values for various cations and anions. 
information layer by layer but the abflity is there Usually, we do not have the 

to do it. 

Some of the minerals that are included in the RATAP code include pyrite, 

pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite and arsenopyrite. The latter minera1 was 

included in version BMT2. Some of the buffering minerals that are included in 

the RATAP code include calcite, cerussite and base aluminite. Also included are 

several chemical precipitates, gypsum, iron hydroxides, aluminum hydroxides, 

siderite, copper carbonate, copper-ferric hydroxide co-precipitate, ferric 

arsenic-ferric hydroxide co-precipitate, jarosite and copper-jarosite co- 

precipitate. 
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WORKSHOP ON NODELLING OF REACTIVE TAILINGS 
SPONSORED BY THE MEND PREDICTION COMMITTEE 

SENES CONSULTANTS LTD. - MR. BRUCE HALBERT 

The presentation dealt with the development and description of RATAP.BMT and with 
the,validation using tests at the Waite Amulet tailings deposit. Please refer 
to the following documents: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Modelling Chemical Reactions in Reactive Tailings 
Bruce E. Halbert, Jeno M. Scharer, William 3. Snodgrass, Henry F. 
Steger, R.V. Nicholson, Jeanette M. Southwood found following these 

minutes. 
A Research Report: Critical review of the Reactive Acid' Tailings 
Assessment' Program (RATAP.BMTZ), prepared for CANMET by Senes 
Consultants Ltd & Beak Consultants Ltd. found in the Appeniix. 

A Research Report: Adaptation of the Reactive Acid Tailings 

Assessment (RATAP) to Base Metal Tailings. Main Report, prepared 
for CANMET by Senes Consultants Ltd & Beak Consultants Ltd. found 

in the Appendix. 
Application of the Reactive Acid Tailings Assessment Program to 
Pyritic Mine Tailings. B.E. Halbert, R.A. Knapp, J.W. Maltby and 

A.J. Vivyurka, Senes Consultants Ltd. and Rio Algom Ltd. found 

following these minutes. 

Mr. Halbert began his presentation by giving some of the history of the 

development of RATAP, started five years ago, and stating RATAP's objectives: 
to investigate the factors and processes which control oxidiration 

of sulphide minerais 
s to simulate tailings pore.water quality 
w to simulate acid generation versus time 

to predict the long term acid flux from a tailings area 
- to develop the ability to investigate the effects of acid generation 

of alternative close out concepts. 
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chemical exponential function and the query if this is a good way of doing it. 

An other question resulted why oxygen did not appear in the formula. It was 
explained that oxygen was done in a separate part of the modele 

The chemical reaction rate is a function of the pH, the temperature, the chemical 

energy of activation, the surface area of the sulphide particles, the partial 

oxygen pressure and the moisture content. See formula 2.13 of third referenced 
document. 

The surface area is a function of the size distribution and this is included as 

a Paretto-type distribution. See formula 1 of first referenced document. 

The rate of shrinkage of the particles is equal to the sum of the biological and 
chemical oxidation rates divided by the density of the particles. 

A discussion resulted related to the sulphide particles and how much is free as 

compared to 'disseminated' particles. Mr. Davé was of the opinion that a lot 

of particles Will have to be milled to be liberated, but Dr. Nicholson did not 
agree and from microscopic examinations felt that, for example with pyrite a11 
particles are free. After the discussion, he admitted, however, that a 
correction factor should be included for some materials to account for the non- 

exposed sulphide particles. 

Mr. Halbert con inued his presentation by indicating the formula for the 
t 

urireacted sulphide minera1 'at any time 't'. See formula'3 of first referenced 

document. Mr. Halbert discussed the temperature sub-routine and indicated that 

this has undergone several changes over time. The current mode1 is based on 

energy transport. The change in temperature over time is evaluated as a function 

of 'the reaction rates, the conductive and convective transport' and the heat 
capacity of the phases. The formula has not been verified but the results seem 

reasonable. The temperature is added to the background temperature. 

A discussion resulted based on a question by Mr. Davé if the mode1 predicted a 

rise in temperature. Temperature rises are 3 to 5 degrees C. Mr. Blowes 
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RATAP consi 

- 

sts of six principal modules: 

initial inventory module 

kinetics module 

sulphide oxidation module 

oxygen transport module 

solute transport module 
speciation module. 

Four basic sub-routines calculate temperature, pH, formation of hardpan and 

concentration of trace salts. 

Each module calculates the following: 

initial inventory module: calculates the tailings mineralogy, the 
baseline .tailings temperature, the tailings water and air content 

kinetics module: calculates the chemical and biochemical oxidation 

rates 
sulphide oxidation module calculates oxidation rates for each 
sulphide minera1 

- oxygen transport module calculates the oxygen concentration with 

depth 
s solute transport module calculates the newtemperature profiles, the 

aqueous and sol id phases mass balances, the pore water pH and the 
hardpan formation 

- speciation module: calculatesthe concentration of a11 major (calcium 
I 

sulphate, iron, etc.) and minor (copper, zinc and arsenic) elements. 

With regard to the kinetics module, Mr. Halbert indicated that the total 

biological reaction rate is a function of the specific growth rate, the bacterial 

population density and the yield constant. The specific growth rate takes into 

account temperature, pH, phosphorous concentration, carbon dioxide and moisture. 

See formulae 2.10 and 2.11 of third referenced document. 

A discussion resulted, starting with a question by MS Pamela Friedrich, regarding 

the temperature expression in the specific growth rate formula, which is an usual 
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Modelling Chemical Reactions in -active Tailings 

BRUCE E. HALBERT 
SENES CONSULTANTS LIMITED 

JENO M. SCHARER 
SENES CONSULTANTS LIMITED 

WILLIAM J. SNODGRASS 
BEAK CONSULTANTS LIMfTED 

HENRY F. STEGER 
ENERGY, MINES AND RESOURCES CANADA 

R.V. NICHOLSON 
UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO 
JEANETTE M. SOUTHWOOD 

SENES CONSULTANTS LIMITED 

ABSTRACT 

The control of acid mine drainage from tailings areas 
is widely recognized as the most serious environmental 
issue facing many base metal, gold and uranium mine 
operators today. While collection and treatment of 
acid mine drainage is commonly practiced at active mine 
sites, it is.generally accepted that continuation of 
treatment practices for an indefinite period in the 
post operating phase is neither desirable nor 
practical. Besides problems associated with 
maintaining an effective treatment system after mining 
activities have ceased, the disposa1 of chemical 
treatment plant sludge produced from the neutralization 
of acid mine drainage is a major operational problem. 

I i 

Recognizing the seriousness of this problem, the Canada 
Centre for Minera1 and Energy Technology (CANMET), in 
the mid 198O's, initiated investigations into the 
factors and processes which control the oxidation of 
sulfide minerals and work on the development of a 
predictive modelling tool to simulate acid generation 
in mine tailings. The primary objective of this work 
was to provide a mode1 for predicting the long-term 
potential of acid generation in tailings and for 
evaluating the effects on acid generation of 
alternative closeout concepts. 

The mode1 framework, known as the Reactive Acid 
Tailings Assessment Program (RATAP), was developed 
jointly by SENES Consultants Limited and BEAK 



I 

I 

Dr. Robertson added that RATAP is not everything to a11 people and he made an 
analogy with different music instruments to achieve the.same goals. A discussion 
resulted between Dr. Yanful and Dr. Nicholson related to the use of RATAP. RATAP 
r(ill .not solve a11 the problems, but it is useable now, why not use it. 

Dr. Yanful: 

Yr. Townsend: 

Dr. Scharer: 

Dr. Snodgrass: 

He again repeated his question related to the recommendations 

made by Dr. Morin, asking who is going to attend to these 
recommendations, and he asked everyone: what are we going to 
do with his recommendations? 

He suggested that RATAP should be made more user-friendly. 
It is a fine instrument and a simpler version could be 

produced. 

Dr. Scharer agreed that RATAP could be made more user friendly. 

He indicated that RATAP is programmer friendly. 

****** 
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this model, known .as RATAP.BMTZ (3) to the sulfide tailings at Waite Amulet in Quebec is discussed in this 
paper. 

The mining and milling operation at Waite Amule+ 
processed approximately 8.74 million tonnes of sulfide 
are between 1929 and 1962. 
and zinc concentrate. 

The mil1 pro&-*- &,,ed a conter 
tailinçs were 

Nearly 6 million tonne;-cf 
deposited in a 42 hectare site enciosed 

by a perimeter dam. An extensive research orogramme 
was initiated in 1985 by CANMET and the- Noranda 
Research Centre to investigate the hydroaeology 
hydrology, mineralogy, 
sulfLde tailings site. 

and geochemistry of this hig; 

, 

THE RATAP .BMT MODEL 

The concepts adopted for modelling a tailings area are 
illustrated on Figure 1. The tailings soi1 profile i-s 
subdivided into the unsaturated zone, capillary fringe 
and saturated zone. Conditions conducive to the 
oxidation of sulfide minerals are limited to the 
unsaturated zone and top layer of the capillary fringe 
due to the barrier 
Hence, 

posed by water to oxygen transport. 
the characteristics of the tailings mass in the 

too horizon may be subdivided into twenty layers with 
each layer having its own distinct physical and 
chemical properties. In contrast,' the saturated zone 
which is a reducing environment, is modelled as eithek 
a one or two layer system depending on the flowpath 
assumed for the tailings porewater. Precipitation 
entering the taiiings is modelled to flow downward 
through the unsaturated zone and capillary fringe. On 
entering the saturated zone , a portion of the flow may 
be modelled as moving horizontally through the tailings 
mass and emerging as seepage passing through or beneath 
the perimeter dams while the remaining portion moves 
further downward into a subsurface aquifer beneath the 
tailings. 

Oxidation of the sulfide minerals, which is assumed to 
be limited to the unsaturated zone, is modelled as the 
sum of biochemical and chemical oxidation rates. The 
factors which affect these rates have been extensively 
reviewed and summarized (4). 

Pyrite and other sulfide minerals (pyrrhotite, 
chalcopyrite, sphalerite, and arsenopyrite) are 
considered as distinct, 
tailings. 

unconsolidated particles in the 
The cumulative size distribution is given by 



Consu.ltants Limited under contract to CANME?. The 
mode1 was designed to predict, on a long-term basis, 
the rate and the extent of acid generation and 
concomitant major geochemical events brought about by 
the chemical and microbial oxidation of pyrite in 
uranium tailings. 
to base 

This mode1 was subsequently adapted 
metal tailings by includïng other sulfide ores 

such as pyrrhotite, galena, and sphalerite (RATAP.BMT) . 
The modular design of the code allowed these additions 
to Se made to the original program with relative ease. 
Recently, RATAP.BMT has been expanded to incorporate 
the geochemistry of arsenic (RATAP.BMTZ). The current 
version of the program cari be run in a probabilistic or 
a deterministic manner. 

The o riginal version of the mode1 has been calibratéd 
and validated extensively on pyritic‘ uranium tailings. 
Partial validation of the modified computer mode1 (i-e. 
RATAP.BMT2) has been performed using field study data 
on the high sulfide tailings at Waite-Amulet in 
northeastern Quebec, some relevant data from pyritic 
uranium tailings investigations in the Elliot Lake area 
of northern Ontario, and laboratory observations. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the presence of oxygen or other oxidizing agents 
(ferric ion, for example), sulfide-containing minerals 
oxidite to soluble metal sulfates. Many of these 
oxidized minerals contribute to the acidic nature of 
mine drainage. The control of the acid mine drainage 
(AMD) from rock piles and tailings is widely recognized 
as a serious environmental issue at many mining 
properties. While collection and treatment of AMD is 
widely practiced, it is generally accepted that long- 
term treatment for an indefinite period past the 
operating phase is neither desirable nor practical. 
Besides the obvious problem of maintaining an effective 
treatment system at an abandoned mine site, the 
chemical sludges produced during treatment may pose a 
hazard as well. 

Recogniting the seriousness of this problem, the Canada 
Centre for Minera1 and Energy Technology (CANMET) 
initiated work in 1985 on the development of a 
predictive mode1 to simulate acid generation by 
bacteria-assisted oxidation of pyritic uranium 
tailings. This original work, which was undertaken by 
SENES Consultants Limited and Beak Consultants Limited 
(1, 21, has been expanded to include sulfide minerals 
commonly found in base metal tailings. Application of 
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transport into the tailings. At steady state, the 
diffusive transport is equal to the oxidation rate, 
i.e.: 

(4) 

where 

De 
t 
t 
C 

= effective oxygen diffusivity through the 
tailings (m*/month) 

= depth into the tailings (m) 
= time 
= oxygen concentration (moles/m3) 

‘t 

I 

The oxidation rate in Eq. 4 is an explicit function of 
oxygen. The mode1 includes the simultaneous solution 
of Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 for evaluating the oxidation 
process. 
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FIGURE 1: CONCEPT ADOPTED FOR MODELLING 
OF TAIUNGS 



a Paretto-type distribution function as follows: 

F(r) = A($-P - B (+-) 
max 

(1) 

where 

F (f) 

Lc 

= fraction of tailings having radius "r" 
or less. 

= maximum particle radius 

The parameters A, 9, a and p are fitted on the basis of 
sizing data and are subject to the following 
constraints: 

A - B = 1.0, a # 1.0, p # 1.0 

Sulfide particle oxidation has been based on the 
concept of "shrinking radius' kinetics. Thus, the 
reaction rate is evaluated monthly as the sum of the 
biological and chemical oxidation rates: 

kit) = &io(d + Qhedc) 

PP 

(2) 

K Bio 
= biological oxidation rate per unit 

surface area (moles/(month.m*)) 
K Chem ~ = chemical oxidation rate per unit surface 

area (moles/(month.m*)) 
PP 

= density of the sulfide minera1 
(moles/m?) 

It cari be shown, that the mass of "unreacted" sulfide 
minera1 per unit vplume at any time 'Y" is given by the 
foilowing expression: 

where 

M(t) 

Mo 

x 

= unreacted sulfide minera1 content 
(moles/m3) 

= initial minera1 content 
(moles/m3) 

sulfide 

I 10 k( (t) dt 

The sulfate flux depends on the extent of ox,ygen 

f’ 
I . 

f’ 
i; 
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The first mcdule, executed only once, is the initial 
inventory module which calculates for each layer the 
initial solids composition, the monthly soi1 
temperature, the soi1 water content and soi1 air 
content. The kinetics module, the second module, 
calculates rate information (i.e. the chemical and 
Siological oxidation rates) at eàch time step for tihe 
various layers. The calculated ?arameters transferred 
into the mode1 for each layer are the soi1 temperature, 
water content, pU and oxygen concentration; the latter 
two parameters being estimates from the "previous 
month". The sulfide oxidation module is then employed 
to calculate simultaneously the extent of cxidation 
according to Eq. 3 and the rate of oxidation for each 
sulfidic minerâl. The rate of oxidation, in turn, is 
used to evaluate the rate of oxygen consumption by 
considering the stoichiometry and kinetics of the 
process: , 

where 

(5) 

b = stoichiometric oxygen requirement 
V si0 = volumetric biological oxidation rate 

(moles/(m3.month) 1 
V = Chem volumetric chemical oxidation rate 

(moles/(m3.month)) 

The oxygen module uses the above information together 
with data on the air-filled porosity of tailings to 
evaluate the oxygen content versus depth. 

The next module, -the solute transport module, is the 
heart of the program. This module directs the 
performance of several subroutines. Oxidation of 
sulfide minerals is highly exothermic. First, the 
temperature is evaluated interactively by a loop 
considering oxidation rates, thermal conductivity and 
heat capacity of solid and liquid phases. The 
temperature is evaluated as an increment above some 
background level. The next step in the transport mode1 
iS the establishment of liquid and solid phase mass 
balances. Based on these balances, an "initial pH 
guess" is obtained and the pH talc and pH function 
subroutines are called to calculate actual pH by 
solving an ionic balance. Although the speciation 
affecting the pH calculation is performed implicitly in 
the pH code subroutine, detailed speciation is achieved 
in the speciation module. This module also affects the 
trace subroutines. In fact, trace is a collection of 
several subroutines, one each for each minor 



The code com?rises six main modules and five auxiliary 
sub=oL-- ,,ines âs indicated on Fiçure 2. The mai2 
modules, In order of operation, are: initial 
inventory, kinetics, sulfide oxidation, oxyqen 
transport, solute transport, and speciation. Four 
subroutines, nâmely the te,mperature, pH câlculation, pi! 
Snction and trace routines are -called izeratively zo 
evaluate the temperature effect, calculaCe the pE, ard 
the trace metal concentrations in the porewazer. A 
seoarâte subroutine checks for the presence cf kardgâr. 
by considering the extent o f secondary mineralization. 

STAR1 

/ 

OXIOAllON MOOULE 

TRANSPORT MODULE 

SOLUTE 
TRANSPORT MOOULE 

+ t 
AQUEOUS TRACE 

SPECIAllON MODULE - StJ8ROUTUJES 

FIGURE 2:. CONCEPTUAL FLOW DIAGRAM 
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determ$.nistic run at each location and 25 probabilistic 
runs at each location. The results of these runs are 
discussed below. 

The data from borehole WA22 was used to calibrate the 
model. Field data shows that the. pH in the top 1 m of 
tore rises sharply from 3.42 in the uppermost section 
to about 5.0 at 80 cm, then rises more slowly to a 
relatively constant value of about 6.4 (5). Predicted 
pH values agree well with measured values as indicated 
on Figure 3 for the deterministic mode1 run and Figure 
4.0 for the probabilistic mode1 run. Both the 
deterministic and probabilistic mode1 runs show more 
abrupt pH change with depth than is suggested by the 
field data. 

There is good agreement between predicted and me.asured 
ferrous iron values as evidenced from the plots on 
figures 5 and 6. The Sharp reduction in the ferrous 
iron concentration between 2 and 3 metres below the 
tailings surface mimics the Sharp rise in pH from about 
4.5 to 6.5 - 7.0. This pH change contributes to -the 
precipitation of dissolved ferrous iron as iron 
hydroxide. 

The plot of the probabilistic mode1 run includes error 
bars which span one standard deviation about the mean 
values. These error bars were calculated from the 
results of 25 probabilistic runs and represent the 
uncertainty in the predicted values due to uncertainty 
in the mode1 input values, specified as distributions 
rather than constants. The large uncertainties 
predicted at a depth of 2 to 3 metres in the tailings 
pile are not unexpected but rather reflect the range in 
v lues which could be measured at this depth depending 
0 t the p-articular values selected for the input 
parameters. 

The sampling program was conducted in the late fa11 of 
1987, during a period of mixed snowfall and rainfall. 
The samples from WA17 were collected'shortly after 
snowmelt had occurred, while samples from WA22 were 
collected through the unmelted snow.cover (5). The 
unusual pH values in the near surface area suggest that - 
the water'expressed from the uppermost tore at WA17 may 
reflect recently infiltrated rain or snow melt water: 
Below the top 100 cm the pH rises to a level between 
5.0 and 6.0 (Figures 7 and 8), similar to those 
observed at WA22 (Figure 3). There is reasonable 
agreement between predicted and measured pH values, 



constituent. 
developed 

Currently, subroutines have been 
for copper from chalcopyrite, zinc from 

sphalerite, and arsenate and arsenite from 
arsenopyrite. The transport and speciation modules 
calculate properties for each individual layer. A 
subroutine called hardpan checks whether the porespace 
has been filled with seconàary precipitates and, hence, 
whether a condition known as "hardpan" has deveioped. 

Upon completion of these calculations, the program 
moves to the next time step and repeats the 
calculations for the kinetics through aqueous 
speciation modules. 

The component modules described above are embedded 
within a probabilistic framework which permits the 
effect of u.ncertainty in the oxidation processes and 
mode1 parameters on the rate and quantity of aoid 
generation to be assessed. The uncertainty arises 
because of normal experimental error or because it is 
sometimes impossible to measure the influence of every 
variable. The probabilistic technique allows the full 
state of knowledge (or lack thereof) about the input 
parameters to be described in the form of subjective 
probability distributions. While this technique is very 
useful in evaluating the uncertainty in the mode1 
predictions and in assessing the sensitivity of the 
mode1 output results to changes in the input 
pârameters, the RATAP.BMT mode1 cari also be run in the 
more conventional deterministic mode. Deterministic 
mode1 runs are made using nominal values of the input 
parameters. Experience suggests that it is generally 
preferable to limit the number of probabilistic runs 
because 
analyted 
time cari 

of the large amount of data which must be 
and interpreted and because the computer run 
tape several hours. 

RESULTS 

Mode1 validation using the Waite Amulet tailings ?s the 
test case involved running RATAP.BMT to predict pH and 
ferrous iron concentrations in the porewater and the 
oxygen concentration in the gaseous porespace at two 
locat.ions. AIl input parameter values were held 
constant between the two locations with the exception 
of the depth to the water table which was set equal to 
2.75 metres for WA17 and 6 metres for location WA22. 
While it was recognized that there were differences in 
the tailings characteristics between the two locations, 
there was insufficient basis for changing any of the 
parameter values. RATAP.BMT runs were performed for one 
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although the lo.wer predicted values in this case 
t suggest that more buffering capacity may have been 
j available at this location than was assumed. The 

starting mineralogical composition at WA17 was assumed 
to Se identical to WA22 since location specific data 
were not available. A better fit of observed and 
predicted values could have been.obtained by adjusting 
some of the input parameter values. 

The ferrous iron concentrations plotted on Figures 9 
and 10 show that the predicted values agree well with 
the measured values. It is noted that the measured 
values at WA17 were significantly higher than measured 
at WA22, and the predicted values (deterministic and 
probabilistic) follow the same trend. 

The diffusive transport of gaseous oxygen cari be 
regarded as a rate limiting step. The porespace oxygen 
concentration reflects this process. In Figure 11, the 
predicted oxygen concentrations at borehole WA22 are 
compared with measurements. In general, the 
predictions agree well with measured values and the 
rapid decline of the oxygen concentration with depth 
reflects actively oxidizing tailings. Since the oxygen . 
levels are dependent upon both the diffusive transport 
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and the kinetic parameters, this agreement between 
mode1 predictions and observations is perhaps the best 
"indicator" concerning the appropriateness of the mode1 
structure as well as the parameter values. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Mathemat ical models serve as useful Dredictive tools in 
assessing acid porewater generation from reaccive 
tailings. The RATAP.BMT mode1 is well suited for this 
purpose. In general a mechanistic (rather than 
empirical) modelling approach has been chosen. The 
sulfide oxidation process is based on "shrinking 
radius" kinetics and the acid flux estimation is based 
on particle size distribution. Mass balances are 
perf ormed to take into account not only sulfide minera1 . 
oxidation, but also carbonate minera1 interactions and 
secondary precipitation. The mode1 has been 
successfully employed to predict acid fluxes in high 
sulfide base metal tailings (Waite Amulet) and sulfidic 
uranium tailings (Elliot Lake). 
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The Reactive Acid Tailings Assessment Program (RATAP) has been 
developed to analyze the effects of oxidation processes and 
variables on the rate and quantity of acid generated by the 
bacterial-assisted oxidation of sulfide minerals in mine tailings. 
The mode1 allows the effects of various closeout strategies on the 
flux of total acidity from tailings areas to be evaluated. Acid 
generation is 
characteristics, 

calculated as a function of both tailings 
such as grain size, thickness of unsaturated zone, 

temperature, depth of tailings mass and time of year; and as a 
function of such mineralogical characteristics as pytite, gypsum, 
calcite, basaluminite and geothite contents. 

The code steps through time in monthly increments and typically is 
run for several decades on any application. It is structured into 
several modules to permit each component to be calibrated 
independently against data reported in the literature. In 
addition, the RATAP code was conceived in a probabilistic framework 
to allow the effects of uncertainties in the values of the input 
parameters to be investigated. 

The RATAP model, which has been validated against field data on 
the Nordic tailings area in Elliot Lake, Ontario, showed good 
overall agreement between predicted values and field observations. 
The comparisons included pH values, several chemical and 
radiological species in both the aqueoua and solid phases, and 
gaseous component concentrations. 

The validated mode1 has since been applied to other pyritic, 
uranium mine tailings areas at Elliot Lake to investigate the 
effects of closeout concepts on long-term acid generation. The 
results of mode1 ptedictions for closeout options involving direct 
vegetation of the tailings surface, placement of a caver on the 
tailings and replacement of porous dams to raise the water table, 
have been evaluated and are discussed in this paper. 
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accounts for many of these factors and is based upon principles'of 
mass balance, 
appropriate, 

geochemical kinetics or equilibria, where 
and solution transport to estimate the pH and the . 

! acidity of tailings porewater. 

The code comprises six -modules as indicated on Fig. 2.. The 
modules, in order of operation, are: initial inventory, kinetics, 
oxygen transport, pyrite oxidation, solute transport, and aqueous 
speciation. Because many of the processes are interdependent, the 
computational sequence involves several iterative solutions as 
suggested by the loops on Fig. 2. The computations are performed 
on a monthly basis and are repeated for each succeeding year over a 
user specified duration. 

. The first module, executed only once,is the initial inventory 
module which calculates for each layer the initial solids 
composition, the monthly soi1 temperature, the soi1 water content 
and soi1 air content. The kinetics module, the second module, 
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INTRODUCTION 

COntrOl Of &id min8 drainage from waste rock pi183 and tailings 
areas is'wid8ly recognised as the most serious environmental i33u8 

; facing many coal, base metal and uranium mine operators today. 
whil8 COlleCtiOn and tr8atm8nt of acid mina drainage is commonly 
practiced at active mine sites, it is generally accepted that 
continuation Of treatment practices for an indefinite p8riod in th8. 
post operating phase i3 neither desirable nor practical. B8Sid8S 
the obvious problems associated with maintaining an effective 
treatment system after mining activities have C8aS8dl th8 disposa1 
of chemical treatment plant sludge produced from th8 neutralization 
of acid mine drainage is a major operational problem. 

Recognizing the S8riOuSnesS of this problem, th8 Canada Centre for 
Minera1 and En8rgy Technology, initiated work in 1985 on the 
development o.f a predictive modelling tool to simulate acid 
generation by the bacterial-assisted oxidation of pyritic uranium 
mine tailings. The primary objective of this work was to provide a 
mode1 for predicting the long-term potential of acid generation in 
taiiing3 and for evaluating the effects on acid generation of 
alternative closeout concepts. This original work, which was 
undertaken by SENES Consultants Limited and Beak Consultants 
Limited (.1986 and 1987) r8SUlt8d in the development of th8 Reactive 
Acid Tailings Assessment Program (RAT=). A Second version of th8 
code was SUbS8qU8ntly developed to include .other sulfide minera13 
found in base metal tailings and.has b88n given the acronym 
RATAP.BMT (%NES and Beak, 1988). The work pr838nt8d in this paper 
hOW8V8r, relates to the application of the original version of 
RATAP on pyritic uranium mine tailings typical of those found in 
the Elliot Lake area of nOrth8rn Ontario. 

THE RATAP MODEL 

Th8 concepts adopted for modelling a tailings area are illusttated 

unsaturatf;l zone 
on Fig. The tailings soi1 profil8 is.subdivided into the 

capillary fringe and saturatad zone. Conditions 
conducive to the'oxidation of sulfide min8ralS are limited to the 
unsaturated zone and top layer of the capillary fringe duejto the 
barriet posed by water to oxygen tranSpOrto Ii8nC8, th8 
characteristics of th8 tailings mass in th8 top horizon may be 
subdivided into twenty layers with each layer having its own 
distinct physical and Ch8miCal properties. In contrast, the 
saturated zone, which is a reducing environment, fs mod8118d a3 
8ith8r a on8 or two layer system depending on th8 flowpath assumed 
for th8 tailings porewater. Precipitation entering the tailings is 
mod8118d to flow downward through th8 unsaturated son8 and 
capillary fringe. On entering th8 saturated zone1 a portion of th8 
flow may be.modelled as moving horizontally through th8 tailings 
mass and 8m8rg8 as scepage passing through Or beneath th8 Perimeter 
dams whil8 th8 remaining portion moves furth8r downward into a 
subsurface aquifer b8n8ath th8 tailing3. 

The rate and quantity of acid generated from th8 biochemical 
oxidation of sulfide minerais is dependent on a host of factors 

.which hav8 b88n 8Xt8nSiV8ly reported in th8 literature and were 
reviewed in an earlier report by SENES (19841 l The RATAP code 
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Beak (1986) and ahowed good agreement for a11 those parameters 
which could:be tested. Space does not permit review of this 
calibration work in this paper. 

Once the RATAP mode1 development and calibration work was 
completed, the validity of the mode1 predictions were tested by 
comparison to field data collected at the Nordic tailings site in 
Elliot Lake, Ontario. The tailings were deposited between 1957 and 
1968 and typically contained between 3 to 8% pyrite. Several 
geochemical and hydrogeological investigations have been undertaken 
at the site in the intervening years. The data selected for 
comparison purposes are those reported by Smyth (1981) on two 
sampling stations located about 0.75 km apatt and designated as T3 
and T5-. The tailings at location T3 are predominantly slimes and 
the water table at this station varies between 6 and 6.5 m below 
the surface. At location T5 tailings are coarse grained and the 
water table is at a depth of 4 to 4.5 m. 

TO initiate a mode1 validation run, certain site specific 
information was required to characterize the tailings as laid down 
at the cessation of operations in 1968. Specifically, input data 
were required for each tailings type on the initial pyrite content, 
depth to water table, number of layers and thickness of each layer, 
tailings porosity, tailings residual water content, coefficient of 
moisture content and air entry value. The input values employed 
for a11 other input parameters were determined from the literature 
or from other field investigations in the Elliot Lake areas. 

The RATAP mode1 provides output data on a range of solid, aqueous 
and gaseous phase parameters. Mode1 predictions are presented here 
however for only the key parameters. Figure 3 presents a 
comparison of predicted and measured pyrite values at locations T3 
and T5 twenty years after tailings disposa1 ceased. The initial 
pyrite content assumed for the two locations was 6% and 11% 
respectively. The plots show reasonably good agreement between 
predicted and observed values and indicate that a substantial 
amount of pyrite remains above the water table at both locations. 

Good agreement between predicted and m8aSUr8d pH values was also 
found at both locations (see.Fig. 4). -The Sharp gradients in the 
predicted values occur when partfCU1at buffering systems are 
calculated to bt depleted. In contrast the field data suggest that 
the porewater may be influenced by residual solids of the buffering 
species which tend to smooth out the transition. The low pH values 
at location TS indicate that more extensive oxidation iS OCCUrring 
in the coarse tailings than 'in the slimes fraction at T3. This 
observation is 8JCp8Ct8d Sine8 th8 CoarS8 tailings bave a 1OW8t 
moiature content which permits a greater oxygen flux into th8 
tailinga which, in turn, supports more comp18te biochemical 
oxidation of'the sulfide minerais. 

Measured and predicted total diasolved iron lave13 in th8 tailinga 
porewater in the unsatutated zone are pr8Sented on Fig. 5. Again 
mode1 predictiona are aeen to be in good agreement with the field 
data. The low iron concentrations predicted at aha+low depth for 
location T3 occurs becauae pyrite ia predictad to b8 depleted frOm 
the Upper tailinga horizons after twenty years of oxidation. 

. iii? 2 



calculates rate information (i.e. the chemfcal and biological ! 
oxidation rates and the oxygen consumption rate) at each time step 
for the various layers. The calculated parameters transferred into 
the mode1 are the soi1 temperatures; water contents, pH values and 
oxygen concentrations; the latter two parameters being estimates. 
The oxygen consumption rate information is then employed in the 
oxygen transport module, the third module, to calculate the oxygen 
profile. The oxygen module requires data on the volumetric air 
content of the soil, in addition to the rate information. 

The next three modules (i.e. the pyrite oxidation, solute transport 
and aqueous speciation modules) are a11 run in sequence for each 
layer. The pyrite oxidation module impotts the biological and 
chemical rates of pyrite oxidation and the oxygen concentrations, 
The pyrite module then adjusts the rates to inelude the effect of 
oxygen concentration giving an overall rate of pyrite oxidation. 
The solute transport and aqueous speciation module use the rate of 
pyrite oxidation to calculate the acid flux and pH respectively. 
The solute transport and aqueous speciation routines are solved 
simultaneously. 

The pH and oxygen concentrati.ons required for the kinetics module 
are estimated initially using values from the ptevious time step. 
These values are then refined twice by being fed back into the 
kinetics mode1 and recalculating new values. Test calculations 
have shown that an acceptable convergence of a11 parameter values 
is achieved in three iterations. Upon completion of these 
calculations, the program moves onto the next time step and repeats 
the calculations for the kinetics through aqueous speciation 
modules. . 

The component modules described above are embedded within a 
probabilistic framework which permits uncertainty in the oxidation 
processes and mode1 parameters on the rate and quantity of acid 
generation to be assessed. The uncertainty arises because of 
normal experimental errer or because it is sometimes impossible to 
measure the influence of every variable. The- probabilistic 
technique allows the full state of knowledge (or lack thereof) 
about the input parameters to be described in the form of 
subjective probability distributions. While this technique is very 
useful in evaluating th8 uncertainty in the mode1 predictions and 
in assesaing th8 sensitivity of.the mode1 output results to changes 
in the input parameters, th8 FULTAP mode1 cari also be run in the 
more conventional deterministic mode. Qeterministic mode1 runs are 
made using nominal values of the input parameters. EXp8ri8nC8 
suggests that it is generally prefatable to limit the number of 
probabilistfc runs because of th8 large amount of data whfch must 
be analyzed and interpreted and because the computer run tim8 cari 
tak8 several hours. 

MODEL CMXBRATION AN0 VALIDATION 

The individual components of each module ware calibrated using 
laboratory and/or field data whenever possible. Additionally, more 
comprehensive chemical speciation models were uscd to confirm RATAP 
mode1 predictions of individual chemical species concentrations. 
The comparisons are fully documented in the report by SENES and 
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quantity of acid generated unless the caver application results in 
a rise in the.wat& table within the basin. -- 
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The predicted effects on the total quantity o acidity produced at a 
representative tailings site in Elliot Lake of five closeout 
options are illustrated on Fig. 8. The tailings are assumed to be 
contafned in a rock rimmed valley setting with pervious dams at the 
low points. 
included: 

The closeout options evaluated in this application 

Option 1 - the tailings basin would be closed out with no 
remedial work excepting the grading, shaping and 
vegetation of tha tailings surface. The depth to 
the water table was assumed to be more than 
4.5 m below the tailings surface. 

Option 2 - replace perimeter dams with new structures which 
include seepage cutoff to original ground. This 
option causes the water table to rise to within 
3 m of the surface. 

Option 3 - replace perimeter dams with new structures which 
include cornplete seepage cutoff to bedrock. This 

. option causes the water table to rise to wfthin 
1.5 m of the surface. 

Option 4 - apply a 3 III cap of depyritized tailings to the 
entire tailings surface and leave the existing 
perimeter dams intact. With this option the water 
table remains essentially at the same lette1 as in 
the base case (Option 1). 
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MODEL APPLICATION . 

As a test of the RATAP model, predictions of acid generation in the 
Nordic tailings were made for a timeframe spanning the period from 
1969 to 20.41, The mode1 predictions are plotted on Fig. 6 together 

. with data on lime consumption at the Nordic treatment plant. 
Analysis of the data indicated that approximately 90,000 toves of 
acid have been produced at the Nordic site to date. Of this 
amount, it is estimated that 25% has been ntutralized at the lime 
treatment plant, 45% remains in storage in the tailings porewater 
and sand aquifer underlying the site, and 30% has been neutralized 
by the buffering capacity of the tailings and sand aquifer. As of 
1988, the rate -of acid being genetated was approaching the rate of 
acid release from the system. Although the rate of acid production 
is declining and currently is at about one-half the rate predicted 
for the early 197O's, acid generation Will continue .well into the 
21st Century because of the large inventory of pyrite remaining to 
be oxidized. 

The RATAP modal has also been applied on several of tho taflings 
areas at Ellfot Lake to evaluate the potential benefits of closeout 
options in oducing acid generatioi. One concept which has been 
discussed on numerous occasions involves the application of a caver 
of earthen material or depyritized tailings. The effect on the 
acid generation rate of caver material is illustrated on Fig. 7 as 
a function of the depth of the caver material and the depth to the 
unsaturated zone in the pyritic tailings. For this evaluation, it 
was assumed that the caver material (soi1 or depyritiaed tailings) 
had the &ame physical characteristics as tailings. The results 
demonstrate that cgver application Will reduce the acid generation 
rate substantially but does not necessarily impact upon the total 
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RATAP has proven to be a useful analytical tool for assessing the 
P rate and quantity of acid generation in pyritic tailings. 

Comparison of predicted concentrations for several solid, aqueous 
and gaseous phase constituents against data collected in the field 
at several monitoring stations on tailings areas in Elliot Lake has 

* generally shown excellent agreement. 

The mode1 has been successfully applied as a planning tool to 
assess the benefits of short- and long-term tailings management 
options and to develop alternative reclamation or closeout 
strategies. Application of RATAP to the Elliot Lake situation has 
provided a basis for assessing the need for remedial measures at 
non-operating properties, for assessing the extent and duration of 
acid generation and the long-term need for treatment, and most 
importantly, for comparing the environmental and cost effectiveness 
of remedjal measures and reclamation proposals. 
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Option 5 - apply a 3 m cap of depyritized tailings to the 
entire tailings surface and re'place the perimeter 
dams with new structures which include complete 
aeepage cutoff to bedrock. This option results in 
the water table rising into the caver material thus 
flooding the pyritic tailings. 

The results shown on Fig. 8 indicate little difference between 
Options 1 and 2 over the simulation period. Over the longer term 
the total acidity curves for these two options would diverge as 
there is a lesser depth of pyritic tailings available to be 
oxidized with Option 2. The divergence of the acidity curve for 
Option 3 from the curves for Options 1 and 2 after the first decade 
reflects the fact that a lesser depth of pyritic tailings is 
available to be oxidized with Option 3. The acidity curve for 
Option 4 reflects the influence on the rate of oxidation of lower 
temperatures with increasing depth in the pile, as well as, the 
effects of the caver material on oxygen diffusion. While the caver 
material influences the rate of oxidation, the total quantity of 
acidity produced in the longer term with Option 4 would be greater 
than that predicted for Option 3. With Option 5, the effect of 
raising the water table inio the 
eliminate acid generation. 

0 0-S 1.0 1.s 2.0 2.2 
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WORKSHOP ON NODELLING OF REACTIVE TAILINGS 
SPONSORED BY THE MEND PREDICTION COMMITTEE 

SUMNATION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Mr. Keith Ferguson announced that the MEND Prediction Committee had met on the 
Wednesday night and had taken the decision to recommend to CANMET to release 
RATAP in its present form. He said that most of the people in the group have 

indicated that they want to get RATAP. Some changes Will be recommended to 
improve the documentation and to improve the user friendliness. 

Dr. Henry Steger closed the formai part of the meeting by expressing his thanks 
to a11 participants for coming to this Workshop. He apologized for the rush of 
its organization, which was due to the fact that the GAC-MAC Annual Meeting was 
held in Vancouver. Participants to this Acid Mine Drainage Conference like MS 
Marie Collin and Mr Bjorn Sodermark of Sweden, and Dr. Ian Ritchie of Australia 

could then easily attend this Workshop. He also thanked MS Patricia Erickson 

and Dr. Kirk Nordstrom for coming and presenting the U.S.A.'s point of view. 
He indicated that a11 participants Will receive a copy of the minutes and 
Executive Summary of this Workshop. 

He offered a copy of the Appendices to RATAP to those who wished it. He thanked 

especially MS Mary Paddon for the successful organization of the Workshop. 

Dr. Henry Steger wondered if this type of activity, as suggested by Dr. Ernest 

Yanful, should be pursued in the future and suggested that we give this question 

some thought. 

Dr. Nicholson commented that, if RATAP is released, someone should organize 
short courses on using the model. 

Dr. Henry Steger again thanked everyone and adjourned the Workshop. 

****** 
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ABSTRACT 

Thc objective of this study was to adapt the Rtactivc Acid Tailings Aaseament 'E 

Program (RATAPI, a mode1 developcd for rulfidic uranium tailings, i 
to base 

metal tailings. Thc modal dtveloped, the Reactive Acid Tailings Assessment r' 
Program for Base Mata1 Tailings, Version 1 (RATAP.BMTl), provides an estimate i I : 

of the Upper and lowcr limits of acid generation by bacterially-assiated s 
oxidation of pyrite, pyrrhotitc, chalcopyrite and sphalerite. In addition, it I Ch 
calculater thc aqueous concentration of zinc and copptr. Two options are 
available for calculating copper concentrations in the oacidizing zones due to ! 

the uncertaintics in solid phase geochamistry: 
1; 

5 

Thc mode1 was conceived as several modules which could each be calibrated I E 

independently against data reported in the literature. The intcgrated mode1 

vas applied to field data front the Waite Amulet tailings site in Quebec. A 1: 

good calibration vas achieved between the predicted values and field 

observations for solid phase concentrations of suif ide miaeralsr f aqueous , , i 
EP 

concentrations (pH) and gaseous conoentrations (oxygen) in the unsaturated ' 

zone. The calibration waa incomplete, as no data are available on the aqueoua 1: 

concentration of copper, zinc and safate in the unsaturatcd zone, the K 

dynamics of hardpan fornkation or on tailings taaperaturc. 

Deterministic simulations uaing the cafibrated mode1 indicated a high degree : 
of dependency between tailiags temperature, oacygen content and overall rate of I i 
oxidation. The resulta aleo indicated large temperature increases of up to 

100 OC, in the surface layers when sulffde oxidatfon rates were high. 
I 

t- Y 

Probabilistic techniques were employed to -ertimrte the limite of acid ~: 

generation at the Waite Amulet tailings site. The maximum monthly acfd flux L 

for location WA-20 occurred during Juae of year 2 , and had a me8a of 17 p 

mo1.m -2 
.yr 

-'l with Upper aad louer limits of 3 and 78 mol.m-2.yr-1, I 5 

respectively. The cumulative l cid loading at the site over a 24 year span ii 

estirmted to be 1970 mo1.m -2 with upper and lower limits of 180 and 4300 
-2 mo1.m . 



so- 

Le but d8 Cette etude a et& d'adapter 18 Programme d'EvalUat'ion 
des Rksidus Acide RBactifs (PERAR), un moddle élaborb pour les 
rbsidus d'uranium sulfureux, aux xtbtaux communs. L8 modele mis 
sur pied, 18 Programme d'Evaluation des Residus Acides Reactifs 
pour 18s résidus d8 metaux communs, Version 1 (PERAR.RMCl), 
p8rm8t d'estimer 18 maximum et 18 minimum d'acide gh8r& par 
l'oxydation bacterienne de la pyrite, la pyrrhOtin8, la 
chalcopyrite et la fausse galdne. De plus, il permet de 
determiner les concentrations en dilution du zinc et du cuivre. 
Il existe deux options de calcul des concentrations de cuivre 
dans les zones d'oxydation en raison des incertitudes qui 
existent dans 18 g~ochimie en phase solide. 

I;re mode18 a bté con? COmZU8 un-ensemble de plusieurs modules qui 
peut etre test& ind&pendamxnent 8n regard des donn88s prpvenant 
des etudes publiees Sur 18 Sujet. L8 mode18 int&gr& a et& 
applique aux donnees re8118S provenant des rbsidus d8 Waite 
AmUl8t au Quebec. Un8 bonne c&Ordanc8 a et& obtenu8 entre les 
valeurs thboriques pr6vues et 1eS obserrrations faites sur le 
terrain,pour les concentrations de sulfates en phase solide, les 
concentrations en dilution (pH) et les concentrations gazeuses 
(oxygéne) dans la zone non saturb. Il ne s'8St agi la que d'une 

Concordance incompl&te, Btant donnQ qu'il n‘existait pas de 
dOnneeS sur les concentrations 
du sulfate dans la zone non 
formation de la croQt8, paS 
rbsidus. 

DOS SimUlatiOnS dk8rrkniSt8S 

en dilution du cuivre, du zinc et 
Satur&a , ni sur la dynamique de 
plUS que sur la tunpkature des 

a l'aide'du mode18 une fois teste 
ont indique Un haut'd8gr6 d'int8rd8p8ndanC8 entre la bmpbrature 
d8s rkwidus, la teneur en oxyg&ke, et 18 taUx global d'oxydation. 
Les rbsultats ont Egalement indiqub de fortes hausses de 
ternpbrature pouvant atteindre 100' C dans les couches de'surface 
lorsque les taux d'oxydation,des SUlfat8S etaient 618~6s. 

Des t8ChIkiq'll8S Utilisant 1aS probabilit&s Ont S8rPi a 8Stim8r 18s 
limites de g4tn6ration d'acide au site de Waito Amulet. 
L'&coulement maximum mensuel d'acide pour 1'8mplac8ment WA-20 est 
summ$a en juin de la 2&U8 annbu, aV8C Un8 lUOy8M8 de 17 mOl.fIl’ 
2 .an et des limites inf6rieures et supbrieures de 3 et 78 
m0l.m '2. =-l respectivement. La charge cumul6e d'acide au site 
pendant une 'pariode de 24 ans est eatis~a d'etre 1970 moA.m'2, 
avec des limites infbieures et Sup6rieures de 180 8t 
4300 mol.*'2. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Scope of Work 

I; 
As part of a research investigation supportad by the National Uranium Tailings 

Program (NUTP), SENES Consultants Limited and Beak Consultants Limittd (1986 

developed tht Reactive Acid Tailings Assessment Program (RATAP). Thc RATAP 
mode1 was developed to provide an estimate of the Upper and lower limits of 

the rate and quantity of acid gcneration by the bacterially-assisttd oxidation 

of pyritt and other sulfide minerais present in uranium mil1 tailings. 

, 
The RATAP mode1 is based upon principles of mass balance and cmploys 

geochemical kinetics or equilibria where appropriate and solution transport to 

estimate the pH and the acidity of porewatet. A probabilistic technique is 

used to analyze the effects of oacidation processes and variables ,on the rate 

and quantity of acid generation. The modal employs algorithms derived from 

theoretical and experimental considerations. In conjunction with the 

developmcnt of the model, unoertainties in the modal coefficients and 

parameters that influence acid generation were evaluated and described by 

selcctcd probability distributions. 

The rtated objective of this research York, undertaken for the Canada Centre 

for Minera1 and tnergy Technology (CANMZT), waa to adapt the RATAP mode1 to 

base mata1 tailings, i.e. the Reactive A&d Tailings Assesarnent Program for 

Base Metal Tailings (RATAP.BM!U . 

I L 

I - 

L 

i’: 

r.: 
ir 

II 
1. * 
I : 
Ir 
r - 

The RATAP.BMT mode1 cqrises saveral modulea: initial inventory; temperature: I (, 

kinetics: oxygen t ramport ; sui f ide oxidrt ion; volute transport; aqueous 

speciation: and trace metals. Detailed descriptions of the functions of the 

various modules are provided in the appendices. In the main report, an 

overview of the modal, its method of coding, and results of the simulations 

are sumaarized. 

In the initial inventory module, values for patameterr which are assumed to 

l-1 
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bc indcpendcnt of any particular par, are calculatcd: e.g. background 
temperature in thc tailings as a function of depth. Thc kinctics module 
determines the biological and chemical rates of sulfide oxidation whereas the 

oxygcn transport module calculates the oxygen profile. In the sulfide 

oxidation module, tht influence of oxygcn on the rate of bacteria-assisted 

aulfide oxidation ia incorporated into the computation of the amount of 

sulfide which is oxidizcd. The sulfidts of primary importance wtra pyrite, 

pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, and sphaleritt. Tht solutt transport and aqueous 

sptciation modules calculate the aqucous and solid phase concentrations of 

various species (e-g. calcium and sulfate), the tailings porewater pH, and the 

acid flux leaving tht tailings ovtr tinte. Lastly, thc trace mata1 module 

calculates the aqueous and solid phase concentrations of zinc and Coppet. 

The individual 'componants of each module ware calibrated using actual 

laboratory and/or field data whenewr possible. Overall mode1 calibration 

studics ware conducted u?ring field data for the Waite Amulet tailings in 

Quebec and the Nordic uranittm tailings site in Elliot Lake, Ontario. The 

mode1 was also validattd uaing field ata from the Nordic uranium tailings 

i 

site. Tha calibration/v&dstion against N.ordic fitld data was conducttd as 

part of the dtvelopment of tht original RATAP modal. In addition, the models' 

J 
calculations wtre also contparcd against tha rtsults of simulations using the 

MINTZQ modal which is a .membar of the MINEQL fasaily of computer spaciation 

progkaxns that art capable of computing tquilibrium with solids (Fclmy rf; d., 

1984). 

Following mode1 calibratfon and validation, tht RATAP .BMZ mode1 wad run 

probabilistically, using data characttristic of the Waite Amultt tailings, to 

assess the limits on the rate 8nd qucrntity of acid generatfon from bwt mata1 

.r 

r 

tailings and to estimate tha aquaow concentration of trace metals (zinc and 

Coppet). This information waa thon used to dtvelop rtconmtnd8tions on those 

amas whcrt emphasis should bt plrced in future restarch work. 

l-2 



1.2 Report Organization 

Thi? report is divided into the following sections: 

Chapter 2 Mode1 Development prestnts a swamry 

Chapter î 

Chapter 4 

of the biological, 
chcmical, and gtochcmical theory and the influence cf 
physical factors. It sumrmrites the equations and associated 

algorithma including the cal1 sequence of modules over time 
at offerent layers and the information flow between modules. 

Mode1 Calibration compares the results of mode1 calculations 

with fitld data collccted at the Waite Aamlet tailings site. 

The comparison includes pyrite and pyrrhotite concentrations, 

porewater pH, and gaseous phase oxygen profiles. 
. 

Modal Predictions presents a suamery of the parametcrs 

employed in the modules and their probabiliitic . 
distributions. The chapter presents the results of a 
probabilirtic mode1 simulation for a reference sulfidic 

tailings. 

Chapter 5 Conclusions and Reconmendrtions preaents an overall s-=Y 

of the model's ability to predfct the bacteria-assisted 

oxidation of sulffde mheralls in base mata1 tailings. 

Deficieacies in the modal and informtion gaps in the input 

parameters are aIso discussed. 

Appendices A-H The individu.81 amdules are described in detail in Appendices 

A through H. The information presented includes theoretical 

background, algorithme, and parameter distributions. 

1-3 



2.0: MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

i 2.1 Overview of RATAP.BMTl 

Thc RATAP.EMTl mode1 is dividcd into two parts: control modules and component 

modules. Control modules pro-ride thc infrastructure for thc probabiliatic 

analyaia of the componcnt modules. These modules are reaponsible for 1) the 

? 

random aelection of values frm apecified input parameter distributiona, 2) 

ptrforming atatistical analyses on user-apccified input and calculated 

parametera and 3) managing the information transfer between modules. A 
detailed description of the control modules is presented in Volume 2 of the 

SEN&S (1986) report. 

1 i 

Eight component modules are employed in the computer code, each perfornring a 

agecific tark. The modules, in order of execution, are: initial inventory, 

temperature, kinetics, oxygen transport, sulfide oxidation, solute transport, 

aqueous speciation, and trace metals. Tac tailings ptofile. employed in the 

coruponent modules is subdivided into distinct zones and a transition zone as 
indicated on Figure 2.1. In the unsaturated zone and capillary fringe, one to 

twenty layers are employed whareas in thc saturated zone, one or two layers 

are uscd. The exact numbcr of layers is specified in the input file. 

l I 
Besides being dioided into unsaturated and saturated zones, the tailings is 

also divided into oxidation and reduction' zones. Oxidation is assumed to 

occur in the unsaturated zone abore the hardpan. Reduction occurs below the 

hardpan and in the satutated zone. 

tigures 2.2 outlines the cal1 sequence of the modules over time for the 

v.arious layers. Information transferred between the modules is also 

identified on the figure. The first module, l xecuted only once, is the 

initial inventory module which calculates, for each layer, the initial solids 

composition, the monthly background .tailings temperature and the tailings 

water content and air content. The monthly l sthates are asrumed to be 

repeated fot each succeedfng year. 

J 
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In the temperature module, tht second module, thc ovcrall tailings temperatura 

is csttited as the background tailings temperature plus the incr-amental 

incraasc in temperature rcsulting froc sulfide oxidation. The temperature 
module transfcrs the ovcrall tailings temperature to thc kinetics module, the 

t hird module, which calcuiates rate information (the chemical and biological 

oxidation rates and the oxygcn co~nsmption rate), at each timc stcp for the 

various layers. The oxygen consomption rate information is then employcd in 

the oxygcn transpkt module, the fourth module, to calculate the oxygcn 

profile. The oxygen module requirer data on the volumetric air content of the 

tailings in addition to the rate. information. 

The next four modules (i.e. the sulfide oxidation, solute transport, aqueous 

spcciation and trace metal modules) are a11 run in sequence et tinte t for each 

layer. The sulfide oxidation module imports the biological and chemical rates 

of oxidation for pyrfta, .pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite and sphalerite and thc 

oxygtn concentrations. The sulffde module then adjusts the rates to include 

the effect of orygen concentration. The solute transport and aqueous 

speciation modules use the rates of sulfide oxidation to calculate the acid 
flux and pH, respectioely. The solute transport and aqueous speciation 

routines are solved simultaneously. 

The trace mata1 module calculates the aqueous cohcentration of zinc and copper 

and the solid phase concentrations of copper carbonate, copper hydroxide, 

coprecipitated copper with iron hydroxide, copper-jarosite l nd sphalerite. 

The pH, temperature and orygen concentrations required for the kinetics module 

are estimated iaitially uafng valuos froc the previous tima step. Theae 

values are then refiired aoven timer by being fed back into the moduler and 

~acalculating new values (ae* Figure 2.2). Test calculatfonr showed that an 

acceptable convergence of al& paramater values was achievcd in eight 

iterations. The values for tailings temperature, oxygen content and overall 

rate of oxidation fed back into the mode1 during iterations three through 

eight are tha gecmetric mauxa of the preoious two iterations. 

tha convergence method mey be required to reduce the computer 

2-2 
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‘0 completion of thest calculations, thc program moves onto tira+ pcriod t+l and 

repeats temperature through aqueous speciation modules calculations. 

The following sections briefly outlinc tht indioidual modules. 

2.2 Initial Inventoty Module 

_ ? 

In thc initial inventory module, initial values for thosc parameters that are 

dtptndent on mort thzin ont input art calculated. Tht paramtftrs cari be dividcd 

i&o two broad groups; gtochcmical parameters and physical partmtters. This 

module is alto ustd to dtfinc a caver ovtt tht tailings. A covtr is dtfintd 

as mattrial plactd ovtr tht tailings to rtduce acidic dischargts, tlg. 

dtpyritiztd tailings, clay, etc. 

2.2.1 Gtochemical Paramtttrs 

Tht gtochtmical parsmtttts .includt an initial estimatt of tht portwater pH; 

the aqutous phase concentrations and the sol+d phase concentrations. Tht pH 

tstimrtt is a function of tht particular scenari.g being analyttd, t-9, calcite 

prestnt or calcite absent. 

Tht portwattr pH is tstimattd by solving the tltctrontutrality tquation. The 

concentration 6f othtr solution ions is tstin@ttd from mass balance principlcs 

if a solid phase involving tht ion is no+ prtstnt, or from chtmical 

equilibriuaa, if a controlling solid pha8t is prtsent. 

If a particular tolid phrtt which buffers pH is prtstnt, the solution pH cari 

bt estimtttd within a narrow range. Henct, the computational procedurt cari bt 

grtatly shnplifitd by tmploying stvertl pli tquations, tach applicable foF only 

a particular pH range. tach pli tquation is a siaaplification of thc 

eltctrontutrality tquation; ligua 2.3 prtaents tht various solid phase 

sctnarios fot which tht pH ht dtttrarintd. 
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FIGURE 2.3 
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for conditions whcre calcite is prcscnt (i.c. Case 111 to 1141, an exact 

analytical solution is uscd to calculatc thc pH of the tailings porewatcr. An 

initial value of 6.5 is assigntd, however, to start the program off. 

For conditions in which calcite is absent, the computational nature of thc 

electroneutrality equation requires that an iterative approach be used to 

calculate the pH. The secant convergence method is used to salve for thc 

porewater pH. This approach requires two initial estimates of the porewater 

PH, preferably within O'.S pH units of the actual pH in order to reduce 

computational time and instability problems. 

- 

For cases where basaluminite is present (i.e. Cases 210/220 and 510/520), 

initial pH estimates of 4.0 and 3.9 are employed. Similarly, the starting pH 

for cases in which basaluminite is depleted (i.e. Cases 310/320 and 410/420) 

is 2.4 and 2.5. 

Aoueous Concentrations 

In estimating the initial aqueous concentrations of calcium and sulfate, it is 

assumed that the effect of sulfide oxidation at time zero is minimal. 

Accordingly, the initial concentration of dissolved calcium and sulfate ions 

is estimated assuming equilibrium. This gives: 

tso:-1 - [Ca2+] - 'KC~,04/f22' o*s 

where 

[SO:-] - concentt8tion of SOiœ (stOl.L-l) 

[Ca2+] - concentt8tion of Ca- 2+ (mOl.L-l) 

KCaSO - rolubility equilibrim constant for CaSO (mol2 .Le2) 
4 

f2 - activity coefficient for a divalent ion 

(2.1) 
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Thc initial solid phase concentrations are calculatcd using thc following 
tquation : 

C si = Pt Xfi'"wi (2.2) 

whtre 
C si = concentration of component i in the solid phase (1~1.m~~) 

4 - tailings bulk dcnsity (g.m -3) 
Xfi - mass fraction of component i in the tailings (g.g -1) 
M wi - moltculat wcight of component i (g.mol-') 

2.2.2 Physical Paramettts , 

Thc physical paraxaetcrs estimattd in the initial 
background tailings temperature and water content. 

inventory module are the 

Background Temperature 

TO estimrte background tailing temperatures, the 

fitted to experimental data repohed by Grenier 

Stanrock tailings management site: 

following expression was 

and Bigu (1983) for the 

T(X,t) - Tm + Ao[ain(w(t-l) -X/d)] exp(-X/d) 

where 

AO 

Y 

d 

X 

Tm 

- empiricrl coefficient (K) 

- radial fraquency - 2?r/T2 mth (mth") 

- dampening dapth (m) 

- actual depth of layer (ml 

- yearly mean texaperature (K) 

- time period (mth) 

- phare-shift Constant; a fUXiCtiOn of 

t * 1 (mth) 

(2.3) 

the month that represents 

T(x,t) - background taifings temperature a+ depth X af tw t (x) 
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Water Content 

Tht water content for tach layer in thc unsaturattd zone is detennined using 

tht ‘following e.xpression: 

where 

"t 

"r 

"W 

h 

2 X 
SC 

.6 

, 

n w - (he/h) ("t - nr) + n r 

capillary head 

(2.4) 

3 the maxîxnuxn water content, i.e. porosaty (m,,id.m;zil) 

the residual water content (m~ater.m;qil) 

thc watcr content of thc tailings (m~ater.m~~il) 

height abovt water table (m) 

soi1 coefficient: is the material dependent constant that is 

rcferred to as the grain sire distribution parameter 

The fonn of this equation was developed by Mlle1 (1980) using cxperimcntal 

meaaurements for clays and aands. It is assumed that for a 10 to 100 year 

simulation period, the watts content profile remains at ateady state from 

month to month. 

In the satizrated zone, 1 the water contht ia set equal to the porosity: 

2.2.3 Tailings Caver 

In addition to the distinction between unsaturated zone and satutated zone, a 

further distinction cari be made between tailings and caver msterial. For 

conditions where a caver is present, tha initial solid ph8se concentrations of 

calcite and pyrite (depyritited tailings caver) are calculated using Equation 

(2.2). 
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Tht net infiltration rate employcd in thc mode1 whtn a covcr is prcscnt may bc 

distinctly diffcrcnt than that for tht tailings. Henct an appropriate net 

infiltration rate should be used when cvaluating caver options. The HELP 
mode1 developed by thc U.S. Amy Corps of Enginecrs (Schroeder s a, 1984) is 
recomnended as a tool to estimate the infiltration rates through various covcr 

mattrials. 

2.3 Temperature Module f * i 

In the Temperature Module, the overall temperature of a partfcular layer, i.t. 

background temperature and temperature increase due to sulfide oxidation, is 

detcnained. The tailings temperature waa deteanined by first estimating thc 

temperature with no heat conduotion and then incorporating heat conduction. 

2.3.1 Tailings Tauperature (Excluding Conduction) r 

The tailings temperature (i:e. excluding conduction in the tailings) cari be 5 - 
estimated by: 

T,' - Ri . Qj - Hvap i (Vn 'Vn-1) + T,b 

Ln cPw 

(2.6) 

where l 

T sb - background tailings teutperature~ calculated in the initial module 

*ri* - taflfngs temperature excluding conduction UC) 

R - teaction rate of sulfide (mo1.m 'bh-') 

0 - heat of reaction (J.m01-~) 

H vap - he8t of vapotitation (J.mol-'1 
V - flux of watar v8pout tmo1.m -2.atth-') 

cPW - hmt capacity of water (J.rn~l-~.K-~) 

L - flux of wrtar baol .m -2.mth-1) 

n - node 

i = layer number 

j - teaction numbet 
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2.3.2 Tailings Tunptraturt 

Tht tailings temptraturt, including conduction, was tstimattd from: 

T, - M t ‘pt Tnf - Ksoil dx (Tn+l - Tn-l) / (Mt Cptf (2.7) 

whtrt 

Tri - tailings ttmptraturt (K) 

Mt - mttt of tailings in laytr (g) 

Cpt - htat capacity of tht tailings (J.g".Kml) 

K soi1 - conductivity of tailings (J.m'l .mth -1 K-1) 

dx - thickntss of laytr (ru) 

n - laytr nmbtr 

Tht toi1 ttmptraturt at tht mid-dtpth of a.particular laytr cari bt tstàmtttd 

from: 

Ta * (Tn + T,-lU2.0 

2.4 Kinetics Module 

. 
In, tht kinttics, mo4ulc, the tatar of chtmical and microbial oxidation of 
rulfidt tailings are calculattd. These rates art a function of sevtral 
environmental paramtttrs. 

2.4.1 Microbfal Oridation 

The rate of bactetia-•ssisted sulfide oridation, R, is a fuaction, f, of 
teres bioiogical and environmeatal pammeters (Hoffmann Jlf; u., 1981: 

Halbeit, pfi a., 1903; J8ynes g$ u., 1984: StNES, 19841. It may be stated by 
tht following txprtstion: 

R-f(X Y 
P' ,/trpb TI Po2, PCo2, SI (NI, [PI, E,, A, (11) (2.9) 
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whete 

R = rate of microbiql oxidation (mo1.m -2.mth-1) I‘ 

xP 
- bactcrial population density (g biomasa per m2 sulfide surface araa) i; 

Y x/s = growth yield coefficient (g biomass per mol sulfide) ,f 1 

PH - measurc of hydronium concentration i 
IA 

T - tailings temperature (K) 

Po2 = oxygtn partial pressure (atm) 

PCo2 - carbon dioxide partial pressura (atm) 

S - degree of saturation (m,&er'm&) f ’ 
1 

Lz [NJ * nitrate or ammonia concentration (mol.m -3) 

(PI - phosphorous concentration (mol.m~3) 
1‘ 

‘a - biological entrgy of activation (cal.mol") -b i 

A - surface area of rulfide (m2) 

03) 
! 

111 * inhibitor concentration (mo1.m i os 

In the above expression the value of Xp is knowq with eome degree of certainty 1 I r 
;-- * for pyrite. For thc other sulfides, it is back calculated from rate 

information. fi: 

: * 

The overall reaction rate cari be expressed as: 

tc 

% --u x (2.10) 
I l ' Y 1' 

X/S i- 

where 

RI - the specific biologicaal reaction rate (mol.~ailin9e.atth'l) 

u - the specific grouth rate (m+h'l) 

A multiplicative expression for the specffic gtowth rate was selected which 

taker into account texnperature,~ pH, phosphorous concentration, carbon dioxide 

and moisture content: 

t: 
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. 

- 

. 

7 

U - umx exp (Ck) (exp(-Ea/Rg T)) (1 + ~o~*~'P~ + lDpR'4*0~'1 

Temperature PR 

( ,,‘:’ [p] ) (,z :‘;:,,) 
Phosphorus Catbon Dioxide Moi¶tute 

5 
where 

umax = maximum apecific growth rate obacrved (mth -3 

LP - limiting phosphorus concentration (mo1.m -3) 

Rg - universal gas constant (cala01 -1 . K-l) 

'k . - constant which sets u - umax at optimal conditions 

Thc effect of limiting oxygtn concentration was no+ incorpotated in the above 

cquation because of thc sequcnce of calculations, i.e. kinetics module firat 

then oxygen module. Thc effect of oxygen concentration is included in the 

aulfide oxidation module. 

Thc multiplicative form of thc expression is assumed for convenience. It haa 

not , to our knowledge, been unatnbiguously proven, but is widely used and is 

assumed to be applicable beta. 

The constant ck is set equal to umax at optimal conditions. It is calculated 

from the following expression: 

'k (exp(Ea/Rg Topt)) (1+102's'pH + 10pH'4*o) (2.12) 
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For thf optimal conditions of: 

PH = 3.25 

T 
OPt 

- 303 K 

Ea - sulfide apccific 

Rg - 1.987 cal.xa~l-~.K-~ 

[PI - 2.3 m01.m-~ 

L - 1.29 x lo-3 lUOl.lIl -3 
Y 

pco2 - 3.2 x 10 -4 atm 

S 1 1.0 m~ater.m;gid 

Thc value of Ck ia only changcd when E, is altercd because other “optimum 

conditions" are invariant. 

2.4.2 Chemical Oxidation 

Thc chemical rate of sulfide oxidation in ia a function of aevcral 

environmental parameters: 

R * f (pH, T, E,, A, Po2, S) ' (2.13) 

where 

t, = chesnical cnergy of activation (cal.IUQl-l) 

The spccific rate of chsmrical oxidatiori from pytitc hrs been expressed in the 

iiterature (Mchy l ncf fblpern, 1958) by the followiag exprearion: 

R2 - fc D02 (2.14) 

where 

R2 - the specific rate of chcmicrl oxidation (m01.m '2.m?zh-1) 
-2 

rC - chsmical rate coefficient bnol.xn .mth-'.a&') 

po2 - p8rtial pressure of oxygen (atm) 
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Tht chunical rate coefficient is 

=c - 

\ whcrc 
, 

dcscribcd by: 

k, exp t-Epg T) (2.15) 

T - absolute tehperature (K) 

% 
- univcrsal gas constant (1.987 cal.mol-l.K-l) 

kC 
- chemical rate constant (xno1.m -2 .mth-l.atm-l) 

I 
Thc effect of pH was not included in equation (2.14). Eqaloying experixnental 
data on pyrite oxidation from Smith and Shumate (19701, the following pH 
expression was developed. 

f .P - 0.25 (pH) **‘o (2.16) 

where 

fP - pH .factor (dimensionless) 

Their data indicated that et a pH of 7.0, f P - 1.0 and a+ pH of 2.0, f P - 0.4. 

The cheraical rate of pyrite oxidation used in this work then is: 

l 
R* - f p =c %z (2.17) 

It bas been asqsmed that the chemical oxidation of pyrrhotite, cha&ccpyrite 

and sphalerite cari also be eacpressed by Equation (2.17). 

2.5 Oxygeil Module 

Aa indicated in Section 2.4, low oxygen concentrations cas lia& the rate of 
sulfide oxidation. The oxygan profile of the tailinqs is caldulated in the 

oxygen module. This infornution is, in tum, employed in the calculation of 
the overall rate of sulfide oxidation. 
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There are two mechanisme by which oxygen mass transport through a porous 

medium occurs: advcction and diffusion. In tht unsaturated zone of tailings, 

the diffusive transport of oxygtn through the air phase is the dominant 

transfer mechanism. In the capillary fringe and saturated zones of the 

tailings, the donkaant transfer mechanism is advecfion of oxygen dissolved in 

the infiltrating portwater. Thc physical properties of each laytr in tht gas 

filled or non-gas fillcd tailings zones are used to date-ne whethet gascous 

diffusion or advection dom.ina+es. The models are desctibed below. 

! c- 
2.5.1 Effective Diffusivity 

Diffusivc transport is a function 6f the effective gasaous diffusivity 

coefficient. The effective gaseous diffuaivity (De) of the tailings ii 

calculated using the following expression expertintally 

Nordic field data (Reardon and Moddle, 1985): 

detecmined from 

where 

na - volumetric air content of the tailings (auiir.m&al) 

I -De * effective diffusivity of oxygen Ou2 .mth'l) 

This expression has a lower liait of 0.05 x&~.I&~~ for na’ 

2.5.2 Diffusive Tranrport 

-. 
1: i 
f’ 

fr 

The rate of response of the orygen profile to changea in gamo\u diffUsiOn 
i. 

with time is relatively quick, i.e. in the order of heurs compared to slower 

changes induced by variationa in pli and temperature. Accordingly, if is 

appropriate to assw that the oxygen profile thtough the gaseous pore spaces 

of the tailings is l t steady state in each moathly tinw atep. This parxtits 
the derelopment of analytical solutions for each layar. Thora eqwtions are 

coupled to l djoining 18yetr through the appropriate bouad8ry conditions. ‘!= 
f 1, 
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Thcre are thret possible conditions in cach layer which affect thc final 

differcntial equations and hence thcir mathematical solution; Whcn sulfidts 
are prtsent, ztro-order oxygen consumption kinctics are used at high oxygen 

concentrations (P02 > 0.01 atm) and first ordcr consumption kinctics at lov 

oxygen concentrations. This reflcct~ tht fact that oxygen consuanption is 

independent of okygen concentration at high oxygcn concentrations. When 
sulfides are absent, no consomption of oxygen occurs. 

. _ 

For the first-ordtr consumption reaction at steady state, the analytical 

solution for flux across any interval where concentrations are know at tht 

boundaries is givtn as (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959) : 

Ft - De (U Cl cash (U dX) - UC21 /sinh (U dX) (2.19) 

2 and 

'b - De (U Cl-U C2 cash (0 dX))/sinh (U dX) (2.20) 

Ft - flux at top of the boundary laycr (nml.m-2.mth-1) 

'b - flux at the bottom of the boundary laytr (mo1.m -2 -1) .mth 

cl - the oxygen concentration in thc Upper boundary layer 0aol.m -3 

C2 - tfe oxygen concentration in the lower boundary rayer (molim +), 

u - square root of the ratio of the reaction rate constant (bulk) to the 

effective diffusivity of the layer (Kb/De)o'5 cm-', 

dX - thickness of a layer (m) 

De - effective diffusivity through the tailings (m2.rathB1) 

Kb - bulk reaction rate constant (mth-l) 

For a zero-order consomption reactioa at steady-state, the fluxes acroas the 

layer interfaces ara : 

.Ff = R dX/2 + D,C+lX - D,C+X (2.21) 
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c - 

and 

'b - -R dx/2 + DeCl/dX - DeC2/dX (2.22) f = 

1. 
wherc 

+ 

R - zcro-ordcr rate constant (mo1.m -3 -1) .mth 
i , 

When no sulfidcs are present, the diffusive flux is simply expressed by Fick's 
first law: 

F - D (Cl-C2) / dX 

where 
F - the flux of oxygen across the top boundary (mo1.m -2.mth-1) 

(2.23) 

The effective diffusivity coefficient, De, is estinmted frcm equation (2.18). 

The zero-order reection rate condt8at is estimated froc the biological and 

chamical reaction rate constants as: 

(2.24) 

where 
R - rero-order reaction r8te constaati (m0l.m -3.mth-'I 

% - biological reution rate constant bno1.m -2.,h-r) 

R2 - chdcal re8ction r8te conet8rkt (m1.m -2.mth'r) 

- cyP - sulfide suzS8Ge ue8 par uait YOhm ttiling8 (m2.m 03) 

vQ - volume of g8s per un& volum of taffings (m3.m 03) 

xo2 - stoichiometric conversion frctor 

2.5.3 Advection Tr8nsport 

I f 

E - 

i, 

il 
In water s8tUr8ted roil, the gaseous diffusivity is sua11 . The major f* 1 
transport route for owgen is via infiltr8ting w8ter. This l dvective flux, t 5 
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houever, is small relative to transport by gascous diffusion in tht 
unsaturatcd zone. It providcs a boundary condition at the wattr table and cari 

bc axpresscd as: 

whcrt 

CW 
- the concentration of oxygcn lin solution) at the air-water boundary 

mol .rl?) 

V - the rate of infiltration of water ~(m.mth -3 
KH - Henry's law constant (xc? .m -3). 

2.5.4 Overall Mathesnatical.Solution 

Oxygen transport and oxygen conswuption are described by coupling tha various 

solutions at the appropriate boundarits. Different combinations of 

consumption .in adjdining layers give biffetant analytical solutions for tach 

interface dtptndent upon the conditions involvtd. This results in 6 possible 

equations that cari apply to the top boundary, 6 tquations for intenuediatt 
boundaries and 3 tquations for the bottom boundary. 

I 
The general tqtution tbat applias to a&1 conditions bas a linear algebrai,c 

fom which, in matrix nctation, is: l 

AC-W -- - (2.26) 

where 

A - tho mtrix of coefficients (m.mth-'1 

C - the concentration of oakygan with depth haol.mœ3) 

E - the loading ttrm (mol.18 -2.mth-l) 

A is an nzn nutrix, and S l nd a are nxl matricea. There are up to 3 

coefficients in each row of b .hariag a non zaro value. Tht values of theae 

corfficienta chanp due to the 15 differekt conditfonr poaaible. The A umtrix 
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is tridiagonal with the dominant diagonal containing thc A coefficients for 

thc middlt interface and the Upper and lower diagonals containing the Upper 

and lower interface coefficients respectively. Thc mathematical solution for 

C is found by sianultaneous solution of the N equations wh6re N equals the 

nuaber of interfaces or layers. 

2.6 Sulfide Oxidation Module 

In the sulfide oxidation module, the depletion of pyrite, pyrrhotite, 

chalcopyrite and sphalerite in the tailings is calculated. The effects of 

oxygen concentration, sulfide surface area and the kiaetic rate constants are 

employed in the calculation of thc overall reaction rate. 

The overall reaction rate for tulfide oxidation c8n be expressad as: 

(2.27) 

where 

M * mhes of sulfide par unit voluœe of tailings 0aol.m -3) 

Rlb - biological specific reaction rate par Unit area of sulfide 

(mol .ZIL-~ .atth-') 
I 

% i cheanical specific teactfon rate par unit area of sulfide 

A, - surface are8 of sulfide (m2) 

V - volume of tailfngs (m3) 

t *tir# OnthI 

2.6.1 Rate Limitation due to Oxygen Concentration 

The biological teaction rate conatant'defined above, Rlb, is effectively a 

Waterial' conStant l nd is independent of oxyg8n concentration. The net 

biological oxfdation rate is equ81 to this %8t8ri81m conat8nt.td88 an oxygen 

f8ctor. Th8 lirdting effect of oxygan on tho bfological specific remztion 
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rate cari bc includcd in equation (2.27) by replacing the term Rlb wifh: 

%b - R1 %2 2.28) 

Lo + %2 

where 

, po2 - pa*ial pressure of oxygen (atm) 

LO 
- limiting oxygen partial pressure (atm) 

R1b - oxygen influenced biological spccific reaction rate 

(mol.m-2.rnth-1) 

This equation includcs the influences of oxygen concentration using a Monod 

type expression. It is esscntially equivalent to the tero otdcr and first 

order rate expressions used in the oxygcn modtl: it has a value equivalent to 

the zero order constant (RI) a+ high oxygen concentrations and equioalent to 

the first order rate constant kb - Rl/L, at low oxygen concentrations where L, 

= 0.01. 

The chemical terzn, R2 in equation (2.27)‘ incorporates a first ordet oxygen 

dependence: 

R2 - fp kc po2 ‘(2.29) 

where 

kc - sulfide specific chemical rate constant Mo1.m -2 -l*atm-l) .mth 

R2 - chem+al specific reaction rate 0uol.m -2 .mth-l) 

fP - pH dependence factot 

i 

< 

Oxygcn dependence of sulfide oxidation upon the chemical and biological 

ki,netics results in a miaced depandence which is neither Monod nor first order. 

For the purpose of this stu?y it has been assumed that the overall oxygcn 

dependence is a Monod expression. 
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2.6.2 Effect of Particle Sire Distribution i ' 
6 Y 

As oxidation proceeds, the surface area of individual sulfide particles f 
decreases. The rate a+ uhich the sulfide particle "shrinks" due tc~ 

dissolution by oxidation is givcn by tht following e.xprcssion: 

where 

PS 
- moles of sulfide per volume of sulfide (mo1.m -3 

E - average radius of sulfidc particlcs (m) 

M - moles of sulfide pet unit volume of'tailings Oaol.m-3) 

V - volume of tailings (m3) 

As - total surface area of sulfide particles (m2) 

The expression assumes that the sulfide particles are sphtrical. 

The overall rate of tht oxidation of a particular sulfide, e.g. pyrite, 

pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite or sphaltritt, cari be dtttrmintd by combining 

equations (2.27) and (2.30): 

l I 

- 5 (Rlb + R2) 

dt V - 

(2.31) 

- dr - R, (2.32) - c 

whtrt 

Rt - ovtrall sptcific rtaction rate, (i.t. Rlb + R2) (mo1.m -2mth-1) 

Integration of tquation (2.32) by assuming that Rt is canstant foi the timt 

Per&d "0 to ta yitlds: 
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r-r - tR 
0 

( ) pp' 

(2.33) 

which cari be exptcsscd altctnatively as: 

r=r 0 - k, t (2.34) 

vhert 

rO - initial radius of particle (m) 

kO - rate constant for oxidation (m.mth -5 

Substitution of a term for the concentration of sulfide remaining, moles of 

sulfide ptr sn3 of tailings, as a function of surface area and time givcs: 

- M 
r,t 

=M 
r,O 

r-k,t 3 

rO > 

(2.35) 

- for r 1 k, t. 

The initial radii of sulfide grains in tailings, howcvtr, are mot of a uniform 

size, but have oarious sites. The radii cari be described by the following 

site distribujziok denrity function: 

f(r)-= f 

( ) 

OL-l +’ Y& f, 
( 1 

B -l 

3s r m 5 5u 

(2.36) 

where 

f(r) - site distribution density function 

% - maximum r8dius of pmticles Un) 

%Y# a, P - Paretto distribution funetion coefficients (a + y * 1) 

Subatituting the above expression for partiele rmiii, eqution (2.36) into 

cqu8tion (2.35) and integmting reaulta in the following polynomial 

expression: 
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whcrt 

Mo - 

'rn = 

al * 

initial pyritc concentration in moles pet unit volume of tailings 

(mol .mB3) 
the initial maximrmr radius and k, t s rm 

CY-2 p-2 
I > 

a5 *, - a 

L 
-Ylit 

-3 B -3 1 

Once the sulfidt concentration has been detenaintd, thc relationship betwttn 

surface area and volume of tailings cari be calculatcd for aay time by 

diffirantiating equation !(2.34) to give: 

(2.38) 

+ a3 + "(Y) "'(%$'l 

2.7 Solute Transport Module 

In the solu$e transport module, the mass transport of aqueous species via 

percolating weer, the fommtion and ~ssolution of h8tdp8n, and 8 solids 

b818nCa are detetmined. The particul8r algorithms employed in thc 
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, 
calculations are a function of the presence or absence of various minera13 

such as calcite, gypsum and solids containing aluminum and-iron. 

Thc solutt transport mode1 assumes that watcr infiltratcs vertically down 

through the unsaturated zone to the saturated zone in a plug flou manntr. 

From the saturated zone, watcr flous horizontally to surface water and 

vertically downward to detp subsurface flou (i.e. groundwater) . Transport 

calculations depcnd on two types of .dissolution mechanisms: kinetically- 

controlled dissolution, 
i 
and equilibrium controlled dissolution. Evidence 

availabh .from thc literaturc justifies the assumption that the dissolution of 

sericite #and pyrite is kinetically controlled and that the dissolution of 

calcite; gypsum, basaluminite and geothite is equilibrium controlled for the 

monthly-time-scales of interest hete (Beak, 1985). 

Mass Balances 

For elements like. potassium leached from sericite, the mass balance equation . 

gives : 

(Kil = qi-1 [Ki-11 + fK'r3er'vi (2.39) 

qi 

, 
where 

[Kil, [Ki-11 - tha potassium concentration in water leaving layer i ‘and 

layer i-l, respectivcly (mol'l.L) 

9it qi-l - the flou rate leaving layer i and layer i-l, respectively 

(L.mth-'1 

.E 

‘ 

'ser 

‘5, 

vi 

- the sericite dissolution rat a (mol 3erLcite.m -3 

-5 tailings.mth 

- the stoichiomatry factor (mol potassium relerred. mol" 

sericite dissolved) 

- the volume of layer i On31 
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The ttm fK*rse,.vi is thc source of potassium from acricite dissolution 
(rnol.rnth-l). 

A mass balance on scricitc gives thc following cquation for the aolid phase: 

IS+r,l - [Serti-l] - raCr dt (2.40) 

where 

[Sert] = the mass inventpry of aericfte at tifrm t 0nol.m -3) 
dt = &he elapscd time bttween t-l and t buthI 

These two equations are applicable for kinetically controlled dissolution. 

Provided that no other aolid phase e%istS, equation (2.39) is applicable for 

aluminrnn by substituting [AIT] for [K] and the stoichiontbtric factor (mole Al 

released pet mole aericite dissolved). Here [A+I is the total aqueous 

concentration of Al, including solution complexes. Where basaluknite exista 

or thcrmodynaznic formation is predicted, then cquilibrium conditions control 

the aqueous ionic concent ration of aluminum IAli). Basaluminite 

(Al4 (S04) 1-1 lo) was used here to describe solubility controls for Al. Thia 

choice was based on the findings of Dubtuvsky a a. (1985) for the Nordic 

tailings which auggested that this solid phase bttter describes the observad 

solution concentrations then doas the Al(OIU3 soiid phase. In this case: 

W,l -r 
( 

10ItaAS - 1OpH 0.23 

f3 f2 tsof-1 ) 
(2.41) 

where 

.(Ali] - the aquaous &O~C concantr8tion of ~L&XX~ (m01.L.') 

f2,f3 - activity coefficients fot 2+ and 3+ sericite specier 

[SO:-] - the solution sulfate concentration (ra~l.L-~) 

KBAS - the power for the basaluminite solubility constant. 

Bacause the ionic concentraeion of alumintrm is a function of pH and sulfate 

concentration, its valua is simultaneously obtained with the solution of the 
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ewation for PH (se+ below). 

For an element such as ahudnum which dissolves and which may participatt in 

formation of another solid, the solid's masa balance is: 

[BASlt 9 [BASlt,l + (qi-1 (A$]i-1 + fAl rfef v' - qi [AIT]i) dt L (2.42) 

where 

WNt - the basaluminite conecntrition (mo1.m -3) 

fAl - thc alu&num sericitc stoichiometzy fac+& 

[AITliml - the total aqueous l luminum concentration in layer i-l (mo1.m -3) 

For other elements such as Fe3+, Ca2+, SO:T similar equations are used to 

salve for the aqueous concentrationa and inventories, dependent upon whethcr 

or not a solid phase exists at equilibrium with solution. The only changes 
involved are formulation of the equilibtium relationship analogous to equation 

(2.41) (Fe3+ with geothitc: Ca'+ with gypsum and calcite: and .SO4' with 

gypsum) and of the presence or absence of a kinetic tem in cquation (2.42). 

The mass balance for Fe3+ and Fe’+ bas an'added cozaplicating factor for 

sulfide oxidation (excluding sphalerita): in a net scnst a portion of the 

sulfidy oxidired forma Fe3+ while the r.emainder fonns Fe 2+ . This occurs 

because Fe3+ 
. 

ir forumd by bacterial oxidation but is reduced to Fe 2+ during 

the dissolution of sulfide. This results in a source for Fe3+: 

SourceFe * (0.02'+ Po2 1’2) .R,ulf,. ‘i 

and the source for Fe 2+: 

1/2 

) 
.R suif "i 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

These are empirical relationships based 09 laboratory data. 
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Undcr rtducing conditions (Po2 - 0), sulfide (excluding sphaleritc) cari be 

dissolved by Fe3+ entering a tailings layer with infiltrating rainwater. Thc 
net overall reaction results in an additional source term for Fe 2+ and a sink 
tenn for Fe'+ under rcducing conditio.ns. The equations are: 

f * 

SourceFe * -SinkFe3 
I . 

- -RF 3 e [Fe?1 Lo2 exp vi 

Lo2 + po2 )l (2.45) 

L 
where 

f * 
%eî - the reaction rate constant (mth -3 ! 

-5 
$; 

E a2 - the rctivation energy of the teaction (cal.mol 

T - the ground tamparature ( K) ! 
L ~ 

i- 

A ; 

Due to reduced pH effects during oxidation and tht chemical nature of base 

mata1 sulfider, the dissolved base metal species are more likely to te- 

precipitate than iron from pyrite. In addition, incongruent te-precipitation 

of alkaline carth and transition metals cari alro take place. The extent of 

these precipitation teactions mey be large enough to canent the tailings 

particles and fil1 the void space with solide. Aa the pore space is being 

plugged, the penwebility of bhe taflings to wrter is &cr+tly reduced. It has 

been obsemed that these precipitetes l ttech to the surface of the solids and 

in a reletively short the a hardpan develops that prevents any further 

dounward moveetent of the groundwatcr. 

The fomation of hardpan is l aaumed to be caused by Fe (OH) 3 precipitates 

fill$ng the t8ilingr pore air speces and hence restricting infiltration. 

The volume of precipitate in a layer is estimated frozn: 

vP * Fe (OH) 3 Mw Vt (2.46) 

D?8Otl3 
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, 

wherc 

vP - volume of Fe (OH)3 prccipitate (m3) 

Fe (OH) 3 - solid phase concentration of Fe(OH)3) (m0l.K~~~) 

MW 
- molecular weight of Fe(OH) 3 (g.m01-~) 

Vt - volume of layer tm3) 

DFeOH3 - density of Fe (OI%) 3 (g.m’3) 

- 
As precipitates form, the volumetric air content of a layer diminishes: 

“a - ((n, - “w) Atail 0.05 - wp - Vpo))/(Atail 0.05) (2.47) 

whete 

2 

- 

“a - air content of tailings (m3.mw3) 

“W 
- water content of tailings 3 (m .m -3 

“t - porosity of tailings (m3.mo3) 

vPo - initial volume of Fe(OH) î precipitates (m3) 

Atail - cross sectional area of the‘tailings (m2) 

0.05 - thickness of hatdpan layet (m) 

When the volumetric air content of a Layer reaches 0.05 xf~$~.rn -3 
tailings as a 

result of precipitation, hardpan is asaumed to occuz. 

. 
l / A seriea of matetfal balances are used to keep an inventory of precipitated l 

ferric hydroxide et vrrious depths in the tailings. 

2.e Aqueous Speciation Module 

The main purpose of the speciation module is the calculation of the pH and the 

acid flux. The calculation of pH is baaed upon the principle of 

elect~oneutrality. For the ions of concern in thia equation, it is: 

r 

i 
10-p~ + 2fCa2+] + AIJJM + IRON + 2[Ft2*] + [X+l = tHCO;l + SffLT - $1 

(2.48) 
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vherc 

ALUM- (3 + 2 f3 CAlOH 10PH/f2 + f3 CAlOH 102PH/fl + {" 
+ f3 CAlOH 103PH + fg f2 CAL304 [SO:'I/f1 [A13+] (2.49) I L 

f * 
IRON - (3 + 2 f3 CFeOH 10PH/fZ + f3 CFeOH2 102pH/fl + 1. 

+ f3 CFeOX3 103PH + f3 f2 CFeS04 [SO~-l/fl) [Fe'+] (2.50) 
f * 

SULF - (2 + f2 10 -pH/(CHso4 fl)) cd, 1 
I - 

(2.51) 
s 

uhere l- 

CAlOH, CAlOH2, cA10H3, cAlso4, f - 
CFeOH, CFeO?$, CFeOH3, CFeS04 - themodynamic complexation constants 1 

flp f2 and f3 - activity coqfficients 
! 
i , 

Al1 chemical -concentrations rater to layer i whether or not explicitly 
subscripted with "i'. The tema 'ALtW,'IRON*, and ‘SULF’ rafer to solution ' ' 

complexes of a&r;rainum, iron and sulfate, rcspactively, which bave a charge. 
For 'ALUM' and ' IRON', the respective complexes in aquations (2.49) and (2.50) 

are the 3+ (A13+, Fe3+), 2+ (A10H2+, FeOH2+1, l+ (Al(OH)h, BelOH) d and 

sulfate, A1S04, FeS04) coxuple%es. For sulfate, equation (2.511, the 
respective species are SO:- and HSO;. 

! The [d3+] is tstiauted tram the solubility constant and pH if the solid phase 

ir prerent, and from (A+] (solution musa balance) .and pH if no solid phase is 

prescrit. [re3+] ia ertinuted similarly. [Ca2+] and [SO:-] are estimited f rom 

equilibrirnn consider8tions if gypsti is present l nd front solution mass balance 

if it is absent. If calcite is present, [Ca2+] is esthated from gypsum 

equilibria and [HCO;] ia estheted from the followiag expression for t8ilings' 

layers which are not fully saturrted: 

[HCO;] - $ ICI%02 

fl 10.pn 

(2.52) 
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. 

whcrc 

K1 = thc dissociation constant for carbonic acid (xn01.L~1) 

KIi - solubility constant for carbon dioxidc (mo1.L -1 .atm-1) 
%oz = tht partial pressure of carbon dioxide (atm) 

(HC021 - thc bicarbonate concentration (mol.L-1) 

For saturated tailings laycrs, 

[HCO;] = K1 CT 
fl l0-pn + K1 

(2.53) 

whcre 

CT - thc total inorganic carbon concentration in solution, calculated by 

mass balance (mol.L-1) 

Thc pH is calculatcd by finding thc mot of equation (2.48) (i.t. whcre the 

L.H.S. equals thc R.X.S.) using an itcrativc scarch technique. 

‘ 

The two routines, transport and- spcciation, are solved simultancously 

depénding upon which solid phases are present. Generally, solution mass 

balance calculations are made firat, the pli is- estinmted and then thc 

remaining mass balance calculations are made (for solid phases and solution 

phases if a solid phase completely dissolves during a tinte step). 

2.9 Trace Mataf. Module 

In the trace metal module, the aqueous concentrations of .rinc and copper are 

calculated. The following assumptions are employed: 

, 1) Copper and zinc are trace metds. This me8na that, for a11 conditions, 

‘ 
other ions such as iron (II), iron (III), c8lciu!a, aldnum and Sulfate 

control solution chamistry, including solution pH. Accordingly, the 

behaviour of copper and zinc is utediated by these ions. 
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2) Undcr atrobic conditions, porcwatcr concentrations of Coppet are 

controlled by one of the four following solids: 

. copper carbonate (CuCO3): 

. Coppet hydroxide (CU(OX)~); 

. coprecipitated Coppet with iron hydroxide; and 

. Coppet-jarosite. 

3) Under anaerobic conditions, porcwatcr concentration; of copper are 

controlled by covelite, (Coppet sulfide, CuStsI 1. 

4) Undtr acrobic conditions, there are no secondary minera1 phases which 

could control zinc concentrations. Accordingly, only oridative 

dissolution, transport and adaorption processes Will mediate zinc 

concentrations. 

5) Under anlerobic conditions, porcwattr concentrations of zinc are : ty 

controlled by sphalerite (ZnS). 

6) Undcr aerobic conditions,all sulfur in porewater is present as sulfate. 

7) Under anaerobic conditions, rulfut in porewater is prescrit as both 

sulfate and rulffde ions. Sulfate concentrations are assumed to be 

c,ontrolled by maad balance coasiderations or by gypsum if sufficient 

porewater calcium is prerent. Sulfide' ions concentrations are assumed to 

be controlled by mass balance considcration or by pytrhotfte equilibrium 

uhen pyrrhotite ir present. 

2.9.1 Coppet Concentrations in Oacic Porewater - Option 1 

If is possible that Coppet concenttations would be controlled by any one of 

four minerals. If is doubtful, howerer, thrt the porewater Coppet 

concentrations would be controlled simultaneously by more than one phase. 

Accordingly, if is rsrumed that coppar concentrations are controlled by only 

one minera1 phase l t any time: if other minerais are present, it ir assumed 
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that thty art at tquilibrium with tht porawatcr but rubjtctcd only ta 

dissolution proctssts. Thtir dissolution may bt kinttically controlltd but a 

lack of appropriate data prccludt considtring such possibilitics in thia 

atudy. 

Tht following equationa art ustd to dtfint copptt concentrations. 

1) If tht pH ia grtattr than 9, and copper hydroxidt prtatnt: 

[cu2+ 1 - KCuOH2 (2.54) 

[OH-J2 

whtrt 

[Cu2+] - aqutoua Coppet concentration (mol.L-'1 

[OH-I - aqutoua hydto%idt concentration (mol.L-'1 

KCuOH2 - solubility constant for copptr hydroxide (m~l.L-~)~ 

2) If- tht pH ia greater than 6 and ltsa than 9, if Coppet carbonate ia 
prtacnt and if thc pC02 ltvtl ia approximttcly 10-3s5 atm: 

[Cu2+] - KCuCO3 
4 

Ko32-l 

whcrt 

tcq-1 - aqueous carbonate concentration (mol.L-'1 

KCuC03 - aolubility constant for-copper carbonate (mo1.L -1,2 

4) If the pH is les8 th8n 3 and copper jarositt prctcnt, then 

[cu2+] - 
( 

KCUJAR 

) 

0.25 

[Of ] 6 [SO:‘] 

uhtre 

(SOL’] * 
(KCUJAR] - tolubility constant for Coppet-jarosite (assumed to bt 

aqueous sulfate concentr&ion Oaol.L-l) 

i2.55) 

(2.56) 

bronchaniete) 
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For thc abooc three PH ranges, the total copper concentration, CU,, is i 
defincd by: 

CUT = [Cu2+] CUCOMP 

CUCOMP * 1 + ccuso4 . rso$-1 + CCu?xS3.(HS-)3) 

whert 

ccusoq - complexation constant for Coppet sulfate 

CUT - porewatcr concentration of total coppar (mol.L-l) 

and the change in solid phase concentration is dcfined by: 

(2.57) 

CUSOLt * CUSOLt-1 + [(qi-r . CuTi-1 - Qi CuTi) + (RCUS + RCU) . Vt) dt//Vt 

(2.58) 

where 

CUSOL - tht so+id phase concentration of Cu(OW2, CuC03, or CU-jarosite 
(mol.ra-3) 

RCUS - oxidation dissolution rate of Covelite (CuS) (xn~l.rn-~ .mth-l) 

RCU = dissolution rate of +her solid phases of Coppet not controlled by 

precipitate+dissoluticn equilibrium (mol.m-3.mth-1) 

If the pH is greater tban 3 and lesa thaa 6 and an iron hydrotide solid phase 

is predent, .then: 

OJTT = [Cri-l cmi-l dt + (RCtJS + RCU) dt Vt + CUTTt .VTt - qi CUTI dt 1 /Vt 

(2.59) 

tcu2+1 - 

CUCOMP + 1 x pEoorr1 (2.60) 

DCUPRCZ [Fe’+] 

CUT - ‘[CU2+ 1 *cucoMP %., (2.61) 

1 - ([cu2+] . [FeooM] )/(DCUPREC t?e'+l) . (2.62) 
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-. 

whcrc 

CUTT - total amount of copper in coprscipitatcd, adsorbad and porcwattr 

phases (moi.m'3) 
t 

Vt * volume of layer (m3) 

dt - time increment, 1 month 

If thc solid phare in a paxtfcular pH range is not present, then tht total 

copptr and Cu2+ concentration* are calculated based on mas3 balance. That is: 
I 

cUT = lcvTi-l ' Qi-1 + (RCUS + RCU) Vt dt]/qi (2.63) 

[Cu2+l - CuT/cVCOP (2.64) 

i 

If the porewater concentration resulting from mass balance is supersaturatcd 

with respect to the particulat phase, then the phase is allowed to pttcipitatt 

to define [Cu2+ 1 and COT is then calculated. 

2.9.2 Copper Concentrations in Oxic Porewater - Option 3 

In Option 2, antherite and Coppet sulfate are assumed to control Coppet 

dissolution in the pH rangea 0 to 3 and 3 to 6, respectively. 

1) If the pli is graatet thaa 3 and less than 6: 

I tcu2+1 - KANTL [H+I4 (2.65) 

-v [SOf'l fi 

i 
cm - tcu2+1 * cuecmp (2.66) 

where 

KANTL - solubility constant for -8nthetite (mol. Lœ1Jœ2 

[SO 2- 
4 ] - aqueous sulfate concentration (mol.Lol) 

f2 - activity coefficient for 2+ species 
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r- 
1, 

2) If the pH is less than 3: 

whtrc 

[cu2+] - KCUSO, 
fi rsoy1 

(2.67) I; 

f" KCuS04 - solubility constant for coppcr sulfate (mol.L-1j2 
L 

2.9.3 Copper Concentration in thc Anotic Porewater f’ 
L 

Coppet concentrations in the porewatcr are controlled by covelitc. If thc 
I" 

minera1 is prebfnt, the copper concentration is equal to: 

CU*+ 1 KclJ&- 

[Fe*+] 

and the mass balance upon the soiid sulfide phase, CUS, rasults in: 

CUSt = CUSt-1 + (9i-1 CUTi,1 - Qi CuTi) /Vt 

uhere 

CUS - copper sulfide concentration (rao1.m 03) 

Q * infiltration rate (L.mth") 

If the minera1 is not preseat, CU*+ is defined by maas balance ad: 

and CU*+ is defined by tha complexation formula. A subsequent check is made r 

to ascertain that the porewater is not supersaturated with respect to CuS. If ' 5 
it is, Coppet sulfide is l lloued to precipitate. 
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1 2.9.4 Zinc Systm in Oxic Zone 

For zinc in thc oxic zone, thcrc wert no solid phases idtntifitd as probable 

controllcrs of porcwatcr concentrations of zinc. Accordingly, mass transport 

controls zinc concentrations. This rcsults in thc following tquations: 

Z-t 9 ZNTTtol + RZnS dt + (qi-1 (ZnTIiBl - qi (Zzmi)/Vt (2.71) 

[Zn*+l - ZnTT (2.72) 

ZnlACT 

ZnT - ZNCOMP . [Z;+] (2.73) 

where 

i ZnFACT - ZNCOMP + KDZN.BULKD 

POROS 

ZNTT - total zinc concentration in solution and sotbcd phases (xnol.l-l) 

ZNT - total zinc concentration in solution 0nol.L-l) 

ZNCOMP - 1 + CZNS04 (SO:') + (Hs ) - * CZNH42 + (H3-)3 CZNHSî (mol .L-l) 

CZnSOq = complexetion constant for tht reaction Zn 2+ + SO:*= ZnSOq 

(L.xncJ1) 
-, 

. 

KDZN - the adsotption coefficient for zinc onto the solids (m3.g -1) . 

BUL d - the de solids below solids dekitf! of the box (g.nk -3 

POROS = POrOSLty Of the box 3 (m poid. m3;ailing) 

L 

2.9.5 Zinc System in tht Anotic Zone 

If sphalerite is present, the zinc concentration in the porewater is equal to: 

[Zn’+] - KZnS (2.74) 

ts2-1 

and 
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ZnT - [Zn'+] ZNCOMP 

The mats balance tesults in: 

(2.75) 

ZnStcl - ZnSt + (Qi-1 LnTi-1 - qi ZnTi)/Vt (2.76) 

If tphaleritt is not prestnt, tht zinc concentration is dtfintd by ma33 

balance as: 

ZnTi = qi-1 ZnTi-l/Si (2.77) 

[ Zn’+] - ZnTi (2.78) 

ZNCOMP 

If tht solution is supttsaturatad with respect to sphalt&tt, the solid is 

allowed to prtcipitatt rtsulting in an adjustment to tht concentration of ZnTi 

and Zni. 
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3.0 MODEL CALIBRATION 

3.1 Background Information 

Thc Waitc Amultt tailings wcrt stltcttd for tht mode1 calibration study since 

thtst tailings bave bcan undtr investigation since 1985 as part of the 

Rtactivt Acid Tailings Stabilization (RATS) progrm, a jointly fundad program 

bctwccn thc ftderal government and industry. Hydxogeochemical investigations 

at tht site vert begun in 1965 and prtliminary re?ults of the studies havt 

bten tht subjact of two reporta to data (Siwik, 1986; Siwik s &., 1987). 

The Waitt mulet tailings basin, located 20 km north of Noranda-Rouyn, Quebec, 

was operattd betwetn 1929 and 1962 and contains about 5.9 million tonnas of 

massive sulfide tailings. The tailings area is a conventionai above-ground 

stack covering 41 hectares. 

4 
Over its operating life, the Waitt Amultt mil1 procesaed Coppet and zinc ore 

with a minor silvtr/gold content from ten ortbodiat. During the latter 

195O's, a pyritt conctntrate was also ptoductd. Secaust of tht varitbility in 

the mil1 fttd sourctb, the trilings bave a highly variable composition. A 

typical fted analysis for -the Waitt Araulet and. West Macdonald ortbodies is 

provided in Table 3.1. 

3.2 Description of the Tailinqs Area 

3.2.1 Physical Ftaturtt 

The Waitt Amulet tailinga are88 is a Conventioaal stack, constructtd by 

spigotting froc par-ter dema. The tailings occupy scme 41 hectarea, with an 

average height of approximetely 8 to 10 umtrts. Tht surrounding topography in 

the arta slopes gently to tht south and weat. The trilings surface, in 

contras, slopes fzom south to north and varias in thickatas from 15 m on tht 

south to 2 m on tht north. The basin is uadtrhin with ciayey soils of 

veritblt depth l nd btdrock. 
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FlGUf?E 3.1 

WASTE AMUCET TAILINGS BASIN 
SITE ORAINAOE AN0 PIEZOMETER NESTS LOCATIONS INEATMENT PLANT 

0 20Dm 

ABANDONED RAICWAY 

L CULLCCTWN 
POND 

CEGENO: 

---- BOUNDARY OF MAIN TAlLINOS AREA 

DIRECTION OF SURFACE WATER Pu)W 

0 CORE SAMPCE 

l ‘O 



. 

I 

- 
CU % 3.89 0.13 0.16 

Table 3.1 

WAITE AXULET AND WEST MACDONALD 
ORE AND TAILINGS CHARACTERISTICS (1956) 

Waite Amulet 

Ote 

Composition 

West Macdonald 

OSe 

Combincdl 

Tailings 

Zn % 3.95 2.41 0.26 

s a 16.91 46.47 12.82 

. 

1 In 1956, a pyrite concentrate was being produced which lowstcd the 

sulfide content in the tailings. 



Sccpage streams, which cxit from tht pcrimctar dams, are colltcted in drainage -3 
ditches which discharge into a collection pond northwcst of thc basin whcrc f i ; 
thcy are intcrccptcd and treated. Surface runoff from the tailinga reporta to 

the north end of tht tailings basin and flowa with tht acepage atreama to the 

collection pond (aee Figure 3.1). ’ 

3.2.2 Hydrogeological Characteriatica i _ 

The depth to the water table ia highly variable. Thc water table ia loweat at 

the south end and higheat at the north end of the basin where the tailinga are 

fine grained. The water table ia alao mounded along the north-south axia and 

alopea downward towarda the pcrimeter dykea on the east and west aides. Water 
table deptha range from lesa than 1 m in the notih to more than 5 m in the 1' 
aouth. lm 

. 
p 

Hydraulic conductivities, aa expected, are lowest in the fine grained.‘ y km5 

tailinga and highest in the aouth and around the parimater apigotted coar4e 

tailings dykes. Value3 range froc 10 -6 to 1oœ3 aa s-Y 
f' 

I I 

Porewater velocities range froc 0.4 an yr -1 to 5 m yr -1 within the pile, and fs 

increaae to as much as 35 m yr -1 across the tailings dams. Thc permeable i ..a 

nature of the desu and the fact that the basin is undetlain with clayey L’*; 

aubsoila auggest that most of the seepage exits through the perfmetsr dams. 1: 11 

An extensive amount of porewater quality information- has been collected. 

Analytical resulta for 10 s-les collected frac the aaturated zone in 

December 1985 are prasented in Table 3.2. The location of tha piezometer 

nesia indicated on Table 3.2 are shown on Figure 3.1. 

The data indicate a general increase in pH and decrease in the concentrations 

of most contaminants with depth. Becausa the pH is near neutral in the 

aaturated zone, the concentrations of aeveral of the mata1 ions, Ii notably li 

copper , lead and zinc, are low. The iron concentration perhaps shows the 

aharpest decrease with depth sqgesting th8t iron, which is being transported 
1‘ 
t.i 
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Table 3.2 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS OF 10 POREWATER SAMPLES COLLECTED 5 DECEMBER 1905 

Depth 
PH 
Eh 
tc field 
dc lab 
Temp field 
Temp Lab 
Acidit y 
Alkalinity 
Al 
Ca 
CO 
CU 
Fe 
Ii 

w 
Mn 
Na 
Ni 

""4 
Pb 
Zn' 

SO4 

Prom Siwik (1966). 

(3 

(us) 
(us) 
(OCI 
i°C) 
imgm 
im9m 
(mm4 
img/L) 
iorg/L) 
iarg/U 
imgm 
im9m 
b9m 
tsgm 
(w/L) 
(mg/L) 
(mg/U 
(mg/L) 
img/L) 
imgm 

Piezometer Sample Location (Piezometer NeSt - Piezometer Number) 

11-l 20-l 20-2 22-3 2-l 

6.96 
6.0 
244 

3080 

18 
44 

160 
0.25 
369 
<o.oo 
<o.oo 
10.0 
<o.oo 
51.7 
1.54 
589 
0.09 
<o.oo 
0.15 
0.10 
3060 

8.64 6.17 
7.0 6.8 
214 242 
2100 4900 
2950 5800 

4 6 
15.5 16.5 
40 336 
90 90 . 

0.26 0:31 
91 498 

CO.00 0.68 
<o.oo <o.oo 
6.60 198 
61.9 146 
107 1380 
0.61 951 
1040 61.3 
0.04 0.18 
<o.oo <o.oo 
0.06 0.27 
0.02 0.07 
3120 1020 

3.99 6.14 4.06 11.7 
5.5 7.5 6.3 7.0 
302 404 294 189 

8000 1250 6700 2500 

18 
5400 

0.71 
416 
15.6 
<0.03 
3940 

67 
781 

73 
268 
.0.71 
CO.00 
1.54 
1.54 
14700 

16 17 
40 12 

500 44 
0.04 0.38 

453 
-CO.00 5.30 
CO.001 0.02 
1.97 1480 
x0.00 336 
20.4 1430 
0.63 19.4 
422 87.6 
<o.oo 0.30 
<o.oo <o.oo 
0.04 0.59 
<o.oo 0.35 
6.26 2200 

25 
139 
530 
0.14 
292 
CO.00 
0.01 
23.5 

143 
0.65 

0.11 
<o.oo 
0.13 
0.06 
2640 

22-4 

9.30 8.08 7.72 
7.0 6.1 5.7 
194 224 294 
2200 4500 3600 
3600 6000 6000 

5 5 5 
21 21 21 
54 598 1500 

184 40 24 
0.26 0.30 0.48 
457 531 496 
0.00 2.11 4.33 
<o.oo CO.00 0.01 
9.32 671 1410 
70.3 73.8 55.6 
371 1290 958 
0.52 9.7 14.9 
219 61.4 28.7 
0.11 0.23 0.44 
CO.00 <o.oo CO.00 
0.18 0.40 0.58 
0.02 0.15 0.36 
4370 9820 9380 



into the saturatcd zone from thc unsaturattd zone, is prccipitatinq out of 
solution. 

In contrast, rtsults of an investigation into thc water quality of tht 
unsaturatcd zone of the tailinqs indicated low pH conditions and hiqh rtdox 

potential (Blowes and Cherry, 1987). The results of this work have not been 

fully reported to date. 

3.3 Fiel4 Data for Calibration 

3.3.1 General 

In order to ealibrate the RATAP.BMT modal, the field data collected at Waite 

Amulct were reviewed to identify pieaonteter nests at which a contplete ranqe of 

mineralogical, water Che&r+ry and orygsn profile data had been collected. It 
vas found that solid phwe, aqueoua phase and gaseous phase data had becn 

collected at only one location, that being nest WA-20. Since solid phase data 

is the most important information to bave in calibrating RATAP.EMTl, the data 

for WA-20 have been used. Iiowever , this nest is no+ ideally located as it 

resides on the dbench of the tailings dam on the wert side of the basin as 

indicated on Fig&ue 3 .l. The potewater quality data collected a+ this 

location is quite likely iafluenced by horizontal flow through the dama. 

3.3.2 Mineralogy 

The pyrite, pyrrhotite and ral8ted minera1 content of the tailings solids at 

WA-20 are srrnmuriaed in Table 3.3. Tha w*ter table at this site is 

approxiamtdy 2.2 m below ground surface l lthough it is expected to fluctuate 

seasonably since thir piatowter nast is located in the perhneter dam. 

As shown on Table 3.3, oxidrtion would l ppear to bave raduced the near surface 

suif ide levais. At the surface, sulfider are l lmoat depleted l nd increase in 

content with depth. Below a depth of 2 81 the l xtent to which sulfide minera1 

oxidation bas occurred is not clear. The pyrite and pyrrhotite datr for thc 
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TABLE 3.3 

DYKITI AN0 DXRRHOT ITI PROCILKS IROH COKE WA-20. 
(FRACTION 37 uin) 

Sample WA20-1 
Dept h (mettes) 0.3 

Pyrite 0 0.3 

Pyrrhotite % 0 0.1 

Pyrite 4 Pyrrhotite3 % 

Geothite % 

Magnetite/hematite' 0 

Silicates1 % 

Alteced % 
pyrrhotita 

0.4 

14.2 

46.8 

38.5 

0.0 

WA20-2 WA20-3 WA20-4 
0.6 

2.1 

3.9 

1.4 

43.6 

51.2 

0.1 

0.9 1.2 

5.4 2.9 

1.1 5.9 

7i-I 9.9 

5.1 8.1 

10.4 13.5 

76.4 66.5 

0.4 2.0 

WA20-5 ~~20-6 ~~20-7 WA20-8 WA20-9 WAiO-10 
1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 

3.5 

17.2 

5.9 45.5 25.5 21.4 62.5 

6.5 10.8 3.0 13.7 14.1 

22.0 

5.8 

37.9 

22.0 

12.2 

14.3 57.2 29.1 35.8 77.7 

7.3 2.0 6.3 3.1 1.1 

7.5 12.7 19.4 18.6 7.5 

63.6 21.5 40.1 39.7 11.3 

7.3 5.8 5.1 2.9 2.4 

l Condensed from Table 3 of Petruk.and Pinard (1986). . Quantities are in ut. %. 
1. Quartz, K-flcdspar, chlorite, amphibole and pyroxene 
2. Reported as magnetitie/hematite 
3. Pyrite and pyrrhotite mainly 



f f 

2.1 m sample depth suggest that thcrt has bcen much lcss oxidation at this 

dcpth than at thc shallowtr sampling stations. Tha data for the samples at 

2.4 and 2.7 m, on the othtr hand, indicate a much lower pyrite content at both 

stations and a much lower pyrrhotitc content at tht 2.4 m dcpth than at the 

2.1 m depth. Thc district diffkrences notcd in the pyrite and pyrrhotite 

contents at thtse stations suggest that therc was considcrable variation in 
f * 
i 

the mineralogy of the tailings as they wete laid down. 

The shallow samples contain l levated levels of magnetite/hematite and L- 

geothite, likely oxidation products front sulfide oxidation. The trend in 

concentration with depth for these conrtituents, as expected, is the reverse 

of sulfide minerais. 

3.3.3 Geychemistry 

Geochemical data collected on potewatet samples from the unsaturated and 
: &-? 

saturated zones at WA-20 are suamuritcd in Table 3.4. f7 - 

Whilc the data are not complete for a11 sazaple depths, they do indicatc n 

definitc trends. For exemple, the pH data indicate much lower values in the ii 
Upper unsaturated zone than in the saturated zone where the pH is near 

: 
neutral. The oxygen profile shows a rapid decline in the uaraturated zone, as 

f- Y 
l xpected, due to coaaumptfon fran oxidatioti of sulffde minatals. The clevated 

dissolved ferrous iron coateat alao suggests that sulfide Maetal oxidation is tE 
ongoing. As previously discuaaed, the iron lave1 in the saturated zone (se+ i: 

Table 3.2) is much lower, preauambly due to the formation of iron 
I" 

precipitates. The electrical conductaace aad specific eoaductivity data t, 

confirm that the dissolvad solids levels are much higher in the unsaturated * 

zone than in the saturated zone again suggesting that some dissolved f 2 

constituents have precipitated out of solution as the porewater moves downwatd 

through the tailiags mass. 
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Watfr DePth 

Content (m) 

Unsaturat cd 

Unsaturatcd 

Unsaturatcd 

Unsaturattd 

Unsaturated 

Unsat urat cd 

Unsaturatcd 

Saturatcd 

Vnsaturated 

Saturatcd 

Saturatcd 

. 1 

.2 

.3 

. 4 

.5 

.7 

. 9 

1.4 

2.2 

4.06 

6.14 

Table 3.4 

GEOCHEMICAL RESULTS 

(Location WA-20) 

PH 

- 

Eh S.Cond. 

(mtt) hn!s/cm) 

2.3 686 12.8 58.5 

4.6 650 16.6 6650 

4.35 649 

4.35 501 

4.30 582 

16.6 

18.5 

17.9 
M' . 

3560 

4430 

4250 

6.3 2.5 

7.5 

294 

404 6.7 640 

19.7 

13.1 

7.6 

4.3 

4.0 

CO2 
($) 

CO.02 

0.05 

0.07 

c.02 

0.3 

I 

=4 
(mg/L) 

2200 



f‘ 

3.4 Comparison of Mode1 Calculations to Field Data 

In tht following section mode1 ptcdictiona of aolid phase apccica 
concentrations (pytitc and pyrrhotitt), aqueoua concentrations (pH) and y 

gaaeoua concentrations (oxygen) in the unaaturated zone are compared to fitld i 

data. r 

3.4.1 Solid Phase Specica 
L- . 

f * 

Pyrite 
‘ : 

t . 

Figure 3.2 presenta the predicted and meaaured pyrite content of the tailings i _ 

aolida. The modal predicta a aharp depletion front a+ approxianately 0.8 m. 
A I r 

The ffeld data, indicate lcaa diatinctly defined front but alao are aeen to bc 
. quite variable. In tenus of the amount of pyrite oacidized (i.e. the area 

undar the cuves) , the measured and predicted amounta are in good agreement. 

Altering the moiature content of the tailinga, e.g. incrcasiag the reaidual 

water content, would bave incrcased the alope of the pyrite profile. It would 

alao, however, alter the pyrrhotite froat, Figure 3.3,, which ia in, good 

agreement with the rneaaured pytrhotite values.. 

Pyrrhotite 

The predicted atad mm8swed pyrrhotita contents are praranted on Figure 3.3. 

The measurmd pyrrhotite levala l t depths greatar th8a 1.0 m are aeen to be 

quite v8rieble. Nevertheless, the data .show th8t good agreement exista 

batwecn tha meaaured and pradicted values. 

3-s 
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? 3.4.3 Aqueous Phase Species 

. pH 

Pigurc 3.4 prtsents the prcdicted and measured pH values. The ficld data 
? 
' indicatts low pH conditions at the surface followed by a pH of approximatcly 4 

at depths greatcr than 0.2 m. The low pH at the surface may result froc 

- runoff as the sulfidcs at this depth havc bttn depleted, ace Figures 3.2 and 
. 

3.3 and w&ld not contribute to acidity. 

L The mode1 underestimates thc pfi at dtpths af 0.2 IU to 1.0 m. The low pH 

conditions result front the mode1 prcdioting the gcneration of aoid froc pyritt 

oxidation. At a dcpth gtcater than 1.0 m the modal prediats ne& neutral pH 

lcvels, a result of calcite buffering. Thc fAc1.d data suggest that the 
2 buffcring capacity has bten depltted. Ovarall, the mode1 pH predictions are 

. 
in reasonablc agrcemcnt with field observations. 

3.4.4 Gaseous Phase Specics 

Oxyqcn 

* The measured ficld data and predicted oxygen profile aze presented on Figure 

3.5. The measured profile indàcatts oacygen consomption below 0.10 m but 

. little consumption beyond 0.50 m. The modal, howerer, predicts oxygen 

consumption ooer the entire depth profile down to about 1.0 m with the 

grcattst consuatption between 0.25 m and 0.95 m. 

A higher rebidual pyrite lcvel in the 0.15 m to 0.6 m range would alter thc 
-2 

slope of the predicted curvc to better fit the measured profile. It would 

also, however, alter the pyrrhotite predictians. 
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4.0 MODEL PREDICTIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

Thc prtiry purposc of the RATAP.EMTl modal is to estimate tht upptt an@ lower 
1Lnits of thc rate and quantity of acid gencxated from the bactcria-aasiated 
oxidation of aulfide minerais ptesent in base metal tailings. Thc limits are . 
cstlasted by taking into .account the uncertainty in the input paramettts in a 
probabiliatic simulation. For demonstration purposas, acfd flux calculafions 
are reported in this chaptet for base mata1 tailings charactcriatic of those 
found at thc Waitc Amulet tailings area ncar Noranda-Rouyn, Qucbec. 

The definition of acid flux amployed in this study is: 

. 
Acid = (2 [soi-l -t [HCO;l -2 tca2+1 - m+11 v 

f (4.1) 

Ax 
where 

Acid - monthly acid flux Mio1.m -2.xttth-1) 

l Jr = infiltration rate of precipitation into the tailings (m3 .mth -3 

Ax - cross aectional arca of the tailings (m2) 

(1 - concentration of SO:; nco;, ca 2+ and K+ ions in the tailings 

porcw*ter (mol .mw3 1 

This definition accounts for a11 Ii+ ptoducad .by sulfide oxidation less that 

conswaed by calcite disralution. The acid flux is defined in this projcct in 

-terxns of proton (Ii+) cquioalents. Hence one arola equals one quivalent, thc 

actual units of equation (4.1). 

Acid flux is calculated on a monthly basis in the code. Tha annual flux then 

is determined as the sunan8tion of the twelve (12) manthly acid flux values. 

Acid flux is also calculated as a cumulative acid fl& over time: this equala 

the sum of the annual fluxes ftom cime tero to the end of the simulation 

period. 
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.I 
4.2 Input Parameter Distributions 

A listing of thc input paramettrs incorporatcd in thc RATAP.BMTl code and 

their nominal and probabilistic values are prescntcd in Table 4.1. A total of 

255 input paraznettrs are employcd in thc dctailtd multi-oomponent mode1 
F discusstd in thc appendices. 

For thc Waite Amulet tailings considered in this study, the parameters are 

- assigned the following types of probability distributions: normal (37): 
triangulqr (60): unifonn (30): lognomnal (3); and constant (125). The numbet 

7 
of parameters is bascd on the tailings profile being divided into twenty-two 

layers, and would be less if -fewer layers were specified. For example, the 

total number of input parameters for a ont layer system only equals 124. 

Detailed descriptions of the parameters and their distributions are presented . 

i in thc appropriate appendices. 

4.3 Acid Flux 

4.3.1 Monthly Acid Flux 

The acid flux predicted at a depth of 1.75 XI is shown in Figue 4.1 for the 

month of June. This month was selected a8 it coincides with the tbae tif the 

year at which the peaJc flux ir predicted to occur. The flux curves shown on 

Figure 4.1 are plots of gecaetric mean values and the Upper and lower 95 

percentiles (assauaed to correspond to the maximun and minimum limita) from 25 

trials. 

In year 1, the monthly l cid flux had a mean iralue of approxianately 2.3 mol.m- 
2 .mth -1 and lower and Upper limits of abaut 0.2 and 43 m~l.m-~.mth-~, 

respectively. The peak monthly acid flux a+ the 1.75 m depth occurs in year 

2: the geometric mean vilue equalled about 19 mol.mW2.mth" and the lower and 
-2 -1 Upper limits approxirarted 3 and 78 mo1.m .mth , rerpectively. In the longer 

tcrm, the mean monthly acid flux leveled off at about 1 mol .m -' .mth -' at thc 

1.75 m depth. 
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TABLE 4.1 

XODEL INPUT PARAMETERS 

1 PRO&ABILXSTIC ANALYSIS: WAITEP.DAT 

0 
25 

2NN 
3 WAfTEP.OUT 
4 WAITEP.OUT 
5 255 0 0 
6 0913566091 
7 208. 
8PRINT Nl 
9 FLAGl N 1 

10FZAG2 NI 
llFLAG3 Nl 
12 F-4. N 1 
13FLAG5 Nl 
14FLAG6 NI 
15MNT Nl 
16TSAVE Nl 
17 AVGTEM N 1 
18BULKD N2 
19 COEFAO N 1 
20 COEFPS N 1 
21 COEFDD N 1 
22 COVER N 1 
23 Dl0 N 6 
24 Dl0 N 6 
25 Dl0 N 6 
26 Dl0 N6 
27 Dl0 N6 
28 Dl0 N6 
29 Dl0 N6 
30 Dl0 N6 
31 Dl0 N6 
32 Dl0 N6 
33 Dl0 N6 
34 Dl0 N6 
35 Dl0 N6 

i 36 Dl0 N6 
37 Dl0 N6 
38 Dl0 N6 
39 Dl0 N6 
40 Dl0 N6 
41 Dl0 N6 
42 Dl0 N6 
43 Dl0 N6 
44 Dl0 
45 LA(1 ) if 
46 LA(21 N 4 
47 LA(3) N 4 
48 LA(41 N 4 
49 LA(S) N 4 
50 LA(61 N 4 
51 LA(71 N 4. 
52 LA(B) N 4 
53 LA(91 N 4 
54 IA(lO) N 4 
SS LA(U) N 4 

N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 

0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 

:: 
0. 
6. 
260. 
283. 

1.8E6 
20. 
0.1 
2.0 
0. 
0.05 
O.Q5 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.09 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.0s 
0.03 
0.65 
0.65 
0.65 
0.66 
0.65 
0.6s 
0.65 
0.65 
0.65 
0.6s 
0.65 

1.E5 

0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.06 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0 .0.8 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.71 
0.71 
0.71 
0.71 
0.71 
0.71 
0.71 
0.71 
0.71 
0.71 
0.73 

1.6E6 

0.11 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 

.O.ll 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 
O.lL 
0.11 
0.11 

( 0.11 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 



56 LA(12) N 4 N 0.65 
57 LA(131 N 4 N 0.65 
58 LA(141 N 4 N 0.65 
59 LA(151 N 4 N 0.65 
60 W(16) N 4 N 0.65 
61 LA(171 N 4 N 0.65 
62 W(l8) N 4 N 0.65 
63 IA(19) N 4 N 0.65 
64 W(20) N 4 N 0.65 
65 W(21) N 4 N 0.65 
66 W(22) N 4 N 0.65 
67 LI 'Nl N 20. 
68 LSI Nl N 19. 
69 m(l) N2 N 0.18 
70 NFt(2) N2 N 0.18 
71 NR(3) N2 N 0.18 
72 NFt(4) N2 N 0.18 
73 NR(5) N2 N 0.18 
74 NR(6) N2 N 0.18 
75 NR(7) N2 N 0.18 
76 NR(8) N2 N 0.18 
77 NR(9) N2 N 0.18 
78 NR(10) N 2 N 0.18 
79 NR(l1) N 2 N 0.18 
80 NR(12) N 2 N 0.18 
81 NFt(13) N 2 N 0.18 
82 NR(14) N 2 N 0.18 
83 NR(15) N 2 N 0.18 
84 NR(16) N 2 N 0.18 
85 NR(17) N 2 N 0.18 
86 NR(18) N 2 N 0.18 
87 NR(19) N 2 N 0.18 
88 NR(20) N 2 N 0.18 
89 NR(2L) N 2 N 0.16 
90 NR(22) N 2 N 0.18 
91 NT(1) N6 N 0.45 
92 NT(2) N6 N 0.45 

. 93 NT(3) N6 N 0.45 
94 NT(4) N6 N 0.45 
95 NT(5) N 6 N 0.45 
96NT(6) N6 N 0.45 
97 NT(7) N6 N 0.45 
98 NT(8) N6 N 0.45 
99 NT(9) N 6 N 0.45 

100 NT(10) N 6 N 0.4s 
101 NT(ll) N 6 N 0.45 
102 NT(Y.2) N 6 N 0.45 
103 NT(13) N 6 N 0.45 
104 NT(l4) N 6 N 0.45 
10s NT(15) N 6 N 0.4s 
106 NT(16) N 6 N 0.45 
107 NT(17) N 6 N 0.45 
108 NT(18) N 6 N 0.45 
109 NT(19) N 6 N 0.43. 
110 NT(20) N 6 N 0.45 

MOD'EL IXPUT PARAMETERS pg 2 
of 5 

0.71 
0.71 
0.71 
0.71 
0.71 
0.71 
0.71 
0.71 
0.71 
0.71 
0.71 

E 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 

::i 

0:: 
0.2 

9:; 
0.5 

0:: 

::: 

i:: 

i:: 

i:; 

ii:: 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

i:: 
0.5 

0.14 
0.14 
0.14 
0.14 
0.14 
0.14 
0.14 
0.14 
0.14 
0.14 
0.14 
'0.14 
0.14 
0.14 
0.14 
0.f4 
0.14 
0.14 
0.14 
0.14 
0.14 
0.14 

:*:i 
0:s 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.s 
0.55 
0.s 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.H 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 

0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 
0.22 , 



. 

111 NT(21) N 6 
112 NT(22) N 6 
113 VRFRAC N 1 
114 XUOH3 N 1 
115 XCACO3 N 4 
116 XCOVER N 1 
117 XFEOH3 N 1 
118 XGYP N 1 
119 XSULF N 4 
120 XSULF N 4 
121 XSULF N 4 
122 XSULF N 4 
123 XSER N 4 
124 YCOVER N 1 
125 UPH N 1 
126 ALPHAS N 1 
127 CP Nl 
128 CPT Nl 
129 DR20 N 1 
130 HEAT(l)N 1 
131 HEAT(2)N 1 
132 HEAT(3)N 1 
133 HEAT(4)N 1 
134 KSOIL N 1 
135 BIOEA N 6 
136 BIOMAX N 4 
137 810181 N 1 
138 BIOXP2 N 1 
139 BfOXP3 N 1 
140 BIOlcp4 N 1 
141 BIOXPS N 1 
142 BIOXP6 N 1 
143 BIOYXS N 6 
144 CaEMEA N 1 
145 s N 1 
146 W N 1 
147 C-.N 1 
148 CaEMEA N 1 
149 CaEMeA N 1 
150 - N 1 
151 Cm N 1 
152 CBEMEA N 1 
153 QaMEA N 1 
154 m N 1 
155 CEIEMEA N 1 
lS6 WC N 1 
157 WC N 1 
158 CmMxC N 1 
159 CXEHKC N 1 
160 WC N 1 
161 -C N 1 
162 BC N 1 
163 BC N 1 
164 -C N 1 
165 CZ24KC N 1 

TABLE 4.1 

N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
M 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 

MODEL INPUT PAFUMETERS 

0.45 0.5 0.55 
0.45 0.5 0.55 
0.5 

0.0001 
0.0 0.001 

0. 
0.001 

0.0005 
0.03 0.08 
0.10 0.18 

.0.002 0.004 
0.003 0.007 
0.03 0.07 

0. 
1.0 
0.8 
75.4 
0.84 
62. 
1.4536 
1.58E6 
0.90336 
0.8636 
1.48E6 
10000. 11700. 16300. 
11.5 14.5 

1.60E-3 
l.fZE-4 
3.20E-4 
2.043-4 
3.453-4 
2.02E-3 
2.5 3.2 4.2 

0. 
0. 
0. 

k 
0. 
4.833 
4.BE3 
2.m 
2.3t3. 

1.33x4 
4.OE3 

0: 

0: 

0: 
1.84 
10.03 
O.Z36 
0.165 
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i 
e 1 MODEL INPUT PARAMETERS 

1 

b 

.‘ 

c 

t 

166CBEMXCNl N 3.63E6 
167C~CNl N 8.24 
168 LIMP NI N 1.293-3 
169 DX(1) Nl N 0.05 
170 DX(2) Nl N 0.05 
171 DX(3) Nl N 0.05 
172 DX(4) N 1 N 0.05 
173 DX(5) N 1 N 0.05 
174 DX(6) Nl N 0.1 
175 DX(7) Nl N 0.1 
176 DX(8) Nl N 0.1 
177 0X(9) Nl N 
178 0X(10) N 1 N i:: 
179 DX(11) N 1 N 
180 DX(12) N 1 N cO:f 
181 DX(13) N 1 N 0.2 
182 0X(14) N 1 N 0.2 
163 DX(l5) N 1 N 
184 DX(l6) N 1 N i:; 
185 DX(17) N 1 N 
186 DX(l8) N 1 N fi:; 
187 0X(19) N 1 N 0.2 
188 DX(20) N 1 N 0.2 
189 0X(21) N 1 N 
190 DX(22) N 1 N ii:; 
191 HENRY N 1 N 23.6 
192 WATTAB N 1 N 2.35 
193 ALFaA N 1 N 0.9 
194 BETA Nl N 
195 COEFX N 1 N 2':: 
196 COEFY N 1 N -1.0 
197 LIMOZ N 1 N 0.01 
198RADMiUCNl N l.25E-4 
199 ATAIL N 1 N 4.1+5 
200 vR(1) N6 N 0.001 0.095 
201 vR(2) N6 N 0.001 0.005 
202 vR(3) N6 N 0.001 0.005 
203 VR(4) N 6 N 0.018 0.09 
204 VR(5) N 6 N 0.014 0.07 
205 VR(6) N 6 N 0.006 0.03 
206 VR(7) N 6 N 0.004 0.02 
207 VR(8) N6 N 0.006 0.03 
208 vR(9) N 6 N 0.01 0.0s 
209 VR(l0) N 6 -N 0.01 0.05 
210 VR(l1) N 6 N 0.008 0.04 
211 vR(12) N 6 N 0.001 0.005 

212 VBARDP N 1 N 213 FEDEN N 1 N l:LEe 
214 C%OI3 N 1 N 1.07t-5 
215 CFERS3 N 1 N 1.26316 
216 CFE2SOIN 1 N 204.2 
217 RFESO4 N 1 N 3.233-3 
218 cALOH Nl N 5.OE-10 
219 CAtotu N 1 N l.E-15 
220 CALS04 N 1 N 1047.13 

0.01 
0.01 I 
0.01 
0.'18 
0.14 
0.06 
0.04 
0.06 

ii:; 
0.08 
0.01 



TABLE 1.1 

221 CCASOQ N 1 N 
222 CFEOH N 1 N 
223 CFEOH2 Nl N 
224 CFEOH3 N 1 N 
225 CmSO4 N 1 N 
226 CHS04 N 1 N 
227 COEFAL N 6 N 
228 DK1 Nl N 
229 DK2 Nl N 
230 ACOEF N 1 N 
231 KBAS N2 N 
232 KCACO3 N 3 N 
233 K-04 N 3 N 
234 KC02 Nl N 
235 ICFEOOH N 3 N 
236 SATCT N 4 N 
237 XXFE3 N 6 N 
238 DCUPRE N 1 N 
239.LKCUC03N 2 N 
240 IJCCUJARS 2 N 
241 LKCUOHZN 2 N 
242 LCCUS04N 2 N 
243 LXFES N 2 N 
244LCH2S N2 N 
245 LC)IS N2 N 
246 LKZNS N 2 N 
247 ICU Nl N 
248 IZN Nl N 
249 KANTL N 1 N 
250 OPTION N 1 N 
251 KCUSOI N 1 N 
252 LCZNSOIN 2 N 
253 KDZN Nl N 
254 LCZNHSZN 2 N 
255 LCZNHS3N 2 N 
256 LCCUHS3N 2 N 
237 LECUBEDN 2 N 
258 LCCUOHZN 1 N 
259 LCCUC03N 1 N 
260 LCCUOE3N 1 N 
261 LCZNOH3N 1 N 
262 LCZNOH2N 1 N 

* BlODEL INPUT 

316.23 
6.463-3 
2.14E-6 
l.E-12 
8317.64 
1.26E-2 

0.01 0.075 
f.Ol?E-7 

S.O12E-11 
-5.E.4 
22.7 1.02 
4.483-9 1.05 
2.4x-s 1.05 

0.053 
39.0 3.16 

l.E-3 l.OE-2 
0.005 0.01 
1.E6 

-9.63 1.0s 
-82.6 1.05 
-20.35 1.05 

2.31 1.05 
-16.2 1.05 
19.92 1.05 
12.90 1.05 
-22.5 1.05 

0. 

AL-9 
1. 

2.OE-3 
2.37 1.05 
1.0 

16.1 1.05 
14.94 1.05 
25.9 1.05 
-22.8 1.05 
-12.8 
-28. 
-26.0 
-26.4 
-16.9 

PARAMETERS 29 
of 

0.6 

21.7 23.7 1' 
3.893-9 S.l3E-9 i _ 
2.143-S 2.793-S 

1.27 1.27E3 

0.0s 

-10.63 -8.63 
-84.7 -80 .s 
-21.3s -19.35 
2.11 2.51 
-17.2 -15.2 
19.72 20.12 
12.70 13.10 
-23.5 -21.5 

4 ; < 
; . 

k? 

il 

i. 

2.17 

15.9 
14.1 
29.7 
-23..8 

2.57 f‘ 
16.3 *r 
15.1 
26.1 i 
-21.8 

‘ ? r - 1 :. 
c. 
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4.3.2 Cumulative Acid Flux 

Thc cumulative acid flrut transportcd through tht horizon 1.75 m balow the 

tailings surface is shown on Figure 4.2. Tht mean, lowcr and Upper limits 

havc again been plottcd on this figure, 

Thc curves show a rapid risc in thc cumulative flux over thc initial threc t3 

fivc years. Thareafter, there ia a les8 dramatic rise. T&e plot of geometric 

rhean values suggests a very constant rate of- accumulation with time, aftcr 

about year 10. Thc average annual acid flux between ycar 10 and 24 equallcd 

about 23 .S mo1.m -2 .yr-l. In contradt, the pcak ana& acid flux occurrtd 

betwetn year 1 and 2 equalled 927 mol .mB2 .y*-‘. Over'the twenty-four year 

sfmulation period the lower and Upper Uni+s in the cumulative acid flux were 

177 and 4320 mol.mW2, respectiky. The predictcd mean cumulative flux over 

the same period was 970 mol.mW2. 

. . 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Thc Rtactivc Acid Tailings Asscssment Pxogram (RAT-1 waa dcvelopad undcr a 

prcvious contract (SENES and Bcak, r- 
1986) for the purpost of assessing the 

tffcct of oxidative processes on the rate and quantity of acid gcneration in I _ 

pyritic uranium mine tailinga. Thc statcd objective of this study was . .."to r p 

extend the algocithms and code of the RATAP modal to accotant for the i i 

generation of acid due to the oxidation of sulfide minerals, other than i - 
pyrite, associàted with base mata1 mine tailings." The -.erm acid gcnerat+on L.; 
ir defined as the flux of total acidity pet unit time (e.g. a month or year) 

from a unit area of tailfngs. Total acidity is taken as eguivalent to the CO2 [* ,- 
- acidity titration endpoint. tien&, total acidity ir a measure of th; amount 

t ; 

of base which would be required to neutralite free protons, a11 species of r . 

aluminum and iron, and carbonic acid to this endpoint. i L 

F 
4i! 

The apecific processes and mechanisms identified for inclusion in the expanded : & 
code included: qcidation of other mata1 sulfides basides pyrite, specifically 

! _ 
pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite and sphalerite; heat generation from suif ide minera1 F 

2 
oxidation: chemistry of trace metals, namely copper and zinc; and, 

precipitation of secondary solids and formation of hardpan. These features 

have been incorporated into a new version of the code which is referred to as ii 

the Reactive Acid Tailings-Assessment Program for Base Metal Tailings, Version 

1 (RATAP.BMTl). 

In developing the original RATA0 code, an extensive verification, calibration 
f” 
1" 

and validation program waa carried out. Considerable use was made of data 

reported in tire publfshed lfterature l nd of field data colleoted at the Nordic f’ 
t. 

uranium tailings are8 in tlliot Lake, Ontario. In modifying RATAP for base 

' mata1 tailingr applic8tfon8, each of the eight component modules which f 
comprise the RATAP.ml version was modified, teated and qurlity assured i 3 

before baing integrrted into tha ont811 code to maintria the integrity of the - 

mode1 . Where appliceble, the modu'.?: uere calibrated and validrted against t b 

the data base employed in the FS .yious study. In addition, fiald data 
f* 

callected in recant ya8ro OR the base metal taflingr l t the W8ite Amulet rite ti 
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near Noranda-Rouyn, Quebcc wcrc tmployed in the mode1 calibration and 
validation. 

- 

. 

Sufficient fitld data at Waite Amulet wtre available to achitvc partial 

calibration of the modal. Prcdicted and measurcd values were found to be 

comparable for the aolid phase pyrite and pyrrhotitt contenta and the gaatous 

phase oxygen content. Thc porcwater pH predictiona Were acceptable but did 

not match tht measured data as well as the aolid and gaseous phase components.. 

It was not practical to drsw firm conclusions about the adequacy of the mode1 

predictions, however, as only a limited amouat of data has been collectcd at 

- 

Waitc Amulet on certain key characttristics of the tailings. Specifically, 

meaaurementa on the aolid phase composition of the tailings have been made at 

only one location and these data ahowed consideiable variation with depth. In 

addition, the reaults of measurementa which have been made on the chemistry of 

the porewatcr in the unsaturated zone were no+ available at the time of this 

atudy. Also, no meaauramenta bave been made of temperature profiles in the 

tailinga nor of the water content with depth. If ahould be born. in mind 

however, that the field atudier being carried out a+ Waite Amultt were not 

deaigned to provide the data base required to calibrate and validatt 

RATAP.BMTl. It ia understood that future work at the site will allow for 

collection of data on sewral of the key elenmnts discussed above. ; 

.' , 

TO auumurite, the RATA0 mode1 bas been successfully &iapted foi: predictiofi of 

acid generation from bese metal mine taflings. The made1 accounta .for acid 

generation from the oxidrtion of pyrite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite and 

sphalerite; other sulfide minerais cari be added in the future as required. 

* 
Certain ccunponents of the modified modal, RATAP.BMTl, have not been fully 

testcd and muat await the collection of addftional field data. 

r Further work is requirtd to verify the appli&bility of RATAO. BMTl for 

* predicting acid gentration in high sulftde tailings rnd to demonstrate the 

J appropriateness of the mode1 for assessing the effects of reclanution options. 

Additional work is also required to increase the number of. sulfide minerala 
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and trace metal sptcics which cari be modellcd. Accordingly, thc following 
rccommendations are made: 

1. Ficld data arc.requircd at a minimum of two sites on the composition with 

depth of the following bey elements: 
y 
i * 

- sulfidt minerais and secondary solids 

- temperature 

f 
i . 

- w4tcr content ( = 

- porewater concentrations of acidity, pH, calcium, sulfate, aluminum, t 

iron (If), iron (III), arsenic, copper, lead, nickel and zinc. 

- gaseous oxygen and carbon dioride 
fI 
c 

- hardpan formation and the chemical composition and physical f‘ 
characteristics. J i 

- ~W 
2. Calibration and validation of the modal predictions is required on the ' ' i 

t 
_ following: 

- mottement of the sulfide minera1 fronts, particularly of pyritc and 

pyrrhotitc. 

- porcwater acidity and pH with depth, particularly the levels found in 

the unsaturated zone. 

- tailings teinperatute profiles, the heat contribution fhxa sulfide 

minera1 oxidation and the heat loet with water vapour transport out of 

the tailinga. 

- trace metal concentrations under various pH conditions. 

- the recondary solids which Contribu+e to hardpan foarmtion and thc 

effects of hardpan on water movement through the tailings. 

3. Modification of the made1 to include additional sulfide minerals and 

trace metals including arsenic, nickel aad lead. 

4. Incorporation of pre- aad port-procesaors to m8ke the RATAD.BMTl mode1 

more user friandly. 

s-3 - 
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Control of itcitf mine drainage from tailinga areas is widely recognized as one of the most serious 
environment:il issues facing many base metal . gold and uranium mine operntors today. While 
collection nnd treatment of acid mine drainage is commonly practiced at active mine sites. it is 
generally accepted that continuation of treatment practices for an indefiriite period in the post 
operatin_c phase is neither desirable nor practical. Besides tire abvious problems associnted with 
maintaining an effective treatment system after mining activities have ceased. the disposai of 
chemical treatment plant sludge produced from the neutralization of acid mine drainage is a 
major operational problem. 

Originating from work initiated in the mid 1980’5 by theCanada Centre for Mine4 and Energy 

Technology, the Reactive Acid Tailings Assessment Program for Base Metal Tailings 
(RATAP.BMT) was developed as a predictive modelling tool to investigare the factors and 
processes which control the oxidation of sulfide miner&. to simulate acid generation in mine 

tailings. to ektimate the long-tenn potential for acid generation in tailings. and to evaluate the 

effects on acid generation of alternative closeout concepts. 

Th’is report describes the extension of ihe validation of the mode1 by: 

1) a discussion of quality assurance procedures followed during each stage of code 
development and documentation of recent code modifications; 

: 2) a cririca review of the concepts behind the prograrn: axid 

3, a comparative evaiuation of computer simulations with a more compiete database for the 

Waite-Amulet rinc/copper mine tailings. 

RATAP.BMT addresses questions more numerous and more comples than those addressed by 

other models. It permits evaluation of the limitations of other modelling work and of many 

additional questions which are beyond the scope of the other models. .However. RATAP.BMT 

requires a more knowledgeablé user and. thus, is more difficult for a nolfice user to 
progam. 
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The mode1 considers the following processes: 

0 I 

l 

l 

l 

sulfide minera1 oxidation kinetics as a function of water temperature, oxygen 
concentration, mass of pyrite. pH, phosphorous concentration, carbon dioxide content, 

and moisture content. 

oxygen pore-gas diffusivity and its control upon the oxygen flux into the tailings. 
shrinkage of sulfide mineral grains as they oxidize. 
depth-dependent differences in the chemical characteristics of the tailings. 
temperature variation with depth due to oxidation of pyrrhotite, pyrite, chalcopyrite. 
sphaierite and arsenopyrite. 
moisture variations with depth in the unsaturated zone. 
kinetic reactions between porewater and relevant minerals. 

porewater transport of metals including aluminum, iron, calcium, magnesium, potassium, 
silica, copper, zinc, and of anions including arsenic, sulfate, and carbonate. 

- 
1 

Mode1 validation was based on the comparison of mode1 predictions for seiected parameters to 
data collected on the Waite-Amuiet tailings during the Phase 2 and Phase 3 field studies. Part of 
the data was used to calibrate the site dependent parameter estimates. The second part of the 
data was used to verify the mode1 both in the temporal and spatial (i.e. with respect to depth) 
sense. The modelled constituents included temperature, pH, oxygen concentration (variation 
with depth), and porewater concentration of sulfate, ferrous and ferric iron, dissolved copper, 
and zinc. 

, 

The final test involved running the mode1 both in a deterministic and probabilistic manner. The 

probabilistic simulations were based on selecting parameter values from established distribution 

functions. The geometric mean values of tbe probabilistic outputs were used for comparison to 
the results of the deterministic runs using nominal parameter values. 

s-2 
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Control of acid mine drainage from tailings areas is widely recognized as one of the most serious 
environmental issues facing m,any base met.al. gold and uranium mine operators today. While 

collection and treatment of acid mine drainage is commonly practiced at 3ctive mine sites, it is 
generally accepted that continuation of treatment pracrices for an indefinite periocl in the post 

operatinp phase is neither clesirable nor practical. Besides the obvious problems associated with 
rnaintnining an effective treatment system after mining activities have ceased, the disposa1 of 
chemical tre;ttment plant slucige produced from the neutralisation of acid mine drainage is a 

major operational problem. 

Recognizing the seriousness of this problem, the Canada Centre for Minera1 and Energy 
Technology. initiated work in the mid 1980’s into investigating the factors and processes which 

control the oxidation of sulfide minerais and on developing a predictive modelling tool to 
simulate ncid generation in mine taiiings. The primary objective of this work was to provide a 
mode1 for predicting the long-tetm potentiel of acid generation in tailings and for evaluating the 

effects on acid generation of alternative closeout concepts. 

The frrst of these studies was completed in 1984 by SENES Consultants Limited on behalf of the 
National Uranium Tailings Program. This study documented the role that bacteria play in the 

oxidation of pyrite and other sulfide minerals in uranium mine tailings (SENES, 1984). The 
mechanisms involved in iron and sulfur oxidation were detailed as were the kinetic relationships 

repotted in the literature for the bacterial oxidation and chemical oxidation of sulfide minerais. 

In 1986. SENES Consultants Limited and Beak Consultants Limited developed the Reactive 
Acid Tailings Program (RATAP) for the National L’ranium Tailings Program. The RATAP 

mode1 was cleveloped to pravide an estimate of the Upper and lower limits of the rate and 

quantity of acid generation by the bacteria-assisted oxidation of pyrite present in uranium mine 

tailines (.SEYES anci Beak. 1986). 
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SENES and Beak atlapted the RATAI’ mode1 to hase metal tailings,. as part of a project 
t sponsored by CANMET. in 1988. The mode1 developed. the Reactive Acid Tailings 

Assessment Progcam for Base hletal Tailings. Version 1 (RATXP.BMTI ). also provided an 
r estimate of the upper and lower limits of acid ~eneration hy the hncteria-assisted oxidation of 

sulficies. The sulfides mocielled included pyrite. pyrrhotite. chnlcopyrite and sphalerite. In 
addition. it calculated the aqueous concentrations of zinc and Coppet. 

In 19g9. SENES and Be& extendcd RATAP.. BMTI to allow for arsenic-bearing components in 
the tailings. Version 2 (RATAP.BMT2) incorporates an algorithm for arsenic geochemistry to 
accommodate an additional sulfide, arsenopyrite, and to facilitate the calculation of aqueous 
concenrrations of arsenic (SENES and Beak, 1989). 

Since its original conception. the mode1 has undergone several conceprual modifications and bas 

been calibratecl and validated extensively on pyritic uranium tnilings. Partial validation of the 
modified computer mode1 (i.e. RATAP. BMT2) was also performecl in previous work usirtg the 
Phase 2 field study data on the high sulfide tailings nt Waite-Amulet in northeastem Quebec, 
some relevant data from pyritic uranium tailings investigations -in the Elliot Lake area of 
northem Ontario. and laboratory observations. Due to incomplete data, these validation efforts 

were only partially successful. since the availahle datahase did not allow conparison of 
predicted and measured values for a full range of parameters. Furthermore, the validity of the 

geochemical concepts used could not be fully assessed. 

1.2 Mode1 Auolication 

. 

? 

RATAP.BMT is both a powerful analytical tool and an effective planning aid. Used 
ànalytically. the mode1 predicts concentrations for several solid. aqueous and gaseous phase 
constituents to enable the assessment of the rate and quantity of acid generation in pyritic 

tailings. During plarmin,. * RATAP.B,MT allows an evaluation of the benefits of short and long- 

teml tailings management options and facilitates the development of alternative reclamation or 

closeout snategies. 

As a test of the RATAP model, predicrions of acid generation in thc Nordic tailings were made 
for a timefrnme spanning the period from 1969 to 201 I . Analysis of the data indicated that 

approximately 90.000 tonnes of acid ha:r: been produced at the Nordic site to date. Of this 
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amount. it is estimated that 25% has heen neutrahred at the lime treatment plant. 45% remains in 
storage in the tailings porewater ;III~ snnd aquifer uncierlying the site. and 30% bas been 
neutralizrd hy the buffering capacity of thr tailings and Sand aquifer. As of 1988, the rate of 

acid being gcnerated was approaching the rate of acid release from the system. Although the 
rate of ncitl production is declining and currentiy is at about me-half the rate predicted for the 

early 1970’s. ncid generation will continue well into the 21st Century because of the large 

inventory of pyrite remaining to be osidized. 

The RATAP mode1 has also heen applied on several of the tailings areas at EIliot Lake to 

evaluate the potential benefits of closeout options in reducing acid generation. One concept 
which has been discussed on numerous occasions involves the application of a caver of earthen 
material or depyritized tailings. For this evaluation. it was assumed that the caver material (soil 

or depyritized tailings) had the same physical characteristics as tailings. The results 
demonstrated that caver application will reduce the acid generation rate substantially but does 
not necessarily impact upon the total quantity of acid generated unless the caver application 
results in a rise in the water table within the basin. 

Application of RATAP to the Elliot Lake situation provided a basis for assessing the need for fi ; r 
remedial measures at non-operating properties. for assessing the extent and duration of acid 

géneration and the long-term need for treatment. and most importantly. for comparing the 

environmental and cost effectiveness of remedial measures and reclamation propos&. 

1.3 Studv Obiectives and Approach 

This report describes the extension of the validation of the RATAP.BMT2 computer program 
by: 

1) a discussion of quality- assurance procedures followed during each stage of code 

development and documentation of recent code modifications: 

2) 

3) 

a critical review of the concepts behind the pragram: and 

a comparative evaluation of computer simuiationx with a more cotnplete database for the 

Waitc-Amulet zinc/c.opper mine taihngs. 



1.0 (‘I~Il’I(‘.\I. IZl.:\‘II*:\\’ OFTIIE (‘O\(.:EPTS 

The clevclopn~~t of ;I mode1 to an~cr questions concemin g acidic drainage frorn mine taiiings 
is dependenr upon the ohiecrives of rhe investisator. Different questions asked about the same 
-tailinfs syst&n will nzcessirate thc ilsc of differenr models. The bnckground of the professiond 
using rhe moclels will also. influence the aelecrion of a model. These models have the following 

objectives: 

1) fo provide 2 useful predictivc basis for niüking decisions conceming tailings management 
alternatives; and/or 

fo describe mnthcmatically the most important interactions involving chemical 
interactions and migrating ground water. 

- 
A model is an abstraction of reality that describes. in either qualitative or quantitative terms. a 

certain ser of the complex interreiafionships of the system heing studied. A quantitative mode1 is 
described herein as heing either empirical or deterministic. An empirical quantitative mode1 
involves a staristical relationship between two or more variables. A detenninistic quantitative 
mode1 is based upon physico-chemical principles such as the law of conservation of mass. 

In any given situation. the costs of management procedures to ameiiorate environmental impacts 

cari be cletermined with relative ease slnd accuracy. However, t+ results or benefits of such 
procedures cari oniy be predictcd with assurance if quantitative modets, capable of predicting. the 
response of the railings to a given management strategy, are availahle. 

The utility of such modeis for assessing the effects of tailings management alternatives on acidic 

fluxes is determined by ti!e clegree to which the models adequately abstract the coupled nature of 
hydrogeoiogy and chemistry and are rcadily understood and applied in a pnnicular use. 

A variery of’ frameworks havc been prescnred in the literature for rvaluating ;he utility of a 

model. its ci~pi~l~iiititts ruld limitations. 
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Various investigators have presented their approach to the modelling process (e.g., Orlob, 1975). 
We find it most useful to use the following seven steps: 

1) problem defiiition and objective formulation, 
2) system abstraction and discretization (conceptual model, physical and chemical boxes), 
3) mode1 construction, 
4) mathematical solution, 
5) mode1 calibration, 
6) mode1 validation, and 
7) mode1 prediction. 

A mode1 is constructed to fulfili certain objectives. Different objectives necessitate different 
spatial and temporal scales. For example, one’s objective may be to develop a mode1 capable of 
predicting how long into the future acidic fluxes from a taiiings pile Will be a problem. 
Alternativeiy, one’s objectives may be to preclict the seasonal change in pH in tailings porewater 
at a specific depth in the tailings pile. The former objective invoives a time scale of years to 
decades while the latter invoives a time scalt of weeks or months. The spatial scale of the 
former objective is the thiclmess of the taiIings mass while the spatial scale of the latter objective 
is 1 m or less. If one is particularly concemed with predicting the pH variation at the oxidation 
front, the spatial scale may be 0.01 to 0.1 121. 

These examples illustrate patticular points about the texminology: spatial scale, temporal scale. 
These “scales” represent the size of the “tirne block” or the “distance block” over which 
significant changes occur. They also become the size of the “time block” or of the “size biock” 
(spatial scale) which is used for organizing the model. 

System abstraction and discretization is the physical, bioiogical and chemical qkentation of 
the tailings deposit. The system boundaries are selected based on field data which describe the 
physical, biological and chemical characteristics of the system and from data which describe the 
flows of mass or energy into and out of the system. Selection of the system boundaries is made 
to be consistent with the mode1 objectives. A box (e.g., a layer of the unsaturated zone) is 
considend as one of a spatially distributed set of entities each of which has the capacity to store 
mass or energy; the total number of boxes describes the physical structure of the entire system. 

A box is chosen such that fIows of mass or energy occw between interconnected boxes, but such 
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, that spatial variations of mass or energy within the box are small. T~US, the tailings mass is 
divided into volumes (boxes) which are each sufficiently homogeneous such that physical. 

chemical or biological detail necessary for the realization of a-model’s objectives is not lost. In 
the RATAP model, the boxes consist of a number of layers, one iying above the other; for 
example, for 20 layers in the unsaturated zone and 2 layers in the saturated zone, the total 
number of boxes is 22. 

7 

- 

. 

A box is subdivided into compartments, each describing a different biological or chemical entity 
deemed to be important to fulfii the model’s objective(s). T~US, each compartment describes a 

different form of mass or energy found within a box (e.g., iron concentration in the porewater, 
goethite or pyrite content of tailings solids, temperature, and oxygen content of air), and ail the 
comparurrents within a box describe all of the forms of mass or energy stored within that box. 
Physical, biological and chemical flows of mass or energy may occur between interconnected 

compattments. 

As Okubo (1971) notes, “the box mode1 treats mixing “averaged” over each box and attempts to 
see changes only as between boxes. The mixing processes at the interfaces of the boxes are 

parametrically disguised as exchange - or transfer-rate constants with the dimensions of (t-l).” 

Okubo also notes mat other investigators have found the well-mixed assumption unnecessary for 
successful box mode1 application, and have related the box transfer-rate coefficients to advective 

and eddy diffusivity processes described in 1-D and 2-D transport models. 

Construction of a mode1 involves four basic steps: 

i identifying the physical, biological and chemical processes and the corresponding 

laws govcming the rates of mass flow between compartments and/or boxes (e.g., pyrite 

, oxidation, oxygen diffusion: gypsum precipitation or dissolution); 

2) listing the assumptions made, including simplifications of physical laws; 

3) constructing systems of mathematical equations which describe the behaviour of the 

system. The system of equations is constructed by writing a statement of conservation of 

momentum, energy or mass for each compartment in each box. For example, the rate of 

change of mass equals the difference betwecn the rate of mass input and the rate of mass 
output; and 

a 
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4) evaluating the boundary conditions. 

The mathematical solution involues using an analytical solution or numerical solution for the 
system of equations to obtain the predictions made by the model. If computer techniques are 
used, the mathematical solution aiso invoives code verification. Code verification is the process 
used to show that the mathematical equations have been properly coded in the computer 
language. 

Mode1 calibration consists of selecting a set of coefficient values from field measurements 

and/or literature values such that the mode1 output duplicates a set of in siru measurements of 
some known system. The coefficients are constants describing empirical relations where 
fundamental laws are unavailable. Their uniqueness is partially a function of the spatial and 

temporal structure of the model. Selection of values for coefficients for which field 
measurements .have not been made is usually done by varying the coefficient values over the 
range of reported literature values until satisfactory agreement is reached between mode1 

predictions and environmental observations. Coefficient values obtained from field 

measurements may also be varied if the modeler decides that a measurement does not describe 

_ conditions throughout a compamnent. Altematively coefficient values may be determined using 
an optimization method which minimizes the difference between mode1 predictions and 
observations. 

Mode1 validation is discussed in Section 3.1. 

Other models reported in the literature include those of the Rogowski group (e.g., Jaynes er af.. 

1984a, b) and of the Ritchie group (e.g., Davis and Ritchie, 1986; Davis er af., 1986). The 
questions addressed by RATAP.BMT have been defïned and coded independently of these other 
modelling efforts. This has resulted in some similarities and some significant differences 

between the various modelling efforts. 

2.1.1 Jaynes et ai. Modelling Approach 

Jaynes et ai. (1984a, b) evaiuated acidity fluxes from spoils associated with coal strip mines. 

Pyrite dynarnics are based upon the total time required to oxiclîze ail pyrite within a box in the 
discretized vertical profiles (one-dimensional). 

24 
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“The rate of pyrite oxidation is assumed to be controlled by both firstsrder reaction kinetics and 
the combined diffusion rates of the products and reactants to the reaction site within shale 

I I blocks. Both oxygen and ferric iron may serve as the oxidant. Ferric iron concentrations are 
controlled by iron compiexation and precipitation reactions that are assumed to be rapid and 
completely reversible. Ferric iron is assumed to be produced by both direct chemical oxidation 

-e 
of ferrous iron and oxidation of ferrous iron by autotrophic bacteria. Environmental factors 
which affect the bacterial “activity” are oxygen concentration, temperature, and solution pH. 
Fluctuations in the bacterial “activity” caused by changes in their environment are considered to 
be rapid SO that their “activity” is always at its maximum. Pyrite oxidation and bacterial 

“activity” are linked through their modification of a shared environment.” 

“Oxygen is the ultimate electron accepter for pyrite oxidation and is considered to be supplied to 
the profile by gaseous diffusion, from the surface first through the large pore spaces between the 
shale blocks then into the blocks to reach the reactive pyrite surfaces. Diffusion of oxygen in the 

blocks is implicit in the model. Sources for hydrogen ion include pyrite oxidation, iron 

complexation and precipitation reactions. Si&s for hydrogen ion include ferrous iron oxidation, 
hydrolysis of the rock matrix, and exchange reactions. These last two si& reactions are lurnped 
together as one reaction in the mode1 and given a pH dependence in the form of a simple 
empirical reaction. Carbonate neutralization reactions are not considered explicitly at this time. 

Hydrogen ion, ferrous and ferric iron and ferric complexes, sulfate and bisulfate, and solution 
“acidity” are leached from the spiJl profüe by a constant water flux.” 

The major differences between the mode1 of Jaynes et al. (1984) work and RATAPBMT 
include the following concepts considered by RATAP: 

0 acid flux based on patticle sixe distribution; 
0 mechanistic (rather than empirical) modelling approach; 
l carbonate mineral interactions; 
0 mass balance on the various minerai phases; 
l explicit inclusion of a11 relevant porewater cations and anions and use of the 

electroneuuaiity equation to calculate pH, rather than use of. an empirical relationship of 

Jaynes et al. for calculating pH; and 
0 uncenainty analyses. 

Jaynes et al. (1984) found that the oxidation of pyrite is primarily controlled by the oxygen 

: 
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diffusion rare. There is no evidence of kinetic control for any substantial period. 

According to the RATAP model, the acidic flux depends on both the kinetics and oxygen 
transpon. As time progresses, a quasi-steady state in oxidation is reached and the thickness of 
the oxidizing zone remaks essentially constant. As the sulfide mine& are exhausted from the 
zones near the surface, diffusion control becomes more important and the RATAP concept 
becomes essentially identical with those employed by Jaynes ef ai. (1984). 

2.1.2 Ritchie er ai. Modelling Approach 

The work of Ritchie’s group is a landmark in the sulfidic mine waste literature which parallels 
the deveiopment of RATAP. 

Their main objective was to calculate the acidic flux from tailings. They assume that the 
“oxidation rate is limited by the rate that oxygen is supplied to oxidation sites within the 
particles comprising the wastes. Oxygen supply is assumed to be controlled by diffusion 
through the pore space of the wastes followed by diffusion into a moving reaction front within 
the paxticles. An approximation is made which incorporates the effect of reaction of pyrite into 
the boundary conditions. A further approximation involving a pseudo steady-state simplification 
is made that allows an analytical solution to be formulated.” The results predicted by this 1 ; ’ 
analytical solution are compared with the caiculations of an earlier simpler mode1 (Harries & 
Ritchie, 1983). The chemistry of the porewater is ignored. 

In further York, two additional refinements were considered. “In the first, the limiting 
approximations were examined by developing a numerical solution to the set of equations for 
oxidation in pyrite mine wastes under natural conditions. T%e nutnerical solution allows one to 
examine oxidation at the moving front within the blocks cOmprising the wastes. Properties 
predicted by the numerical solution were compared with results predicted by an approximate 
analytical solution.” 

In the second refmement, “the assumption of just one initiai size for pyritic blocks was relaxed 
to take proper account of the range of particle sizes in the wastes. Comparison of the simpler 
mode1 with the more realistic mode1 (i.e., incorporating the sulfide minerai) shows that for 
practical purposes the simpler mode1 is good enough to assess the magnitude and longevity of 
the environmental impact of pollutant generation in the wastes. It is, however. essential to 
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include the particle size distribution to obtain accurate estimates of the heat source distribution 
profile and to a lesser extent the oxygen concentration profile, two parameters that cari be 
measured and used to assess the applicability of the mode1 to the real field situation.” 

In an extension of this work (Bennett et al., 1989) the convection and diffusion of oxygen into 
heaps was examined. “Both downward oxygen transport through the surface -and horizontal 
movement in through the side were modelied. Measured values of pyrite oxidation were used to 
evaluate kinetics. The results show that for time scales smaller than about two years, diffusion is 
always an important oxygen supply process. For air permeabi.Iities less than about lO-l” m2 
thermal convection is never a significant air transport mechanism at these early times but it is 
significant at permeabilities exceeding 10-l’ m2. For time scales longer than 2 years after 
establishing the heap, and at permeabilities less than about 10-I’ m2, thermal convection cari 
become significant depending on the magnitude of other parameters such as heap size and pyrite 

content.” 

SimiIar to the findings of RATAP, oxygen diffusion is a dominant process controlling pyrite 
oxidation. However, their formaIism does not allow one to assess the relative importance of 
kinetics versus diffusion upon controlling oxygen fluxes into the heap as readily as RATAP. 

r 

An overview of the different components addressed by each of these models is summarized in 

Table 2.1. In general, the models from the left column to the right most column represent a 

gradation from those which were developed to answer simple questions to those which were 
constmcted to address more compiex questions. 

In terms of deciding whether a more complex mode1 is required, the work of Ritchie’s group 

indicates that for some questions, more complicated treatments (e.g., considering the particle 
size distribution of sulfide mineraI blocks) do not give significantly different answers than 

simpler treatments (e.g., unifoxm sized pyrite mineraIs). However, a systematic evaluation of ail 

possible simpIifications is required before one cari &cide that a particular degree of detail is net 

required in a model. 

i 

.i 

TO assist the MENDS committee in their evaluation of models, a systematic listing of 

simplifications for RATAP could be made. T’hen a comparison of RATAP’s calculations with 

and without these simplifications could be made to determine whether particular 
modifïcations/simplifications are required for the model. 
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Component 

Sulfide Mineralization 

Sulfide Particle Sire 
Distribution 

Sulfide Minera1 
Oxidation Kinetics 

Diffusion Coefficient/ 
Oxygen Transport 

Constant inter- 
particle and 
through poroua 
media 

Pore Water ,Chemiatry Yes 

Neutralisation Semi-empirical 

Mass Balance on Sulfide Yea 

cOk4PARISON OF 

Jaynes 
et a-2. 

Pyrite in ahale 
blocks 

No 

Biological, 
chemical 

Mass Balance Other Minerala No 

Effectiveneas of 
Management Option3 

Uncertainty Analyais No 

30678 - 23 April 1990 

Table 2.1 

CAPABILITI~S OF SEWEFtAL MODELS 

Harries 
6 Ritchie 

Sulfide in 
blocka of rock 

No/Yea 

Implicit as 
boundary 
condition 

Constant inter- 
particle and 
through water in 
poroua rock 

No 

Yea 

No 

., i 
No 

Nicholson 
et al., 1986 

Pyrite particlea 

No 

Firat order 
coefficient 

Calculated from 
moisture content 

No 

Yea 

No 

No 

RATAP.BMT2 

Pyrite, pyrrhotite, 
chalcopyrite, sphalerite 
and araenopyrite particles 

Yes 

Biological, 
chemical 

Calculated from 
moisture content 

Yes 

Thermodynamic/ 
kinetic 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 



Using the work of Ritchie’s group and the RATAP.BMT as a base, the following summary cari 
be made. . 

-7 I < ’ 

The work of Ritchie’s group present an oxygen transport-control approach to mode1 construction 
and testing. It involves defming the problem. assessing impottant mechanisms, and then making 
the appropriate modelling assumptions upon which the code formalism and mode1 predictions 
are based. As even more questions are raised about the modelling assumptions, more complex 
models must be forrnulated to address these questions conceming the appropriateness of the 
original model. In the case of the more complex questions, Ritchie’s work indicates that the 
original models were essentially “good enough” for the relatively simple questions being asked, 
but that the models required significant modification when the questions being asked. chhged. 

In reflection of questions addressed by the FUTAP.BMI’ code, it addresses a hugcr number of 
questions and questions which are more complex than those addressed either by the work of 
Ritchie’s group. or by Jaynes’ work. It permits evaluation of the limitations of the modelling 
work of these two respective investigators. RATAP.BMT perrnits evaluation of many additional 
questions which are beyond the scope of the questions evaluated by these investigators. But 
RATAP.BMT requires a more informed user and is harder for a novice user to obtain an 
understanding of the main processes controlling acidification reactions and the resultant 

transport of metals and anions. 

- 2. I .3 The RATAP.BMT2 Modeîling Approach 

IL4TAP.BW and RATAP.BMTZ were formulated to answer the following questions: 

r 1. - How much time is required to oxidize all pyrite in a tailings area? 

2. How long will acid generation be a problem for a tailings area? 

Or, more specifïcally: 

9 How much time is required to oxidize. most of the sulfide mine& in the unsaturated 
zone? (This is similar to question 1 above.) 

ii) How much time is required before the acid generation flux decreases by one order of 
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iii) 

\ 3. 

:4. 

5. 

magnitude or two orders of magnitude to cause a substantially different geochemical 
regime than at present? For this interpretation, the same variables used for question 1 
v:ould be required. . 

How much time is required before the acid flux reaches a specific level (e.g., x mol 
acid.me2.y-‘) which the environment cari accept ? (This question is addressed below 
under question 3.) 

What is the acid flux from a taiiings area? 

What is the flux of acidity and toxic heavy metals from a tailings area? 

What is the uncertainty in estimates of fluxes of acidity and metals from a tailings area? I 

The mode1 considers the following processes: 

l 

l 

l 

l 0. 

sulfide minerai oxidation kinetics as a function of water temperature, oxygen 
concentration, mass of pyrite, pH, phosphorous concentration, carbon dioxide content, 
and moisture content. 
oxygen pore-gas diffusivity and its control upon the oxygen flux into the tailings. 
shrinkage of sulfide mineral grains as they oxidize. 
depth-dependent differences in the chemical characteristics of the tailings. 
temperature variations with depth due to oxidation of pyrrhotite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, 
sphaierite and arsenopyrite. _ 
moisrure variations with depth in the unsaturated zone. 
kinetic reactions between porewater and relevant minerals. ’ 

porewater transport of metals including aluminum, iron, calcium, magnesium, 
potassium, silica, copper, zinc, and of anions irrcluding arsenic, sulfate, and carbonate. 

The concepts adoptcd for modelling a tailings area are illustrated on Figure 2.1. ‘I?re tailings soil 
profiie is subdivided into the unsaturated zone; capillary fringe and saturated zone. Conditions 
conducive to the oxidation of sulfide miner& are litnited to the unsaturated zone and top layer 
of the capillary fringe due to the barrier posed by water to oxygen transport. Hence. the 
characteristics of the tailings mass in the top horizon may be subdivided into twenty layers with 
each layer having its own distinct physical and chemical properties. In contrast, the saturated 
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zone, which is a reducing environment. is modelled as either a one or two layer system 
depending on the flowpath assumed for the taihngs porewater. 

Precipitation entering the tailings is modelled to flow downward through the unsaturated zone 
and capillary fringe. On entering the saturated zone, a portion of the flow may be modelled as 

moving horizontally through the tailings mass and emerge as seepage passing through or 
beneath the perimeter dams while the remaining portion moves further downward into a 
subsurface aquifer beneath the tailings. 

The rate and quantity of acid generated from the biochemical oxidation of sulfide minerals is 
dependent on a host of factors which have been extensively reponed in the literature and were 

reviewed in an earlier report by SENES (1984). The RATAP.BM?Z code accounts for many of 
these factors and is based upon principles of mass balance, geochemical kinetics or equilibria. 
where appropriate, and solution transport to estimate the pH and the acidity of tailings 
porewater. The geochemical and biochemical formulations currently used in UTAP.BMT2 

include three types of modelling expressions: a) dynamic expressions; b) equilibrium 

expressions; and c) empirical expressions. 

Dynamic expressions are used for modelling time dependent processes. These include sulfide 
oxidation kinetics, mass transpott (oxygen, water, chemical constituents) and energy (enthalpy) 
transport. The dynamic processes are evaluated for each tailings layer. Although the calculation 

procedure allows steady state approximation each month, the time dependence of these 
processes is an important feature of the model. 

i 

% 
Equilibrium concepts are used in RATAP.BMT2 for modelling solid dissolution, aqueous 

speciation, ionic balance (neutralization/buffering),. ion exchange, and adsorption processes. It is 

assumed that these reactions, although dynamic in nature, are sufflciently fast, SO that the time _ 

scale may be neglected (i.e. processes are essentially instantaneous). 

t 

Empirical expressions are used to mode1 periodic (seasonal) variations of temperature, and 
atmospheric precipitation. Thcse natural processes are modelled by empirical expressions, 
which have no apparent physical significance (other than built-in periodicity). 

In this section of the report, the concepts and theories incorporated into the RATAP.BMT2 code 

are critically reviewed to assess whether -they are appropriate for rhe potentiel applications for 
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which RATAP.BMT2 may bc used, whether they need to be revised in light of current 
. knowledge or whether they need to be expanded to inciude other factors or processes net 

included in the current version. Finally. the user-friendliness of the mode1 and its potential use ! 
I by the mining community are discussed. 

2.2 Conceptual Considerations 

2.2.1 Hydrogeology 

Flow through a tailings pile is modelled in a very simplistic and straight forward mariner. 
Precipitation landing on the tailings watershed is partitioned into a component which flows 
across and around the tailings area as surface flow and a residual component which penetrates 

the tailings and moves downward to the saturated zone. Tailings porewater entering the 
saturated zone is further partitioned into a component which moves horizontally through the 
tailings to emerge as seepage at the perimeter dams and a component which moves venically 
downwind to join a deep subsurface aquifer. 

TO run the model, the user must specify the monthly infiltration rate, the fractional split in the 
flow between the horizontal and vertical flowpaths as well as the depth to the water table (i.e. 
pkeatic surface). The user is then required to have a prior understanding of the hydrologie and 
hydrogeologic characteristics of the tailings area and the effects that closeout or reclamation 
options would have on these characteristics. An obvious question which may be posed here is: 
should the FUTAP.BMT2 code include detailed hydrologie and hydrogeologic models? If SO, 

what form should they take? 

Given the stmcture of the IUTAP.BMc2 model, we believe it would be unwise to incorporate 
.detailed surface and ground water flow models into the code for several reasons. Firstly, 
analysis of flow conditions in a tailings area cari be carried out independently, for the most part, 

of the evaluation of acid generation. Hence the analysis of depth to the water table, flowpaths 
and flow rates cari be undertaken for any number of conceivable closeout options prior to 

selecting those options which offer most promise for full analysis. Once the hydrogeology of a 

tailings area is understood, the results cari be adequately simplified for input into 
RATAP.BMT2. 

Secondly, the expertise required to understand and run a hydrogeological mode1 is quite 
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different from that required to understand and run a biogeochemical mode1 such as 
RATAP.BMTZ. Consequently it Will generally be.nectssary to involve at least two team 
members with appropriate expertise in the investigation. 

Thirdly, the RATAP.BMT2 mode1 treats a tailings area as a multi-layer system in contrast to the 
continuous three dimensional hydrogeologic models. The dimensions of the layers are fixed at 
the start of each run using RATAP.BMT2 to permit the mass inventory of sulfide mine& and 
chemical precipitates to be tracked with time. Also, the water table is set at a constant depth 
over the area being modeled. In reality, the depth to the water table will vary considerably 
across a tailings area as will the physical and chemical characteristics of the tailings. In applying 
the RATAP or RATAP.BMT2 modeis, it will often be desirable to subdivide a tailings area into 
several segments each of which has its own characteristics. Acid generation in each sub-area 
cari then be assessed independently and aggregated to determine the overall total acid production 
for the entire area with time. This approach has been successfully applied to the Nordic tailings 
area in Elliot Lake, Ontario using the RATAP model. 

2.2.2 Steady State Versus Non-Steady State 

An implicit concept in-the development of the RATAP models has been the assumption of 
steady state. This assumption was uniformly applied for each process. There were both theoret- 1 
ical and computational reasons underlying this concept. First, the key transport processes (for 
example, the diffusion of oxygen in the gaseous pore space) were shown to be significantly 
faster than the monthly time frame. On the other hand, the kinetic geochemicizl processes (pyrite 
oxidation) were significantly slower. Consequently, the system would either remain in the 

vicinity of or rapidly approach a steady state condition. It should be emphasized that the steady 

state approximations were performed on a monthly basis. The net effect of this monthly ap 
proach to steapy state was a response profile that nsembled a dynamic response. 

A major advantage of the steacly state approach is computational. The differential equations for 
a tixne-dependent system become algebraic reiationshlps using steady state assumptions. These 
sets of algebraic equations are reaciiIy solved by standard, matrix based algorithms. On the other 
hand, the non-linear differential equations require numerical integration, which greatly 
diminishes the speed of the program. 

The differences between the steady state approach and the unsteady state solution may be 
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illustrated by the following simple exemple. Let us consider the foUowing differential equation: 

dv = R(t) - I y - 
tir 0 5 

(2x!- 1) 

where: 

r 

y = dependent variable 
t = rime 
5 = first order rime constant 
R(t) = rime dependent rate 

Discretizing the equation in monthly rime steps resuits in the analytical solution illustrated in 
Table 2.2~ These calculations illustrare that both the overall trend and the mean values of the 

dependent variable are similar when calculated by the two methods. However, these 
calcularions reflect a highly simplified situation and the vaiidity of the steady state assumptions 
requires more extensive testing. 

2.2.3 Constant Versus Variable Layer Depth 

The dynamic events in FUTAP were modelled by numerical methods based on finite differences 
and a “box” clpproach. The finite difference method (with forward differencing) was used to 
salve second order differential equations involving gaseous oxygen and energy (heat) transport 

throuph the tailings. Solute and liquid transport modelling was based on a numerical technique 
known as Thomann’s ;ontroIled volume approach. Although this technique was originally used 

for modelling estuarine environments, it has been proven to be useful for many other situations. 

The taîlings are treated as a series of segments extending from the surface to the hydraulically 

saturated zone. Conditions and porewater quality within each zone are assumed to be 
homogeneous and Weil-mixed. These assumptions within a segment do not preclude variability 

from one segment to another. 

The application of the controlled volume approach to a modelled constituent in the tailings pore 

space results in the foilowing differential equations:- 
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T+BLE 2.2a 

COMPARISON OF STEADY STATE AND 
UNSTEADY STATE SOLUTIONS 

Month R(t) 
Steady State 

Value 
Unsteady State 

Value 

1 1.59 1.59 1.44 
2 5.00 5.00 3.69 
3 7.07 7.07 5.83 
4 8.66 8.66 7.62 
5 9.66 9.66 8.91 
6 10.00 10.00 9.60 
7 9.66 9.66 9.64 
a 8.66 8.66 9.02 
9 7.07 7.07 7.79 

10 5.00 5.00 6.03 
11 1.59 1.59 3.22 
12 0.00 0.00 1.18 

Annual Mean 7.16 6.16 

f ” 

i _ 

1 > - p 

: t? 
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tlCi = Z~i Ri + 

tir E. I 
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(Ci+l - Ci) 
E i~~i+l 

if Ci < Cerl 

wi ‘= ‘5 ‘i +(+%l - (:Gzq +( 5Fe.i )“i-1 - ceq) 

+ u e i - 

( ) 

(Ci+l-Ci) ifCi=C eq 

~‘i+l 

where: 

(X.3- 1) 

ci = concentration of constituent “i” in the pore pace 

C eq= equilibrium concentration of constituent “i” in the pore space 

“i = volume of tailings segment “i” 

Fi = convective flow from taiiings segment ‘Y” 

Ri = rextion ratehit surface area in sekment “i” 

De i= effective diffusion coefficient in segment “i” . 

, 

;i-i= distances between the midpoint of segment “i” and the midpoint of 

adjacent segment “i- 1” 
Wi = rate of deposition of precipitating constituent per unit segment 

volume 

ai = reactive surface area per segment volume 

Ei = porosity @as filled or liquid filled) of secment “i” 

Equation (--_ 3 9 T-1 ) contains advection. diffusion. ancl reaction terms. Usually. it is further 

simplified hy cnnsidrrin, CI the individuaI terms. For esample. tire xlvective terms ‘are negiigible 
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(Fi=()) in rhe cilse of gaseous osygen transport. whiie the diffusive terms are neglecred (De=01 in 
the case of Iiquid phase rransport of dissolved ionic species. 

The use of’ the conrrollerl volume ;lppro;lch under steady stare condirions h& several acivantages. 
The dimensions of the segment nred net he uniform and tttis ~l~~PrOitCI1 is very uxeful wtien 

\Variable sized segments are neéded. In addition. the steady-srnte response matrix cari be 

obrained with relarive case and the effect of changes in pnrnmeters cari be easily stuclied. The 
current version of the RATAP mode1 is one dimensional. However. the periodic sready state 

approacti aliows cspansion to mulri-diniensionl11~1 configuration. 

An importsnr aspect of the numericai solution is computational stability. Divergence, often 
callecl numeric~ diffusion, resutts when step sizes are selecred impraperty. 

The computational stability is more likely to be affected by step site in the case of dynamic 

(rime dependent) c;klculations. Thomann (1972) has shown that the following inequality 

constraint is applicable: 

1 + u 4t (p -‘5)- 2 D,At > 0 (2.2.3-2) 
- 

z2 
1 

‘i i 

where: 

P zi = -c = zi-] 
Zi-l +Z. 1 zj+zi, 1 (2.2.3-3 ) 

Although tire use of unequd ttilings depths does not necessarily result in computational chaos, 
sincc suffiçicntly small time steps (At) Will assure stabiliry. it should be noted that for equal 

tailings depths, the inequality expression reduces to the following: 

2 D,At < 1 . 
Z2 (22.34) 

The nbove inequaiity is always met when advective flow dotnitx\tes t De = 0) and cari be 
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nchievecl for any othcr situation. In addition. the controlled vcllume basetl computational 
procedure C;~I bc comparecl with finite difference methods if equal tnilings clcpth is used. For 
thcse re~ons. there is an advnntn~e for using cquai tailings depths in case of dynamic 
;~clnptations of thr current RATAP code. 

The choicc of using unequal versus equal depth sizes is somewhat subjective. The use of small 
step sizes in the unsaturated zone dctails the chemical events and provides a sharper focus on the 

oxidizing front (i-e. oxygen profile). However. uneven step size may lead to computational 
instabilité by the inadvertent use of large rime steps with small clepth steps. 

In Table --, ’ -.,b. mode1 predictions using constant and variable layer depths are compared. The 

comparison is performed at a. total depth of 1.5 m in the tailings. Although most predictions are I 
comparable. si@ficant differences exist. The differences are most likely due to the unequai 

residcnce rimes arising from the variable depth segments. This cari give rise to a 
“chrotnatographic effect” of havin g a high concentration front moving through the system. 

Recalling that the mode1 calculates the spatial average in a segment, it may be argued that 
constant segment size is preferable. In the final analysis, the site of the segtnents should be a 
compromise between the’ degree of resolution of the tailings chemistry and computational 

stability. 

2.3 !~Iode1 Alrorithm Development 

2.3.1 Temperature 

The function of this module is the estimation of temperature with depth in reactive, iailings. The 

first-version of the algorithm was pah of the RATAP.BMT code. This original version Aid not 
work satisfactorily. The TEMP module was completely rewritten and was impiemented in 
RATAP.BMT2 code issued in June 1989. The ensuing section descrihes a revised. improved 
version of the RATAP.BMT2 temperature estimation program. 

Tailincs Temperature Alrorithm Deveioutnent 

The calculation of tailings temperature is based on an enrhalpy balance. This balance cari be 

expressed by the following pnrtial differential equation: 
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TABLE 2.2b 

COMPARISON OF CONSTANT AND VARIABLE LAYER DEPTHS 
ON MODEL PREDICTIONS (DEPTH = 1.5 m) 

Const it11anz 

Copper (mgiL) 

Alurrinun, total (mg/L) 

Iron (III), total, (mg/L) 

Con = Constant Layer Depths 
Var = Variable Loyer Dopths 

Month = 1 t-lonrh = 22 blonth = 120 

Con Var Ccn Var Con .- Var 

0.07 0.11 0.01 0.39 0.46 2.1 

r 

c.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 23.2 

0 0 0.31 0.7 0.13 1.9 

r * 

I 

!‘ 
I 



-. 

P = density of the tailings (kg.m-3) 

5 = heat qacity of rhe tailings salids tJ .k_c- L ) 

Q -7 -1 = inrem‘d enthalpy generation (J.tn - .s ) 
k = thermal conductivity (J.m -l~,-l~‘1) 

F w _ = water fhtx (mo1.m‘2s-1) 

C\V = hear capacity of water (Jmol-1 ) 
AH v ap = em hlpy of cvnporarion (Jmol’l j 

E , = evaporative w8fer loss (mol.m’3) 
Tn = temperature (K) 
z = depth into tailings from surface (ml 

(2.3.1-I 1 

The firxt term on rhe right hand side represents interna1 heat (enthalpyj generation. while the 
subsequent rerms express contiuctivc. convective and latent (evaporarive) enthalpy changes. 
respectively. .k in the case of chemical and biological processes in rhe tailings, a mont.h!y 

approach to steady srate (i.e. 6T /6r = 0) is assumed. A numerical solution for steady state 
conditions is given as follows: 

c 

Q + k (Tn-] -T,j - k (Tn-T,,,) + F,C,(T,_l-T,)+ AH 
vaP Ew = 0 

(6Zi2 (6Z12 6Z (2.3.1-2) 

The subscripts n- 1. n. and n+l reprexent the successive layers and increase with depth. 6Z is 
the ciistance betwern the layers in question. It is assumed that the temperature profile of the 
tailings in the absence of pyrite or other sulfidic minera1 oxidation is known. thus equation . 
(2.3.1-2) need not be solved explicitly. A difference operator “A” is introduced SO that AT 
represents a differential temperature rise in the tailings if active sulfidic ore oxidation takes 
place. Equation (2.3. i-2) may be easily rewritten in terms of this temperature difference: 

< 
QR-+ k (AT,-1 -ATnbk(AT,-ATn+l)+ FwC\,(ATn-, -AT!, 1 = 0 

(c3z>2 (S&I2 62 Or: (2.3.1-3) 



Equarion (2.7. I -j 1 is subject fo the boundary condition: 

The above houndary condition is based on the assumprion that the surface temperature, which is 

controiled ty wind. radiation and other factors is not affected hy sulfide minera1 oxidation. 

Since evat)orative (i.e. latent) heat losses largeiy depend on surface lemperarure; rhe difference 

in evaporiuive losses W~S neglccted. 

Solution of the set of algebraic equations (one equation for each layer) was implemented in the 

RATAP.BMT?, program by making the thickness of zones small and assuming initially that: 

AT,+1 = ATnel for n+l (2.3.1-4) 

. j= 
The difference. AT,, 1, was re-evaluated as the calculations progressed to the bayer below the ’ ’ ’ 

cunent one. Using the above equaiity, equation (2.3.1-3) was rewritten to yield: 

AT, = Qb (6Zj2 + FwCw (ATn_1) (62) + 2 k (AT,-1 ) (2.3.1-5) 

2 k + F,C, (62) 

The calcularion commenced with the second layer (AT1 = 0) using sulfide oxidation rates from 

one month previous (Qh) for each -minerai. The actual temperature was then obtained by the 

follouGng: 

i 
Tn=Tnsb+ATn . 

where 

T n $1, = haclqroukd tailings temperature in layer “n” (K) . . 

(2.3.1-6) 



Once fhc: wmper;lture is ohtaincd. the reacrion rares (QRY I were rr-evaluated in the kinetics 

module and rhc procrrlurt: \V;IS wpearerl until temperature convergence wx ohrnined. 

Scverd unl’ortwcn prohltwx were encountered ciurin, (1 the running of the temperature module; 

Tempernturct e\fimafes for a pxticulnr location often fluctuated i LU”C hetween each ireration. 

In addition. slight underprediction of temperatures from theotetical values for “steady state”. 

long term siruiltions was noted. These prohlems were Iargely nvercome by n more efficient 

algoritlun ;IS dcscribecf belcw. 

Revisetl T~mwrawre Alcorithm for RATAP.BMTZ 

TO develop ;1 more effïcient al$orithm. equation (2.3.1-3) was rearranged as follows: 
I 

*Tn+I = QRX (2.3.1-7) 

Let: 

& + F,$,\! = hn 

GZ,’ 

The non-zero components (a,. n. n ci c ) are stored as vecxors and the entire temperature proftle cari 

be exprcwd ;is a tritliagonrtl matris: 



‘hl CI 0 _..... 

aî l 17 c-1 . . . . . . - - - 
. . . . 
I..... il,,- 1 qj_ 1 cn- 
. . . . . 0 ;‘Il b II 

?k 

AT1 

ST2 

. . . 

AT,_ 1 

AT, 

= 

QRxm 

QRx(2, 
. . . . 

QRX(Il- 

QRs(n) 

1) 

A very ttfficient algorithm has heen developed for the tridiagonal matrix (TRIDAG) which Will 

ahwys succ~td (Press et af., 1988) for the following inequdity: 

I a I ,, > I 11 In + I c In (2.3.1-g) 

The TRIDAG matris solution wns very successful in accelerating the convergence and resulted 

in “smooth” temperature profiles. T~pical~results are shown in Table 2.3 to Tabte 2.4. For 

comparison. the temperature profiles c menerated by the original R4TAP.BMT2 code are shown 

in Table 2.S to Table 2.6. An obvious and previously unrecognized finding is the high 

sensitivity of the temperature predicrion to the conductivity of the tailings (KSOIL). 

This sensitivit!, is particularly remnrkable for KSOIL< 1 O6 (J.m-l .mth” .K’l ). Typical thermal 

conductivities may range from 1.3 s 10’ to 1.5 x 106 J.m.L.mth-l.~-l. hence. site dependent 

calibration will be important. It may be noted. that for tire same KSOIL vaiue. the TRIDAG 

matris solution results in higber temperature predictions than the original RATAP.BMT2 

mcthod. 

2.3.2 Sulficle Oxidation Mechanisms 

The hacterial osidation of sulfide minerais bas been attributed to two mechanisms, namely, 

direct.ami indirect oxidative mechanisms. These mechanisms are by no menns mntually 

exclusive. Their relative significsnce has been the subject of considerable fliscussion and 

conjecture. The clirect mechanism involves an enzyme-mediated 3ttack of the iron moiety. the 

sulfur moiety. or bath if they occur in thc same minera1 to procure SUI fate anc!/or ferric ion 

(Silvcr. 1087). In the case of chnlcopyrite. for esample. the stoichinmetry of the reaction in 

acidic solutions is as follows: 



2 

3 
4 

5 
6 
7 

a 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 

14 

15 
16 
If 

la 
19 

2 20 

I 

xd.88 
27 I .09 

275.10 
277.61 
279.30 
30.54 
zal.51 
282.28 

282.90 
283.38 
283.74 
283.99 
284.17 

284.26 

284.27 
284.19 
284.04 

283.8 l 
28350 
283.11 

Tabk 2.3 

Temperrwc Profile with TRDAG Matrix Solution. KSOIL I 105 J.m-‘.m<h.‘. K-I 

3 3 4 5 
266.75 272.58 281.41 291.2-l 

276.30 279. I 1 285.15 296.10 

?sO.57 28 I .38 285.8 I 297.02 

282.85 282.1 I 28S.61 297.15 

284.25 282.33 28S.24 297.14 

2a5.15 282.35 5a.t.86 297.20 

285.73 282.28 34.52 297.4 I 

286.07 252.16 204.23 297.84 

286.23 292.03 283.99 298.53 

286.26 3 I .a8 283.79 299.53 

286.18 281.71 283.60 298.78 

286.02 281.54 283.42 297.63 

285.79 28 1.36 283.24 ?%A2 

285.47 281.16 283.04 295.1 I 

285 M 280.94 282.79 293.67 

284.52 280.68 282.46 592.05 

283.89 280.39 282.02 2M.19 

283.16 280.05 28 I .43 2fJ8.04 

282.33 279.67 280.65 28552 

281.39 27934 279.62 282.57 

MUIQ 
6 7 

298.91 302.57 
303.64 307.93 

301.83 309.87 
x-u.64 3 10.62 
303.86 3 lu.89 
302.80 3 10.94 
301.60 310.R9 
300.34 3 10.82 
199.08 3 10.78 
297.83 3lO.Rl 
?%.5P 309.62 
295.26 307.93 
293.82 305.49 

292.37 303.00 

290.90 300.46 
289.40 297.84 
287.85 29x15 

286.2S 292.38 
284.58 289.49 

282.82 286.49 

8 Y 10 
?01.07 294.90 X5.76 

305.5 I 29Y.04 259.1 I 
306.94 301.6s 290.88 
307.15 303.65 292.03 

306.8 1 305.37 292.84 
306.15 306.99 293.44 
305.3 I 308.6 i 293.86 
304.35 3 10.33 294.14 

303.33 3 12.24 294.50 
302.26 3 14.39 294.37 
301.15 314.j3 294.33 
299.9 I 313.04 294.15 
298.50 311.28 293.00 

297.06 309.33 293.38 
295.59 307.14 292.88 
294.08 304.70 292.30 
29232 301.98 291.64 

2m.9 1 298.93 290.87 

289.24 295.5 I 289.96 

287.49 291.63 288.90 

II 
li6.22 

282.50 

297.53 
191.92 
296.05 
3a3.09 
SM.16 
308.35 
3 12.74 
3 17.43 
318.72 
3 17.69 
3 15.84 

3 13.67 

?lI.IS 
308.26 
3oj.96 
301.23 
297.01 

292.2s 

IA 

2tja.5a 

274.7 I 
x7.87 
251.81 
283.94 
28S.S I 
206.67 
287.5 1 
288.1 I 
288.J2 
Z08.76 
288.86 
288.82 

288.68 

288.43 
288.09 
287.65 
287.13 
296.33 

285.84 

c 
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266.39 

268.03 

269.49 
270.83 
272.07 
273.23 
274.32 

275.34 
276.30 
zn.la 
278.00 

278.75 
279.44 

280.07 

280.64 
281.15 

281.60 

282.00 
ta2.35 
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m 

xs.89 
‘67.40 

708.sQ 

269.45 

270.34 
271.20 
572.03 
272.84 

273.61 
274.36 
275.01 
275.76 

216.42 

2n.04 

277.63 

278.18 
278.69 

279.17 

279.60 
280.00 

Tabk 2.4 

Temperuurc Rdde with lRIDAG Matrix Solution. KSOIL = 106 I.me’.mthe ‘. K-’ 

3 
27 I .a2 

272.2 1 

272.33 

271.4 1 

2723s 
272.75 
273.00 
273.3 I 
213.66 
274.04 
274.4s 
274.88 

275.33 
275.78 

216.23 
576.68 

277.12 
27756 
217.97 

278.37 

4 s 
280.77 2w.41 

280.29 289.S6 

27958 28a.4a 

279.90 287.38 

278.3 I 286.33 
2n.83 2as.37 
277.4s 284.SO 
277.16 283.74 

276.96 283.09 
276.84 282.40 
276.78 zat.i9 
276.18 281.27 

216.84 280.82 

216.93 280.43 

277.07 280.1 I 

277.23 279.84 

277.42 219.62 

277.62 279.44 

277.84 279.30 

218.06 279. I a 

6 
298.02 

2%.9S 

295.60 

2w.21 
292.84 
29l.s4 
290.3 I 
289.17 

288.12 
287.15 
286.26 
28S.46 
284.70 

284.02 

283.4 I 
282.a6 

282.37 

281.9s 
28157 
281.24 

htonth 
7 

30) .63 

300.88 

299.92 

298.89 
297.8s 
296.8 1 
295.8 1 
2%.86 

293.96 
292.85 
291.74 
290.68 

289.64 

288.66 
287.14 

286.88 

286.08 

28s32 
284.62 
283.96 

a 9 10 II 12 
300.28 293.30 285.35 ‘75.77 268.15 
300.12 294.71 286.83 277.88 270.33 
29959 294.94 287.9 I 219.63 272.2 I 
298.89 295.04 288.73 281.13 273.86 
298.09 295.04 299.36 282.44 27s .34 
29723 294.9s 289.84 28357 276.68 
296.37 294.78 290.18 284.57 277.88 
29s.4a 2%.S6 290.40 285.44 278.96 

2WJ9 294.29 29053 286.20 279.92 
293.7 I 293.86 29031 286.7 I 280.79 
292.84 293.3 I 29053‘ 281.08 2al.ss 
291.99 292.12 290.4 I 287.3s 282.22 

291.15 292.11 2W.24 287.53 285.80 

29034 291.49 2xLot 287.64 283.30 

28957 ma7 289.76 287.60 283.14 

288.113 29wd 289.47 287.67 284.10 

288.!2 289.62 289.16 281.60 284.40 

2u7.45 289.0 I 288 .a2 287.49 284.64 

286.82 288.41 .288.46 287.33 284.83 

286.22 281.82 288.09 287.13 284.97 
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7 

a 
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'0 

II 
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13 

14 

15 

'6 

17 

18 

19 

20 

I 

'64.47 

266.92 

268.97 

210.69 

272.19 

273.54 

214.79 

275.96 

277.05 

278.08 

279.03 

279.91 

SO.73 

281.48 

282.18 

282.81 

293.39 

283.91 

284.37 

284.79 

Tabk2.5 

Temperature Profile with OriginalRATAP.~hfT2 Ccdc.KSOfL= 105 J.m-'.mth-'.K*' 

- 
2 

.265.80 

268.80 

280.57 

271.83 

272.92 

273.95 

274.93 

275.89 

276.10 

277.68 

578.51 

279.30 

280.07 

280.80 

281.50 

282.17 

282.79 

283.38 

283.94 

284.45 

3 4 S 6 

271.74 280.69 290.31 297.92 

273.6' 281.52 290.55 298.o4 

274.31 281.24 289.95 297.17 

274.62 180.7 1 289.07 296.03 

274.88 280.21 288.13 294.83 

275.16 279.80 281.22 293.64 

275.49 279.47 286.38 292.52 

275.87 279.24 285.62 291.45 

516.28 279.10 285.59 290.49 

276.72 279.02 285.09 289.63 

277.19 279.02 284.6' 288.13 

277.68 279.07 284.22 288.29 

278.18 279.10 203.90 287.64 

278.69 279.33 203.66 287.06 

279.21 279.53 283.47 216.56 

279.72 279.75 203.35 286.12 

280.22 ?aQ.Qo 283.2s 285.75 
280.72 2B0.27 283.25 285.44 

2s 1.20 2BO.56 283.27 285.18 

281.67 2BO.B5 283.32 284.97 

Mcmth 

1 

301.53 

301.30 

300.46 

299.43 

298.32 

297.18 

296.05 

294.94 

295.38 

294.69 

293.08 

293.00 

292.23 

291.48 

2m.79 

290.16 

209.63 

289.12 

'88.66 

288.25 

8 9 ‘0 

\00.19 294.24 285.28 

?01.03 294.14 281.46 

30.9cl 294.93 288.84 

300.40 294.95 219.85 

299.74 294.86 2m6Q 

299.cx' 294.66 291.17 

298.21 294.38 291.59 

297.39 294.04 291.88‘ 

296.57 294.33 292.06 

295.79 294.27 292.22 

295.02 293.94 292.25 

294.21 293.55 292.24 

293.51 293.05 292.14 

292.79 29257 291.99 

292.09 292x17 291.80 

291.44 29157 291.58 

SQ.05 291.09 291.34 

290.2s 290.60 291.08 

289.74 290.13 290.80 

289.24 209.68 290.52 

II ‘2 

275.72 208.10 
278.28 270.87 

280.24 173.06 

281.81 274.9 I 

283.13 276.53 

284.24 277.99 

285.19 279.29 
285.99 280.47 
287.4 1 281.5' 

288.22 282.49 
288.76 283.34 
289.23 284.11 

289.55 284.76 
289.80 285.34 
289.98 285.84 

290.11 286.28 
29o.l9 289.69 

290.22 287.01 

290.24 287.30 

290.2’ 287.52 
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261.47 
265.99 
267.45 

268.84 
270. lb 
271.42 

272.62 
273.76 
274.84 

275.85 

276.79 
277.67 

278.49 
279.24 
279.94 

28057 
281.14 

281.66 
282.13 
282.5s 

Tabk 2.6 

Tcmpcntum Profile with C@id RATAP.BME Cak. KSOIL = lob J.m“ .mth*‘. K“ 
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265.80 
X6.74 

267.60 
268.45 
209.3 I 
270.18 
271.06 
27 I .92 
272.78 

273.62 
274.44 

275.22 

27S.98 

276.7 1 
277.4 I 

278.07 

278.69 

279.27 
279.82 
280.32 

3 
17 1.74 
171.75 
271.76 

271.84 
272.00 
-7 73 a -.- 
272.53 
272.88 
273.28 

273.72 
274.18 

274.67 

275.17 

275.68 
276.19 
276.70 

277.20 
177.69 
278.16 
278.63 

4 5 6 
280.69 290.3 1 297.92 
219.86 288.90 ?%.H 
279.05 287.W 294.8 I 
278.35 286.29 293.32 
277.78 x5.15 29i.9i 
2n.32 284.14 290.62 
276.98 283.24 289.41 
276.73 2s2.36 X8.3 1 
276.56 28 I .89 287.3 1 

27650 281.31 286.40 

276.49 280.83 28559 
276.54 280.43 254.87 

276.65 280.12 -84.2 1 

‘76.80 379.87 283.63 
276.99 279.68 283.13 

277.2r 27966 ‘8’ 69 - B. 
2Ïl.46 279.48 282.3 I 

277.72 279.45 282.00 
278.0 1 279.46 281.73 

278.30 279.50 28I.SI 

hhlh 
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301.53 
300.23 

298.90 
297.58 
296.30 
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299.63 294.46 36.44 2n.40 269.92 
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298.16 294.49 288.11 290.X 273.14 
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294.80 293.56 289.80 284.09 278.21 
293.96. 293.19 289.97 284.80 279.25 
293.13 292.77 290.05 285.37 280.16 
29222 292.32 290.07 285.86 280.99 
291.54 291.84 290.02 286.26 28 1.73 
2W.78 291.34 209.91 286.58 282.38 
290.05 290.84 289.76 286.82 282.9b 
289.35 2m33 289.58 287.01 283.47 
288.70 289.82 289.36 287.13 283.90 
288.08 289.32 289.1 I 287.21 284.28 
28750 288.83 288.85 287.24 284.60 
286.95 288.36 28857 287.23 284.86 
286.45 287.90 288.28 287.19 285.08 



7FcCuS, + 8.5 07 + 2 H+ --> 2 Fe’+ + I CU-+ + 4 WA’- + H,O (1.3.S 1) 

Both fhe oxitl;irion o1’suliïtle sulfur antl rht! iron (II) moiety-provide metaholic energy for the 

bacteriu. Equafion (2.3.i- 1 ) implies net hycironium ion consumption. At pH values ;\klove 2.5. 

this is nor crkr~*etl rsprrimrntally. In fact. hyclronium ions are rt’ -generarcd Ly thr hyclrolysis 

and precipitation of dissolved iron CIIl) compounds: 

Fe.:+ + H?O --> Fe(OH?+ + H+ 
Fe.?+ _ + ZH?O --> Fe(.OH)+T + 2HC 

Fe;+ _ + 3H,O --> Fe( (aq) + X+ 

Fe:+ + .iH,O --> Fr(OH) 3 (s) + ?H+ - I 

(2.3.2-2) 

The indirect mechanism entails oxidation by the ferric ion in solution. The reaction producrs in 

Jfur. For ex‘ample. pyrite rhis case are often the sulfates of the sulfide minera1 and elementnl su 

(FeS2) may be oxidized by the ferric ion in the following mariner: 

FeS2 + Fe2(S0~$ --> 3FeSO4 + 2 S’ (2.3.2-S) 

Equation ( 23 .L-? 1 represents the partial oxidation of pytite. Under certain conditions. elemeutal 

sulfur does net I’orm in appreciable quantities and the reactions proceed to completeness 

(Lowson 1982): . 

FeS, + 8 H?O + 14 Fe3+ --> 15 Fe*+ + 2 SO:-+ 16H+ (2.3 23) 

The reacrion ;iven by Equation (2’1 ._ .2-4) does not involve oxygen. Iran (III) is a’very 

aggres:ive oxidizing agent for many sulfides. The rate of the redox cari exceed the oxygen 

dependent reacrian rate. Oxygcn .is needed. however. in the biological re-oxidation of the 

fenous ion: 

2 Fe?+ + 2 H+ + 112 O2 --> 2 Fe3+ + H20 (2.3.2-5) _ 

It is the re-oxidation of the ferrous ion which provides the nsiclmive power to maintain conrinual 

pyrite o.xidotion by indirect means. Equation t2.3.--. 3 4) is often rc;~rdccl as thr rate limiting 



process. 

Bacteria are also capable of oxidizing elemental sulfur to sulfate. Several bacterial species are 
capable of oxidizing elemental sulfur. but Tltiobacillus ferroosidorts and Tlriobacillus 
thioosidurzs are the most active under acidic conditions (Arkesteyn. 1979): 

2- 
2S”+302+2H20-->4H++2S04 (2.3.2-6) 

Since elemental sulfur and metal sulfide possess exceptionally low solubilities in water, surface 

contact is required for bacterial action. The oxidative enzymes are located in the cytoplasmic 
membrane on the surface of the organisms. Attachment to the minera1 is often accomplished 
through organelles known as pili. Intimate contact of the bacteria with minera1 surfaces has 
been shown to occur with pyrite, chalcopyrite, gdena and elemental sulfur. 

Several authors have attempted to find relationships between the oxidation rates and 
physico-chemical propenies of the mineral in question. Torma and Sakaguchi (1978) reponed 

that the rate is dependent on the solubility constant of the minerai; higher solubility results in 

higher oxidation rates. This suggests that the reaction rate is dependent on the avaiiabiiity of 
sulfide or hydrogen sulfide in the aqueous phase: 

. ZnS ---> Zn2+ + S2- 

S2-+2H+ -> H2S (aq) 

(2.3.2-7) 

In the past. indirect oxidation was regarded as the principal means of minerai oxidation. 

However, significant oxidation rates of synthetic base metal sulfides without significant 

quantities of iron point to direct biological oxidation as the dominant mechanism. Studies with 
various inhibitors have lent further support to the imbonance of direct bacterial participation. 

For example, N-ethyl maleimioie (NEM) is known to inhibit the biological oxidation of sulfide 

suifur, while sodium aride inhibits enzymatic iron (II) oxidation. Observations of reaction rates 

obtained by the selective use of these inhibitors, either individually or in combination, have 
shown that the abiologicai and enzymatic oxidation rates of sulfur and iron are additive. 

Evidence for significant indirect oxidation has been given by Arkesteyn ( 1979). He has 

demonstrated that pyrite is oxidized indirectly via bacterial oxidation of dissolved ferrous ion to 
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the ferric state. Bacteria and the ore were separated by a dialysis membrane. The ferric ion 
produced by bacrerial acrivity diffused through the membrane and reacted with the pyrite. The 
overall rate of pyrite oxidation was less than in the case of direct contact with the mineral. 
However, in both cases, the reaction- rate was greatly reduced as the pH increased to 5.0. 

. 
Unlike direct oxidation, indirect mechanisms may resuit in the oxidation of arsenides, silicates, 
selenides, and other non-sulfide minerals. Although chemical oxidation cari be significant, the 
reaction rates are greatly increased if bacteria are present. Lacey and Lawson (1970) have 
estimated that the rates may be some 500,000 times greater in the presence of bacteria. 

Although this degree of enhancement has been observed under controlled laboratory conditions 
only, the importance of biological activity on mineral dissolution in natural environments has 
been frrmly established. Five sulfides have been seiected for incorporation in the model: pyrite, 
pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite and arsenopyrite. 

, 

2.3.3 Sulfide Oxidation Kinetics 

I 

I 

Numerous investigations into me mechanisms and kinetics of bacteria-assisted sulfide oxidation 
have been carried out (MacDonald and Clark, 1970; Dugan and Randles, 1971; Tonna. et a!., 
1972; Wong et al., 1974; Hoffmann et al., 1981; Tributsch and Bennett, 1981; Brown and 

Forshaug, 1983; Ja*es et af., 1984a,b). For a heterogeneous reaction involving reactive solids 

such as pyrite, the specific reaction rate is normally defmed (AI%, 1969) as: ’ 

R= -1 dN, (2.3.3-l) 
-e 
A dt 

where 

R = the specific reaction rate (mol.m’2.mth’1) 
A = the tailings particle s&ace area (m2) 
t = tirqe (mth) 

NS 
= amount of sulfïde (mol) 

Assuming spherical symmetxy, the decrease of particle size witb time becomes: 
f 

c 
Or_= 

.I dt 
R (2.3.3-2) 

P 
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. 

Renrrnnging l%luiUiol~ (-.. 9 7.3-2) and solving for the sulfide content in the solid phase results in: 

-R t 
Fi: 

(2.3.3-3) 

where 

Ns.tg thc initi;rl *mlount of sulfide at time “to” (mol) 

N s.t = amount of sulfiiie ru tirne “t” (mol) 

r4-l = initial radius of the sulfide particle (m) 

Those factors wh~ch have an important influence on the rate of sulfide oxidation described by 
the above equ;ltions ;Ire oxygen transpon and sulfide surface ürea (particle size). 

Equation (2.3.3-3) is applicable for uniformly sized particles of known initial radius. For 

caiculating the sulfïde oxidation rate in tailings, a Paretto-type particle size frequency function is 

useful: 

F(ri = A (;J + “(6) p (2.3.3-4) 

where 
F(r) . = cumulative particle size distribution functicitl (mass kiction of particles 

having a radius Iess than “1”’ ) 

r = 
111 

nl:~~imum radius 

Using Equntioir (-. ’ 3.3-4) rogerher with Equations (2.3.3-11 and (2.3.3-2). the molnr mass of 
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pyrite ;LI ;III~ rime “t” mav be esrimated hy the followinp polynomial cxpreqsion: 

N,, = 
--i 
N x.0 

1 + “,(at,” + cyt) p + ya, 

wherr 
k= R (sec Equation (2.3.3-3)) 

p r. 

The constants a 1 . ..& _ et5 cari be rratlilv cnlculated from the parameters of the site distribution 
function. It is noteworthy that ISquation ( 2.3.3-5) is arlalogo~~s to Equation (2.3.7-3) for 
conditions involviny \‘il~iilbltl pillTiClt! six. Equation (2.3.3-7) rnay he easily modified fol 

variable environmental conditions which. in tum. affects the reaction rate. In case of a variable 
environntcnt. the rate constant kf for a given time period is evatuated recursively and the tenn 
“k,t” in equation 2.3.3-5 is replaceci hy: 

N 
k,i = 1 k, At 

n=O 
(2.3.3-G) 

At = time period (rnonth) 

r The terni. kt. is usually evaiuatetl at monthly inter-vals. 

i 

c 
23.4 So]ute Tmnspott 

Several models hnve heen developed which ptedict the transfer of aqueous species in the 

unsaturated zone, e.g. Femwater/Femwaste (Yeh and Ward, 1979). These are based either upon 
L a steady state or non-steady state approach. 

Generally a zona1 approach is used. The space is partitioned into various zones. ‘and the law of 

mass balance for a dissolving substance becomes: 

P 



V,dC=qC,-qC+rV, 
dt 

(2.3.4-l) 

where 

5 = porewater volume per unit area of tailings (m$ater.mf&) 
C = concentration in porewater (mo1.m”) 

9 = infiltration rate (m.mth-l > 

c,= concentration in infiltrating rain water (mol.mS3) 
r = dissolution rate (mol.me .mth” ) 

If the volume of water, infiltrating concentration, or dissolution rate changes substantially from 
timestep to timestep, then non-steady state conditions are evaluated. For this work, an approach 
to steady state conditions -is assumed, resulting in an equation as follows: 

C= qC,+rV 

Equation (2.3.4-2) is known as a “mlxing cell” model, since concentrations and conditions 

within a layer are regarded to be uniform. An alternative approach using no assumptions of 
uniforrnity gives rise to much more compiex expressions. Such a mode1 was used in UTAP 
(SENES, 1987). However, it may be shown that the mixing ce11 and the “plug flow” models 
give essentially identical results when a suff’cient number of layers (usually more than 12) is 

employed. 

The calcularion of aqueous transportation depends upon the presence or absence of equilibrium 

between the solid phases and solution. Equation (2.3.4-l)’ assumes that equilibrium does not 
exist between solid phase and solution. For conditions when equilibrium does exist, the 
concentration of the constituent in the layer and leaving thc given layer becomes: 

(2.3.4-3) 

where 

C eq= the calculated equilibrium concentration (mo1.m ‘3) . 
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The mass balance above the ce11 affects the mass of solid phase present. It is: 

&f= Ch.+ rVt - qCeq (2.3.4-4) 
dt 

where 

M = the mass of solid per unit volume of tailings (mol.mm3) 

For certain ions such as aluminum and iron (III), Ceq is a function of pH when the solid phases 
basalurninite and iron hydroxide occur in the tailings. This necessitates a mathematical solution 
of the mass balance for certain ions (e.g. K+, Fe2+), a mathematical solution of the 
electroneutrality equation to.defime C 9’ 

and solids mass balance calculations. T~US, portions of 
the mathematical solution for the mass balance, solids mass balance and the electroneutrality 

equation must be conducted simultaneously or iteratively. 

2.3.5 Aqueous Speciation 

I 

i i 

i 

. 
The objective of the aqueous speciation module is to cakulate the pH of the solution for a given 
composition. This calculation is based upon the electioneutrality equation which is derived from 
the principle of charge balance. This principle basicaily states that a solution must be 
electrically neutral and hence that the sum of positive charges in solution must equal the sum of 

negative charges in solution. 

For ions present in leachate from the base metal tailings, the following is the electroneutrality 
equation: 

l 

+ + 

[Hfi + 2[Ca2+] + 3[Fe3+] + 2[FeOH2+] + [Fe(OH)2] + [FeSOd + 2Pe2q 

+3[A13+-J+2[A10H21]+[Al(OH;Z]+[AISO~]+[K+1 \ 

. = [HC03J+2[COfa] +Z[SOt] +[Fe(OH)4] +[Al(OHl$ + INO;] 
.i 

. (2.3.5-1) 
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In the above equation. copper. zinc and arsenic are not included since they are assumed to be 
trace metals and hence have a negligible impact on the charge balance. 

In Equation (2.3.5-l), the brackets [ ] represent the concentrations of these ions in solution. By 
balancing the concentrations of all other ions in solution, the H+ concentration and hence the pH 

cari be calculated directly. 

However, the problem is complicated by the different procedures required to estimate the 

concentration of the other cations and anions. First, various ions are themselves a function of 
the pH. Iron (III) and aluminum hydrolyze to fonn various hydrolytic complexes. For example, 

the reaction: 

A13+ + H20 = A10H2+ + H+ (2.352) 

describes the hydrolysis of A13+ to form A10H2+ and H+. Second, various ions may be 

estimated from solution mass balance principies (e.g. potassium) while others (e.g. A13+, Fe’+, 
Ca2+) may be estimated from equilibrium principles. Ions are estimated from equilibrium 

principles if a solid phase is present, which contains the same chemical species at the identical 1 ; : 

oxidation state (valence number). If the solid phase completely dissolves, the solution mass 
b&nce is used to estimate the ion concentration. Tht equilibrium solution concentrations are a 
function of pH for various ions (e-g. alumimun and iron). For example, the solubility of iron is a 

function of pH according to thc foIlowing precipitation naction: 

Fe3+ + 3H20 = Fe(OH)3(s) + 3H+ (2.3.5-3) 
I : 

TO estimate pH, the overall electroneutrality equation must be phrased as a function of pH and 

approptiate total solution concentrations or solid phases, and then solved mathematically for pH. 

This requires that an iterative solution be used to solve the basic equations. 

2.3.6 Oxygen Transport 

Oxygen may be transported into porous media such as taiIings by advection andlor diffusion. In 

the saturated zone of tailings, the diffusive transport of oxygen through the air phase is the 
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dominant transfer mechanism. In the capillary fringe and saturated zones of the tailings, the 
dominant transfer mechanism is the advection of oxygen dissolved in the infiltrating porewater. 

Oxygen consumption intemally in the tailings is causcd mainiy by sulfide minerai oxidation ti.e. 
by oxidative dissolution of pyrite, pyrrhotite, etc.). Small net amounts of sulfide minera1 
dissolution occurs in the water-filled portion of the tailings by Fe3+ attack upon the minerals 
and the reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+. 

TO account for these processes. the following assumptions are presently made in the 

RATAP.BMT2 model: 

1) The dominant variation in oxygen concentration occurs vertically from the air-tailings 
boundary downward. Any horizontal variabiiity in oxygen concentration around the 
dams of the tailings pile are negiigible. 

2) Suifîde mineral oxidation occurs completely in zones where oxygen is present, resulting 
in Fe3+ and S042- as end prqducts (i.e. Fe 2+ and sulfïde in the sulfide minerais are fully 

T~US, oxidation occurs in oxidized to their highest oxidation state, Fe 3+ and SOd2-). 
tailings layers containing gas-fiiled spaces and in the Upper boundaty layer of the water- 
filled zone where dissolved oxygen is prcsent. 

F 

: I 

3) Some additional sulfîde mineral dissolution occurs in the anoxic zone of the water-filled 
layers due to the flux of Fe3+ into the layers from above. This has an effect upon the 
solution electroneutrality balance but not upon the oxygen balance. 

t 
I 

4) The’rate of vertical transport of oxygen is much faster than the rate of sulfide minera1 
oxidation. Accordingly, over the time frame of variation calculated by the mode1 (one- 
month), steady state conditions exîst. This nsults in the following equations: 

a) for the gas-ftied region where all air diffusion conuois transport: 
De d2c - R = 0 (2.3.6-I) 

dx2 
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b) for the water-filled boundary layer below the gas-fiiled region where advection 
controls transport: 

v dcw-K=O (2.3.6-Z) 
dx nw 

where: 

De 
C 
Cw 
X 

R 

TV 

gas diffusion cocffkient of oxygcn (m*. mth’l) 
gas concentration of oxygtn (mol.m’3) 
aqueous concentration of oxygen (mol.mW3) 
distance in the venicd direction (m) 
oxygcn consumption rate (m0l.m -3 .mth’l) 
volumenic soil water content (m3water.m-3tail~gs) 
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both in the temporal and spatial (i.e. with respect to depth) sense. Several constituents were 
modelled. however. only the resuhs of porewater pH and fenous iron predictions are included in 
the comparisons presented in this report. The predictabiliry of each parameter was assessed by 
qualitative comparison of the simulations and field observations. 

The final test involved running the mode1 both in a deterministic and probabilistic manner. The 

probabilistic simulations were based on selecting parameter values from established distribution 
functions. The geometric mean values of the probabilistic outputs were used for comparison to 
the results of the deterministic runs using nominal parameter values. 

3.2 Review of Previous Validation Efforts 

In developing the original RATAP code, an extensive verification, calibration and validation 
program was carried out. Considerable use was made of data reponed in the published literature 

and of field data collecred at the Nordic uranium tailings area in Elliot Lake, Ontario. In 
modifying RATAP for base metal tailings applications, each of the cight component modules 
which comprise the RATAP.BMTl version was modified, tested and quality assured before 
being integrated into the overall code to maintain the integrity of the model. Where applicable. 
the modules were calibrated and validated against the data base employed in the previous studv. 
In addition, fïeld data collected in recent years on the’base metal tailings at thc Waite Amulet 

site near Noranda-Rouyn. Quebec were employed in the mode1 calibration and validation. 

Suffïcient field data at Waite Amulet were available to-achieve partial calibration of the model. 
Predicted and measured values were found to be comparable for the solid phase pyrite and 
pyrrhotite contents and the gaseous phase oxygen content. The porewater pH predictions were 

acceptable but did not match the measured data as well as the solid and gaseous phase 
components. It was not practical to draw firm conclusions about the adequacy of the mode1 

predictions, however, as only a limited amount of data bas been collectcd at Waite Amulet on 

certain key characteristics of the taiiings. Specifically, measurements on the solid phase 

composition of the tailings have been made at only one location and these data showed 

considerable variation with depth. In addition, the results of measurements which have been 
made on the chemistry of the porewater in the unsaturated zone were not available at the cime of 
this study. Also, no measurements have been made of temperature profiles in the tailings nor of 

l 

the water content with depth. 
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TO summarize. the RATAP mode1 was successfully adapted for prediction of acid generation 
from base metal mine taiiings. The mode1 accounted for acid generation from the oxidation of 
pyrite. pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite. sphalerite and arsenopyrite; other sulfide minerals could be 

added in the future as required. 

3.3 Extension of Validation with Waite Amulet Data 

3.3.1 Characterization of the Initial Condition of the Tailings 

An imponant aspect of the study of the geochemistry of inactive tailings impoundments is the 
assessment of the initial nature of the tailings solids and porewaters as they were deposited. This 

initial cond.ition, which provides the basis for a11 future geochemical -changes in the tailings. 

cannot be directly assessed because the mil1 at the Waite Amulet site closed in 1962. The Initial 
condition of the tailings cari be inferred, however, from knowiedge of the milling process and 

from examination of tailings solids and tailings porewaters that have not been affected by sulfide 
oxidation. 

Tailings water samples obtained from piezometers located deep in the tailings are likely to r-l 
a . 

contain concentrations of dissolved constituents similar to those of the mil1 process waters - ’ ’ 

discharged with the tailings. Porewater chemical analyses from fwo deep piezometers, (Siwik et 
a/., 1987) indicated that the water near the base of the impoundment is neutral in pH. and 
contains high concentrations of Na, Ca, SO, and lower concentrations of dissolved metals 

including Fe, Pb, Zn and CU. This is similar to the composition expected for the mil1 process 

water (Blowes and Parnbor, 1989). 

An initial examination of the rnineralogy in the unsaturated zone indicated that below the water 

table where there was’ minimum alteration, there was 60% pyrite and 14% pyrrhotite (Siwik et 

al., 1988). CO2 analysis and mineralogical studies indicated that at least trace amounts of 

carbonate minerais, principally calcite. are present throughout the unahered tailings (Blowes and 

Jambor, 1989). Tables 3.3~1 and 3.3-2 list some of the physical properties of Waite Amulet 
tailings. 
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PXYSICAL PROPERTIES OF WAITE AMULET TAILINCS 

. 

-5 

Grain .sLze (mm) 
Initial c::y?en acti*.-i:y at the tailings surface (atm) 

Initial c5ncentraticn of arsenocyrite (mass fraction) 
Initial concentration of basalumiriate (mass fraction) 
Initial concentration cf calcite (mass fraction) 
Initial concentration of chalcopyrite (mass fraction) 

-Initial concentration 0 f fcrric hydro::ide (mass fraction) 
Initial scncentration of gypsum (mass fraction) 
Initial concentration 05 sphaleritc (mass fraction) 
Initial concentraticn of sericite (mars fraction) 
Initiai concentration of pyrite (mass fraction) 
Initial concentration of pyrrhotite (mass fraction) 

Xcte 

P 
1 

Elowes an6 Jambor, 1989. 
2 SENES and Seak, 1989. 
3 Petruk and Finard, 1986. 

0.2 1 

0.211 

o.oos2 

o.ooo12 

0.00032 

0.0032 

0.0012 

@.000S2 

0.005? 

o.os 

0.63 

0.143 
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TABLE 3.2-2 

f' 

TAILINGS PROPERTIES AT WAITE AMULET BOREHOLES 
(Blowea and Jambor, 1989) 

t . 
WA17 WA22 

I" 

i 

Depth to Water Table (m) 2.75 6 
I* 1 

Depth to Clay (m) 11 11 
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3.3.2 The Sampling Program 

Of the eight oxygen-concentration profiles measured at the Waite Amulet site. Blowes and 
Jambor (1989) considered five (WA2. WAS. WA20. WA21, WA24) unacceptable for 
comparison with 02 profiles predicted using the mode1 of Davis and Ritchie (1986). Measuced 
on the benches of the impoundment, profiles WA20 and WA21 were subjected to compaction 

during dam construction. Because profiles WA2 and WA8 were saturated to within 20 cm of 
the tailings surface. they contained fewer than 2 data points. A clay layer at profiles WA8 and 
WA24, 20-40 cm thick. was placed over the tailings during the vegetation program. Of the 
remaining three sites (WA1 1, WA1 7 and WA221, two were chosen for validation. 

. WA17 

At this location, two sections, totalling 300 cm. were cored. From the initial 100 cm section. $0 
cm of tore were recovered and divided into 5 equal sections, each assumed to be 20 cm. From 
this section, porewater samples are collected from 0 to 40 cm and 80 to 100 cm intervals. No 

water could be expressed from the tore sections from 40 to 80 cm. A second tore was taken 
from 100 to 300 cm, from which 200 cm were recovered and divided into 10 equal sections. 
Pore water samples were expressed from all sections of this tore. 

WA22 

Site WA22 is located on the southem edge of the tailings where the water table is at a greater 
depth than at most of the other sites. A total of 600 cm of tore, in three sections, was taken at 
this location. “The first section was cored from 0 to 100 cm, with a full 100 cm recovery. 
Samples were obtained from al\ sections s&eezed except the section from -80 to 100 cm. The 

second tore v&s taken between 100 and 300 cm, with fùll recovery, and divided into 10 equal 

sections. Samples were expressed from all tore sections except for the two sections between 180 
and 220 cm. The final tore was taken from 300 cm to 600 cm, with fuil recovery. The last 300 

cm was divided into 12 sections, each 25 cm long. Samples were obtained from each ,of the 

sections squeezed from the final tore” (Blowes and Cheny, 1987). 
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3.3.3 Mode1 Validation 

Mode1 validation usinp the Waite Amulet tailings as the test case involved running 
RATAP.BMT to predict pH and ferrous îron concentrations at two locations. Al1 input parameter 
values were held constant between the two locations wirh the exception of the depth to the water 
table which was set equal to 2.75 metres for WA 17 and 6 metres for location WA 22. While it 
was recognized that there were differences in the tailings characteristics between the two 

locations, there was insufficient basis for changing any of the parameter values. RATAP.BMT 
r-uns were performed for one deterministic run at each location and 25 probabilistic runs at each 

location. The results of these xuns are discussed below. 

WA22 

The data from this borehole was used to calibrate the model. Fieid data shows that “the pH in the 
top 1 m of tore rises sharply from 3.42 in the uppermost section (Figures 3 .l and 3.2) to about 
5.0 at 80 cm, then rises more slowiy to a reiatively constant value of about 6.4” (Blowes and 

Cherry, 1987). Predicted pH values agree weli with measured values as indicated on Figure 3.1 

for the deterministic mode1 run and Figure 3.2 for the probabilistic mode1 run. Both the 
deterministic and probabilistic mode1 runs show more abrupt pH change with depth than is ’ 

suggested by the field data. 

There is good agreement between predicted and measured fenous iron values as evidenced from 
the plots on Figures 3.3 and 3.4. The Sharp reduction in the ferrous iron concentration between 2 

and 3 metres below the tailings surface mimics the Sharp rise in pH from about 4.5 to 6.5 - 7.b. 

This pH change contributes to the precipitation of dissolved ferrous iron as fetrous hydroxide. 

The plot of the probabilistic mode1 run includes error bars which span one standard deviation 

about the mean values. These errer bars were calculated from the results of 25 probabilistic nms 

and represent the uncertainty in the predicted values due to uncenainty in the mode1 input 

values, specified as distributions rather than constants. The large uncertainties predicted at a 
depth of 2 to 3 metres in the tailings pile are not unexpected but rather reflect the range in values 

which could be measured at this depth depending on the panicular values selected for the input 

parameters. 
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WA 17 

.> ; 
“The sameling program was conducted in the late fa11 of 1987. during a period of mixed’ 
snowfall and rainfall. The samples from WA17 were collected shortly after snowmelt had 
occurred. while sarnp’es from most other locations were collected through the unmelted snow 
caver” (Blowes and Cherry. 1987). The unusual pH values in the near surface area suggest that 

tlle water expressed from the uppermost tore may reflect recently infiltrated rain or snow melt 
water. Below the top 100 cm the pH rises to a level between 5.0 and 6.0 (Figures 3.5 and 3.6). 
similar to other sites at Waite Amulet (Figure 3.1). There is reasonable agreement between 
predicted and measured pH values. although the lower predicted values in .this case suggest that 
more buffering capacity may bave been available at this location than was assumed. The sta.rting 
mineralogical col?position at WA 17 was assumed to be idèntical to WA 22 since location 
specific data were not avaiiable. A better fit of observed and predicted values could have been 

. obtained by adjusting some of the input parameter values. 

The ferrous iron concentrations plotted on Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show that the predicted values 
agree well with the measured values. It is noted that the measured values at WA 17 were 
significantly higher than measured at WA 22, and the predicted values (deterministic and . 
probabiiistic) follow the same trend. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

4. 

CONCLUSIONS 

RATAP.BMT addresses questions more numerous and more complex than those 
addressed by other acid generation models. 

RATAP.BMT permits an evaluation of the limitations of other acid generation models. 

RATAP.BMT permits evaiuation of many additional questions which are beyond the 
scope of the questions evaluated by other acid generation models. 

RATAP.BMT mode1 structure is built around established physical and chemical 

principles. Empirical relationships are kept to a minimum. 

RATAP.BMT requires a more knowledgeable user and, thus, is more difficult for a 
novice user to program. 

Partial mode1 validation was successfully performed using data collected on the Waite 
Amulet tailings. Further validation work is required and should preferably be undertaken 

on several tailings areas. 
c 

4-l 
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